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ThefiCapewell" Nail 

can be driven with 80 much more ease, safety and 
accuracyythat the vast majority of horseshoers choose 
it when purcving nails. 

The best nail in the world at a fair price-not the 
cheapest regardless of quality. 

I 
I 

For Shoeing 
Cavalry Horses 

no a il compares with "The Capewell." This service 
demands the toughest, strongest nail to insure re- 
liability. It also requires nails which will not break 
down a hoof but will help to keep it in prime condition. 

Remember! No nail is a "Capewell" unless it bas 
the check mark on the beveled face of the head. 

The Capewell Horse Mail Go. ' 

HARTFORD, CONN., U. 5. A. 

Largest Makers of Home NaiL in the World. 
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THE VALUE OF C A V A L ~ Y  AS A PART OF OUR ARMY. 

BY BRIGADIER GENERAL JAMES PARKER. U. S. A. 
:*. ~ 

N 19 12 there was a bill before Congress proposing to reduce the 
' I cavalry of the United States Army by mustering out five 

five of the fifteen regiments of which it is composed. There 
has also been urged in recent years a proposition in favor of 
the reduction of each regiment from twelve troops to six squad- 
rons, a measure which might eventually have the same effect. 
While it is not probable, CPying to present exigencies of our 
foreign relations, that either of thdse measures will at present be 
adopted, they are still being considered. 

An anny exists very largely as an insurance against war 
or insirrection, just as a police force exists as an insurance 
against disorder. The army of the United States is unique in 
this respects0 much has this country, one of the great powers, 
cut down its military force, that it may be said to exist almost 
wholly on account of this necessity of insurance aganist war. 
It has been cut down until it can be regardedmerelyasthe 
nucleus of our war army; as a school of military art. 

Nevertheless, as a military force it is. for its size, an effi- 
cient one; as an insurance, it meets its purpose. As a deterrent 
igainst agression, against insult, it suffices. This is because oE 
the enormous military strength that backs it, enormous, be- 
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cause when we study the War of the Rebellion, and Consider 
the magnitude, &ency and valor of our volunteer armies, 
and a d d e r  that would now, with our 1 0  millions of papu- 
lation, be able to raise an army three times 8s large as that then 
furnished, in 1865, by the north and sou combined, we are 
impressed with the fact that the United S 9 tes, potentially, has 
resoufces in war, qua1 to any nation upon earth. 

Representing this potentiality, our regular army, for its 
size, &odd be as near perfqt as it can be made. It should be 
a ixhoot of war, whence military knowledge and training can be 
disseminated throughout the country. It should be the source 
from which will come. in war, the expert trainers and instruc- 
tors which are t~ whip into shape, quickly, our masses of un- 
trained volunteers. At the same time it should maintain a 
st&ciTt number of such special troops as cannot be quickly 
prkcted in time of war. 

If wq study the War of the Rebellion we .fll see that while 
mounted troops were always, during that struggle, of immense 
value, it required over two years’ of training fore the cavalry 
of the Northern Army were fit for figh d m e  experience 
of the Spanish-Amzrican War also showed that, in four months 
our volunteer infantry attained a certain amount of profiaency 
and but at the conclusion of that period no volunteer 
cavalry, except perhsps the Rough Riders, was fit for active 

This was pady due to l;rck of expert trainers, but mostly 
due to the fact that in the caw, horses, as well as men, have 
tobe trained. And to put andntrained man and an untrained 
horse together results in delaying the training of both man and 
I h e .  

Themoderncadrymanmustbebothaninfantrymananda 
cavdrymaa He must be able to fight dismounted with the 
rifle against infantry. H e  must be a good rider, have a well 
trained brae and be an expert withthesaber in order to fight 
mounted agsinstcacavatry. He must be a good rider, have a 
WeUtraiiledlxmeandbemuredtofatiguetobabletomake the 

Ungsrequirelang trhing. Thus, if in case of war we desire 
to have du&g.the iht year a force of &ent cavalry, even 

. 

service horsebacf. 3 . 

~ m u c h e s s s ~ t e d i n f a n t r y .  Itisplainthatall these 
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one-tenth t -e  size of the force which should beemployed, we 
must have them trained in advance. 

Thehistory of our country demonstrates that we are not an 
exception among nations in the liability to war. And it also 
demonstrates that most of our wars have been small wars. It is 
inevitable, on this hemisphere, that this should be the case. 
We ape, fortunately, not in contact with the great military 
powers and they have little to gain by attacking us. But to 
avoid concrete instances of what is pcssible, our history shows 
us to have engaged in several wars with contiguous nations on 
this continent in the last seventy years. I t  also shows we have 
in a number of instances, barely escaped having such wars. 

i n  any small war in this hemisphere the conditions will be 
such as to demand the employment of a‘large proportion of 
cavalry. The long distances, poor roads, and sparsely settled’ 
tracts, which are a characteristic of North and South America, 
favor the use of mounted troops. Also cavalry has special 
advantages when used against a poorly armed and poorly 
disciplined enemy. Its ability to take up a position on the 
flank or rear of the opposing force, to attack unexpectedly, to 
spread over the country in many detachments, thus multiply- 
ing its whereabouts and threatening attack at many points, is 
particularly demoralizing to an army of untrained troops or of 
militia or home guards. Modern cavalry, whose principal wea- 
pon is the rifle, and which does most of its fighting on foot, 
(being as formidable on the firing line as the same number of 
infantry), possesses the ability which infantry does not possess, 
of being able to move quickly and at will over extremely long 
distances, choosing its own routes, its own object and point of 
attack. If one road is obstructedit canchooseanother; if the 
enemy lies in the way it can make a long detour and pass around 
him. It is net dependent, for food or forage, on the trainsof 
wagons coming from the r e a r 4  supplies give out it can move 
to where they are more abundant. It is its glory to march 
within the enemy’s lines, cut off from succor and reinforcemept, 
trusting to the strength and speed of its horses to retrieve any 
mistakes.  In a desert country, devoid of water, making opera- 
tions by infantry difficult, the cavalry is able to make the long 
marches necessary to cover the distance to the next stream. 

I 
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In many parts of America travel is almost entirely by horse- 
back-what more natural than that armies should then be com- 
posed of horseman? We see an instance of this in the revolu- 
tion now going on in a sister republic, where the contending 
forces are largely mounted. 

. To tealize the value of cavalry it is necessary to under- 
stand how it is used; and in regard to this many false ideas 
have been promulgated. In the old days cavalry foughtin- 
fantry by riding it down. Since against good infantry, armed 
with the magazine gun, this can no longer be accomplished, it 
is claimed by some people that the day of cavalry is passing. 
But this is a mistake. Cavalry, even more than in the past, 
exists for the purpose of attacking infantry, as was shown 
during our War of the Rebellion. But it must as a d e  attack 
dismounted, with the d e .  The term “mounted infantry” is 
no longer one of reproach. Man for man, when on foot, cavalry 
is equal to the best infantry. Its training makes it as accurate 
and as formidable wi& the rifle; and its mobility enables it to 
be sent in a few hours or minutes to distant points, striking where 
reinforcements areof the greatest importance, and where its 
value as infantry is doubled. Now that the use of the aeroplane 
and the dirigible balloon enables the commanding general to 
spy out the flanks, the rear and the weak points of the enemy’s 
atmy, an overwhelming necessity exists for quick moving 
riflemen, who can strikd at these points before they can be! re- 
inforced or protected. Foot infantry is not always available 
for this purpose4  moves, as a rule, too slom-ly; but cavalry, 
which the best practice now substitutes for mounted infantry, 
arrives quickly, apd once there goes into the fight, fresh, with- 
out fatibe. This use of cavalry was highly developed by both 

~ North F d  South during the Civil War. In its adoption we 
were fifty years ahead of other nations. 

During the Civil War our cavalry grew in importance and 
in mown from year to year-the proportional numbers were 
coLIst8lltly increased, until, in Virginia, under Sheridan and 
Stuart and in the West, under Wilson and Forrest, we had armies 
of cavalxy, which were d s t e n t l y  and continually employed 
in mthg infantry, riding long distances and attacking them 
m the flank or rear, on foot. It was this use of cavalry by the 
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North which brought about the triumph of Nashville in the 
West and Appomattox in the East. It was this use pf cavalry 
by the South, by Forrest, Morgan, Wheeler, and other leaders, 
which so long held our armies at bay in Kentucky and Teqne-. 
The kent ion of the wireless, the aeroplane and the drigible 
balloon has now added to the value of cavalry for this purpose, 
as has also the use of the magazine gun of long range. 

There is a certain class of military writers, especially in 
Europe, who are so much impressed with the mounted action of 
cavalry, and its glories, in the past, that they ignore dismounted 
aktion. They refuse to believe the logic of the magazine gun, 
or the lessons of our rebellion and of the war of 1870, and still 
contend that cavalry, mounted, can ride. down and disperse 
good infantry. To them the war of 1861-65 is almost a sealed 
book. The war of 1870 was too soon over to convince them. 
The Boer War taught them little. Their arguments are taken 
fromthe Warsof Napoleon. To them the rifle is an unimportant 
part of the cavalryman’s equipment, but the horse, the saber 
and the lance everything. Their writings deal solely with the 
glory and the terror of the charge.. Their views dominate the 
military books and journals of Europe. 

It would perhaps be well for Americans, who know better, 
.were this false doctrine to continue in other armies, for then. 
in case of a conflict, we would have a great advantage. N&- 
theless, these writers, by ignoring the advantages of dismounted 
action, give a reasonableness to the claim that the utility of 
mounted troops in war is much diminished. The truth is, on 
the contrary, that dismounted fighting has so largely increased 
the value and the opportunities of cavalry that much larger 
forces of cavalry are necessary now than formerly. 

Should cawzlry whenfighting cavalry always remain mclunkd? 
A fenced-up country like that of the Ullited States militates 

very much against the mounted use of cavalry. A country 
of ditches, like that of northern Italy, has the same effect. A 
perfectly open, flat country, without fences, as in Gennany and 
France, gives the enemy time to dismount and repel the mounted 
charge with the far-reaching rifle.. 

It would seem that a country with moderate covw, but 
without fences, gives now the best oppbrtunity for the mounted 
attack of cavalry. 

\ 
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To give a simple instance of the action of cavalry against 
cavalry in such a terrah a d  its advantages and limitations, 
letusimagheareghent of “red” cavalry marching in a cert,+in 

. direction and a regiment of “blue” cavalry opposing its march. 
The two forces &ve in sight of each other, say at a distance 
of half a mile. The! blue cavalry cjkmounts and opens fire. If 
well W e d  it can do this in twu minutes. The red cavalry, 
on the other hand, can traverse a half-mile at a fas t  gallop in 
two minutes. If the red cavalry leader is courageous and quick 
at seizing opportunities he should plunge in among the dis- 
mountedbluecavalrybeforethey have time to firemore thanafew 
shots, when, encumbered with their led horses, they would be 
at his mercy. 

If the distance on meeting were more than a half-mile, and 
the blue cavalry dismounted then the red cavalry might with 
advantage retreat to the nearest cover and make a detour aromid 
the blue cavalry. For if it attempted to make a mounted at- 
tack the blue cavalry would have tirqe to dismount and open a hot 
fire!, If the red c a v e ,  on the other hand, dismounted, in its 
turn, and opened fire, there would result a rifle dyel. The prog- 
ress of the fed cavalry would be dectively delayed. 

As long as the red cavalry leader insists on remaining 
mounted and conducts himself with discretion the blue c?valry 
can accomplish nothing by dismounting. 

It is evident in such a terrain that most of the fighting, 
when cavalry meets cavalry, will mounted, but that occa- 
sions often will arise for dismounted fighting. 

A slight examination of the foregoing example will dernon- 
strate that the occasions for combat arising when cavalry fights 
cavalry form combinations without number, these combinations 
being made up of the Werent distances which separte the kom- 
batants, the factors of cover and obstacles, the disposition taken 
by the enemy, e*., etc. To meet these Merent contingencies 
aad select promptly the proper form of attack, requires in a 
cavalry leader expenmce and genius. 

This illustration also gives an example of a situation which 
would often occur in war. One of the principal functions of cav- 
alry is the act of preceding the main body of the v y ,  forming a 
curtain or screen, thus preventing the enemy’s cavalry from 
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discovering the dispositions of the mah body or from delaying 
its march. The duty of cavalry of each side, therefore, is to 
pierce or overthrow the opposing cavalry. In this struggle 
both mounted and dismounted fighting is necessary. 

It is evident that a cavalry force, to be efficient, must 
be highly trained, not only that long marches may be made 
without undue fatigue to men and horses, but also to be effec- 
tive in the numerous methodsof mounted and dismounted fight- 
ing. They must also make themselves familiar with the vaxying 
phases that combat may assume, and which in the cavalry are 
f a r  more numerous than in the infantry. ,They must be com- 
manded by 05cers of experience, of resourcefulness and of 
quick decision, in order that they may take advantage of the 
almost innumerable, widely varying conditions that present 
themselves . 

I think it will be apparent, from even the most cursory 
statement of the. functions of cavalry in combat. that as much 
depends on the leader as on’the troops 
shown in war, for instance by Forrest, in the wonderful rksults 
accomplished by poorly trained cavalry. The failure of cavalry 
to accomplish much, therefore, in the recent war between 
the Japanese and the Russians in Manchuria can not be ex- 
plained by the lack of training or the presumption that it had 
no opportunities in general. Combine a chief, who does not 
care to use his cavalry to the limits of its capacities, with sub- 
ordinate cavalry cgmmanders who lack zeal and resourcefulness, 
and cavalry fails. Such a combination has existed in many 
wars and instances, where the inaction of the cavalry has been a 
matter of surprise and has temporarily given grounds for the 
belief that the value of cavalry has diminsihed. 

In the Boer War of 1900-1903 the extraordinary resistance 
offered by the Boers’ to the superior forces of the English was 
due largely to the fact that the Boer forces were mounted in- 
fantxy. They occupied an immense country, which they were 
enabled to traverse freely and quickly by means of their horses 
-appearing’here, there, and everywhere, with extraardinsry 
rapidity; striking the flanks, the rear, the lines of communi- 
cation, the isolated detachments of their antagonists. They 
Eeldomfought mounted, but they used their horses to reach dis- 

. 
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tant points, dismounting to fight, mounting to march. As a re- 
sult of these tactics they were able to keep up the war for a long 
&od and to force the English to bring into the field armies 
that outnumbered them ten to one. As a deduction from this 
war it was announced by Field Marshal Lord Roberts, that the 
“principal” weapon of cavalry in modern war is not the lance or 
saber, but the rifle. As a result of this war the English, like our- 
selves, believe in the employment in war of great masses of 
cavalry, mounted riflemen, ready to fight cavalry on horse back, 
but also available for all the duties of infantry-a “Cavalry- 
Infantry” who can march sixty miles in ten hours, reaching the 
flanks, rear or weak points of the enemy’s line, dismount, attack 
and carry positions held by infantry by assault. 

When battle lines, as in Manchuria have a front of from 
twenty to eighty miles, the use of great cavalry reserves for 
such purposes will be indispensable to victory. Modem lines, 
owing to the tremendous range and power of cannon and small 
arm& can rarely be pierced, as in the old days, even though 
thinly manned. But their flanks and rear are very vulnerable. 
Hence the importance of the great “cavalry reserve” of the 
modern %attl&eld. 

The proportion of cavalry to infantry has always been 
decided by the resources pf a country more than by any other 
factor. Generally speaking, the more cavalry in an army, up 
to a certain limit, the better. The last census shows in the 
United States over 20,000,000 horses, and while most of these 
can not he used for cavalry service, we can undoubtedly mount 
8 larger number of cavalrymen than any other nation except 
perhaps Russia. In case of war we can count as foot troops 
of the first line our regular infantry; our millippine ’Scouts, our 
marines,,and when not threatened by sea, most of our coast 
d e r y  troops, a toal of over 60,OOO regulars, in comparison 
with which force our fifteen regiments of cavalry are a small 
contingent. If the militia are called into service, the dispro- 
portion becomes even greater, since there are but few militia 
cavalry troops. While this continent is not so well fitted for 
cavalry of the old type, fighting solely on horse back, the trees, 
woods, hills, which cover all of our more thickly settled states, 
favor the use of modem cavalry, which, if in attacking mounted 
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must attack by surprise and in attacking dismounted must 
place their horses out oi sight. 

We in this country are not altogether free from the fear of 
civil disturbances, and while it is assumed the States are in a 
position to cope with these, history shows many instaiices when 
they have been oblige99 to call upon the general G o v e h e n t  
for assistance. The use of cavalry for putting down riots is 
attended with special advantages, because horsemen are able 
to disperse mobs without bloodshed, while infantry, set upon 
by crowds, are often pbliged to use their firearms, killing the 
innocent as well as the guilty. 

Much is said about the extra cost of cavalry as compared 
with infantry. This may be the case in some foreign countries, 
where men cost littleand horses and forage cost much. But 
in this country, in comparison with the cost of the liberal pay, 
rations, clothing, barracks, ejc., of officers and enlisted men, 

As a matter of fact it 
has been demonstrated that our cavalry regiments cost about 
one-third more than &ur infantry regiments. 

The fifteen regiments, of which our cavalry is composed, 
are among the best trained, best disciplined, proudest regi- 
ments of the army. Traditions, usages, appreciations, bind 
men together and make them formidable. The soldier, in 
battle, fights for the honor and glory of his regiment, and the 
prouder the regiment the more splendid the heroism. Destroy 
the traditions of regiments and years will not suffice to replace 
them. Our army’should not be experimented with lightly. 
Its organization should not be changed except as a result of 
the mature study and reflection of the best minds in the Re- 
public. 

* the cost of horses and forage is little. 
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THE LEGAL STATUS OF A CONQUEST MADE BY 

THE UNITED STATES. 
CONSIDERED WITH SPECIAL REFERENCE TO THE CONSTITC- 

TION, THE LAWS, AND THE TERRITORIAL BOUND- 
ARIES OF THE UNITED STATES. 

. -  

- 

BY MAJOB CHARLES D. RHODES, FIFTEENTH CAVALRY. 

FOREWORD. 

r r H E  following paper, submitted as the writer's graduation 
thesis from the Army StatT College (1908), is published 

at this time in the belief that the problems of military govern- 
ment discussed therein, 4ave now a peculiar interest for officers of 
the Army and Navy; andin the hope that what represents many 
months of painstaking research by the essayist, wi l l  have &me 
present value to those who may be donfronted with the complex 
legal problems of g o v e 4  acquired temtory. 

I. THE MILITARY STATUS. 

The right to institute military government over conquered 
territory, as a belligerent right of the dominant nation, is un- 
questioned. [Ex Parte Milligan, 4 Wall, p. 142.1 As the his- 
tory of our own as well as foreign countries has shown, it is not 
alone a right but oftentimes an act of humanity, exercised in 
behalf of ncm-combatants, for whom otherwise anarchy would 
result. However, its main consideration is founded on the 
broad ground of military necessity, and the highest court of 
our country so decided, as long ago as the acquisition of W- 
fornia [Cross vs. Hartison, 16 Howard, pp. 164,193.) apd New 
Mexico, [20 Howard, pp. 176, 177.1 resulting from the war 
with Mexico. 
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Its temtorial extent is to be tested by the stan,dard of 
exclusive possession, of the temtory over which military 
authority can % asserted; and it becomes operative only when 
the hostile forces having been expelled, the army of occupation 
is able to make its authority respected. 

During the war with Mexico, military government began 
at Tampico and extended over the State of Tamaulipas, when 
the Mexican authorities had surrendered or been driven out. 
[Fleming vs. Page 9, Howard p. 614.1 In our more recent 
occupation of the Philippine Islands, d i t q  government was 
exercised from the date when the city of Manila was captured 
(August 13, 1898). (Biikhimer, d . 59.1 But it would 
appear that almost immediately the United States assumed 
sovereignty over the entire Philippine Islands, although it 
could not strictly be held that exclusive posses$on was exercised; 
that the hostile forces were expelled, or that the army of occu- 
pation was able to make its authority felt in all parts of the 

But the position taken by the American Commissioners at 
the Treaty of Paris, was that United States sovereignty at- 
tached when M d l a ,  the capital city, was occupied by the 
military forces of the United States. [Magoon, p 247.1 And 
in fact, the proclamation of the Military Governor of January 
4, 1899, was addressed to the people of the Philippine Islands, 
and gave detailed instruction for military govemment throughout 
the Islands, and for the opening of ports to foreign trade. 
[Report W. D. 1899,I'ol. 1, Part 4, p. 68.1 .But it is interesting 
to note that previous to the precipitation of hostilities by the 
insurgeht government at Iloilo (February 11, 1899,) it was 
regarded as somewhat uncertain whether the United States 
had the legal right of occupying that port (except by Spain's 
consent), until the treaty of peace was ratified. [Ibid, p. 86.1 
While Spain had virtually abandoned.Iloilo, a strict interpreta- 
tion of international law would still give her fight to enter 
that port and collect duties. 

In Port0 Rim, the military government was administered 
as though it were a permanent possession of the United States, 
even before the treaty of peace had been ratified, or even signed. 
The natural inference would be that the sovereignty of the 

[Birkhimer p. 72.1 

, Islands. 
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United Sates was considered as attaching with the occupation 
of the citynf San Juan (October 18, 1898), or possibly with the 
signing of the peace protocol (August 12, 1898). [History of 
Military Government (Thomas), p. 308.1 

In ancient conquests, military government was administered 
iaccording to the will of the conqueror, and even now, this doc- 
trine is recognized by the law of nations. But by the usage of 
war, this d e  is now so far modified as to continue the municipal 
law of the conquered territory, so f a r  as is consistent with effec- 
tive military control. But all political functions exercised by 
the deposed government, cease, [Magoon, pp. 13-11. Lieber’s 
Instructions, sec. 1, par. 6.1 and during military occupatiot. 
the inhabitants become subject to such laws as the conqueror 
may choose to impose. 

As to duration, military government may continue, not 
only during the prosecution of a war, but until the dominant 
power sees fit to institute civil government. This question 
was given early consideration in our country’s history, in the 
continuance of military government in California. long after 
peace with Mexico. [Cross vs. Harrison, 16 Howard p. 164. 

, Also, Magoon, p. 17.) 
This course was followed in the military government of 

the reconstructed Copfederate States, succeeding the War of 
the Rebellion, and in the State of Texas continued until April 
16, 1870. It has been followed in the administration of the 
Philippine Archipelago, for two years qfter the signing of the 
treaty with S@n; and in South Africa, British military govern- 
ment over the Boer republics continued until local conditions 
were deemed satisfactory for civil government. “The experi- 
ence of the United States Government,” says Birkhimer, “but 
adds to the evidence derivable almost universally from the 
history of other nations, that military government ceases at  
the pleasure of him who instituted it, upon such conditions as 
he elects to impose; and that its termination is not, in point of 
time, dthernecessad y or generally cobcident with the cessa- 
tion of hostilities.” [Birkhimer, p. 368.1 

But in the continuation of military government after the 
cessation of hostilities, the laws of war should be modified 
to meet the conditions of peace. Here the great over-ruling 

, 
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law of necessity still obtains, and should local conditions 
following a treaty of peace, require a resumption of the severe 
measures of war, the urgency of the necessity will alone be the 
criterion of such action. [Ibid, p. 361-362. Magoon, p. 15, 
citing, Ex Parte Milligan, 4 Wall 2, p. 127; Lieber’s fustifica- 
tion of Martial Law; Raymond vs. Thomas, 91 U. S. pp. 712- 
716. Civil government cannot take place at once, Dommes vs. 
Bidwell, 182 U. S. p. 246. (Syllabus.)] 

The military administration of occupied temtory whose 
municipal laws are more or less at variance with the free in- 
stitutions of our government wit1 >Iways present pecu1iarIy 
vesatious problems to a military commander. The history 
of military government in the Phillippines is, therefore, of par- 
ticular interest to the student, evidencing the many complex 
problems which confront the governor of occupied tem‘tory 
especially where there is considerable doubt as to whether the 
occupation is to be permanent or temporary. [See Xppendix 
for compilation of Philippine problems.] 

The effeft of a treaty of peace has ,the effect of making 
known the policy of the dominant natCon with respect to 
occupied terrirory, and if the conditions imposed by the treaty 
provide for permanent transfer of temtory, the sovereignty 
of the victors immediately attaches upon ratification of the 
treaty. And although, as has been said, mili- 
tary government may still continue upon such conditions as the 
sovereign power elects to impose, it would seem that under 
our liberal institutions, the main purpose of such government 
would be to create conditiohs as soon as practicable after m-ar 
has ceased, looking towards the institution of civil government. 
[Magoon p. 21, citing authorities.] And this has ever been 
our policy, in military government in Mexico, in the acquisition 
of New Mexico and California, in the reconstruction of the 
Confederate States, andin territorycededby the Treaty of Pa rk  

[Magoon p. 19.1 

11. ACQLXSXTIOX O F  TERRITORY BY THE I.!:h’lTED STATES. 

That the guthority to extend the boundaries of the United 
States is purely a political question, and that in its discussion 
the courts must respect the pronounced will of the legislative 
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I power, has been determined upon numerous occasions. [Ma- 
goan p. 47, c$ting Foster w. N e b ,  2 Peters pp. 253,309.1 

I “A declaration of war by Congress does not imply an 
‘authority to the President to extend the limits of the United 
States by conquering the enemy’s country. That is, he may 
take possession of the enemy’s country, and hold it as a means 
of prosecuting the war, but that does not make the conquered 
territory a part of the United States. It could be annexed 
to the United States only by the act of the legislative depart- 
ment.” 

The power to acquire territory cannot be derived from 
any narrow or technical interpretation of the Constitution. 
It is a power incidental to sovereignty, growing out of the 
fact  that the United States is a nation, endowed with the aggre- 
gate of powers delegated to the national government by the 
Constitution. [Black’s Constitutional Law (2d Ed.) p. 228. 
Magoon, p. 37, citing Amer. Ins. Co. vs. Canter, Peters, p. 
542; Mormon Church vs. U. S., p. 136, U. S. 1, p. 42.1 

As early as the year 1828, Chief Justice Marshall said : 
“The Constitution confers on the govemrnent of the Union 

the powers of making war and of making treaties ; consequently, 
that government possesses the power of acquiring territory, 
either by conquest or b treaty.” 

And again, in Flemmg vs. Page (9 Howard 611), the Court 
said: [See also same citation, p. 616. h e r .  Ins. Co. vs. 
Canter, 1 Peters, pp. 517,541, 542. Downs vs. Bidwell, 182 
u. s., p. 246 (Syllabus.) ] 

“TheUdtedStates * * * mayextenditsboundaries 
by amquestwr treaty, and may demand the cession of temtory 
as the condition of peace, in order to indemnify its citizens for 
the injuxies they have d e r e d ,  or to reimburse the Govern- 
ment for the expenses of the war, but this can only be done by 
the treaty-making power or the legislative authority.” 

Territory acquired by conquest, is in its incipiency to be 
regarded merely as properSr or spoil of war; [Magoon, pp. 37, 
48.1 and, although, during the duration of war, and until con- 
hned by treaty, such acquisitions are not to be considered 
permanent, Ft for every commercial and belligerent purpose, 
they are treated as part of the domain of the conqueror, so 

[Fleming vs. Page, 9 Howard, p. 603.1 

Y 
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long as he retains possessio d and government. [Birkhimer, 
par. 39, p. 74.1 By the laws and usages of nations, conquest is 
a valid title. . 

Wars are usually ended through treaties of peace, which, in 
case of the United States, must receive the confirmation of the 
Senate and the approval of the Executive. But the ratifica- 
tion of a treaty by the Senate, creutes a contract without 
executing it; and when it requires legislation before it becomes 
operative, it will take effect merely as a national compact upon 
being proclaimed, but does not become operative as to the 
particular engagements, until the. requisite legislation has been 
enacted. \Magoon, 36, citing Foster vs. Neilson, 2 Pet., pp. 
253, 314, 315. U. S. vs. Arredondo, 6 Pet., pp. 691, 734,735. 
Opinion Atty. Gen. Vol. 6, pp. 750,296.1 In fact, an examina- 
tion of all trqties of the United States which acquired territory, 
will show that to extend the boundaries, legislation was con- 
sidered necessary; and this, in spite of the manifest purpose. 
of the treaty to extend the boundaries. [Magoon, 43.40. See 
also, Jones vs. U. S., 137 U. S., pp. 202, 212.1 

In the case of Dowries vs. Bidwell (182 U. S. 319), blr. 
Justice White, in a concurring opinion of the majority says: 

“When the various treaties by which foreign territory has 
been acquired, are considered in the light of the circumstances 
which surround them, it becomes tomymindclearlyestablished, 
that the treaty-making power was always deemed to be devoid 
of authority to incorporate territory into the United States 
without the assent, express or implied, of Congress, and that no 
question to the contrary has‘ever been mooted.” 

Following this doctrine. the United States Peace Commis- 
sioners at Paris, in 1898, stipulating that Spain should assume 
towards our conquests, the positionoccupied by theother nations 
of the earth, affirmed that this territory, “was not part of this 
Union,” or “included in our established boundaries,” since 
these were matters depending upon “our Constitution and the 

’ acts of Congress.’’ [Magoon, 45. Hawaii vs. Mankichi, 190, 
u. s., p. 199.1 

That thz United States may acquire territory, which with- 
out being hcorporated into the United States, may still apper- 
hitz to to the Union, was exemplified as early as the year 1856, 

[Fleming ts. Page, 9 Howard, pp. 603, 615.1 
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when Gmgress passed the Guano Islands Act, which by Section 
1, provided: 

“That whenever any dtizetl of the United Statesdiscovers 
a deposit of guano on any island, rock, or key, not within the 
lawful jurisdiction of ;my other government, * * * such 
island, rock, or key, may at the discretion of the President, 
be considered as appertaining to the United States.” 

Here, it may be pointed out, the authority to acquire has 
been delegated by Congress to the Executive. On the other 
hand, Texas and Hawaii were annexed to the United States by 
joint resolution of Congress, which was quite as effective as 
though negotiated by treaty. The case isquiteconceivable 
where an act or resolution of Congress inight be the only formal 
method of annexation, as, for example, if the United States 
should decide to annex Cuba. [See also, Jones vs. U. S., 137 
U. S., p. 202, (Syllabus); 212, Key vs. U. S., do.] 

It is pertinently pointed out in the majority opinion of 
Domes vs. Bidwell, [Domes vs. Bidwell, 182 U. S., p. 311.1 
that should the doctrine prevail that t mtory could not be 
acquired without incorporation into th United States, the 

station, a coaling station, or a military base, upon an island 
inhabitated by a people utterly unfitted for American citizen- 

This view of the Sup erne Court, that temtory may be 
acquired without inco rpb; ation, has been consistent with 
various acts of the Govemment in the past, which cannot be 
logically explained except upon the theory that the United 
States possesses this power: 

“The simultaneous asquisition and admission of Texas 
as a State by joint resolution. This action can be referred to 
no grant of power under the Constitution, unless it be admitted 
that Congress is vested with the right to determine when in- 
corporation arises. 
- 2. “The 13th Amendment to the Constitution, Section 1, 
which provides that, ‘Neither slavery nor involuntary servitude 
aceptasapunishmen tforcrime * * * shallexistwithin 
the United‘States, 01 any place snb~ect to its jurisdiction.’ ” 

nation might find itself totally unable < o acquire a naval 

Ship. 
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“The iderence is opvious, that $here may be places sub- 
ject to the jurisdiction of the Union, which are not incorporated 
in it.” 

3. “The decisions of the Supreme Court have, from time 
to time affirmed this doctrine. [Mr. Justice White, in Domes 
vs. Bidwell, 182 U. S., p. 338, citing h e r .  Ins. Co. vs. Cant&, 
1 Pet., p. 542; Fleming vs. Page, 9 How. pp. 603, 614; Cross 
vs. Hamson, 16 How., pp. 164, 197.1 

The most recent opinion of the Supreme Court so clearly 
sums up this doctrine, that it is worthy of being quoted in full. 
[Ibid, 182 U. S., p. 336.1 

“It is then, as I think, indubitably settled, by the prin- 
ciples of the law of nations, by the nature of the government 
created under the Constitution, by the express and implied 
powers conferred upon that government by the Constitution, 
by the mDde in which these powers have been executed from the 
beginning, and by an unbroken line of decisions of this court, 
first announced by Mahhall, and followed and lucidly expounded 
by Tanep, that the treaty-making power cannot incorporate 
temtory into the Uaited States without the express oqmplied 
assent of Congress; that i t  may insert in a treaty, conditions 
against immediate incorporation; and that on the other hand, 
when it has expressed in the treaty the conditions favorable to 
incorporation, they will, iE the treaty be not repudiated by Con- 
gress, have the force of the law of the land, and, therefore, by 
the fulfillment of such conditions, cause incorporation to result. 

“It must follow, therefore, that where a treaty contains no 
conditions f6r incorporation, and above all, where it not only 
has no such conditions, but expressly provides to the contrary, 
incorporation does not arise until, in the wisdom of Congress, 
it is deemed that the acquired territory has reached that state 
where it is proper that it should enter into and form a part of 
the American family.” 

The latter part of the above opinion, referred to the treaty 
of peace with Spain, in which there was not only no stipulation 
for incorpoption, but on the cgntrary it was expressly provided 
that, “the civil rights and political status of the native inhabit- 
ants of the temtories ceded.” shall be determined by Congress. 
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, Accordingly, ,while the d d  of Porto Rim was not, in 
an infernational sense to be considered as foreign temtory, 
4 c e  it was subject to the sovereignty and was owned by 
the Uhited States, it was foreign to the United States in a 
domestic sense, because it had not been incorporated into the 
United States. but was merely appurtenant thereto. [Domes 
vs. Bidwell, 182 U. S., p. 342 (Mr. Justice White.) Fourteen 
D h o n d  Rings; 183 U. S., p. 176.1 

This decision but reaftirmeed the opinion expressed in the 
case of D e  Lima vs. Bidwell, [182 U. S. 1.1 which held that 
Port0 Rice was not foreign temtory after the cession, but yet 
that it was “appurtenant temtory,” only, within the revenue 
clauses of the Constitution. 

A more recent decision of the Supreme Court extends this 
doctrine to the Plhlippine Islands-the Court holding that no 
distinction d d  be made between Porto Rim and the Philip- 
pines, after the ratification of the treaty of peace with Spain, 
April 11, 1898. 

At the present time, Congiess has not by legislation. ex- 
tended the boundaries of the United States, to include Porto 
Rico, the Philippine Islands, Guam, Tutuila, or the Panama 
canal strip. 

111. THB GOVERNMENT OF ACQUIRED TERRITORY. 

Under our peculiar form of government, assumption of 
sovereignty over acquired temtory, has presented many com- 
plex problems for adjudication. which would be more or less 
lacldng under a despotism or ev& a limited monarchy. This 
has been particularly brought home to the American people, 
since our acquisition of Parto Rim and the Philippines, where 
the question of how to govern, and to what extent the Constitu- 
tion and laws of the United States were applicable, have re- 
ceived the earnest Consideration of the legislative, executive, 
and judicial branches of our gowmment. 

ment is a necessity, the Executive may govern the dependency 
under the w a ~  powers of the Constitution: but when military 
government is no longer a belligerent right anda permanent 
gavernmeat is about to be instituted, the latter is undoubtedly 

AS has alteady been dwelt UW, SO 1- as military govern- 
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a legislative function, coderred by the Constitution upon Con- 
giess. [“All legislative powers herein g~anted, shall be vested 
in Congress.” (Art. I, Sec. 1, United States Constitution.)] 
But as to just when and where the line of demarcation shall be 
drawn between the executive and the legislative functions 
of the government, has been a subject of contention, between 
the President and Congress on several occasions. 

This was notably the case in the acquisition of New Mexico 
and California. By a gesolution of Congress of March 2, 1867, 
the attemptq of the President to install permanent governments 
in the Southern States, was denounced as illegal and tempor- 
ary, [Referred to in Magoon, pp. 25 and 364.1 and led to the 
enactment of the Reconstruction Acts. After the recent war- 
with Spain, Congress provided for civil government in Porto 
Rico by the “Foraker Act,” passed March 3, 1899, between the 
protocol of August, 1498, and the exchange of ratifications in 
April, 1899. In the Philippines, where a state of insurrection‘ 
still existed after peace with Spain, President McKinley as a 
war measure, attempted to arrange for partial civil administra- 
tion in the Islands, by the appointment of the first Philippine 
Commission. The lattter was directed to exercise legislative 
functions within certain limitations, co-existant with military 
government. JThese powers included rules and regulations for 
raising revenue, the expenditure’of public funds, the ad 
service, the courts, and other civil matters.] On July 4, 1901, 
civil government was formally instituted, except as to certain 
districts, in which insurrection still continued to exist. 

During this period, the Executive governed the Philippines 
provisionally through his military agents, in a laxyful exerase 
of his exectuive power. As has already been bhown, this 
government originated through belligerent occupation, and as 
was determined in the case of Cross vs. Harrison, was not dis- 
solved by the cession of the islands at the end of the war with 
Spain. [ 16 Howard, ‘ pp. 164, 19 1.1 

to the course pursued in the Philippines, and finally, by the 
Congressional legislatiou known as the “Spooner Amendment” 
to the Army Appropriation Bill, approved March 2, 1901, 
Congress ratified the temporary govwrlment created by the 

’ 

I 

From time to’tipe, the Executive had informed Congress as B 
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, 
F’resident, provided for the regular reports to Congress on the 
first day of‘emry session as to the acts and doings of said 
goverpment, and for other matters, until a permanent govern- 
ment was established. (For the Spooner Ammendment, see 
Magoan, p. 233.1 

In thus taking action relative to executive procedure ex- 
&sed by the Resident under his war powers, Congress plainly 
exercised its own war powers, forwhichmanyprecedentsexisted 
during the Civil War. Thereafter, the President still admin- 
istered &airs in the Philippines, but it was by and with the as 

Finally, by the organic act of July 1, 1902, Congress pro- 
vided a permanent civil government for the Philippines. 

In Cuba, the United States never assumed sovereignty. 
In fact, by an Act of Congress, passed April 20,1898, the govern- 
ment publicly disclaimed any intention of securing or exercising 
sovereignty. The military government exercised in the island 
of Guba, was derived, as in Porto Rico and the Philippines, 
under war powers originating through the expulsion of Spanish 
sovereignty. In continuing to administer such government, 
the Executive purported to be exercising the right of a belli- 
gerent, founded upon qecessity; the sovereignty of the Cuban 
people remained dormant. 

Moreover, these war powers of the Executive, were not 
alone those granted him by th Constitution, but those flowing 
from the resolution of Congress, approved April 20, 1898, 
directing the President to use land and naval forces to expel 
Spanish sovereignty, pacify the island, and establish a stable 
government for the Cubans. 

But as to the legislative powers excerised by the President 
in the FMippine Islands, subsequent to the ratification of the 
treaty and preceding Congressional assent to the provisional 
government, there have been those who who have maintained 
that the Executive usurped the functions of the Congress. 

It has bet!& daimed that the Philippine Insurrection was 
anixlsuma ‘on pure and Simple, and not a formal war in which 
the combatants’ are accorded belligerent rights; that the Presi- 
dent enjoyed under his military powers, only the authority he 
would have had m the United States, when insurrection existed 

sent of congtess. 

[Magoon, pp. 31, 34.1 
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and that in exercising le@slative powers for the Philippines- 
especially in his delegation of unusual powers to the Philippine 
Commission, [See President’s Message of December 3, 1900. 

.Also, Law and Policy of Annexation (Randolph) p. 106.1 
he was akogating to himself the Constitutional powers of 
Congress. 

But the contention of the executive department of the 
governement, has been that “all departments of the govern- 
ment of the Philippines, are to be considered as instruments 
with which a belligerent is waging war; and that its courts as 
well as its cannon may be used to weaken its enemy and stTen- 
then itself.” [Magoon, p. 279.1 And Chief Justice Chase,in 
the minority opinion of Ex-Parte Milligan, has declared that the 
war powers of Congress “necessarily extend to all legislation 
essentiaI to the prosecution of war with vigor and success, ex- 
a p t  such as interfere with the command of armies and the con- 
duct of campaigns.” 

in the Philippines, originally established for prosecuting the war 
with Spain was of necessity merged into that exercised during 
the Insurrection. The sovereignty acquired by conquest and 
treaty, gave the United States the legal right to enter into 
peaceable and undisputed possession-which right was op- 
posed by an armed insurrection which- required that military 
government be continuous. It, therefore, had every legal right 
accorded a belligerent. 

Viewed as a matter ofihistory as well as of public policy, 
it would seem that Congress also held this view. Before its 
adjournment in March, 1899, St had provided for the acquisi- 
tion of the Philippines; the session which began in December, 
of the same year, saw no ,legislation for the Philippines; and 
during this period and that whichfollowed, executive regulation 
Of affairs in .the Archipelago was a necessity. Tacitly, 
the Congress approved of a theory that the military and civil 
agents of the Executive m the ground, with an intimate how- 
ledge of local conditions, were better able to legislate, thao 
Congress, sitting thousands of miles away. 

s=- 

[Ex-Parte Milligan, 4 Wall, p. 139.) 
There seems to be little doubt that the military goverment . 

/ 
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In connection with this discussion of the government of un- 
orgzukd tsrritOay, it is in- and instructive to consider 
the legal status of the island of Tutuila. 

This islaad was acquhd for a United States M V ~  station, 
by a amvention entered into December& 1899, between Great 
Britian, Germaay, and the Wnited States. On April 17,1900, 
the naticma‘t colors we!re h+ted at Pago-Pago, and a naval 
captain published to the ders, a proclamation of the Presi- 
dent, announcing United % S sovereignty and protection over 
the islands. 

The first naval governor received no instrction as to govem- 
ment, otber than that “a simple, straightforwardmethodof 
administration, such as to win and hold the confidence of the 
people,” [History of Military Government (Thomas), p. 
312.1 was expected of him. Since that time, the island has 
been governed by the Executive through the Navy Department, 
as territory appertaining to the United States. A consular 
court is maintained there. The Secretary of the Navy admin- 
isters the customs without regard to the revenue laws of the 
Unted States, and collects duties on goods imported from the 
United States. Oti the other hand, the Secretary of the Treasury 
admits products of and importatiOns from the Islands, into the 
United States, fm of duty. [History of Military Government 
(David Yancey Thomas, Ph. D.) citing letter from Treasury 
Department (p. 32.5). dated March 3, 1904.1 

The relative governing powers of the President and of Con- 
gress are well stated’in Hdleck‘s International Law: [Hal- 
leek’s International Law (3d, 158) Vol. 2, Chap. 34, p. 483.1 

constitutional Commander-in-Chief he (the President) is au- 
thorized to form a civil or military government for the con- 
quered territory during the war; and that vhen such temtory 
is ceded to the United States, as a conquest, the existing 
government SO established does not,- as a matter of course, 
or as a consequence of the restoration of peace; that on the ’ 
contrary such government is rightfully continued after the 
peace and until Congress legislatesotherwise. * * * So 
long as that government continues * * it represents 
the sovereignty of the United States, and has the legal authority 
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toenforceand execute the laws which extend over such territory. 
Congress may at any time put an end to this government of the 
conquered territory, and organize a newone. * * * The 
power of Congress over such territory is clearly exclusive and 
universal.” 

So much for the governing power of appurtenant territory. 
The more important question of the extent to which the Con- 
stitution and Laws of the United States shall apply to such terri- 
tory, will now be.taken up and discussed. [To justify contin- 
uance of executive government in bello cessante, Magoon cites 
(p. 17), Lamar vs. Brown, 92 U. S., p. 157, 193; Leitensdorfer 
vs. Webb, 20, How. p. 176; Texas vs. White, 7 Wall p. 700; et 
alia.] 

IV. THE APPLICATION O F  THE CONSTITUTION AND LAWS O F  THE 
UNITED STATES. 

To acquired territory, E x  popw Vigore. 
It is a cardinal rule in the interpretation of constitutions, 

that the instrument must be so construed as to give etfect to 
the intention of the people who adpoted it. [Black’s Consti- 
tutional Law, p. 68.1 

It is, therefore, most fitting that in discussing a question 
which has been more or less a subject of contention since the 
organization of our government, some study should be given 
to the original intent of the framers of the Constitution of 
the United States, as well as to trace the successive application 
of its principles to territory acquired by purchase or conquest. 

While it is a matter of common remark by people who have 
made but cursory investigation of the subject, that temtorid 
expansion or the so-called Imperialsim of the present day, 
could not have been anticipated or-forseen by the framers of 
the Constitution, there are many facts in the early history of 
our government which seems to indicate that the. possibility 
of a future American Empire was not unthought of by our 
forefathers. [Much of the following information is derived from 
The Administration of’@qxndencies (Alpheus Snow) G. P. 
PutnamSons, 1902.1 

Franklin, who made,the first draft of the Articles of Con- 
federation, published in 1757, a “Plan For Settling Two Cor- 
onies West of the Alleghany Mountains,” and in his first draft 

n 
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of the Articles of confederation,‘ he p v i d e d  for receiving into 
the Confederation, not only all other British Colonies on the 
American continent, but also the West Indies, the Bermudas, 
and evexfIrelan Moreover, Mr. John Dickinson, one of the 
leading lawyers f ’Pennsylvania and perhaps the originator 
of the idea of a e d e d  Empire, was the statesman who wrote 
the original so- 1 alled “territorial clause” in the Articles of 
Confederation, which clause-later embodied into the Con- 
stitution of the United States, and defining the power of the 
government “to dispose of the lands,” has more important 
bearing on territorial expansion, than any other in the Con- 
stitution. 

In the Articles of Confederation, a sharp distinction 
seems to have been drawn between admission to the C’nion, 
which camed with it representation in Congress; and the 
“disposing of territory” occupied by colonizing companies, 
managing affairs with the Indian tribes, and other matters 
outside of the Confederation proper, but within its l a m f u l  
purview. 

In the year following the adoption of the Articles of Con- 
federation, the United Ftates signed a treaty of alliance and 
commerce with France, which among other things provided : 

“Article V.-If the United States should think fit to 
attempt the reduction of the British power remaining in the 
northern parts of America, or the islands of Bermuda, those 
countries or islands, in case of success, shall be confederated with 
or defmdemt upon [The italics are ours.] the said United States.” - -  

in  addition to the significant ref&nce in this Article to 
iuture dependertcies in contra-distinction to acquisitions which 
should be confederated with the United States, the Treaty 
makes use of the word “subjects” as distinguished from the 
words ”citizens a d  i d z a b i t o ~ t s . ”  Also, in the Supplementary 
Instructions of Congress, the phrase appears-“subjects, people, 
u d  itzhbikznts.” In fact, there is much in the early discussion 
of &ngress and in the contemporaneous h t i n g s  of statesmen, 
to show that Congkss was looked upon as the successor of the 
King, with authority to legislate both for the States of the 
Union, and for those terrotirial regions external to the Union, 
but subject to its control. [The Administration of Dependen- 
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des (Snow) Chap. XXI. Also ref& to in Bancroffs History 
of the U. S.] 

When in the year 1787, the Constitution of the United 
States was drafted, Gouverneur Moms introduced the present 
Article IV, Section 3, which as unanimously adopted: 

power to dispose of and make 
all needful rules and regul tions, respecting the territory 
and other property, belonging to the United States.” 

Subsequently, at the time of the Louisiana Purchase, 
when the government of acquired temtory was under dis- 
cussion, Moms was asked to. give his views regarding the scope 
and meaning of this clause. - He replied: 

“I always thought that when we should acquire Canadd 
and Louisiana, it would be proper to govern them as provinces 
and allow them no voices in our councils. In wording the third 
section of the fourth article, I went as far as circumstances . 
would permit, to establiS)l the exclusion. Candor obliges me 
to add my belief that, had it been more pointedly expressed, a 
strong opposition would have been &de.” 

We thus see that very early in the history of our govern- 
ment, there were those who had in mind, the probability of 
territorial expansion, by the addition of dependencies which 
should not necessarily form part of the family of States. We 
had previously shown that unorganized territory is not legally 
incorporated in the United States, until Congress in its wisdom 

icularly, whether, Con- 
saw fit to decide. 

gress having acquired territory, the Constitution extends thereto 
ex p r o p w  vigore. 

History shows that when the time came to adopt a Con- 
stitution which shopld replace the defective Articles of Con- 
federation, the troubles and perplexities which surrounded 

. the new States were so many and so great, that it was with 
some little difticulty that a union of independent States was 
dected. 

It is perhaps due in part to this reason, that the United 
States Constitution contains but one clause providing for the 
government of new territory, which, among the enmerated 
powers of Congress, authorizes it “to dispose of and make 

t 

“The Congress shall ha i 
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We may next inquire more p .it 
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a U n e e d f f h  and regulathsxxspecting the territory or other 
property belonging to the United States.” [Art. IV, Sec. 3, 
of the Constibth.] 

Other portians of the Constitution are addressed to the 
States, which, having no power to acquire new temtory, 
had none to delegate to the United States. If, therefore, 
Congiess has powex to acquire territory, as we have tried 
to demonstrate, there appears to be absolutely no provision 
in the Constitution, to limit or hamper legislation by Congress 

At the time of the famous Dred Scott decision, [Chief 
Justice Waite, in Nat. Bankvs. Yankton, 101 U.S. p. 129) i t  was 
held by Chief Justice Taney, that the “disposing clause’’ of 
the Constitution, applied only to property held by the States 
at the time of the adoption of the Constitution, and was never 
intended to authorize the establishment of territorial govern- 
ments. This theory rests upon the assumption that the power 
of the United States to acquire and govern new territory, rests, 
mi upon the “disposing clause.” but upon the power given, to 
create and admit new States, conferred upon Congress by the 
first paragraph of Article IV, section 3. 

But for ov& a century, Congress has uninterruptedly 
exercised this power, and the Supreme Court has repeatedly 
held that Gmgress “has full and complete legislative authority 
over the people of the Territories, and all the departments of 
the Territorial government.” [Scott vs. Sandford, 19 How. 
393.1 Even in the Dred Scott decision, it was acknowledged by 

e Court, that the right to acquire territory involved the 
ght to govern it. 

And if Constitutional history governing the acquisition 
of new territory, be reviewed, it will be seen that Congress has 
been quite collsistent in recognizing the Merence between 
States and Territories, under the Constitution. [Downes 
vs. Bidwell, 182 U. S. p. 258; Dorrvs. U. S., 195U. S. pp. 140,143. 

To illustrate: Congress has €om time to time advanced 
the doctrine that the privileges and rights created by the 
Constitution, are not inhexent, but are bestowed only as acts 
of grace, upon alien&, fitted to receive such benefits. Hence, 
the naturalization and exclusional laws. [Magoan, 90.1‘ ’ 

for acquired territory. 
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Furthermore, Congress has repeatedly by enactment, I 

extended the application of the Constitution and laws of the 
United States to organized territory. [See Section 1891, 
R. S. 1878, for law.] The undoubted inference is that Congress 
has not regarded the Constitution and Laws as extending 
thereto, ex proprio vigore. 

After the cession of Louisiana in 1803, the Territory of 
Orleans had for eight years an entirely different system of 
customs from that of the United States, which justified the 
conclusion that the ports of Territories are not the same as the 
ports of States, within the meaning of the Constitution. 

Again, in the cession of Florida, in 1819, goods imported 
into the United States from Florida, were subject to the laws 
regulating entrance of foreign goods, until Congress saw fit to 
change the law. 

And in annexing Hawaii, a discrimination was maqe 
against Hawaiian ports, wholly inconsistent with the revenue 
clauses of the Constitution, if the latter were operative. 
[Downes vs. Bidwell, 182 U. S. p. 256.1 The islands were merely 
annexed, and not incorporated. [Hawaii vs. Mankichi, 190 
U. S. p. 199.) 

More recently, in acquiring temtory through the Spanish 
War, Congress-as if to make doubly certain the non-ex- 
tension of the Constitution to such possesions, specifically 
excepted the application of Section 1891, R. S. 1878, which 
extended the Constitution and laws of the United States to 
newly acquired terriroties. 

But however harmonious has been the attitude of Congress, 
in regard to this .question, the opinions of the Supreme Court 
of the United States have not been so consistent. 

Some of them have been based upon the theory that the 
Constitution does not apply without express legislation ; others, 

enacted, contain language which would justify the inference 
that such legislation was unnecessary, [Downes vs. Bidwell, 
182 U. S. p. 259.1 and that the Constitution took effect immedi- 
ately upon cession. I 

The case of Loughborough vs. Blake, which was decided in 
1820, and which involved the dght of Congress to impose a 

arising from territorial cases where such legislation has been i 

f 
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direct tax upon khe District of Columbia. has been frequently 
used to sustain the theory that the Constitution is in force in 
the Territories, ex proprio vigore. In the opinion of the Supreme 
Court, it was contended that the power of taxation must be 
exercised uniformly throughout the United States, and that 
the latter terms referred to the whole “American Empire”- 
the “Great Republic which is composed of States and Temto- 
ria.” [C. J. Marshall, in Lough. vs. Blake, 5 Wheaton, pp, 317, 
319.) 

An attempt has been made to reconcile this opinion with 
a subsequent decision of the same distinguished jurist in a 
similar case, by the interpretation that the Court did not intend 
to extend the Constitution to the District of Columbia, ex pro- 
prio vigore; but that since the power to tax is an inherent and 
ravereign right of government, it was appiicabl to all territory, 

In this subsequent case of the American Insurance Com- 
pany vs. Canter (1 Peters 5 11 ,) the contention was that since the 
judicial power d the United States extends to all cases of 
admiralty and maratime jurisdiction, and is vested in “one 
Supreme Court and in such inferior courts  congresss shall 
from time to timz, ordain and establish,” Congress could 
therefore not vest admiralty jurisdiction in courts created by a 
Territorial Legislature. [See also, Thompson vs. Utah, 170 
U. S. p. 349. McAllister vs. U. S., 136, U. S. 1, p. 44.1 

Here, Chief Justice Marshall affirmed the judgment of the 
Circuit Court, which was against the contention. In other 
words, the judicial claud of the Constitution (Art. I11 
Sections 1 and2,) has no application to Territorial Courts, 
and, with respect to the latter, Congress has unrestricted power. 
I t  must be assumed from this, that the other powers vested in 
Congress by the Constitution, have no application to the 
Territories, or that the judicial clause is exceptional in that 
particular. [Downesvs. Bidwell, 182 U. S. p. 267.1 Asamatter 
of fact, these courts are not Constitutional but legislative 
courts, and in 1egiSl;)ting for the territ&es, Congress exercises 
the ex powers of the general and of a state government. 
[Loughborough vs. Blake, 5 Wheaton, p. 317.1 

’ 

whether organized or unorganized. [Magoon, e pp. 91-92.] 
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The theory sustained by the opinion in the previouscase 
of Loughborough vs. Blake, having been thus in a sense! repudi- 
ated by the case of American Insurance Company vs. Canter, 
the latter decision prevailed until 1849, viz. : that the American 
Union and its dependencies constituted an American Empire, 
under a flexible unwritten constitution, of which such portions 
of the United St&es Constitution and Lawsof the Union as were 
applicable to dependencies, formed a part. 
tration of Dependencies (Alpheus Snow) p. 553.1 

In the year 1849, Mr. Calhoun revived the old theory that 
the Territories formed an imperfect but tangible part of the 
American Union, and that the Constitution was applicable 
there, with the same force as in the States. 

The difference in the point of view at this period, may 
be traced in the organic acts of the Temtories of New Mexico 
and Utah. That of the former provided that the Constitution 
and all laws of the United States which are not locally in- 
applicable, should have the same force and effect in the said 
Territory of New Mexico, as elsewhere within :he United ’ 
States. The organic act of Ctah on the other ham, prbvided 
that the Constitution and Laws of the Gaited States should be 
in force in that Territory, “so far as the same, or any provision 
thereof, may be applicable.” The former made the Constitu- 
tion effective in the Territory of New Mexico, &d was in- 
tended to strengthen the claim that Congress had power to make 
this s h e  temtory; the latter act of Utah, may be interpreted 
as meaning that the Constitution was applicable, only as the 
basis of a greater unwritten constitution of the American 
Empire. [The Administrationof Dependencies (Snom-) pp. 554, 
555.1 

Since the above period, with she exception of the Dred 
Scott case (decided in 1857), the interpretation put upon the 
application of the Constituticm to territorial dependencies, 
has been more or less uniform. [Downs vs. Bidwell, 182 U. S. 
p. 279.1 

In this famous case, (Scottvs. Sandford, 19 Howard p. 393.1 
already referred to, it would seem that Chief Justice Tan& 
attempted to codhe the application of the “disposing clause” 
of the Constitution to the Northwest Territory; while other 

. 
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justices interpreted it as referring only to disposition of the 
prinrclry title to the soil in dependencies. The majority of the 
Coart did not hold to either of these constructions. [The 
AdddStT ation of Dependencies (Snow) p. 557.1 The doctrine 
8paoupc8d by the Chief Justice, that the Uxiited States could 
acquire territory, only €or the purpose of creating States, was 
accepted by the Court. but it has-often been asserted that the 
laagaage quoted is non-essential dicta because the whole doc- 
trine rests upon the premise that the sole authority for acquiring 
territory, depends upon the power of Congress to create and 
admit new Ststes-a proposition which has been held in no other 
case. Such a doctrine is in direct contravention of prior deci- 
sions, and of subsequent decisions of the Supreme Court, and 
cozltf8fy to the interpretation put upon the Constitution by 
Congress. [Magoon, 82, citing many cases.] 

Of-this doctrine, Senator Thomas H. Benton has said: 
[Thirty Years in the U. S. Senate. 

"The Constitution does nothing of itself-not even in the 
States for which it was made. Every part of it requires a 
law to put it into operation. No part of it can reach a Tem- 
tory unless imparted to it by Act of Congress." 

A long line of Supreme Court decisions support this opinion. 
In the case of National Bank vs. County of Yankton, 

(101 U. S. p. 129), decided in 1897, Chief Justice Waite said; 
"The organic law of a Territory takes the place of a Con- 

stitution, as a fundamental law of the local government." 
In the case of the Mormon Church vs. Unitedstates, 

(136 U. S. p. 3), the Supreme Court said : 
"Doubtless Congress, in legislating fo r  the Territories, 

would be sub:ect to those fundamental limitations in favor 
of personal rights, which are formulated in the Constitution 
and its amendments; but, these limitations would exist, 
rather by iaference and the general spirit of the Constitution 
fnw which  can^ derives all its powers, than by any express 
and direct applicataon of its provi$ons.'* 

The most serious discussion of this constitutional question 
has taken place in connection wi th  the so-called Insular cases, 
fohwing the acquisition of tenitmy through war with Spain, 
aad the amexation of Hawaii. 

* 

Vol. 11. pp. 713, 714.1 
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The anomalous condition of military gohernment in the 
island of Cuba, where, as has already been stated,,  the United 
States assumed no sovereignty, has been declared by the . 
Supreme Court tobe a trust held by the United States for the 
Cuban people. [Neeley vs. Henkle, 180 U. S. p. 109, (Syllabus.)] 

In the case of Hawaii vs. Mankichi, [Hawaii vs. Mankichi, 
190 U. S. p. 1971 involving the proposed nullification of a convic- 
tion rendered before annexation, certain features of which were 
contrary to the Constitution of the United States, the Supreme 
Court held that although the organic act of annexation pro- 
vided for the continuance of municipal legislation until Congress 
otherwise deterrnined, the latter body did not intend to impose 
upon Hawaii every clause of our Constitution. 

The leading case of Downes vs. Bidwell, [Downesvs. 
Bidwell, 182 U. S. p. 1441 decided May 27,1901, and which has 
already been frequently referred to, involved the validity of a 
special taM for the island of Port0 Rico, established by Act of 
Congress, on April 12, 1900. In this decision, the Supreme 
Court upheld the authority of Congress to establish a tariE for 
the-Island, different from that of the Unitedstates. Five of 
the Justices, constituting a majority of the Court, while hold- 
.ing somewhat Merent views as to the details of the opinion, 
thus-sustained the doctrine that there is an Empire, made up 
of the American Union and its dependencies; and, that for this 
greater Federation, there is an unwritten Constitution, based 
upon the Constitution of the United States. 

Of the Justices constituting the majority, one (Mr. Justice 
Bmwn) regarded this unwritten Constitution as being almost 
entirely disscoiated from the Constitution of the United States; 
one (Mr. Justice Gray) was rather non-commital; and three 
justices (Mr. Justice White, Mr. Justice Shiras, and Mr. 
Justice McKenna) held' that 'the United States Constitution 
is only the basis of that unwritten Constitution, which is a p  
plicable to depend9nt temtory. The four dissenting justices 
(Chief Justice Fuller, and JuStices Brewer, Peckham, and 
Harlan), held to the doctrine that because the Constitution of 
the Uni States pr&cribes that all taxes, duties, and imposts 
shall be&orrn throughout the United States, they must like- 
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wise be uniform fhroughout the American Empire. [The Ad- 
ministration of Dependencies (Snow), p. 563.1 

Says the majority opinion of the Court: [Domes vs. 
Bidwell. 182 U. S. p. 279 (Mr. Justice White).] 

“The Constitution is applicable to territories acquired by 
putchase or conquest, only when and-so far as Congress shall 
direct. Notwithstanding, its duty to guarantee to every State 
in the Union, a republican form of government. (Art. IV, Sec. 4.), 
* * * Cangressdidn6t hesitate in the original organka- 
tion of the Territories of Louisiana, Florida, the Northwest 
Territory and its sub-divis‘ons of Ohio, Michigan Illinois and 
Wisumsin, and still more recently in the case of Alaska, to 
establish a form of government bearing a much greater analogy 
to a British crown colony, than a republican State of America, 
and to vest the legislative power either in a governor and council, 
or a governor and judges, to be appointed by the President. 

“It was not until they had attained a certain population 
that power was given them to organize a legislature by vote of 
the people. In all these cases as well as in Territories subse- 
quently organized west of the Mississippi, Congress thought it 
necessary either to extend the Constitution and Laws of the 
United States over them, or to declare that the inhabitants 
should be entitled to enjoy the right of trial by jury, of bail, 
and of the privilege of the writ of habeus corps .”  

The previous case of D e  Lima vs. Bidwell, [182 U. S. 1.1 
had determined that after the establishment of the sovereignty 
and jurisdiction of the United States over Porto Rico, the latter 
ceased to be “foreign temtory” within the meaning of the 
Dingley Act; so that duties collected at that time on goods 
combg from Port0 Rim into the United States, weredeclared 
UnlsWfuullA exacted. Four justices dissented on the ground 
that territory was foreign so far as customs .was concerned, 
Uti1 Congress made it domestic by extending to it the custom 
laws. Louisiana and Tampico were cited as precedents, the 
absence of law, being taken as the ground of the decision in 
regard to the latter, in Fleming vs. Page, already referred to. 
[History of Military Government (Thomas) pp. 32 1-322.1 

.The case of h l e y  vs. U. S. (182 U. S. p. 222), whichfol- 
lowed, determined that duties were rightfully collected on goods 

‘ 
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coming to Porto Ria from the United States, before the treaty 
of peace (April 11, 1899), but were unlawfully collected after 
that date. It also sustained the coatinuance of military 
government after the treaty. Thus it held to the ruling in 
thz case of D e  Lima vs. Bidwell. that after the ratification 
of the treaty, Porto Rico ceased to be foreign territory, within 
the meaning of the tad3 laws. 

As the conditions in the Philippin? Islands were similar 
to those in Porto Rico, it followed that the case of the Fourteen 
Diamond Rings vs. U. S. (183 U. S. p. 176) reaffirmed the opinion 
held in De Lima vs.,Bidwell, and applied that doctrine to the 
Philippines. 

This was succeeded by the Second Dooley case, [Dooley 
vs. U. S., 183 U. S. p. 1.511 which sustained the constitutionality 
of the “Foraker Act” in Porto Rico, with respect to duties from 
the United States to that Island; and held that the Consti- 
tutional provision declaring that no tax shall be laid on articles 
exported from any State, had no application to Port0 Rico, 
which, in the case of De Lima vs. Bidwell, was held not to be 
foreign P;ithin the meaning of the general tarif€ laws. [Syllabus, 
Ibid.] 

In this Second Ddoley case, Mr. Justice White, in an opin- 
ion concurring with t e majority, refers so clearly to the re- 
lation of the Insular ases, that his remarks are well worthy 
of quotation: [Do01 i vs, U. S., 183 U. S. p. 163. ‘See also 
~ o t r  vs. u. s. 195, u. s. p. i s . ]  

“In De Lima vs. Bidwell, and Dooley vs. United States,. 
supra, it was held that instantly upon the ratification of the 
treaty with Spain, Porto Rico ceased to be a foreign country 
within the meaning of the tarif€ laws of the United States. 
In Fourteen Diamond Rings. post 176, it has just been held that 
the Philippine Islands immediately upon the ratification of the 
Treaty, ceased to be foreign country within the meaning of 
the tariff laws; and, of course, as these Islands were acquirkd, 
this ruling is predicated on the decisions in De Lima.and the 
Daoley cases, above referred to. 

“It is true that both in the De Lima and the Dooley cases, 
as well as in the case of the Diamond Rings just decided, dis- 
sents were announced. None of the dissents, rested however, 
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quhd bythe United States through the war with Spain. is not 
a part oE the United States within that provision of the Consti- 
tution which provides for uniform duties, imposts and excises 
throughout the United States; nor is it foreign territory within 
the meaning of the general tariflE laws. It is territory uppurte- 
wwt to the Union, acquired through thesovereign powe rsoE 
the nation, governed by Congressional legislation through 
exemtiye agents, and subject to the United States Constitution 
anly SO f a t  as Congress in its wisdom, sees fit to extend and ap- 

” - ..I . - *  - .. 

upon the theory that Potto Rico or the Wlippine Islands 
had not come under the soverei ty and become subject 

on the grcnmd that legislation by Congress was necessary to 
bring the territory within the line of the tariff laws in force at 
the time oE the and especially was this the case 
where the new as the result of the acquisition, 

States as an integral part 
g under its sovereignty and subject as a 

possesion, to the legislative powers of Congress.” 
But it has been claimed. that if Porto Rico was not foreign 

within the meaning of the t d  laws, and that consequently the 
tax laid on goods entering that island from the United States 
is not within the purview of the impost or the inhibition of the 
expost clauses of the Constitution, then Porto Rico is domestic 
territory and the tax is void because rkpugnant to the first 
clause of Section 8, of Article I, of the Constitution, confemng 
upon Congress “the power to lay and collect taxes, duties, im- 
posts,andexcises * * butallduties,imposts, andexercises, 
shall be uniform throughout the United States.” 

But, says the Suprerne Court, “this contention is but a 
re-statement of the proposition which the Court held to be 
unsound in Domes vs. Bidwell;” which held the uniformity 
clause of the Constitution to be inapplicable to Porto Rico. 
[The majority opinion in the Second Dooley case, cites Woodntff 
VS. Parham, 8 Wall p. 123. which held that the term “impost” 
does not refer to articles imported from one State to another, 
but only from foreign countries.] 

And thus we see that according to the most recent rulings 
of the hiahest judicial authority in the land, the territory ac- 

to the legislative authority of the U !aikCl States, but were based 
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V. THE LEG.4L STATUS OF AMERICAN CITXZENS IN TERRITORY 
APPERTAINING TO THE UNITED STATES. # 

In the preceding pages it has been shown that folfowing 
a conquest, military government founded upon necessity may 
continue as long as the dominant power sees fit. 

. Under the war powers of military occupation, there can be 
little question as to the status of American citizens: soldiers 
and camp followers are amenable to the rules and Articles of 
War, or to the laws of war, and are not amenable to the laws 
or courts of the occupied temtory. Criminal laws of the conquer- 
ing state have no validity in territory under military govern- 
ment, which, for belligerent purposes is always considered 
foreign; while those of the conquered state are retained as an 
act of grace for the benefit of the conquered alone. Legally, 
they have absolutely no jurisdiction over members of the in- 
vading army, retainers or camp followers thereof, or other civil- 
ians in the service of the conquering state. [Birkhimer p. 153, 
citing Dow and Johnson, 100 U. S. p. 158. Coleman vs. Tenn. 
97 U. S. p. 509. Birkhimer, 165, citing, 50 Atty. Gen. p. 55; 
97 U. S. p. 509. Clode, Military and Martial Law, p. 95.1 

The legal tribunals for the trial of American citizens under 
the jurisdiction of military dovemment are therefore courts- 
martial, or provost courts and military commissions, depending 
upon whether or not the persons are connected with the army, 
either in government employ, or otherwise voluntarily accom- 
panying it. 

After the precedents established through the use of these 
war courts in the Mexican, Civil and Spanish Wars, and the 
Philippine Insurrection, there is little or no question at the 
present time, as to their jurisdiction and authority. So that 
we shall pass rapidly to that phase of the question, involving 
the legal status of Americans, under that form of civil govern- 
ment-whatever its character, which succeeds military govern- 
ment. 

In the discussions which have preceded, it has been shown 
that while American sovereignty follows the !lag, the provisions 
of the American Constitution do not follow ez proprw vigore. 
Such being the case, the question has arisen whether in that 

. 

[Birkhimer, pp. 165 and 351.1 
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seqaired territory which is neither wholly foreign nor wholly 
doahestic, American citizens can be-deprived by legislation of 
certain rights guaranteed by the Constitution; whether they do 
mt ~ ~ I T Y  with them by certain p cipk of ex-temtO&Ety, 
the privileges of the Bill of Rigb rp ore especially if their 
presence in dependent territory is in obedience to the will of the 
sovereigil power; and whether, when acting as executive agents 
of that sovereign power, Federal protection is not thrown around 
them, when acting in the performance of duty imposed by the 
constitution and Laws of the United States. 

History has shown, and it cannot be denied, that in the 
reconstruCtian of tenit d ry gained by purchase or conquest, 
a condition of &airs often ensues, wholly incompatible with the 
granting of a libera3 civil government, and the enjoyment of 
the complete bill of rights of our Constitution. 

The native inhabitants may still be exceedingly unfriendly, 
or even hostile to the new government ; their racial characteris- 
tics may be such as are inconsistent with the rendering of exact 
justice to their own citizens or to aliens; they may so lack’ 
intellectual or moral development, as to wholly or partially 
d t  them for self-government; or their previous domination 
by a sovereign power of a difLereat code of lawsrnay be such as to 
temporarily, at least, disable them for unprejudiced adminis- 
tration of Anglo-Saxon standards of equity and integrity. 

Therefore, in institutingcivil government overthe territory 
acquired by the recent war with Spain, it was to be expected 
that Congress would withhold from the Islands the provisions 
of Section 1891, R. S., of 1878, which applied the Constitution . 

However, in the organic Act of Congress, approved July 2, 
1902, providing civil government for the Philippines, practically 
every safeguard of the Federal bill of rights was accorded the 
phjlippine people wi the exception of trial “by an impartial 

L ‘tted” which was omitted; and “presentment or indict- 
ment’by a Grand Jury” for which was substituted merely “due - processsofIaw”forall Crimina offenses. In Potto Rico, the 
“Foraker Act” continued in for& the existing laws, except as 
modif%ed by the Military Govemment; extended the Statutory 

. 

to arganized territory. 

of the State and ‘%, tnct wherein the crime shall have been 
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kw of the United States 4p the Island, except where locauy 
inapplicable; and expressly provided for the privilege of the 
writ of hubeaus corpus. [See United States Statutes, 1900-01, 
p. 7 7 .  The Foraker Act was passed April 12, 1900, and Civil 
Government began May 1, 1900.1 

It is, therefore, evident that, the provisions of the Consti- 
tution not extending of themselves to unincorporated temtory, 
American citizens appearing before the latter’s courts, may be 
denied certain of the benefits of American citizenship, under 
the Constitution. More particularly, this may be a denial of 
the right to trial by jury, one of the fixed institutions of the 
common law, dating back to Magna Charta. 

The Supreme Court of the United States has determined 
that this pro&sion of the bill of rights may be withheld in its 
decision in the case of Dorr vs. U. S. (190 U. S. p. 154), in which 
it says: 

“The case (referring to Hhwaii vs. Mankichi, 190 U. S. 
p. 197), is authority for the result arrived at in the case now 
beforeus, to wit, that a jury trial is not a Constitutional 
necessity in a criminal act in Hawaii or in the Philippine 
Islands.” 

That the common law did not attach to territory acquired 
by the United States through the late war with Spain; that 
the civil law continued in force, as it did for a time in territory 
acquired by the Louisiana purchase; that the right of trial 
by jury, however high its character, is an acquired right, not an 
inherent, fundamental right, such as life and liberty; and that if 
the right of trial by jury is derived from the Constitution, the 
right is in abeyance until Congress extends the right to the 
territory in question. [Magoon, pp. 110. 113.1 

The opposite view is expressed in the dissenting opinion 
of Dorr vs. Unit& States. delivered by Mr. Justice Harlan: 

“According to the principles of the opinion just rendered, 
neither the Governor or any civil officer in the Philippine 
Islands, although Citizens of the United States, although 
under an oatb to support the Constitution, .and although in 
those distant possessions for the purpose of enforcing the author- 

, 

. 
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Judge Magoon argues quite convincingly, % m similar vein: 

[Dorrvs. U. S. 195, U. S. p. 156.1 . 8 
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ity of the United States, can claim of right the bendit of the 
jury provisions of the Constitution, if t i e d  for crime committed 
in those Islands. 

“There are many thousands of American soldiers in the 
Philippines. Besides, they are there by command of the United 
States to d o r c e  its authority. They d r y  the flag of the United 
States, and have not lost their American citizenship. Yet, if 
charged in the Philippines with having committed a crime 
against the United States, of which a civil tribunal maytake 
cognizance, they cannot under the present decision, claim of 
right a trial by jury. So that, if an American soldier in the 
dischsrge of his duty, goes into what some call our outlying 
dependencies, he is, it seems, ‘outside of the Constitution.’ ” 

So also, in Coleman vs. Tennessee (97 U. S. pp. 509,516,) 
the Supreme Court said: 

“Akide from this want of jurisdiction, there would be some- 
thing incongruous and absurd in permitting an officer or soldier 
of an invading army to be tried by his enemy whose country he 
had invaded.” 

To be sure, we have dbl ished consular courts incertain 
uncivilized and unenlightened countries for the trial of American 
citizens, to which the right of trial by jury does not apply; and 
quite recently have established a Federal Court at Shanghai, 
under the jurisdiction of the State Department, of similar 
nature. 

But this is as it should be, for according to the general 
rule of International Law, every independent state exercises 
full and complete jurisdiction over all persons physically 
situated. whether those persons are permanently or transitorily 
present; [Pomeroy’s In t e rna t id  Law, p. 202.1 and consular 
courts are established by treaty for the protection of American 
Citizens. [In re Ross, 140 U. S. p. 453.1 

Similarly, it would seem that insular-courts might try’ 
b e c a n  atizens in outlying m o n s ,  if such citizens have, 
voluntarily taken residence in such temtory, with full knowl- 
edge that it is legally not a part of the United States, within 
the full application of the Constitution. Their Constitutional 
rights would seem to be as much in abeyance as if they had 
taken residence in a foreign country. 

. -  
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But it would appear to be merent with those agents of the 
sovereign power, whether civil or military, who are p h t  by 
command of that sovereign, to enforce its authority. And this, . 
for the following reasons: 

1. Whether the territory be looked upon as quasi-foreign 
or quasi-domestic, such agents are entitled to all the well-known 
rights and privileges of ez-terri#oriuldty. 

In Coleman vs. Tennessee, [Coleman vs. Tennessee; 97 U. S. 
pp. 509,515. Also Schooner Exchange vs. McFaddon, 7 Cranch 
p. 144.1 the Supreme Court remarked: 

“It is well settled that a foreign m y ,  permitted to march 
through country, or to be stationed in it by permission of its 
government or sovereign, is exempq from the civil and criminal 
jurisdiction of the place.” I 

2. The courts of territory appurtenant to the United 
States are legally without jurisdiction. The agents of the 
Federal Government are sent to such territory to support 
the Constitution and laws of the United Statg there; and it is 
well known that their presence in such temtory has been a 
necessity.* In fact, it is not too much to say that in the majority 
of cases following conquest of foreign territory, the presence of 
troops is a strong moral factor in supporting civil government; 
in many cases, such civil government would notLstand for a 
moment, without the presence of troops. 

Such being the case, we find the laws of the,United Stat? 
extending Federal protection to its agents, in the perftmnance of 
its legal duties, one of which as is quite conceivabIe;being, its 
moral presence in conquered temtory. 

In the case of in re Failip[In re’Fair, Fed. Report, p. 149.) 
the syllabus of the Court states: 

“An officer or agent of the United States, who does an act 
which is within the scope of his authority as such officer or 
agent, cannot be held to answer therefor under the criminal 
laws of another and merent government. 

“The care, judgment, and discretion, which should be 
exercised by an officer of the United States in the performance 
of his duty, as such ofker, are not to be measured by th ctiminal 
laws of-a state.” 

I 

. 
. 

I 
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In Tennessee vs. Davis, the syllabus of the Court reads : 
“The general goverment must cease to exist whenever it 

cannot enforce the exercise of its Constitutional poweis within 
*e States, by the instrumentality of its &cers and agents. * * 

“If the case, whether civil or criminal, be one to which 
the judicial power of the United States extends, itsstemoval 
to the Federal Court does not invade State jurisdiction. On 
the contrary, a denial of the right of the general government to 
remove. take charge of, and try, any case arising under the 

titution an‘d laws of ‘the United States, is a denial of its 
ceded sovereignty over a subject expressly committed to it.” 
Again, in the case of in re Neagle, the Supreme Court 

expressed the following opinion: [ I n  re Neagle, 135 U. S. 
2, p. 62 (quoted m the Graften Case). See also. in re Fair, 100 
Fed. Rep. p. 157; U. S. vs. Clark, 31 Fed. Rep. p. 713.1 

“The United States is a government with authority ex- 
tending over the whole territory of the Union * * * . While 
it is limited in the number of its powers, so far as its sovereignty. 
exends, it is supreme. No State government can exclude it 
from the exercise of any authority conferred upon it by the 
Constitution; obstruct its authorized officers against its will; 
or withhold from it for a moment, the cognizance of any sub- 
ject whkh that instrument has commited to it.” 

, But it may be argued that the courts of dependent terri- 
tory are true Federal Courts, especially since they are author- 
ized to prosecute in the “name of the United States.” 

But numerous decisions have maintained that territorial 
courts are not United States Courts, within the meaning of the 
Constitution. [Goodvs. Martin, 90 U. S: pp. 90.98; M a e s t e r  
vs. U. S. 141 U. S., pp. 174, 184; Reynolds vs. U. S., 98, U. S. 
p. 145; Clinton vs. Englebrecht, 13 Wall pp. 434, 447; Horn- 
buckle y. Tombs, 18 Wall, pp. 648, 655.1 

I€ we find the United Statesprotectingitsagentsinprosecu- 
’ tiom involving their constitutional duties in territory on the 
North American continent. how much more reason is there for 
such protection- admirably pointed out by the counsel in 
the Graftan Case, in territory gained by conquest from Spain, 
with all the natural prejudicesagainst the agentsof thedominant 
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power, with laws based on the Spanish code, and whose citizens 
are not citizens of the United States. [Magoon, pp. 60, 114.1 

How, it may be asked, shoyld the present status of Federal 
agents, be corrected? 

1. In.the first place, in territory acquired through con- , 
quest, the Executive in recommending and Congress in pro- 
viding civil government for all or any part of such territory, 
should err on the side of cautio& 
seems to exist what at times almost amounts to a hysteria, to 
introduce civil government among people who are not only 
not intellectually or morally fitted for it, but are oftentimes 
far happier to be ruled temporarily, at least, by the strong hand. 
Premature establishment of civil government, is alike embar- 
rasing to both civil and tnilitary authorities, resultingin prejudice 
to United States authority in the eyes of the conquered race. 
Far preferable, it would seem to mil$ary men, would be a libkral 
military government with municipal self-government, until 
there is absolutely no doubt that the people are prepared for the 
responsible duties of provincial or insular self-government, 

The establishment of a District Court in some one 
place, in each of our hsular possessions, with the usual functions. 
There can be no doubt that the trial by jury, prescribed for 
Federal Courts in clause 3, Section 2, of Article 111, of the 
Constitution, could be successfully ipplied to criminal cases 
involving Federal Agents, whether the latter be American 
citizens or aliens. 

As an alternative for the above, let all cases noted, 
be sent to the nearest United States Court-say to San Francisco 
from the Philippines, for trial-principals, witnesses, and at- 
torneys. 

Only by some such correction of legal status as the above, 
%ill Federal Agents of the Union, feel that acting as such in 
territory appertaining to the United States they have not been 
shorn of certain of the rights of their American citizenship, 
by the very soverign authority, whose mandates they are en- 
deavoring to uphold and defend among an alien people. 

And now, lodking in retrospect at the foregoing study of 
the American Constitution in its relation to the legal status 
of acquired territory, it seems that the breadth and’depth 

Among our people there. 
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of its scope and purport have ever beenoommensutatewithall 
demands of the past, and will be equal to all requirements of 
the future. I 

There have been those who feared that it might not rise 
to C U X I ~ ~ ~ ~ O Z M  barn Of CoaQUest in foreign lands; those Who ex- 

I patiated upon fancied imperfections, not forseen by the framers ; 
and th,ose, i n d d ,  who feared that its powers were being over- 
ridden in adapting its provisions to new and strange situations. . 

But (.it would be strange indeed, if its framers intended 
to deprive their successom in the Federal Government, of 
any of those sovereign powers possessed and maintained by 
any other great government. 

As Mr. Justice Bradley remarked in tde Legal Tender 

"The Constitution of the United States established a 
Government, not a league, compact, or partnership. * * 
As a Govemment, it was invested with all the attributes of 
sovereignty. It is not only a Government, but it is a National 
Government, and, the only government in this country, that 
has the character1 of nationality. Such being the character 
of theGeneral Government, it seems to be a self-evident proposi- 
tion that it is invested With all those inherent and implied 
powers, which at the time of adopting the Constitution, were 
generally considered to, belong to every government as such, 
and as being essential to the exercise of its functions." 

Always a marvellous instrument, the unprejudiced student 
h d s  it rising superior to all doubts and equal to all situations- 
more than ever a wonderful monument to the foresight and 
wisdom of its progenitors. 

cases: [12 wall p. 554.1 

APPENDIX I. 

OF THB MORE IMPORTANT PROBLEMS WHICH CONFRONTED 
MlLITARY GOVERNMENT IN THE PHILIPPINES. 

1. Slatwry in the Sa& Archipelago. A treaty of August 
20,1899, continuing generally the relations previously existing 
between the Sultan of Sulu and Spain, recognized the continu- 
ance of slaw.  % agieement was subsequently approved 
by President McKinley, with the proviso that it should never 
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be construed as giving consent by the United States to the ex- 
istence of slavery or polygamy. No action was ever taken 
upon it by Congress. It was later abrogated by the &dent 
-March 2, 1904, because of failure of the Sultan to fulfill 
the conditions of the treaty. (Report of the War Dept.Il899, 

2. The spanish tariff laws first put in for&, as welt as 
the revised t a d s ,  provided fo r  export duties, which was 
contrary to the Constitution, if the latter applied to conquered 
territory. (Magoon, p. 217; also, Report W. D., 1899, I, pt. 4, 
p. 313). 

3. After the beginning of the Philippine Insurrection, the 
territory was considered hostile, and controllable by the war 
powers of the President; hence, the imposition of taxes to con- 
trol trade with the insurgents, for which there were Mexican 
and Civil War precedents. 

4. The right $ reguhte inter-islarrd :rads. Damages were 
demanded by a British vessel-Will of the Wispbecause 
forbidden by the military government to trade with the Sulu 
Isli-pds, contrary (as alleged) to the protocols agreed to in 
1885, between Great Britian, Germany and Spain. 

Held, by the War Department, that treaties of commerce 
do not attach to the Lilupon a change of sovereignty. (Magoon, 
p. 302.) A similar complaint was made by Germany in 1900- 
that protocols did not cease; that Spain had never acquired 
sbvereignty over the Sulu group; and that trade restrictions 
were contrary to the open-door policy. Held, by Secretary 
Root, that milifury mcessity required the regulation of trade, 
and was independent of the permanent tariff policy of the United 

p. 338.) 
Held, by the Military Government, that claims of 

individuals for the return of money, bonds, or securities, held 
by the former Spanish Government, for variouspurposes, were 
c l a i b  against Spain and not against the United States, as all 
funds in the Insular Treasury were surrendered as public funds. 
(Magoon, p. 624.) 

Vol. 1, Part 4, pp. 152-154.). 

(Magoon, p. 210) 

States, or its position concerning the protocols. (Magoon, 9 
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6. Held, by the Secretary of War, that captured funds 
could be disposed of neither by military or civil government, 
but that such property instantly became public property of 
the United States, and the right to dispose thereof is vested in 
Congress. (Magoon, p. 621.) 

Held, in the case of certain individuals who applied for 
the return of their estates which had been "embargoed" by the 
Spanish authorities, on charges of treason, that the United States 
was not justified in setting aside the laws of Spain, the decisions 
of her courts, or even the decrees of that country; but that the 
relief prayed for was civil in its nature, and should be sought in 
the civil courts of the conquered temtory. (Report W. D., 
1899, I, pt. 4, p. 38.) 

Held by he Secretary of War, in the claim of a London 
firm, forwarded \ hrough diplomatic channels. for damages 
growing out of the failure of the municipality of Manila to keep 
an alleged contract-which fact the municipality denied-that 
the claim was one for unliqolidated damages, which, being 
alien claims, should be presented by the British Government 
to Congress, through the Secretary of State. (Magoon, p. 409.) 

Held, by the Military Government, that while the 
military authorities held only the City of Manila, a railroad tax 
could not be collec because it was a provincial tax, and sub- 
ject to dispute by th 4 Spanish Governor at Iloilo. (Report W. 
D., 1899, I, pt. 4, p. 31.) 

10. The War Department (May 11, 1899), having di- 
rected the Collector of Customs aF ports under Military Govem- 
ment to perform the duties formdrly belonging to United States 
ConsulsorConsularsCMT~cers+t washeldthat theseofficials were 
representatives of the Insular Government and not of the 
United States; and that their reports should properly be made 
to the War Department, and not to the State Department. 
(Magoon, p. 487.) 

ql. Throughout the administration of Military Govern- 
ment, especially after the beginning of hostilities with the in- 
surgents, it was held proper and necessary to deny liberty to 
the press by rigid censorship of the l i h l  press, and of press- 
despatches. 

7. 

8. 

, 
9. 

' 
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12. A short time after the occupation of Manila, orders 
were issued, applying the United States exclusion laws to 
Chinese immigration-an order founded on .public policy 
rather than military necessity. (Report W. D., 1899, I, pt. 4, 

I 

p. 33.) , 

I 

I 

. 
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ROLE AND ORGANIZATION OF CAVALRY. 

BY ~APTAIN HOWARD R HICKOK, FIFFEENTE CAVALRY. 

. ‘ The Pendulum swings from side to side, 
As ever it has and must, 
It swings to right, it swings to wrong, 
It tarries at each a bit too long; 
But it never stops at the golden mean, 
And never will till the old world machine, 
Is scrapped in cosmic dust.” I 

S O  much has been recently said and written concerning 
cavalry and there has been so much cant, sophistry, and 

mis-statement on the subject that the present time is opportune 
to examine the evidence and to review some of the points 
bearing on the platter. 

Medieval influences and institutions had passed out 
practically by the end of the Thirty Years’ War. F i r m s  
had come into general use, both for mounted and dismounted 
use, but the tactid use of the various tactical branches was 
capable of development, needing only the brain of a master to 
discern and put into &e& the qecessary changes. The Seven 
Years’ War at this juncture brought forward Frederick the Great 
who, at least so far as conemed cavalry, created the solution. 

The flint lack musket was adopted toward the close of 
theSeventeeathCenturyandwascontinuedasthemilitarysnall 
8tms for a century and a half. It was the weapon used in the 
Wars of Frederick the Great, of the French Revolution, and 
of Napoleon. While sighted up to 200 yards, it was most useful 
and eftective within 100 yards. Only within seventy-five 

. yards was it at all accurate. In other words, cavalry could 
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then remain all day waiting for the golden moment at a distance 
from the firing line at which it would be absolutely safe but at 
which now it would be subjected to annihilation. 

i 

FROM 1740 TO 1861. 

“When Frederick”the Great ascended the Prusssian throne 
he found his army very highly disciplined and capable of ma- 
neuvering with considerable precision, but the system of tactics 
was very faulty. The cavalry was composed of large men 
mounted upon powdul horses, and carefully trained to fire 
in line both on foot and on horseback. The force was of the 
heaviest type and quite bcapable of rapid movement. In 
fact, the cavalry of all European States had degenerated into 
unwidely masses of horsemen, who, unable to move at speed, 
charged at a slow trot and fought only with pistol and carbine.” 
[“History of Cavalry,” Denison, p. 255.3 

“His first change wa$ to prohibit absolutely the use of 
firearms mounted, and to rlly upon the charge at full speed, 
sword in hand. He taught his horsemen to disregard the fire 
of the enemy’s squadrons, and to rush in with the utmost 
vigor, and in order that this charge at speed should be as 
effective as podble, he lightened the equipment and annament 
of his soldiers. and took every possible measure to enable them 
to move rapidly and in good order over every kind of ground.” 
[Denison pp. 255-6.1 

I ‘  * * * Out of twenty-two great battles fought by 
Frederick, his cavalry won at leastfifteen of them. 

“Cavalry at this time reached its zenith. Everything had 
paved the way for it, and it only required the genius to see the 
opening, and take advantage of it, to give cavalry the greatest 
success. For.nearly fifty years both the horse and foot in all 
armies had been relying mainly on firearms. The infantry 
had abandoned the pike, and adopted the bayonet, which, 
although a good enough defense against cavalry charging at a 
slow trot, was not very available against a charge at full 
The slow and unwieldy horsemen, against whom Seidlitz and 
Ziethen led the active cavalry of the great Frederick, could not 
with their useless and clumsy pistols and carbines check the 
advance of charging squadrons which, inspired by their rapid 
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movement. would be ded’v io len t ly  through the hostile 
ranks. W m e r y  says, and we can well believe him, ‘Experience 
has convinced me in more than a hundred occasions, f o r  I 
have never seen a squadron depend upon its fire, that has not 
been overthrown by thdt which came upon it at speed without 
firing.’ 

“The infantry, also, unacmstomed to the new style of 
fighting would at first be taken by surprise and defeat; and, 
once broken, the carnag5 would be so great as to have a very 
Serious moral &e& upon the remainder of the army. One or 
two successes would so $nprove the moral of cavalry, and so 
dispirit the infantry, that in every succeeding action the horse- 
man would more easily break the ranks of the foot soldiers, 
and in the confidence of success, the charge would be so boldly 
and violently given as to crush everything before it. This has 
evidently heen one reason of the wonderful and continual 
successes of the cavalry under the great Seidlitz and the other 
Pntssian leaders during the Seven Years’ War. 

“At no time in ancient or modem history, not even in the 
wars of Hannibal and Alexander, have more brilliant deeds 
been perforged by !he cavalry than were achieved by the horse- 
men of Fr erick the Great in his later wars; and the secret 
oftheir success lay in the careful training of the individual 
soldier, in the constant maneuvering in masses, in the reliance 
upon the sword, and in the fiery energy as well as the prudent 
judgment of the great general who commanded it.” [Denison, 
pp. 2567.1 

“Seidlitz and Ziethen both bestowed great attention to the 
instruction of the cavalry. After the men had been well trained 
in the riding schools they were maneuvered in large masses 
over rough ground to prepare them for’service before the enemy. 
SeidliQ was accustomed to exercise’his regiment at full speed 
over broken ground. and men were often killed. 

“Fhderick once found fault with him on account of the 
number of deaths so occasioned, Seidlitz moly answered-Tf 
you make such a fuss about a few broken necks, your Majesty 
wi l l  never have the bold horsemen you require in the field.’ 
This anecdote is a striking illustration of the spirit in which 
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erick were trained and handled.” 

Besides reforming its tactics, Frederick reorganized his 
cavalry. His regiment of cuirassiers contained five squadrons 
each of two companies of seventy men each, which is the basis 
of the general European cavalry organization as it exist today. 
Likewise Frederick‘s cavalry tactics are the general principles 
on which European cavalry is employed even to this ,day. 

“The great success of the Prussian monarch in these cam- 
paigns, in the face of enormous odds, gave the Prussian army an 
extraordinary reputation and establish$ Frederick as the most 
skillful general of the age. The reforms in drill and organiza- 
tions introduced by him were naturally copied and imitated 
by the o,ther European nations until the Prussian system be- . 
came the model of the civilized world. 

“This naturally had an important influence upon the cav- 
alry, and for many years, in fact we may say almost to the 
present day, the cavalry systems of most armies were based 
in their main feature upon the Prussian cavalry of Seidlitz and 
Ziethen.” [Denison, p. 276.1 

But, skillful as was Frederick’s cavalry on the battlefield, 
it was deficient in minor tactics and this deficiency led more 
than once to disaster. *he NaWleonic wars followed won 
after those of Frederick and the lessons and resultant changes 
were still evident. Napoleon, past master of the military art 
that he was, recognized the powers and limitations of cavalry 
of the time and took the steps to adopt the means at his disposal 
to the circumstances. He organized an efficient light cavalry 
service for minor operations and heavy masses for battle. 
The consumption af men in his wars being enormous, to replace 
them the training was necessarily limited. This led to the 
employment of great masses wldch overcame theenemy by 
sheer weight. The range of fir#&y had remained as in the 
time of Frederick and the employment of masses in this way 
would not subject troops to the annihilation of the present 
day firearm. The efficiency of his cavalry, both on the field 
of battle and in detached and minor operations, was maintained 
on a par with that of the other arms and contributed equally 

the cavalry of the great F 
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with them to his successes. The mounted charge was i ts  
habitual battle tactics. 

“The battle of Eylau has been oft& referred to by the 
writers on cavalry tactics; and the circumstances of the mow- 
storm renderhg the muskets of the infantry useless, mentioned 
to illustrate the fact that in heavy rains and snow, infantry 
might often be placed at the mercy of the cavalry who relying 
upon the ‘am5 blanches’ could charge the foot soldiers, when 
deprived of their great defensive power, the muketry fire. At 
the present day, however, since the discovery of fixed ammuni- 
tion, such a thing cannot occur, and that point loses, therefore, 
its interest to the cavalry officers of the future.” [Denison, p. 
309.1 

“It is a fact well worthy to be remembered, that this 
(1806-7) was the‘first campaign that Napoleon ever fought in 
which his successes were not decisive and vigorously followed 
up. To the Russian cavalry can be attributed the great 
change, and we shall soon see how the influence of these irregular 
and undisciplined horsemen was in the end the most important 
influeace in destroying the gigantic power founded by the mar- 
vellous military genius of the great Napoleon.” [Denisan, p. 
3 10.1 

“The following opinion of a French officer, General Morand, 
as to the value of the Cossack and their service in the war of 
1812 is clear and to the point. He says: ‘But ‘these rude 
horsemep are ignorant of our divisions, of or regular alignment, 
of all that order which we so overweeningly estimated. There 

‘ custom is to keep their horse close between their legs; their 
. feet rest in broad stirrups, which support them when they use 

their arms. They spring from a state of rest to a full gallop, 
and at that gallop they make a dead halt; their horses second 
their skill, and seem ‘ d y  part of themselves; these men are 
always on the alert, they move with extraordinary rapidity, 
have few wants, and are full of warlike ardour.’ 

“‘What a magnificent spectacle was that of the French 
ca-, flashing in gold and steel under the rays of a June sun, 
extending its lines upon the flanks of the hills on the Niemen, and 
durning with eagerness and courage. What bitter reflections 
are those of the in&ectual maneuvers which exhausted it 
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against the Cossack, those irregular forces until then so despised 
but which did more for Russia than all the regular armies of 
that empire! Every day they were to be seen on the horizon; 
extended over an immense line, whilst their daring flankers 
came and braved us even in our ranks. We formed, and marched 
against this line, which the moment we reached tt, vanished, and 
the horizon no longer showed anything but birch trees and 
pines: but an hour afterwards, whilst our horses were teeding, 
the attack was resumed, and a’black line again presented it- 
self; the same maneuvers were resumed, which were followed 
by the same results. It was thus’that the finest and bravest 
cavalry exhausted and wasted itself against men whom it 
deemed unworthy of its valor, and who, nevertheless, were 
sufficient to save the empire, of which they are the real sup- 
port and sole deliverers. To put the climax to our affliction 
it must be aqed ,  that our cavalry was more numerous than 
the Cossacks, that it was supported by the artillery, the lightest 
and bravest, the most formidable that ever was mowed donm by 
death. It must further be stated that its commandant, the 
admired of. heroes, took the precaution of having himself sup- 
ported in every maneuver by the most intrepid infantry; and 
nevertheless, the Cosdcks returned covered with spoils and 
glory, to the fertile baiiks of the Danaetz, whilst the soil of - Russia was strewn with the carcases and arms of our warriors, so 
bold, so unflinching, so devoted to the glory of our count$y.’ 

“It is an interesting and instructive fact that these horse- 
men were in 1813 and 1814 armed and accustomed to operate 
upon a somewhat similar system to that which, we shall find, 
was used most extensively and successfully by the cavalry en- 
gaged during the American Civil War. In the campaign on 
the Elbe and Rhine the Cossack fought often as mounted in- 
fantry. Having ref& to the great service of these troopers, 
we will copy the following letter from Captain Canzauge, of 
the Prussian Lancers of the Guard, to Captain Nolan: 

‘ I  ‘During great part of the last war against the French, I 
was attached to the Cossacks of the Don. These men were 
at that time but little accustomed to the use of firearms. Whilst 
advancing into western Europe the advantage of ‘ ? h a r m s  
became apparent, more particularly when acting on intersected 
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and difficult A d ;  and the Cossacks managed to arm them- 
selveswithF~~infantrymusketswhiChtbeypicfreduponthe 
field. Then originated amongst than the practice of dismount- 
ing by turns, where the ground was favorable, and thus engag- 
ing the enemy in skirmishing order I have myself seen them 
in this way beatcavalry very superior to them in numbers, and 
infantry also, when either the cavalry or the infantry attempted 
to attack them singly. In such cases the.infantry soldiers 
opposed to them were afraid of the mounted men, who stuck 
close to their dismounted comrades with the led horses; and 
these dismounted men were ready to jump into the saddle at 
any moment and rush upon the enemy if they gave way orwere 
driven from their cover. 

“ ‘To this manner of skirmishing I atiribute entirely the 
success of these Cossacks during the campaign on the EIbe 
and the Rhine, and the decided superiority they acquired over 
the enemy*s cavalry in afl outpost work and detached war- 
fare.’ ” [Denison, pp. 332-34.1 

Although the rifled barrel was invented in the Seventeeth 
Century and the increased precision of fire so to be obtained 
was well known, the various difhdties, such as defodng of 
the bullet in loading from the muzzle, fouling, sloR;ness in load- 
ing, etc., prevented the general adoption of th is  invention. 
Rifled fitearms were favorites with the Americans in the Revo- 
lutionary War. In 1853 Captain Mini6 of the French service 
invented the elongated, caanelured, hollow base bullet that 
bears his name. This bullet gave i n d  range, penetration 

“This bullet which expanded after loading, by the force of 
the explosion, and so took the shape of the grooves, at once 
did away with the difficulty of loading, and gave to the infantry 
a weapon which, to greatly increases rangesand power of pene- 
tration, added much greater precision in aim. 

“This was the second great blow that cavalry received 
through the intductian of gunpowder. 1 o . P  first place the 
great power of penelktion obtained by the use of fireanns had 
soon *used the abolition of armor, and the revival of the 
infantry force. This SBcOpd invention, which trebled the range 

, and increased the accuracy of fire, could not fail to alter 

- and precision to the rifle. 
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This 
being soon followed by several effective and practical metbods of 
loading the breech, the rapidity of fire has been increased four- 
fold, so that a body of cavalry charging upon a force of infantry 

. would have to run the gauntlet of at least ten shots, well aimed, 
where in the time of Frederick the Great or Napoleon, 0% 

volley alone would be fired. 
“It cannot be denied that these important inventions must 

materially effect the tactics and employment of the cavalry 
in modem wars, and it becomes important to consider carefully 
what changes should be made in the organization, armament, 
and employment of cavalry, in order to meet the diffculties 
that are day by day gathering around it. 

“The best way to deal with the subject seems to be to trace 
c’osely the effect of rifled and breech-loading weapons upon the 
mounted service, in those wars which have latelytakenplace, 
and upon the experience thereby gained, to base our suggestions 
as to the future armament apd use of cavalry in war. 

“The first war in which the Mini6 rifle was used was that 
between Russia and the allied powers of Western Europe, in 
the Crimea, in 1854. In this war the opbrations were almost 
altogether confined to a protracted and closely contested siege, 
and there were very few opportunities for testing the valueof 
the cavalry as against infantry. At the battle of the Alma, 
the allies had about 1,OOO cavalry, a force totally inadequate 
to compete with the much superior n u m k  of the Russian 
horse. There were consequently no charges of  caval^^ during 
the action, and even after it, Lord Raglan, the English Com- 
mander, would not allow his horsemen to follow up his success, 
from fear of having them cut to pieces by the Russian cavdry 
and artillery.” [Denison, gfp. 348-9.1 

The charge of the Light Brigade at Balaklava, undertaken 
through a misundfftanding, was senseless from a military 
standpoint, .even though it is a favorite theme of the poet. 
In the various European wafs that took place about this time 
there can be found instances in dhich cavalry made effective 
mounted charges and which rebounded to the credit and glory 
of those participating. But on the whole, it must be &d that 

1 makrially the relations between the cavalry and infantry. 
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the battldeld luster and usefulness of cava@ mounted 

“The deadly effect of the new rifles, on acc&nt of their 
long range, at once creaw sort of panic in refeece to the 
cavalry service, and the professional soldiers, fully appreciating 
the great &ect of the new inventionmust have upon the mounted 
service, at once held that their sphere of usefulness was much 
Aiminisbed, and the opinion soop became general that the days 
of the cavalry were numbered, and that the force would have to 
be either abolished altogether, or else greatly reduced.:’ [Deni- 

charges was waning. 1 

son, p. 353.1 

THE AMERICAN C M L  WAR. 

The next war of importance is the American Civil War. 
Both sides were new to the business of war, on a large scale. 
Both had to create armies and to learn the A, B, C’s of the pro- 
fession. Neither side had long standing traditions nor preju- 
‘dices and both were free to work aut and develop principles 
according to the circumsta&es and means at hand. The re- 
sult was a revolution in the entire theory of the tactical handling 
of cavalry. 

“The exigencies of a new country, the absolute want of 
regularity and order, the necessity of adopting and arranging 
everything to suit circmstances, the continual habit of contriv- 
ing and inventing methods of meeting difEculties of the most 
varried.and complicated character, which were continually 
arising in the bush, had the natural result of making the Ameri- 
can people use the power of reason to the highest possible ex- 
tent. This developed their inventive faculties to the utmost, 
and it has resulted in producing the shrewdest and most self- 
relisnt people in the world. The power of invention of the 
native Yankee is proverbial.” [Denison, p. 351.1 

“In the first great battle, that of Bull’s Run, on the 21st 
July, 1861, the Feddral Army, consisting of some 40,OOO men, 
had only seven companiis of c a v e ,  hardly one small regi- 
ment, while cm the Southern side the proportion was not much 
greater. These shrewd people, who at the opening of the war, 
acted upon the ideas, at that time very prevalent, of the use- 
lessness of cavalry as against the new infantry fireanns, soon 
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discovered their mistake, and the mounted service increased 
rapidly, so much so that in the latter part of the war the 
Northern States, maintained no less than 80,OOO cavalry, 
almost all mounted riflemen.” [Denison, p. 359.3 

“Another reason led to the introduction of mounted rifle- 
men that will seem strange to the European reader, particularly 
to the European cavalry officer. There is no principle more 
firmly established among the professional writers on cavalry 
tactics than that the sword is the most deadly and effective 
weapon that can be placed in the hands of a horseman. The 
moral effect of horsemen charging sword in hand is very great 
in all European armies; and no principle is laid down more 
positively than the maxim that cavalry relying on fireams 
must certainly‘be beaten. 

“In America stfaage to say, the exact reverse is the fact. 
There the people had the greatest contempt €or the swdrd, 
their small forces pf regular cavalry krained upon the European 
plan, alone placing implicit confidence in it. The habit of the 
individual,citizen of being often armed with a revolver, and 
having almost always a rifle of his own, as well as the wonder- 
f u l  skill acquired in their use, gave them naturally a high 
opinion of their favorite weapons. At once a feeling of contempt 
for the sword sprang up in the Southern armies and although 
at the outset of the war the Northern cavahy, and particularly 
the regulars, used the saber, the Southern troops, both mounted 
and dismounted, so despised the weapon that nothing could 
make them give way to a charge of cavalry, saber in hand. 

“A distinguished Southern general told the writer that this 
contempt of the Southern infantry for the sword was marvel- 
lous. He said he had seen lines of skirmishers and lines of 
battle of infantry charged by Northern regular cavalry, and 
when his men would see them coming the cry would be raised 
along the line, ‘Here, boys, are those fools Coming again with 
their sabers; five it to them; and they would laugh and joke 
at the idea as if it were the extremity of folly.’ 

“The writer has often heard officers of General Morgan’s 
command speaking in the same way. In referring to actions 
with bodies of Federal cavalry they would say: ‘They charged 
down upon us with their sabers, but when we saw that we knew 
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we had the fight all in bur own hands, for it was simply silly 
for them to think they could do anything with us in that way.’ 

I“% stmng was this feeling in the vest at the outset of the 
war, that the hastily raised and imperfectly equipped Southern 
cavalry, armed as they often were at first simply with double- 
barrelled fodng-pieces loaded with slugs. would charge at speed 
at a line of hostile cavalry, firing both barrels into the enemy’s 
faces, and then would then dash through, striking with the 
butts of their guns. 

“With this type of solhier to recruit from, and under these 
circumstances, Major General John H. Morgan revivedand 
improved the principal of the dragoon organization, and applied 
it successfully to the fullest extent.” [Denison, pp. 360-1.1 

For the American military student it should be unneces- 
sary hem to go at length into the cavalry operations of the Civil 
War. All are more or less familiar with the operations of 
Stuart, Wilson, Morgan, Forrest, Sheridan, etc., and with the 
tactics they employed. Their forces werealways ready tocharge 
mounted when occasioned offered, using either sword or pistol. 
But they more frequently, almost universally, used their horses 
as a means of rapid transportation and then dismounted to 
6ght on foot. These were the characteristics of all the great 
engagements in which they fought. These were the tactics 
that destroyed Hood‘s army after Nashville, made the campaign 
of Selma a success, won Five Forks, and at Appomattox put an - 
end to the War. 

“Sir Henry Havelock’s comments on the affair (Appomat- 
tox Court House) are well worthy of consideration, as the views 
of an officer of high training and great experience in the field. 
He says: ‘The mode of which Sheridan, from the special arm- 
ing and training of his cavalry, was made to deal with the rear 
guard first, to overtake it in retreat, then to pass completely 
bepond it, to turn, face ’it, and take up at leisure a position 
strong enough to enable him to detain it, in spite of its naturally 
fierce and determined &ofis to break through, is highly charac- 
tedStic of the self-reliant, all-sufiicing, &Uency, to which at this 
time the Northern horsemen had been brought. The practical 
experha! of nearly four years of continudwar,theentireand 
unttammeled amfidence placed in good men amongst the 
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Northern leaders., when they proved themselves to be so, and 
the complete freedom left them of devising and executing the 
improvement their daily experience suggested, had enabled 
Sheridan, and one or two more of similar bent of mind, to shake 
themselves free of the unsound traditions of European cavalry 
theory, and to make their own horse, not the jingling, brilliant 
costly, but almost helpless unreality it is with us, but a foffe 
that was able, on all grounds, in all circumstances, to.act freely 
and efficiently, without any support from infantry. 

“ ‘Not only is there no European cavalry, with which the 
writer is acquainted, that could have acted the part now played 
by the force under Sheridan, but there is not on record, that he 
is aware of, an instance in the eventful wars of the last of’the 
present century in Europe of a strong rear-guard having been 
thudelktually dealt with.’ Again he says : ‘Had it been any 
European cavalry, unarmed with ‘repeaters’ and untrained to 
fight on foot, that was barring the way, any cavalry whose 
only means of detention consisted in the absurd ineffectual fire 
of mounted skirmishers, or in repeated charges with lance or 
sabre, the Confederate game would have been simple and easy 
enough.’ ” [Denison, pp. 392-3.1 

“The accounts of actions contained in the foregoing pages 
serve to show, that in the American Civil War the contending 
parties had certainly originated and improved’ a system of 
working cavalry that was caeble of producing great results. 
No one can read theaaccounts OF Morgan’s raids, of Forrest’s 
expeditions, of Stuart’s great sweeping reconnaissance, of 
Grierson’s operations in  Mississippi, of Wilson’s invading 
army of cavalry, of Sheridan’s turning movement at Peters- 
burg, of his fighting in line of battle, of hrs pursuits, etc.. with- 
out feeling that the mounted rifle principle had been wonder- 
fully effective, and that it is thepropermethodof usinghorsemen 
under the improved state of projectile weapons. 

‘The professional cavalry officer in Europe, wrapt up in 
the traditions of the wars of Frederick the Great and Napoleon, 
bearing in mind the failure of the dragoon principle in the 
sevemteenth century, and holding it as a k e d  principal that 
cavalry relying upon firearms are necessarily.worthles; has 
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never given the proper weight to the tesLchings of the American 
Civil War. 

“It has been argued that the country was not suited to the 
use of cavalry proper, that the raw levies had no opportunities 
of becoming dcimtly trained to make mounted charges on a 
great scale, and it has been held that although mounted rifle- 
men had - so effective, it was no proof that well trained 
cavalry, upon the old prinaple, would not have done equally 
well, if not better. It seems to have been forgotten, that four 
long years of war, with cdnstant drilling and fighting, must have 
ptoduced as eSaent troops as could be found. General Lee’s 
Army at Chancellorsville was as effectivApd well disciphed 
an army as then existed in any part of the world and the battle 
of Chancellorsville is strong proof of the truth of the statement. 

. Cavalry used on the foregoing ennunicated principles has 
often been termed “mounted infantry,” frequently in a spirit 
of contempt and with a view to discounting its value and achieve- 
ments. Nevertheless, these are the prinaples in which the 
great majority of American cavalrymen firmly believe. 

C 

. 
[Denisan, pp. 3945.1 

1866. - 

The Austro-prusslan ’ War was fought one year after the 
American Civil War ended. The principles developed in the 
latter wefe not here given Consideration. The great Von Moltke 
regarded bur war with contempt, dismissing further considera- 
tion by saying that nothing was to be learned from the conflicts 
of Zvmed mobs. In this war both the Prussian and Austrian 
cavalry were numerous, well horsed, and well drilled in the 
0rtbOd0~ school of Fredetick. Acootding to stand- 
ards, which tegarded all other with - a d  disdain as bar- 
barian, there was no better cavalry than the Prussian and 
AUStrian. 

“In this war the cavalry did not exercise any important 
influence upon the results, nor did they render any valuable 
service in any army. We look in vain in the records of the 
war for great charges of cavalry in mass, such as were the strik- 
ing features of the most of Frederick the Great’s battles, and of 
Napoleon’s. No action, save that of Nachod, was won by the 
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charges of the Prussian horse, w&e the Austrian light cavalry, 
the successof of those who had enshmuded the great Prussian 
monarc$ in an atmosphere of pandours, and shut him off from 
all information, had so fallen back from their former reputation 
that they not only did not conceal the movement of their own 
army from the enemy, but actually were so negligent in watch- 
ing the foe as to permit the Prussian Guard Corps, at the baule 
of Koniggatz, to penetrate into the heart of the Austrian 
position, seize the key of it, and to secure the victory.” [Deni- 
son, p. 397.1 

“Thetttle use made by Benedek of his light horse-is a 
proof that he had not been much impressed by the struggie 
which had shortly before taken place in the New World. Al- 
though in its own country, among a friendly population, where 
every information ,might readily have been obtained, the 
Austrian cavalry had done but little service in acquiring kiiowl- 
edge of the enemy’s movement. They had made no raids upon 
the Prussian flank or rear, had cut off no convoys, destroyed 
no railroad lines, cut no telegraphs. wearied and harrassed no 
outposts, and, in fact, had neglected a great many duties that 
the mounted riffemen of America were contiqally and success- - 
fully performing. 

“The Prussian cavalry in their outpost work had not yet 
learned the proper and effective method of covering the advance 
of an invading army. Their cavalry in this war, re&lated its 
movement by the march of the invading columns, and did not 
precede them to a very,great distance; while the Austrian 
cavalry, a.. we have said, kept within a small radius, and 
without enterprise or dash only fought when they were attacked 
by the advancing Prussian horse. When the hostile cavalry 
did meet, when they did engage, no doubt they were well drilled, 
maneuvered steadily, and fought dn both sides withthegreatest 
gallantry, but can the reader compare the serviceof the ho*- 
men on both sides with those performed in the United States, 
without admitting that the service rendered, and the results 
gained by the mou.nted riffemen in America, were not infinitely 
greater than those of the horsemen in Bohemia in 1866? Nor 
can any doubt that the American system was more suited to 
the improvement in the modem projectile weapons.” [Deni- 
son, pp. 400-1.1 
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’ THE PRANCO-PRUSSIAN WAR, 1870-1. 

The French had on a war footing 40,OOO cavalry armed 
for and organized into -the various classes then recognized, 
such as lancers, curiassiers, dragoons, chasseurs, hussars, etc. 
!hny were designed solely for charging and were correspond- 
ingly armed, their chief weaponbeing the lance or sword. Some 
regiments, in addition to the charging weapon, were provided 
with carbines, although the views as to the proper use of the 
latter weapon were not well developed. The Germans had 

‘ I  about 56,000 cavalry similarly armed and trained. Much 
should be expected, but let us see what happened. 

“The experience of the Civil War in America had taught no 
lesson to the French, they considering, as the armies there were 
not originally formed of professional soldiers, that the teachings 
of the campdigns could be of no value.” 

“They seemed to forget that four years of continual 
fighting in the field with varying success would produce pro- 
fessianal soldiers of the highest type, men whose practical 
knowledge of the business of war would be greater than if their 
whole lives had been devoted to peace training. The French, 

* therefore, had gained no advantage from the example of the sys- 
tem of working cavalry that had been in use in America; and 
consequently from the very first their outpost service proved 
an utter @lure, and their horsemen though brave and gallant 
soldiers, were so badly handled, and their employment so little 

Sedan to no purpose.” [Denison pp. 4Q3-4.3 

&e historic, the first being that of Michel’s cuirassier brigade 
at W6rth, of which the historian says: 

-: “ * * * Michel’sbrigadeandthe6thFrench Lancers 
which charged with them, wetcQ almost detroyed; very few of 
them again reached the m y .  The Prussian hussars lost one 
man killed, twenty-three wounded, and thirty-five horses. The 
losses of the infantry were very inconsiderable. 

‘‘“his sacrifice of the cavalry brigade served no other pur- 
pose than to gain time for the retreat of the French right wing. 
The charge was gallantly made, the men rode boldly on, there 
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I understood, that they were uselessly sacrificed at W6rth and 

In this war there were some cavalry charges that have be- 1 
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was no hesitation, and yet the fire of the infantry, who, it’will 
beflemarked, relied solely on their needle-guns, and did not 
even form squares, was sufficient to defeat and destroy them. 
We shall find other examples in this war of the littlechancecav- 
alry have of successfully using the old system of caGalry tactics.” 
[Denison pp. 405-6:] 

The next noted charge of the wars was that of Yon Bredow’s 
brigade at Vionville. 

“ * * * General Bredow commanded the brigade, 
vhich consisted of three squadrons of the 7th Curiassiers and 
three of the 16th Lancers. He charged in one line, but from the 
delay of the 16th Lancers in deploying, the charges took place, 
unintentionally, in echelon. Under a heavy fire of artillery they 
rode onward, the guns were soon reached, the gunners cut down; 
and then on rushed the horsemen, at full speed, upon the lines 
of infantry in the rear, who received the charging squadrons 
with volleys of musketry. The lines were broken with a rud, 
saber and lance doing deadly execution. Excited by the 
success, carried away by the impetuous fury of their charge, they 
could neither be rallied nor reformed. A number of mitrail- 
leuse were taken, when suddenly the scattered horsemen were 
pounced upon, in their disorder, by the French 7th Curias- 
siers, and some Sphais and Chasseurs. In their hurried retreat 
they were very badly handled, and st@red great losses; but the 
sacrifice m-as well repaid, as it checked the attack of the French 
6th Corps, which would have othermix been fatal. This was 
the boldest charge of the war, and the only one that was to 
a certain extent successful.” 

The last of the celebrated charges of the war was at Sedan. 
“This was the prelude to the final disaster at Sedan. In 

this last action under the Empire the cavalry agaip proved that 
they did not lack the courage of which has always distinguished 
the French soldiery. Toward the close of the battle General 
Ducrot wished to make a last desperate effort to arrest the 
enemy by a grand cavalry charge, and following it up to break 
through his lines. General Mmgueritte, with the Reserve 
Cavalry division, was to have made the charge, and having 
broken through the enemy’s position, was to wheel to the right 
and roll up their lines in that direction. The 2nd Reserve 
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Cavalry division, under Bonnem&, was to support this attack, 
while the several regiments of divisional cavalry of the 12th 
Corps were tltassea together and brought forward to act as a 
reserve. 

“The whole force m&ed fo-d to attack; they swooped 
down like a whirlwind, threatening to overwhelm the Prussian 
idantry who were advancing to the attack. The charging 
horsemen soon burst through the skirmishers and pressed on 
toward the German battalion, WE& in deployed lines and steady 
formation teceived them with a perfect tempest of bullets from 
the swift-loading needle-guns. Every effort to bear up against 
such a fire failed. The horsemen, though bravely striving and 
gallantly returning to the attack, were mowed down is such 
numbers as to leave piles of dead and dying men and horses all 
along the front of the Prussian lines. The whole affair was a 
useless and terrible sacrifice of brave men. 

“The writer received a‘ letter shortly after the.battle from a 
distinguished officer of much experiepce who took great pains to 
inquire into the facts of the attack.. The details are well worth 
reproduction. H e  says: 

“ ‘The question of cavalry charging infantry with breech- 
loaders is, I think settled conclusively by this campaign. When- 
ever it has been tnd, by the 8th and 9th French Cuiras- 
siers at W&th.’by the 7th Prussian Cuirassiers a t  Vionville 
on the 16th of August, or by the two French light cavalry 
brigades on their extreme left at Sedan, the result has been the 
s a m ~  fearful loss of life with no result whatever.’ 

“ ‘General Sheridan was an attentive eye witness of the 
four charges made by the French light cavalry at Sedan, and 
gave me a most minute account of them. I examined the ground 
most -fully only thirty ho& after, while the dead men and 
horses all lay there, so that I formed as correct an idea of it as 
if I had seen it. The first charge delivered by the lst, French 
Husars was made under the most favorable circumstances 
possible. They were well handled. As the Prussian infantry 
skirmishers in advance of the main body came over the hill be- 
hind which they had been waiting, they were led round under 
cover of the brow till they got completely in rear of and on the 
right flank of the skirmishers. They thus got within 100 yards of 
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them More they were seen, and then charged most gallantly, 
charging down the whole line. But even under these advanta- 
geous circumstances the charge had no result worth speaking of. 
The Germans ran into knots and opened fire; avery few who ran 
to the rear, say twenty-five or thirty, were cut down. On 
the other hand, the fire of these clumps and rallying squares 
completely destroyed the hussars. The two rear squadrons 
wisely swerved off and regained the shelter of the hill. Those 
who went down the line were all kilfed, wounded, or driven 
down on the Prussian side of the slope into a village and were 
captured. It did not delay the advance of the Prussian infan- 
try five minutes\The succeeding charges made by the lst, 
3d, and 4th regiments of Chasseurs d’Afrique and the 6th 
Chasseurs came to nothing, though they were most gallantly 
and perseveringly made. The Prussians simply waited for 
them in line till they got to within 150 yards, and then just 
mowed them down with volleys-they were shot down before 
they could get within fXty yards. It was a useless, purposelfss 
slaughter. ‘It had practically, no result whatever. The hill- 
sidewas litterly covqed with their dead and the bodies of the 
little grey Arab horses. The& two brigades of five regiments 
must have lost quite 350 killed, besides their wounded and 
prisoners. There can be no greater scandal than to say they 
did not charge home. General Sheridan assured me that they 
behaved most nobly, coming up again and again at the signal 
to charge. I 

“ ‘They w&e sheltered from fire till the last moment, were 
carefully handled, and skilfully and bravely led. The ground 
that they charged over was not more than 400 yards, yet the 
result was virtually their destruction as a military body with: t 

out any effect whatever. 
A friend of 

mine whom I had known in Africa ten years before, was amajor 
commanding two squadrons of one of these regiments. H e  
showed me the roll of his two squadrons with each 9 n . s  name 
masked ofE. The result was fifty-eight men of all ranks left 
effective out of 216 that went into action. The whole time 
that t h q  were under musketry fire must have been less than 
a quarter of an hour.’ 

, 
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‘ I  ’I took great pains to ascertain the facts. 
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“After the battle of Sedan the war mainly centered in the 
two great seiges of Paris and Metz, the cavalry still doing good 
service in keeping up the communications and covering the 
operations in the provinces of France of successful actions of 
cavalry, but they were all on a small scale. At the battle of 
M e n s  some German squadrons rode down a battalion of 
marines and captured several guns. ’Qe 4th German Hussars 
also captured a battery at the battle of Orleans and carried it 
off, while the 11th Pntssian Lancers also took a French battery 
at Soigny. These successes won on the battlefield were not 
proportionate to the large mass of cavalry, nearly 50,OOO 
strong, which the Germans brought into the field. 

‘‘Early in the seige of Paris the French had organized 
small partisan corps under the name of ‘Franc tireur.’ When 
these Franc titeurs became numerous the Uhlans could no longer 
move freely to great distakes, but were almost always accom- 
panied by battalions of infantry, who marched with them to 
clear villages and obstructed country of these volunteer rifle- 
men, who fought with great bravery. 

“This proves conclusively that the great successes of-the 
Prussian horse in the early part of the war were to be attributed 
to the extraordinary inefficiency of the French cavalry, particu- 
lady in the way they were used, than to any wonderful super- 
iority in arms or organization of the celebrated Uhlans. 

“The system of attaching infantry to the cavalry neces- 
sarily deprived the horsemen of their speed, and clogged them so 
that the whole force in point of mobility was only equal to the 
same number @foot soldiers. In fact the great value of cavalry 
its speed, and far reaching powel, was gone the moment it had 
to march under the protection of infantry. 

“A careful study of the method of arming and employing 
cavalry in the American Civil War should have shown the 
Germans that if their horsemen had been armed with rifles or 
carbines they could have done equally well or better all that 
they perfmed in the early part of the war, andwould have 
been fully capable of coping with the ‘Franc tireurs’ that they 
were likely to meet in detached warfare. 

“In America the mounted riflemen were continually taking 
towns and villages, although well defeaded by infantry and 
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artillery. ’ The ‘home guards,’ which reprmented the same type 
of force as the ‘Pranc titeuts’ never checked the onward and rapid 
progress of the Southern horse, who would have ridiculed the 
idea of being delayed and hampered by d o n n i n g  to the 
maarch ot infantry in a k i d  or partisan operation. 

“The experienceof the FrancuGennan War is very re- 
markable on this point, for the brilliant exploits of the Prus- 

to expect that they would not have been much embarrased by 
the opposition of such undisciplined and irregular troops. This 
is the most striking lesson that the war after Sedan affords to 
the cavalry officer, and it requires very IittIe thought to perceive 
the weak point and the remedy for it.” [Denison, pp. 410-11- 

Notwithstanding the heroic sacrifices of Michel, Von 
Bredow, and Margueritte, and the immortal glory which is 
their just reward, their brave charges cannot bring cavalry back 
to the battlefield to operate with these tactics. Another 
eminent authority also stated as follows : 

“After explaining how Cromwell’s troopers ‘were taught 
the value of dperation,’ and how ‘Cromwell built up his 
cavalry on a foundation of high individual efficiency,’ he 
(Henderson in “Science of War”) goes on to show that, ‘as time 
went on and armies became larger, and skill at arms, as a na- 
tional characteristic, rarer, drill, discipline, maneuver in mass, 
and a high degree of mobility came to outweigh all other con- 
siderations; and when the necessity of arming the nation 
-short service, the training of the individual, in any 
other branch of his. business than that of riding boot-to-boot 
and of rendering instant obedience to the word or signal of his 
superior, fell more and more into abeyance. Shock tactics 
filled the entire bill, and the cavalry of Europe, admirably 
trained to maneuver and attack. whether by the squadron of 
150, sabers, or the division of 3,000 or 4,000, was practically 
unfitted foi any other duty. The climax of incompetency may 
be said to have been reached during the cycle of European war- 
fare, which began with the Crimea and ended with the Russo- 
TmMmdkt of 1877-78. The old spirit of dash ahd daring 
under fire was still c-m; discipline and mobility were 

sian cavalry in the beginning of the campaign would read one \ 
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newer highex. The regiments-maneuvered with admirable 
precisiv at the hjghest speed, and never had great masses 
athaaelnm been aw#e easily controlled. And yet, in the 
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‘whole history of war, it maybe doubted whether the record 
of the cavalry was ever rmae meager. 

“Referring speciaUy to the German cavalry during the War 
of 1870-71, Henderson says: ‘The troopers knew nothing 
whatever of fightbsg an foot-their movements were impaded 
by their equiPment-d a few Franc tireurs, armed with the 
chassepot,wereenoughtoparalizeabrigade * * * . In 
fact, to the student who followed out the operations of the 
cavalry of 1870-71 step by step, and who bears in mind i’ts 
deddencies in armament and training, it will appear doubtful 
whether a strong body of mounted riflemen of the same type 
as the Boers, or better still, of Sheridan’s or Stuart’s cavalry in 
the last years of the War of Secession, would not have held the 
German horsemen at bay from the first moment they crossed 
the frontier. 

‘Had the successes. gained by shock-tactics been very 
numerous, it might possibly be argued that the sacrifice of 
efficiency in detached and dismounted duties, as well as the 
training of the individual, was fully justified. What are the 
facts? After enumerating the successes gained by shock- 
tactics from the days oE the Crimea onwards, when anything 
larger than a regiment was agaged, Henderson adds: ‘Such 
is the record: one great tactical success gained at Custozza: 
a retreating army saved from annihilation at K6niggr&tz, and 
five minor successes whi& may or may not have influenced the 
ultimate issue. Not one single instance of an &ective and sus- 
tainedpursuit; notonesingleinstanceexcept Custozza, and there 
the infantry was armed with muzzle-loaders, of a charge 
decisive of the battle; not one single instance of infantry being 
scattered and cut down in panic flight; not one single instance 
of a force larger than a brigade intervening at a critical moment. 
And how many failures? How often the cavalry dashed 
vainlyinreckless gallantry against the hail of a thin line of 
IS-. How often were great masses held back inactive, with- 
out drawing a saber or 6ring a shot, while the battle was decided 
by the infantry and the guns. How few the enterprises 
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against theenemy’s communication. How few men killed or 
disabled, evenrwhen cavalry met cavalry in the=m@l&! Can 
it be said in face of these facts that the devotion to shock-tactics, 
the constant practice in massed movements, the discoutagement 
of individualism, both in leaders and men, was repaid by re- 
sults? Does it not rather appear that there was some factor 
present on the modern battlefield which prevented the cav- 
alry, trained to a pitch hitherto unknown, from reaping the same 
harvest s)s the horsemen of previous eras? Was not the attempt 
to apply the principles to the battle of the breech-loader and 
the d e  cannon, as had been applied successfully to the battles 
of the smoothbore, a mistake from beginning to end; and should 
npt the cavalry confronted by new and revolutionary conditions 
have sought new means of giving full effect to the mobility 
which makes it formidable.’ ” (Lord Roberts’ Introduction 
to “War and the Arm2 Blanche,” pp. 6-9.) 

PROM 1871 TO DATE. 

In the years subsequent to the Franco-Prussian War, 
the first incident of note was the Russo-Turkish War 1877-8 
just referred to. The adoption of smokeless powder about 
1890 and later is the next noteworthy occumce. This tended 
further to remove cavalry from mounted activities on thz 
immediate field of battle. The pall of smoke formerly existent 
gave a certain amount of cover and the absence of this rendered 
mounted bodies all the more vulnerable. Europe sti l l  held 
to its old cavalry traditions. America maintained its own. 

The Boer War. 1899 to 1902, is a fertile field for the cavalry 
student. Some of the most prominent facts in this connection 
are these : 

1. The war was fought between a powerful and highly 
organized military nation on the one hand and against a weak 
nation of plainsmen and farmers on the other. 

Great Britian sent into South Africa a large army com- 
posed of all arms in the orthodox proportions. Later this was 
changed so that the mounted forces were one-fourth the entire 
army and equal in numbers to the entire army of the Boers. 
The Boers maintained an army practically never greater than 

c 
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DEDUCTIONS. 
4 

This brings the review of cavalry operations down td the 
present time. We find in the inain the cavalry of Europe still 
trained in the school of Frederick the Great, advocatingthe 
mounted charge as the first and last principle of cavalry action. 
European cavalry is generally supplied with some fire arm but 
with vague and indefinite ideas as to its use. So strong is the 
hold of the Amre Blunthe theroies that Europe finds it almost 
impossible to cut the Gordianknot and adopt the principles as 
illustrated by the latest wars. With one or two notable excep- 
tions, European writers on cavalry tactics either advocate the 
A m  Blanche theory in its entirety or else timidly and vaguely 
advocate mounted and dismounted combinations. 

Comparing q~valry with the other arms we find that tra- 

In the century and a half since Frederick the tactics and drill 
of infantry and field artillery have entirely changed. Armies 
have grown enormously in size. The cavalry tactics and drill 
of European nations have remained practically unchanged. 
The change in firearms h& almost entirely eliminated mounted 
charges from the battlefield. The resolute obstinacy of cavalry 
enthugiasts and supporters of the old theories have, as a result, 
materially lessened the respect and consideration that s h d d  
be given to cavalry. 

On this subject Lord Roberts says: 
''In some recent~y written books on cav+ &t stress 

is laid on the necessity for inculcating the 'true cavalry spirit' 
and on the idea that 'shock action alone gives decisive results.' 
I can not call to mind one Single instance during the last half- 

dition with it has persisted more strongly 'than with any other. 1 

, 
, 

-40,OOO all of whom were mounted'as long as they had mounts 
for them. 

3. The greater part of the terrain was like our western 
plains oountry, which is supposed to favor the operation of 
mounted troops. 

The British cavalry held the orthodox European views 
on mounted cavalry action ind persisted in them until the les- 
sons of the war forced them to adopt the principles used by their 
enemy. The Boers, untrarnmded by traditions, adopted their 
own tactics. used their horses for transportation and fought 
always dismounted, ex 

5. The Britishcav regiments that entered the war with 
swords and lances 3 y packed them up and relied solely 
on the rifle. n e  Boers never used swords or lances but always 
d e d  on the rifle. 

6. This was more nearly a mounted war than any other of 
the modem times; yet never once was -the decision in the least 
way idueaced by the Anne Blanche, either sword or lance; 
the rill always directed the form of action and forced the deci- 

7. The British complained that the Boer tactics prevented 
mounted shock by the British and thereby confessed that 
mounted shock could not be used against mounted troops that 
resorted to the rifle. 

The claim is frequently advanced that the Boer War was 
a b n d .  A study of thewar indicafes that the abnormality 
coL1sists in the above referred to points and in the rude shock 
given to European ideas as to the proper use of cavalry. Yet, 
notwithstanding the lesson of the Boer War, the scars were 
not yet healed before the British cavalry cast aside the pnn- 
ciples therein enforced and returned to the orthodox princi- 
ples of Frederick the Great. 

From the cavalry standpoint the RuseJapanese War was 
barren. Much was to have been expected. The Russians 
were suppkd with a numerous cavalry of whose efficiency much 
was expected in theory and anticipation but whose failure to 
produce results led Kuropatkin to complain that he had too 
much cavalry. The Cossacks were trained for both mounted 

4. 

t occasional mounted firing. 
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and dismounted action. European writers make much of 
their dismounted training and to this training some writers 
ascribed their failure. The truth seems to  be, not the fault of 

. the training or the theory of its use, but in the practical appli- 
cation. No one from the commander in chief down knew how . 
to use it. Leadership was deficient. The theories practiced 
by Platoff, TchernichefI, and other Cossack leaders against 
Napoleon are of no value without masterly leadership and this 
leadership was not in evidence in Manchuria. 
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century ever since, indeed, armsof precision havebeen brought 
into use, when shock action alone has produced decisive results, 
and I doubt whether shock action, QT, in other words, the h e  
Blanche alone, will ewer again be’ able to bring about such re- 
sults against a highly trained enemy armed with magazine 
*.” (,‘War and the Arme Blanche,” p. 14.1 

GeIldVOnBenrhatdr ’ is even stronger and states: 
“The low estimation in whidx i& is errergrlrrBeae CU~~OQIBZY 

to hold this ann (cavalry) today is solely due to the fact that 
people insist u p  wishing to use the cavalry as an arm of battle 
and for chaging, while they donot understand how to use it 
strategically, nor have orgbized it at all with that object. 
But that it can be employedinthis this sphere to the greatest 
advantage, and can also conduct a vigorous fire-fight without 
being unduly hampered by its horses or loosing them, is suffi- 
ciently proved by the Am&can War of Secession and by the 
South African War.” [“On War of Today,” Vol. 11, p. 452.1 

We are continually having cited to us the magnificent ap- 
pearance of the European cavalry and of its perfection in drill. 
None of these characteristics can be denied. Its culture and 
refinement are the highest. In the ballroom its officers are 
superb. On the parade ground its troops are invinable. But 
so lqng as it holds to the orthodox principles of Frederick the 
G t ,  the remarks of Jomini concerning the army of Frederick 

w+ * * * The cavalry had not yet forgotten Seidlitz 
andthis immortal lessons; the staff was well instructed, but in- 
structed in detail, to neglect of principles; so that, in fact, 
this, anny, so superb in appearance, was a bodyqithout a 
sod.” [Jomhi’s Napoleon, Vol. 1, p. 447.1 

It is conceded that the very idea presented by the term 
“cavalry” is mobility and action. The element of the horse 
signif~es dash and motion. But if, without consulting facts 
and conditions, we adow that thought to prescribe the method 
in which both horse and shall be used, we act purely on 
preconceived, theory ,an r- (prejudice and not on commm 

In examingacco~ ts  of battles of the last hsrlf century 
in which cavalry has engaged, it is observed that the rifle, 

in 1806, are of pertinent application: 

sense. 
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whether in the hands of troops suppljed with horses or not,’ 
has dictated the character of the action. 
cavalry of equal strength, if one side has 
on foot-presuming the initial distance to be 600 yards or more 
-the mounted attack of its opponent ends in failure if not 
complete disaster. Mobitity is necessary to transport the force 
rapidlyto the critical point, having arrived at which an equally 
a g d v e l i r e  action shddbeinitiated. In the days of Frederick 
the Great mounted action, i. e., the mounted charge, was the 
main file of the cavalry arm and its, organization, armament, 
and instruction was with that end in view. But now mobility, 
dismounted fire, alertness to take prompt advantage of the 
results of fire action, using mounted action as a part of the 
combination if favorable opportunity presents, these are the 
leading elements in cavalry battlefield tactics. Cavalry must, 
therefore, be supplied with a rifle equal in ballistic qualities to 
that of the infantry and must be equally trained in musketry 
and fire discipline. It must be trained in mounted action and 
be rea9y to intervene mounted when the goldenmomentarrives. 
Aggressiveness must be the dominant element. A high quality 
of leadership is essential and only such leadership acting on 
these principles can insure success. 

Cavalry has always been charged with reconnaissance, 
security, and all the other minor operations of war. These 
will of course continue to bz an essential part of its duties. 

With the increase in range and destructiveness of rifles and 
field guns, the growth of armies and battle fronts, and with the 
use of aeroplane reconnaissance and wireless communication, 
the strategic use of cavalry has increaSeg in importance. For- 
merly it took days and even weeks to effect a change in the 
strategic situation. Now, due to improved means of recon- 
naissance and communication, it is necessary to have at hand 
an ample cavalry force so organized, equipped, and trained 
as to move so quickly that the strategic situation may be changed 
favorably over night. An ample cavalry, whose numbers are 
greater than the proportion heretofore existing, is nefessary for 
this purpose. Cavalry is more and more the strategic wing of 
the m y .  Having been thus placed strategically, its d d l  and 
training must be such that it can successfully engage either 
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cavalry orinfantry,on equal terms. This training is intimately 
tinlteA to Organicatian, and Organization &odd be such as to 

.give fullest advantage to the chief method of fighting. . 

, RBSU Irk. 

I 
The rille now dictates the form of action. 
In times since passed pure mounted action i. e., the mounted 

charge, was the principal file of cavalry; but its principal &le 
now is mounted or dismounted action, either singly or in con- 
junction, combined with mobility, aggressiveness, and alert- 
ness to take advantage of the changing features of the situation, 
all P Cavalry must be furnished with a rifle of the highest bal- 
&tic q d t i a  and be skilled in musketry andfirediscipline. 

Cavalry must, as ever, be skill& in the minor operations 
of war. 

Cavalry is the strategic wing of the army and its numbers 
must be ample for that service. 

“he organization, equipment, drill system, an4 training 
of cavalry must be that which will give fullest dect  to its prin- 
pal r6le. 

It should be n d e s s  to add that the organi&ion and drill 
system of a century and a half ago are wholly unsuited to the 
present true &!e of cavalry. 

uiring the highest type of leadership. 

\ 
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INSPECTION OF HORSEMANSHIP IN A GERMAN 
CAVALRY REGIMENT. 

-- 4 

BY AN OFFICER ABROAD. 

HE cormhanding officer of the First Guard Dragoon 
’ T Regiment, invited me to witness the inspection of his 

regiment. To do so I had first to ask permission of the War 
Department which required some five days to get. However, 
on Saturday last I went to &e garrison of the First Guard 
Dragoon Regiment where the major, second in command. was 
inq&cting, the colonel having been called away that day. The 
inspection of cavalry troops at this time of the year is to see 
what they have accomplished in training recruits and remounts, 
and in general in horsemanship. For the purpose of instruction 
the squadrons are divided into a number of sections; certain 
ones of remounts ridden by old men selected for their super- 
iority in horsemanship. Certain sections of recruits mounted 
on old and best trained horses, and then other sections forming 
the remainder of the squadron. This day I withessed the in- 
spection of four sections in the riding hall. The horses were 
from seven and one-half to eight and one-half years old and had 
been two and one-half to three and one-half years in the regi- 
ment. The work at the low trot, that is the balance trot, and 
the middle trot, as they Jll it, and the fast trot, and the canter, 
the middle gallop and @t gallop, turning on the haunches, 
halting, two track work at the balance trot and the canter, all 
very good. The section would tgen be formed in line at one . 
end of the hall and three or four men made to ride out singly to 
the other end of the hall where they would ride individually, 
making the horse trot and canter and gallop and halt and turn 
on the haunches, making figures of eight and small circles, as to 
show the individual training of the horse. AU this was very 
well done. An attempt was made to put each section over a 

. 
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ders,- but the blankets were heavy, folded six to eight thick- 
nesses. The saddles had sheep skin under the bars, and thus 
the riders seat was q&te a little above the horse. All saddles 
had breast straps, the horses were double-bitted, with heavy 

small jump about thiity inches high Consisting of a d brush 
hurdle and then a small bar placed close together. Some ten 

turning overon their riders. There were about fifteen men in 
each section. The first two horses of one section having fallem, 
the rest of that section was not permitted to jump. This bad 
jumping was explained by saying that it was practically the 
h t  time it had beem attempted by those particular sections. 

TCxiay I saw three sections of recruits of the same regi- 
ment at theinspection drill. This wasin the open as the we at he^ 
wasgood. Betweenthestablesthegroundis very good 
for outdoor riding, and it was here that the inspection was held. 
Before the lieutenant colonel appeaied I watched me of the 
Section warming up. There were about fifteen recruits on old 
horses; the recruits were all quite young, about eighteen or 
nineteen yeas of age. 

The Guard Regiments are recruited from all over the 
Empire and by volunteering there is some advantage gained 
by the recnJts which is, that among other things he can take his 
service a little bit earlier. It frequently happens that the sons 
and grandsons of many r.ho have served in certain organiza- 
tions are booked for d c e  in the same organizations many 
years ahead. 

interesting to see the good spirit and the keenness &q? by the men and officers. After the warming up some 
old sol 'ers, who were standing around the stables, rushed out 
with cloths and brushed and polished up the horses that had 
been ridden about on the loamy soil, just before the arrival of the 
regimental commander. The recruits are arrned with the lance 
and carried a saber and the carbine, hanging perpendicularly 
from the right and left side respectively of the cantle. The 
carbine, nearly as long as our rifle, was buttoned into the hoslter 
and, therefore, would be ditficutt to get out for use. The lance 
is very light and made of hollow steel and bears a pennant, 
many of the saddles were too far forward over the horses shoul- 

. harses Out of forty-five S t k k  badly, three Of them falling and 
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curbs which wereof merent shapes, some having straight and 
others large, S-shaped lower branches. Although it was cold 
the soldiers were without gloves. They had large cavalry boots 
with sharp spurs whichjare curved and fixed to the heel of the 
boot. The horses were'old, q a t  is from ten years up, and were 
all of one type. After the had been presented to the 
lieutenant coknd by the squadron commander, the lieutenant 
or sergeant who had instructed the section standing on foot at 
its right, the men were sent off so astobeseparated about the 
open space. The lances were stuck into the ground by each 
recruit and each then rode individually in circles about his 
lance shovfmg the control of the horse at the different gaits; 
he would halt, and turn on the haunches, etc. After this the 
lances were leaned against the stable and the recruits were made 
to ride in column in single file as on a track where they showed 
the sl w trot, the middle trot and the fast trot, halting, tuming 
on t%aunches, the canter, the middle gallop and the fast 
gallop, hanging leads, and were then made to jump over a log 
hurdle over thirty inches high and also over a good sized ditch. 
They were made to assemble quickly and to disperse and re- 
assemble. In all of this the training was excellent. The var- 
ious gaits were taken and kept by all of the men throughout ' 
the column and there was not one case where there was rushing 
or telescoping, neither was there one shout of "close up," some- 
thing that should be prohibited in any well drilled cavalry. 
The sections seen today were of a Merent squadron from those 
of Saturday last. In every case after a section was inspected, 
the inspector gave his critique on the work done speaking 
directly to the men. This is the general rule in everything in 
Germany. 

After watching the recruits I went to the Casino with 
the Lieut. Colonel and then went within to see his horses of 
which he had five excellent ones. Instead of having these in one 
of the squadron stable, he had converted an old shed'into a 
Rrivate stable by covering it with tarred paper, and stuffing the 
cracks with straw. Thus he had an excellent and cheap place 
for his horses and did not take away any of the stable room of 
any squadron. His saddle equipments were kept in a small 
part of the same shed. His horses thus had good'%ir and his 
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improvisecistable was by no means so warm as theregular 
ones. then went out to see two of his horses jump in 
the shute. Here about the middle of the shute he had all sorts 
of .jumps that d d  be arranged so that the horse would never 
have to jump the same thing or combination of things twice: 
would never know what it was going to jump until it got to it 
and therefore would always be 011 the qui viw in making its 
jump. The Lieut. Cotonel said that he never made the horses 
jump more than once or twice a day and thus they never be- 
came disgusted. Today the horses jumped over a couple of 
gates and a bar about four and a half to five feet high and about 
three feet apart. They were saddled with the stirrups 
brought well up to the top of the straps. The reins ran back to 
the stumps and were caught up by the throat latch, thus there 
was no danger of their getting caught when the horse was run-  
ning and jumping free. 

After this we returned to the riding hall where the lieuten- 
ants of the regiment were put through an exhibition drill in 
preparation for the idspection by the Kaiser of their work with 
the chargers, which takes place next Saturday. A lot of sol- 
diers with ovefioats and helmets were brought into the riding 
hall and stood about to represent various generals and stafi 
officers that will accompany the Kaiser on his inspection. 
For the first time I was given a definition of a charger. This 
in Germany means a troop horse, that is a government horse, 
which has been selected and assigned to aslieutenant for his 
use. He must train his horse and use it, and after fouryears 
service it becomes his property, and then he may do with it 
as he likes. Inspections are held annually for the purposes 
of seeing that he properly trains and uses his charger. The 
regimental commander instructs his lieutenants and the drill 
that I saw was a reherd of what will be done before the Kaiser. 
The horses were perfectly turned out, were well groomed and 
very well set up, the equipment clean and handsome. The 
drill lasted for nearly an hour and consisted in excellent track 
work, the haltings, moving at the-bamnced trot, the midde 
tmt, the fast trot, turning on the haunches, backing, two track 
work, the canter, the middle gallop and the g4op, changing 
Ieads, gabping false, jumping a four-foot pile$ railroad ties 
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(this by the way is the usual way of making a good jump that 
is used, it seems, quite generally in Germany), jumping a hurdle . 
and ditch and taking an in and out jump of two hurdles placed 
very close together, so that the horses could only land once 
between the hurdles and had to at once jump the second. 
Some of the jumping was done towards the end of the ride and a 
few of the horses struck, some fell, one threw its rider over its 
head. His foot stuck in the stirrup, the leather catching in front 
of the pommel, and when his horse rose, the officer was between 
the horses forelegs, his head to the rear and his foot still hang- 
ing from the stirrup. The lieutenant colonel then got on his 
horse and rode it over the same hurdle without trouble.. After 
the work on the track, the section was formed on one end of 
the hali and four of the officers had to ride out to the other end 
of the hall, where they rode individually in circles, halting, 
backing, turning on the haunches, changing lead, about a stand 
on which were three rings placed on swinging a r m s  and stand- 
ing, about which were four soldiets with lances, who bad placed 
heads and plates of straw in a circle in radius of about twenty 
or thirty feet in the stand. At a signal the soldiers stepped 
to the circle at the ends of perpendicular diameters and the 
lieutenants rode by and caught the lances as they weqe thrown 
up by the soldiers. The officers first brandished the lances, 
then picked up the heads and plates while constantly moving at 
a canter, and each in turn took a ring on his lance, all of them 
constantly moving at the canter. After taking the ring they 
returned to the other end of the hall by taking a hurdle and 
spearing a manikin lying on the ground on the far side of the 
hurdle. As they reformed their lances were caught by some or- 
derlies standing in rear oE the section. The same thing was 
repeated by the rest of the officers four at a time. All of 
this work showed an excellent degreeof training. There was 
constant movement and no pause in passing from one exercise to 
another. 

The young officers certainly earn their horses, and some- 
thing of the kind might well be adapted €or our service as one 
of th.? solutions of the horse question. In this way the govzm- 
ment gets full r e t b  €or its money. I t  is the cheapest way of 
providing a horse for the young officer, and it would have a 
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good effect in every way upon b* &cers and sold@s because 
fhe latter obeerve the work that is done by the young officers. 
Thisissuppoeing that afixed policy could be d e d  aut in our 
cuuntry and commanders trained as inspectors. Chargers 
are furnished only to subalterns in the cavalry. Captains 
and officers of higher g+s must supply their own mounts. 

The officer commanding the regiment is a Fleugeladjudant 
of the Kaiser and one of the best cavalry officers in Germany. 
He can well be proud af the excellent instruction of his regi- 
ment. Yesterday.he did fourteen hours work. He gets up at 
5 o’clock every morning. He rides five of his own horses, and, 
keeps them in order, and‘they are all of them piize winners. 
He instructs hi& lieutenants in horsemanship and he spends 
I1106t of the morning, in fact most of the day in out door work, 
and daes the necessafy paper work, of which there is a great 
deal, in the afternoons and ev-. 
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DUTIES OF CAVALRY WHEN IN THE ADVANCE. 
(Awnt-postes de .Cavalerie U g k e . )  

Drawn from DeBraclc’s “Cavalry Outpost Duties” as tran- 
lated by Major C. C. CARR, Eighth Cavalry 

and published by John Wiley & Sans, 
1893. 

N the opinion of many, DeBrack’s work remains the best I cavalry book ever written. It contains much common 
sense information not obtainable elsewhere. Originally pub- . 
lished in 1831, the book is “as true, as good and as useful as 
on the day of its Grst publication.” 

The translation made by Major, afterwards General Carr, 
was issued by the War Department toeevery t&p of cavalry 
in the service in 1893. I t  is a pity this action could not be 
repeated now. 

The following extracts are from Carr’s translation, omitting 
for the sake of brevity, DeBrack‘s division into questions and 
answers. 

JAMBS PARKER, 
Brigadier Gemwal. 

WAR ALONE TEACHES WAR. 

War multiplies situations, and almost instantaneously 
and in an unexpected manner. Especially for light cavalry, it 
presents t8e same ~ t s  under a thousand aspects. 

One must be bom alight cavalryman. No otherposition 
requires so much natural apitude. such innate genius for war, as 
that of an officer of that arm. The qualities that make the 
superior man-itztdZig~e, will, forGeshoula be found united 
inhim. 
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A habit of judging the health of men and horses, an ac- 
quaintance with the ready remedies applicable in certain cases, a 
daily and mpulous inspection of the trappings, knowledge 
of the repairs that should be made, inspection of the equip- 
ment~ and of the repairs of which they need, supplying all that 
may be useful to man and beast without overloading the horses, 
packing well understood. regularity of gaits in the column on 
the march, good position of the bivouacs. continuous watchful- 
ness in themof all that may &ect the health of the horses, the 
art of eating and sleeping seasonably, a constant superintend- 
ence which will prevent the useless waste of the horses’ strength, 
to set a personal example in every situation-all the more 
carefully as the conditions become more toilfame and cWdt- 
to inspire the troops with entire cuddence, devotion and en- 
thusiasm-those are what the theomtical instructions of peace 
time do not- teach; those are what joined to courage. the mili- 
tary camp coup d‘oeil, to promptness of judgment on the field 
of battle, make the truly distinguished officer. 

From the sense of proprietorship in the trooper’s horse 
d t  the most useful and commendqble effects; in time of war 
it is entire; nothing may offend or attack it. The-tmoper is 
the only master of what has been intrusted to him on his de- 
parture from the garrison. His horse and a r m s  make a part 
of himself. Only death or an offense entailing a disgraceful 
punishment can deprive him of their possession. 

Nowhere so m ch as in the light cavalry does one recog- 
nize the complete k plication of this saying: “Promptness is 
genius.” 

&-, 

, 

THE CIIIBP IN CAMPAIGN. 

The first qualities required of a chief of light cavalry on the 
day of battle are clear perception, and cool. mathematical 
estimstiOn of his own strength and that of the enemy; quickness 
of decision and action. the dash which carries all before it; the 
finmess which despsirS of nothing and retrieves the most des- 

nance, and causes his subordinates to see only with his eyes. 
Before the attack the chief should make an inspection of 

his regiment, riding Frn right to left at a distance of four 

perate situation; the dnmess which neve changes counte- 

l- 
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paces from the line; &auld speak a few words to the officers 
and soldiers to cheer and encourage them, make an opportunity 
of calling the men by their names, and thus prove to them that 
he neither does nor wi l l  lose sight of them. 

During an engagement at the moment of greatest danger, 
the chief ought to calmly single out the bravest of his men. 
After the battle he should not rest until he has rewarded them. 

never censure any one but the 
chief, for he is responsible for everything; to act otherwise 
would be to insult the command and commit an injustice. 
If a trooper is badly dressed, punish his captain; if poorly in- 
structed, punish the instructor; if he is ignorant of what he 
should do at such and such a post, punish the chief of that post. 

be punished. 

Under any 

. 

Impulsion goes from the head, &erefore it is the head that must ”. 

THE USE OF ARMS M W.4R. 

The saber is the weapon in which you should repose the 
greatest confidence, fbr very rarely indeed will it, by breaking in 
your hand, fail to render good service. Its strokes are sure in 
proportion to the coolriess uith which you direct them, and con- 
trol your weapon. It is 
the points alone that kill; the others serve only to wound. 
You will overthrow all whom you touch, and demoralize those 
who escape your attack, and Rill add to those advantages that 
of being always at a parry and never uncovered. 

In the first wars in Spain, French dragoons made, with their 
points, a reputation which demoralized the English and Spanish 
troops. 

In war one should not attempt to use all the movements 
prescribed in the regulations. As a general rule never attempt 
to attack an enemy except when he is in front of you or at your 
side; whenever he gets in your rear parry with rapid moulinets. 

Thrust! thrust! as often as you can. 

The rules to be observed in making thrusts are: 
1. 
2. 

3. 

Make sure of the hand; 
Make good choice of the point of w c k ,  the flank being 

If the attack be made at a higher point. hold the saber 
most vulnerable ; 

sidewise,’so that it may penetrate between the ribs; . 
- 9 

* .  
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4. Drive tbe point h h ,  k d  instantly draw back the 
elbow, especially if the adversary faces you. I have frequently 
seen troopers sprain the wrist and become disabled for a whole 
campaign through having made a thrust u d d f d y .  

DISCIPLINE. 

Disdpline is the soul of armies. Without discipline there 
can be no army. The main spring of disciplne in war is honor. 
Discipline is stimulated by praise and blame. If they do not 
suffice, then punishments, more severe than those inflicted in 
peace, must be imposed, for the reason that offenses committed 
in war M e r  from those that may be committed in gamson. 

'As a disciplinary force, rewards are much more powerful 
than punishments. The more prolonged the war is the more 
this force increases; because, hard service having relieved you 
first of the bad soldiers who take advantage of any pretext to 
leave, then of the mediocrities of no force, there will remain 
only the flower of your ranks, whom honor will control better 
than fear. 

A complimentary word spoken in front of the regiment; 
marks of esteem. repeated as often as occasion offers; the choice 
of a coddentkl mission ofleering a chance for gaining distinction, 
appmbation express& in regimental orders; should a worthy 
soldier be dismounted, give to him instead of to any other a spare 
horse; the day of a review call this man out of the ranks and 
present him to the general; promotion; nomination for admis- 
sion into the Legion of Honor. 

Shirking is the m e  vice to be punished before all others: 
as soon as it shows itself smash it as you would a glass. 

GUIDES. 

Guides should be employed whenever one is not acquainted 
with the country in which he is operating, and especially when 
it is possible to mount the guides, so that the rate of travel 
will not be reduced to that of a pedestrian. So long as guides 
are f d a r  with the country they should be retained while the 
expedition lasts, especially if it is a delicate one. If, on an im- 
portant expedition, your guide h d s  himself in a country 
which he does not know, take another, but keep the first one 

. - 1  
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until the end of the expedition, so that he may not betray the 
object of the march. 

The strictness of the precautions which &odd be taken with 
a guide depends upon the greater or less importance of the ex- 
pedition. The guide employed either in peace or war, for work 
in rear of the lines of operations, should be allowed to march 
freely, and at the head of your column. The guide who leads 
a reconnaissance should march near the commanding officer, 
under the special guard of a sergeant anda corporal of cavalry, 
who will watch him constantly. It must not be forgotten 
that, in a hostile country, especially, a guide will always try 
to escape from you if he can do so easily and without danger. 

If the guide is dismounted, fasten,to his left arm a long 
rope, the other end of which should be attached to the pommel 
of the corporal's saddle; the segeant, pistol in hand, marches 
by his side. If the guide is mounted, fasten one of his legs 
to the stirrup leather, so that in difiicult ground he can not leap 
from the saddle and escape; then give his bridle rein to the cot- 
poral, who marches on his left'and leads him thus while the 
expedition lasts. Should the face of the guide suddenly show 
excitement, w& him that if he proves treacherous he will be 
instantly shot. , If it is feared that he is leading the command 
into an ambush; im ress upon him the fact that in marching at 

the first one to be killed. 
Two men are necessary to guard a guide because the coun- 

try traversed will often be difficult, and in marching in single file 
theguide should be both preceded and followed. Generally 
the guide should not be allowed to march on a path running - 
beside the road traveled by the column, but he should be com- 
pelled to march with the column, especially if the country is 
broken, or the road leads along the edge of woods, ravines, l a e  
ditches, etc. 

The charge of the guide should be entrusted to only the 
most intelliqent non-commissioned office%, who must constantly 
observe the countenance of the guide. No one should be al- 
lowed to question the guide or answer his questions except those 
who are especially selected to communicate with him. These 

' 

I 

the head of the col 9 mn, if it should be attacked, he would be 

. 
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should be'selected from those best'acquainted with the'language 
of the country, and known to be discreet. 

A guide should not be questioned in the presence of a detach- 
ment, but privately and very slowly, while keeping him under 
the closest scrutiny. If he does not fully understand the 
questions addressed to him, be btient,  and change them so as 
to receive answers which wi l l  be of some use. A guide should 
be tmated very kindly. Let him want for nothing; and if, 
on your return, you are satisfied with him, and can do him a 
servicb, or pay him;do not neglect to do so. 

Often in the enemy's country, peasants, in order to avoid 
serving as guides, deny all knowledge of the roads. Be not 
deceived by this lying, but frighten and take along with you 
these pretended ignoramuses, and hold them until more use- 
ful guides can be procured. 

SPIES. 

Spies are employed by an officer of the advance guard, 
but, unfortunately, not as often as he should, for want of money 
with which to pay t h F  suitably, and because in a hostile 
couptry espedalfy, a poorly paid spy whom you employ may be- 
cyme m e  acting for the enemy, as all his interests combine to 
induce him io betray you. 

The employment of spies and 'the amount of confidence 
to be placed in them should be governed by the nature of the 
country in which you are operating, the inter& the inhabitants 
have in serving you, and the opinion they entertain of your 

Great care and ingenuity must be exercised in making use of 
spies, otherwise it may happen that your secrets will be promptly 
disclosed to the enemy. When one is in a critical situation, 
€he return of a spy should be attended with the same precau- 
tions observed in receiving a returning reconnaissanCe; for he 
r ? a Y b e h W ? d l a  tely followed by the enemy, and bring on an 
attack as much more dangerous as it would be more intelligently 
and CertaGJY made. 

The first comer should not be employ&d in this business. 
Try first to become acquainted with the family of the one offer- 
ing himself, his surroundings, and through them, his character; 

strength. 
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what intercousre he may have with tke memy; after ~ h k h  
endeavor to induce him to interest himself in our cause by good 
treatment, presents, pleasing prospekts, and by impressing him 
with a belief in the certan success of our anny. He should also 
be made to undgrstand, without threatening him, however, that 
any treachery on h& part wi l l  be revenged on his'family, pro- 
perty, etc. 

Before being sent on important and dangerous missions a 
spy should be first entrusted with trifling ones, and upon his 
return, promplty and exactly fufil every promise made him. 
When he has proved himself trustworthy and devoted in these 
small undertakings, he may be employed in more important 
ones. 

When it is desired to make several investigations in regard 
to the enemy, it is not well to entrust them all to one spy. 
You should first clearly appreciate the degree of intelligence 
possessed by the men to whom you entrust a mission; if it is 
limited, the duty required of him should be restricted. 

Again, it is dangerous to trust your entire business to 
any one man. It would be better, all things considered, to 
employ several spies whom you send out at different times, in 
different directions, so that there can be no communicatioa 
between them. 

A spy whom you distrust should not always be stopped. 
It is better to send him on a false mission, which will lead him 
to suspect the atrival of a large reinforcement at a point threaten- 
ing the enemy, and the immediate execution of a strategical 
maneuver, which must compromise the enemy in the position 
occupied by him. 

For a false mission written instructions may be given k, a 
spy; and, in this case you write them in such a way that, fall- 
ing into the hands of the enemy, his reading them will further 
your plans. 

Only verbal instructions are given for h a true mission. , 
As far as possible spies should be selected from those whom 

the enemy has the least reason to distrust; postmasters, post& 
ions, drivers of public conveyances, and merchants, well known 
in the country may be useful, because they will naturally be 

. 
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h o p e n  to- thsn men, wb, in esse of arrest, could not 
justify theirracfioas, or be vouched for by any one. 

spiasaent by tbe enemy may 9 lxm3g-d ‘ bytheirwayof 
bakingaborrtthem; bythetath!ntioap&dtoeverythhgpasSing 
in the bivauac; by the frivolous pretexts upon which they try 
to enter it; by their ezlhotioll if you try to halt them; by the 
vagueness of their answers when questioned; particularly if 
they think you recop& them; often by the money which they 
f m u y  carry with them; and, finally, by the haste displayed 

any instruction they may be carrying upon their 

maa suspected of being a spy should immedra ’ tely be 
subjected to several cross examinations, severe and 

cbntradicto~~, to see whether hetrips in his answers. Then 
send him under a strong guard with a report containing exami- 
nation and your opinion in regard to-the man to the commander 
of the advance guard. 

b 

QVESPONS TO BE ASKED. 

’ Too much care cann? be exercised in asking questions, for 
1 ~ 1  many cases the answers they provoke may produce conse- 
quences. ‘Eo learn everything, to separate the true from the 
false, the important from the useless, is a milttary talent-one 
of the most valuable an officer of the advance guard can possess. 

The first thing to be done in conducting an examination 
is to judge correctly the moral characteristics of th man with 

and style of the questions tb be addressed to him. 
The degree of intelligek he possesses should also be con- 

sidered. This will assist m shaping the questions so as to bring 
out the most important information. 

Generally the interrogation should begin in an easy manner, 
but so as to inspire the subject with the feeling that we are not 
to be deceived. Of course if we are operating in our own coun- 
try the examination shod4 not be conducted as though we were 
among enemies, and even if made in a hostile country distinc- 
tion must still be made between such and such countries, such 
and such classes of individuals, according as they are more or 
less friendly to us. 

whom you have to deal, because it determines the na 1 ure, farm 
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In out examination we must not forget that what we have 
asked OT said may be repeated, and Carerully coddm the im- 
pression, favorable or otherwise, it may produce m regard to 
our interests. 

Often an anskilled examination has produced a very differ- 
ent effect from what was expected; the examiner having been 
placed, without suspecting it, upon the “culprit’s stool,” and 
his interrogations proving fatal to himself, because, having 
been repeated to the enemy, they served to reveal his plans and 
pennit them to be thwarted. 

On arriving in a village the first person to examine should be 
the mayor, or the one exercising his functions, the postmaster, the 
cur6 or pastor, the schoolmaster, the principal proprietor, and 
men known to have been employed as guides for the enemy. 

Series of questions to be asked, always considering the in- 
telligence of the person examined: 

Where is the enemy? 
What do you know about his march and military disposi- 

tions? Of his numerical force and morale? Has he infantry, 
cavalry and artillery? 

What numbers, what uniforms, do the cavalry and infan- 
try wear? 

Are the horses thin, the men fatigued? 
What language do the men speak? 
Whence do they say they come? 
Do they belong to the militia or the line? 
Does the enemy bivouac or sleep in houses? 
How does the enemy perfom guard duty? 
Does he make reconnaissances? Do these reconnaissances 

. 
I .  
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extend to this village? How have they appeared here? Were 
they in large numbers? What did they do? What did they 
say? Did they pillage? Were they insolent? How were the 
mea dressed ? 

By what road did they come? By what did they return?, 
What enquiries did tsey make? Where did they go on 

Where did they pass the night? How did they establish 
leaving the village? 

themselves ? 
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Is the enemy near by? he send out regular recon- 
naissances? I 

Do they arrive at the same hour every day, in the same 
force wd by the same roads? 

Haw is the road leading towards the enemy? Are there 
any woods, ravines, bridges, villages, along the road ? Where are 

Can pne reach these de* by a detour? And, without 
passing over the road held by the enemy ? 

Is the enemy watchful? Does he guard himself well? 
Has he seized horses from the postmaster? Has he used the 
postilions or other men from the villages as guides? Where has 
he made them take him? What questions did he ask the guide? 
Has he abused them? Has he appeared to be uneasy and 
depressed? 
I 

.J they situated? I 

What precautions did he take on the march? 

* * * * * * 
Questi ns relating to the topographical features of the 

places pas & through, which may precede or entirely replace 
those just given, accordpg to the position in which one finds 
himself and the orders he has received. 

Where is such a city, town or village? What is the popu- 
lation, the extent of its resources? 

How far is it from such a place, and how far from the place 
we are now? 

How long would it take to walk there? Are the roads 
leading to it wide, good, metalled or paved? Are there any 
ihtermediate village, hamlets, farms? 

Are they rich? How many families? In going there will 
one have to traverse woods, plains, rivers? Are there any 
fords, bridges? Of what kind are they? 

Can one mistake the road? Which is the one to take? 
Are there any mountains? What kind of roads ascend them? 

Pebple questioned should be examined separately. Pay 
the &test attention to their respective answers; if they appear 
to disagme, sift them thoroughly, with the greatest care and 
ingenuity possible, and if you have any suspicions, based upon 
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their falsity. arrest those whd have 
away with you under guard. 

e them and take them 

A deserter should be asked the n q b e r  or name of’his 
regiment; to what brigade it belongs, the name of the general 
commanding it; to what division it belongs and the name of 
the division commander, and where his headquarters are. 

If the regiment, brigade or division is in camp, in canton- 
ments, or bivouac. 

If the corps is in position, ask whether it is protected. by 
numerous outposts, whether it is strictly guarded, and, finally, 
whether it iq entrenched; what army corps or divisions are OA 
its right andjleft, and their distance apart. 

When 6e left his regiment, bri ade or division; whether 
detachments have been made fromrthe corps; whether rein- 
forcements are expected; whether orders have been given to 
make a movement soon; or any preparations made which would 
denote an advance. 

> “Bp 
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What did the l b t  order of the day contain? 
What rumors are in circulation in the army? 
Are provisions abundant? Where are the magazines, 

depots, intermediate depots? 
Are there many sick? Where is the hospitd?.The field 

hospital ? 
If the deserter amves in camp while his coaps is moving. he 

must be asked: 
What direction did the column take? Was its move- 

ment isolated or combined? How far was the column ordered 
to advan‘ce? Did the column consist of only one arm, or was it 
mixed troops I 

If the deserter is from the cavalry : 
How many horses in the regiment? How many had you 

at the beginning of the campaign? Are the horses in good con- 
dition? Are there many new ones? 

Are there many recruits or young soldiers? (This last 
question is asked, because, as light Cavalry allows no oppor- 
tunity of injuring the enemy to pass, it should never neglect 
to attack any body of cavalry Iargely made up of recruits 
mounted on new horses.) 

a .  Are there many sick or disabled horses? 
t 

c 
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Is forage *+at.? Can the couptry occupied furnish 
what is required, or does it have to be hauled from the base of 
the umy? Does it arrive promptly? 

 re fdraging parties sent out? DO they have to go far? l 

Have there been many mutinies in the regiment? Would 

h t  precautions' are taken to prevent desertions? 
Are the hospitals at some distance from the axmy? 
Were many lost in the Iast &air? 
Have the soldiers been demoralized by their losses? 

them be many desertions in case of our success? 

* * * * * * 

In addition to the preceding, an artillery soldier should be 

Where is the grand park? Is there any siege artillery? 

How many pieces has the division to which you belong? 
What kind and c a l i k  of guns? Are the caissons and 

What is the number of your regiment, company, battery? 
Is there a bridge train? Are the draught horses ingood 

amdition? 
A detailed report of the interrogatory should be sent to the 

g a d  commanding the advance guard, adding thereto your 
own opinion in regard to the degree of confidence to be reposed 
in the statements of the prisoner or deserter. 

Ask travelers: - 
1. For their passports and their names. 
2. Where they come from and where they are going. 
3. Whether they have me~troops marching, their kind 

and about their number. (As to the strength of the cplumn, one 
could himself estimate it better by asking the traveler how long 
it took him to walk along its length.) 

4. How many hostile troops in the places they halted in or 
passed through. 

asked: 

Where are the depots? Where is the corps park? 

limbers well filled? 

~. ~ .. . . . ,. - . . . - . -  . r . .  - . . - ,  
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5. Whether there were many si&; whether the troops were 
in good condition; whether they expected any recruits. 

6. Whetder the villages along their d t e  were filled with 
troops; whether the enemy's outposts were close together. 

7. Whether behind the advance line th- were any cav- 
alry or artillery to support it, and on which it could fall back 
in case of a retreat; finally, the distance, approximately, between 
the advanced chain and the supporting troops. 

8. How are the roads, the bridges? If the enemy is en- 
gaged in repairing them; if he is fortifying or has already for- 
tified any of the places through which they have passed. 

Whether supplies are sckrce, or dear in the country 
occupied by the enemy; whether the country has suffered; 
whether it has preserved its cattle; whether the enemy has not 
gathered them up. 

10. What public rumors do the papers contain? What 
was the last paper read? What news did it give? 

9. 

PRECAUTIONS TO BE TAKEN BY AN ISOLATED DETACHMENT INCAMP- 
'IXG IN AS ESEMY'S COUNTRY. 

I 

To select a bivouac is to take up a military position. To 
sleep in it, to find one's self mounted in it after having rested 
and refreshed, prepared to undertake anything when the enemy 
advanced to the attack, is to know one's enemx thoroughly- 
to know him by peart. To oppose rested and refreshed troops 
to soldiers weakened'and dispirited by privations and fatigues, 
is to possess the advantage over them and to have all the chances 
of success in one's favor. If you add to this talent-the fruit 
of innate aptness and of a sound experiencethe dash which 
achieves and drives home a success, you are a remarkably well- 
equipped officer for advancesguard duty. 

The first requisite of a good bivouac is its military position; 
its difficulty of access for the enemy; its facility of our exit from 
it. The second is the convenience of its location, and an abund- 
ance of supplies. 

After having chosen the ground, form. the squadrons in 
line facing the enemy, and in the order in which you wish them 
to be placed; then, set out yourself, mounted to reconnoiter 

e 
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c. 1 1 

the Positiaoq lea- orders with t&e- officer whoreplaces you 
in commaad of the regjment or detachment, to dismount the 
command and send aut foraging parties as sodn as he perceives 
that the outpost hgs hatted upon the ground which it is to 
occupy. This signal having be& given, the troops dismount, 
unbridle and fasten their horses. 

FORAGE AND SUB6ISTENCE. 

Io war it is necessary above all things that the few hours 
allowed the trooper for feeding his horse should be solely em- 
ployed for that purpose; for the strength of the horse depends 
upon his proper nourishment, and upon that strength depend 
the proper performance of our duties and all our hopes of attain- 
ing distinction. 

In war one cannot dways choose the forage for his horse, 
but nevertheless there are certain precautions which may always 
be taken to guide in the selection or improve the quality of it. 
For instance it is.better to feed green grass than new hay. 
The well grown grass from a meadow is the best, and rye grass 
is the next in ordq, as regards ease of digestion, but it contains 
less nutriment than alfalfa or clover. If you can obtain nothing 
but clover be careful in its use. 

If no grass can be obtained the leaves of certain trees may 
take the place of it. 

When possible to p m r e  ‘grass that has not been wet, 
take it in preference to that on which the rain has fallen. Should 
it rain upon the bivoyc, g le  the cut grass in heaps, and when 

, the rain has ceased, use first that which- has been kept dry. 
If nothing but new hay can be obtained, choose that which 

has been most thoroughly aired, and is consequently the driest ; 
feed only a little of it ‘at a time, and after having moistened 
it slightly with salted water, 2 possiblewhich will prevent 
the generation of gas in the horse’s stomach. 

The hay usually found in b+ms is new; feed it only in 
small quantities. 

Horses s&&g from fatigue seldom have good appetites. 
If too much forage be placed before them at one time they will 
become disgusted and refuse toeat. Be careful then to give 
them their forage in small portions only. This precaution 

I 
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is equ&ly important in the contrary case of gross feeders 
If their forage is given them in large portions they will be likely 
to suffer from iTdigestion and even founder. 

Should you find a field of growing oats, reap them, and 
thresh them upon a piece of smooth ground or &on a cloak. 
Then collect the grain and winnow it by shaking it and tossing 
it up in a current of air. This operation, repeated several times, 
%ill cleanse it thoroughly, and enable you to feed it without 
fear of the rough and pointed husks sticking in the horse’s 
throat to make him cough and othemise distressing e m .  

To prevent your horse losing his grain, put it into a nosebag 
and let him eat out of that. 

As a rule horses should not be allowed to drink while warm; 
nevertheless if on the march, and they should become thirsty, 
when a stream is reached the commander should order them to 
be watered, but without the troopersdismounting or unbridling. 
The time thus lost may be regained by increasing the gait. 

The distinction between “going foraging” and “going on a 
foraging expedition” is that the former is simply to seek for 
forage and subsistence in the vicinity of the bivouac, or close to 
thelcolumn, halted by the commander for that purpose. “Go- 
ing on a foraging expedition” expresses quite a different thing. 
A bod?; of troops having exhausted the resources of their bivouac 
or cantohments, they are obliged toseek at adistance, that which 
is no longer near by, and a foraging expediti0n.k ordered. 
Sumerous detachments of all arms are assembled ‘and started 
out. On amving at the designated place the cavalry is charged 
with performing the outpost duty. It posts vedettes and 
grand guards; it even drives back the enemy, if necessary, 
while the remainder of the troops seize thz  supplies contained 
in the village, load them upon the wagons, and take them to the 
camp, where a regular distribution is made. 

‘ The best method of foraging in a village is to assemble the 
authorities of the place at once, and make;a requisition upon 
them. If the peasants fill the requisitions promptly everything 
is done regularly, nothing is wasted, and you have, in addition, 
your men all together, and in condition to meet an attack. : 

to bring in a supply of grass for the horses, the mowers, protected 
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If there be no village, and object of the expedition is merely I 
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by ouf chain d vedettes, make 'the g k s  up into trusses, tied 
securely with forage cords, fasten them securely upon their 
horses, and return to camp in an orderly manner. The support- 
ing troaps them perform the duties prescribed for the escorts of 
coI1voys. 

A truss collsists of two large.bundles of long forage, of 
equal weight, held together by a cord passing over the back of 
the horse, so that one hanging on each side of him they will 
balance each other. On arrving at the bivouac the forage is 
all delivered at one place and thence distributed. 

If the enemy attack the foraging party, it must be vigor- 
ously defended. The mowers abandon their work, mount 
their horses, and go to the assistance of their comrades. In case 
the trusses an already made, all, or a part of the troopers en- 
gaged in mowing, throw down their trusses and join the support- 
ing troops. If the enemy be repulsed, the trusses are picked up 
again; but shdd'we be outnumbered, although the trusses 

AU the troopers detailed on the foraging party, even the 
mowers, go armed. A s  u general rule, there is no dpty to be 
performed in war which will permit the wearing of arms to be 
dispensed with. Whenever a trooper is mounted he should 
be fully armed, and leave nothing which he may have to re- 
turn for. 

may be lost, the men d l  be saved. 

OUTPOSTS, PICKETS, VEDETTES, PATROLS. - .  
When infantry and cavalry bivouac together, the former 

furnish the sentinels, the latter the patrols. 
and in danger, has retreated, and Ifapartisan,harrassed 

barricaded himself at a farm, from the tops of whose buildings 
he can see to a great distance, he posts no vedettes, but patrols 
the surrounding country. Good patrols, conducted intelli- 
gently, are generally much more efficient than vedettes. For 
the reason that the nature of the duty admits of no sleeping; 
it compels men to display all their resources of intelligence 
agd courage; and the exploration of the country is made more 
thoroughly and to a greater distance. 

The patrol should march without noise of any kind; carry 
011 no conversation; keep the horses on the dirt roads, so that 

.b* 
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no noise will be made by their shoes striking the stones of 
paved roads. In daytlme the men must move along under 
cover of hedges, walls, sunken roads, and ravines. They must 
conceal themselves in woods and make their observations 
through openings. At night they must endeavor to see even- 
in the darkness; halt freguently, follow sunken roads, and re- 
frain from smoking, so as not to light up their faces. If the 
enemy is encountered they must not fire, but conceal themselves 
and one of the patrol must be sent, if possible without risk of 

*. discovery, to warn the outpost. The men of a cavalry patrol 
must not match side by side, but one behind theother, and far 
enough apart to enable them to see well, to afford protection 
to one another, and, in case of falIing into an ambuscade, to 
prevent the whole patrol being cut off and captured at  once. 

The routes which patrols travel may be, relatively to our 
. chain of outguards, either interior or exterior. In the latter 
case greater vigilance yust  be exercised, because the danger i s  
greater. The exterior patrols should consider themselves 
flying vedettes who have the advantage of being able to re- 
connoiter everything which arouses their suspicions ; of march- 
ing, halting, concealing themselves as long as they may think 
necessary. It is often useful to send patrols of one or two men 
to distant points, where they may remain in observation several 
hours at a time. 

A patrol which has ventured too far, and wdch a hostile 
post challenges, must be careful not to reply, if they do not 
speak the enemy's language, or if, before going out they have 
not learned a few words of the language which, spoken in answer 
to the challange, may suspend the examination, iind give them 
time to turn about without danger, and gain some ground to 
the rear. 

If the enemy is advancing upon our outposts and is likely 
to arrive there before they are warned of his coming, the patrol 
should discharge their carbines and return skirmishing, by the 
road on which they went out. 

A trooped on patrol may sometimes be surprised in spite of 
the greatest vigilance, especially if he has to traverse a broken 
and wooded country. He should halt frequently, and carefully 
watch his horse's ears. The direction in which they ptjint ray 

. 
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give him valuable information. It is an indication he cannot 
afford to despise, 8s it is instinctive; and if  the horse @sts in 
his action. especially to tbe point of being frightened, the cause 
of it should be discovered, if possible. 

eeting outside of the chain of outposts, 
should recognize c ch other, if possible, without challenging, 
especially if the enemy is known to be in the vicinity. When 
patrols are sent out, the outposts should be informed in regard 
to their numbers, uniforms, etc., so that there may be no doubt 
or hestitation about admitting them when they return to their 
own Lines. 

Two patrols 

THE MARCH 0 F A DETACH MEST. 

At  a distance from the enemy, when the column is en 
route, the commander, after having formed his advance and 
rear guard, starts the command on the road it is to follow. 
Then he halts to count his men, to make the inspection of 
which I have just spoken; assures himself that the officers and 
non-commissioned officers are in their proper places and atten- 
tive to their duties; that n6 one remains behind, that none of 
the horses are lame, that they are not wasting their strength 
uselessly, that the rear guard maintains its proper distance and 
brings up all the stragglers. After having marched some time in 
rear to see for himself that everything is as it should be, he 
takes his place at the head of the detachment. If marching over 
an undulating country. he halts at the top of every hill and looks 
back to judge of the regularity of the march. If the gait at 
head of column is too rapid he decreases it ; if too slow, increases 
it. It is better to have it too rapid than too slow. 

/- 

MO R4LE- MO R4 L EFFECT. 
0 . MoraleJis the instructive feeling of strength or weakness; 

that which at the very outset produces either confidence or 
terror. Surprise exercises the -most unfovarable influence 
upon morale, which-is modified by the greater or less firmness of 
mind with which it is encountered. 

When this feeling takes the form of terror it produces, first, 
a complete paralysis of the moral and physical faculties, then 
hestitation, then a desire for self-preservation. 

. .  Wl.. >.! . = _ .  ; . 
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The morale, in its double sense, is never equally shown by 
two bodies of troops opposed to each other; one is always 
confident, the other timid, and the timidity of the one is exactly 
proportional to the confidence of the other. 

Having the advantage of possessing the morale is three- 
fourths of.the power of cavalry. Remember that, and always 
act vigorously and rapidly upon the terrain. In this way all 
hesitation wi l l  be made to disappear, and dangerous equilibrium 
mill be destroyed, and your success 611, in every *case, by its 
weight bear down the balance in your favor. 

This m o d e  is often within the control of the chief, when 
he is what he should be; that is to say, when he possesses that 
entire and intimqte confidence of his troops which gives him the 
right to see, think and act for them. 

Should a night attack surprise us in our bivouacs, when the 
disorder has reached its height, let the commander’s voice cry 
out, “Rally on me, Right Dress, Ready.” This voice, recog- 
nized and obeyed, stops short confusion, removes all fear, and 
leads to the repulse of the enemy. 

* * * * * * 
The circulation of favorable news through the ranks should 

be allowed andjts diffusion m%y even be promoted. Neverthe- - 
less, in certain cases, when it seems to you to be doubtful, you 
should comment upon it cooly and publicly, in order that the 
dec t s  produced later by the discovery of its falsity may be less 
disastrous. 

If bad news is circulated, send for the one who brought it, 
and question him closely. If you discover that he has circulated 
it maliciously. make an example of the scoundrel. If he is 
simply thoughtless, reprimand him sharply, and send him to 
the rear at the first opportunity. 

* * * * * * 

PFUSONERS - DESERTERS. 

So long as a man bears his arms he cannot be considered a 
prisoner. As soon as he throws them down, he belongs to you, 
and has a right to your protection, which should be as complete 

I 
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and friendly.as possible. To maltreat a prisoner is unpardonable 
cowardice. .You should do him as you would wish to be done 
by under dmilar drcumstances. 

ordered to throw down his 
his horse, and lead him promptly 

d, to present him immediately to 
dismounts, is questioned by 

dried to the others taken in the 
cort to the infantry. 

A trooper may not honorably surrender so long as he is 
A mounted man should mounted, even if severely wounded. 

be able to go everywhere. 

SURPRISES AND AMBUSCADES. 

To surprise an enemy requires a combination of skill and 

The effect of a surprise is demoralization. 
Outpost warfare is a succession of surprises. 

dash. 

f An officer who, with inferior forces, frequently surpri’ses 
his enemy, is sure of speedily ruininp him. 

Although. the word surprise comprehends almost every 
offensive operation pertaining to outpost duty, we shall include 

. under this title only that which is generally agreed to designate 
by that name. 

A surprise is an unexpected attack. It is usually preceded 
by a rapid march or an ambuski. It can not be too sudden or 
too deternun ed. 

Ap ambush consists of troops placed in a concealed psi- 
tion. The best is one which the enemy is least likely to suspect 
or discover. The less time required for pouncing upon the 
enemy, the better, but there are cases in which it would have to 
to be pqared at some distance from his route. For example, 
where it Q desired to attack the rear or center of an enemy’s 
convoy passing through a defile. It is probable that before 
traversing*this dangerous place the enemy would scout its 
approaches; but when he has been marching for along time it is 
unlikely that his exploration wil l  extend to a very great distance. 
In such cases the ambush should be laid well beyond the ground 
covered by his scouts. 

.’ 
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Remember that troops in ambush are always in the air, in 
a critical position; that they are risking everything for the sake 
of success. A detachment of fifty men which, well directed, 
might have thrown into confusion a column ten- times its 
strength and made a very important and decisive diversion, is, 
if discovered, lost. The place selected for an ambush should 
always be, so to speak, a fortification to be closed at our plea- 
sure on the side toward the enemy, and open on the line of re- 
treat. The ground which separates it from the enemy should 
be favorable for movements at the gallop, that to the rear 
well reconnoitered, and calculated for the front of the troops 
in case of a check. 

Night is the most favorable time for arranging ambusca es, 
but it is not $he only thing that favors such an operat . 
The weather is to be taken into consideration, and cold, sn n-, 
rain, or a high wind would be of great assistance. 

In a night surprise, as a matter of precaution, the com- 
mander should wear, and make his men wear, something by * 

which they can recognize one another, such as a white handker- 
chief, a small branch, etc. This sign should be visible in the 
darkest night. By taking this precaution, all the more useful 
if the enemy wears a dark uniform and of the Same cut as ours, 
our troops will avoid saberingbne another. That done, the Fhief 
explains, not only to the offices, but to the men, the plan of- 
attack, and designates two routes of retreat; one by the road 
leading directly from h e  enemy to our army, on which his 
outposts will be posted, which are to be sabered and captured in 
passing; the other, the road by which the troops have marched to 
their present position. In addition, he agrees upon four 
trumpet signals, the shortest and the ones to which the men ate 
most accustomed. 

DUTIES OF CAVALRY. 
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The first will mean, take no prisoners. 
The second, make prisoners. 
The third, retire by the direct road. 
Fourth, retire by the road you came on. 
At the last two signals the signs used for recognition will 

disappear; the troops will retreat quickly and assemble at the 
outlet of the village. 
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A surprise has always one specid object, that of terrifying 
the memy, destroying him, or both at the same time. If the 
s u r p d  is eflected by a d party and its object is to terrify 
the enemy, it shoulduseits pistols, and itsattack should be sudden. 
The men should shout, gallop about, make QO prisoners, and 
retreat rapidly. If. an the contrary, the surprise is made by a 
large farce, well supported, and it wishes to capture the enemy, 
it should move silently, maneuver, sieze, in>regular order, the 
impartant points, such as the barrack or lodging of the colonel, 
the outlets of the village, bivouac, etc., and carry off at once the 
horses and the guards. 

If the attack fails, withdraw the detachment quickly and 
without halting. Leave the best mounted men for a rear guard, 
atld move them on a false route to throw off the right track those 
who may follow. These troopers should keep up a steady 
fire to cdnc'eal the noise d e  by .the marching of the detach- 
ment, and when they think that their ruse has succeeded, and 
that those they are covering are out of danger, they will make a 
detour and rejoin the detachment. 

If the enemy's bivouac has been well selected and entrance 
to it is Udt, special means for surprising it mill have to be 
adopted. The principal thing to be done is get the enemy on 
to ground less favorable to him than that he occupies. To do 
that, divide your force into two parts of unequal strength, place 
the stronger in concealment, and send the other to skirmish 
with the enemy's otitposts. If this succeeds in drawing him 
out of his bivouac, he must be Vigorously charged by the troops 
forming the ambuscade. 

PRECAUTIONS TO PREVENT SURPRISE. 

It is indispensable for an ofticer of the advance guard, 
who establishes himself in a bivouac and fears that the enemy 
may attempt to surprise him, to take certain precautions at 
the very moment of installing himself. The followipg are 
especially necessary if his force is small and distant from sup- 
ports: 

t a sheltered bivouac fortified, so to speak, 

at a gallop, or attacked unexpectedly. 

H e  &odd se 
by a ditch, fence, t arricades, etc., so as not to be approached 
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Moveable barricades should close all the approaches to the 
bivouac which are not naturally defended, and should beso 
placed as not to be discovered or carried away by the enemy. 

The bivouac should be as much concentrated as possible. 
Orders should be given that, in case of attack, the men are 

Assign to each man the post heis to take at  the first shot. 

Keep a part of the horses bridled, and many of the men 
Let every trooper have his bridle on his arm, his car- 

tridge box on his person, and his carbine in his hand. 
>If the bivouac is in a farm house, close it, and the instant 

the attack begins, make a few of the men bridle the horses while 
the others fire through the windows, until the,defences are 
about to be forced; then mount the whole command and execute 
a combined and vigorous sortie. 

Should the bivouac be in an open plain and entirely un- 
protected, so arrange matters as to mount and assemble in the 
least possible time. 

Should the enemy surprise a few isolated men, they should 
keep cool, not run to their horses, but grapple with theenemy 
hand to hand, fire on him at point blank range, point 'him. 
hamstring his horses, stoop down, get behind obstacles, such as a 
ditch, a tree, a post, etc., and make no prisoners. A dismounted 
man who preserves his coohess is not likely to suffer at the hands 
of a trooper who attacks him at night. 

Night surpprises are, as a general thing. more terrifying than 
dangerous. Eight times in nine their success depends on the 
moral effect produced. Meet them with great steadiness and 
coolness. Silence and steadiness on the part of the attacked 
often tmify the attacker so that the tables are turned, the mor4 
effect reversed, and the attacker compelled to ingloriously 
retreat. 

not to run to the horses but to defend themselves on foot. 

Put out the fires or light them in a false position. 

. pwake. 

FLAGS OF TRUCE. 

(3fficers and non-commssioned officers bearing a flag of truce 
are smetiines, through their own fault, sabered by the enemy. 
To avoid this danger, the nature and rights of this kind of duty 
should be throughly underhod. 
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As the flag-& always €ias to present himself at the 
front line, that is to say to the men most excited by the conflict, 
whose agitation and exaltation harmonize but little with his 
cool andoften provoking action. he must, in some way, see how 
matters stand before endangering his safety. This is the more 
necessav because the enemy often gives dqs forbidding flags 
to be d v e d ,  and he might very properly be made a prisoner of 

The flag-bearer should therefor be chosen from among the 
officers or mn-commissianed officers most accustomed to out- 
post duty, aad having the most thorough acquaintance with the 
peculiarities of &e enemy with whom he has to deal. He should 
be well mounted, and be p d e d  by a trumpeter as well 
mounted as himself, so that, if attacked after they have gone 
forward, they may be able to retire promptly. 

Before sending out a flag, the commander of the advance 
party wil l  stop the firing, “advance carbines,” and halt the 
&innishers. r will choose for his advance from 

place; one which, if possible, will 
of the enemy’s skirmishers. He 

and be sooner placed in com- 
munication with this officer who, understanding his object, will 
remove the dangerswhich might threaten him. The flag-bearer 
wi l l  move out in front of his own skirmish line at a walk. His 
deliberation will distinguish him from the combatants. He 
will cause the tnunpter to precede him by twenty-five paces, 
wil l  then halt, and halt the trumpeter, who will immediately 
sound a signal. 

The flagbearer as soon as he discovers that he has been seen, 
will cause the trumpter to return saber, and wil l  return his own 
+th considemble display so that the action may be plainly 
understood. Then he will unfold his handkeschief and wave it 
with his right hand, his pistol holsters remaining uncovered. 
Sabers are returned in order to show plainly the nature of the 
mission. The enemy’s troopers are allowed to approach only 
after being assured of their peaceful intentions, and seeing that 
they are acting by the orders of their chiefs. Being satisfied 
on thesepoints, he will endeavor to communicate with ah officer 
as soon as possible; will permit himself to be blindfolded, and 

’ 
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conduct himself with politeness and composure. A fiag-bearer 
has almost always a double mission to perform, of which the 
secret part is generally more important than the ostensible one. 
A reconnaissance of the enemy’s camp is often conceded under 
the frivolous pretext of a flag. For that reason. not every 05-r 
should be sent on such .a mission, but only the most skilful and 
intelligent. 

Almost always the cover is removed from the eyes of the 
flag-& when he arrives at headquarters, but sometimes 
people are too wise to make such a mistake. In the first case 
the flag-bearer should see every thing while apparently seeing 
nothing. In the second case, he should not allow a word of all 
that is spoken around him to escape his attention. Therefore 
it is absolutely necessary that he should speak the language of 
the enemy, without his suspecting the fact. 

In sending out a flag, care should be exercised in selecting 
not only the officer, but also the trumpeter, for the‘ latter will 
be invited to drink, and then be questioned. He should be both 
sober and silent, and this fact should be impressed upon him by 
giving him the necessary orders before starting. 

When a flag from the enemy appears, the officer of the 
advance party will not stop the fire of his skirmishers because 
the enemy has ceased his, but will move slowly, and send im- 
mediately to warn the commander of the advance guard, and 
wait for his orders in the case. While waiting for them he wi l l  
direct the skirmishers, on Ris wings especially, to see that the 
enemy does not attempt a flank movement, and that the sending 
of a flag does not cover a ruse de guerre to enable the enemy to 

If the general commanding the advance gu& orders the 
fire o be ket up, the commander of the skirmishes will signal the 
be r of the flags to retire, as it is not desired to receive him. 

f the flag is ordered to be received, the officer of the ad- 
van , party will halt his troops and stop the firing; then, return- 

is saber, and acmmpaked by two non-commissoned officers 
d two tropes, he wil l  approach the flag and halt it, if possible 
a hollow, in order that our lines may not he seen. He will 

hen notify the flag that he will be received, and make him and 
is trumpeter face their on lines, and then bandage the eyes of 

* 
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both $0 that they can see a h i u t d y  nothing. This having 
been done, he will have the flag-officer conducted to headquarters 
his horse being led by a trooper, and accompanied by a non- 
commissioned officer. The trumpeter will be guarded by the 
other n o n a d s s i o n e d  &cer and trooper. 

REAR GUARDS. 

Should the enemy send superior forces against the rear- 
guard, it must retire at the gait empluyed in attacking; halt 
if the enemy hats; follow him if he retires, and harass him 

tinually. Should the detachment make a gap in his line, 
ver so as to assist the movement, and then rejoin as 

qG&y as possible. 
If the enemy has artillery, post the greatest possible number 

of men on the flank of the road, and make every effort to pre- 
vent its being abandoned. Hold fast to every turn of the road, 
to all the obstacles, to all the Merent heights which will give 
protection against artillery fire by preventing accurate aiming 
and raking the road directly. Threaten the pieces sometimes. 
Try to form ambuscades if is believed that they will meet with 
success. Make a great display of holding a wood that may be 
encountered, in order to deceive the enemy in regard to the 
forces occupying it. 

If a village be met with, the rear-guard acts in a sidlar 
manner, and profits by the halt to barricade it with beams, 
c'arts with the wheels taken off, etc. To do that it masks its 
movements by a single platoon which occupies the road while 
the others pass to the rear of the barricade, in which only a 
small opening is left, for the successive retreat in single file of 
the troopers of the last platoon of the rear guard, as soon as it is 
threatened with a charge. If a charge should be made, it is 
awaited at the barricade and receivqd with rifle fire. 

In building barricades precaution should be taken to place 
them so that they can not be easily turned; f o r  if they can be 
tumed they wi l l  be more dangerous than useful to us. 

If a bridge is encounterd, pass over rapidly and make a 
stand m rear of it. If built of wood,so that it can be easily 
destmyed, protect with skirmishers those engaged in its de- 
Struct ion.  

:* I . 

RIDING A POLO PONY. 
I -- 

BY CAFTAIN JULIAN R. LINDSEY, U. S. CAVALRY. 

OW to ride a pony in a polo game is of the greatest im- H portance; on it depends the life of a pony for polo; on 
it hangs the kind of pony you will be loaned or rented; on it 
rests your ability to train ponies. Polo is expensive at best 
but hopelessly so for a 'poor man if he has to buy tmined ponies 
and ruins them in a season. One should know quite a lot about 
riding before attempting to play polo; then piloting a pony 
through a game becomes a matter of applying properly a few 
important principles. These principles so far as they concern 
the handling of a pony are different from tho+ used with saddle 
horses or chargers only in that response thereto must be more 
prompt and sudden as they are signals for a complete move- 
ment instead df indications which gradually and deliberately 
lead up to the end-desired; they direct the pony's mind to a 
particular object ihich it, should grasp and accomplish with 
little or no more asistance. 

Proper riding will enable you to feel that your riding 
a pony has tended to .improve rather than ruin him. 

A pony that has to be controlled by sheer strength 
is not properly trained or has been ruined. The application 
of the different aids are signals which the pony should instantly 
obey. Endeavor to get the pony to work with you instead of 
against you. 

3. Ponies have peculiarities and it is well to inquire about 
these before hand. . . 
. 4. Look carefully to the adjustment of all equipment 
and inquire about any that appears unusual. With your 
own ponies you must know the proper adjustment especially 
of the bits and curb chain. The best grooms are careless at 
times, therefore, examine everything every time. 

1. 

2. 

I 
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5. Make friends with the-pony before mounting by a 
kind word and a gentle pat. 

6. Let him know at once that you can ride without holding 
on by the reins. If you can't do this, better give up polo; you 
wil l  never make a pony of y o y  own, You will never be loaned a 
good pony more than once and you wil l  never play a decent 
game. 

7. Try him out a little before' going into the game and 
thus establish mutual confidence while giving him a necessary 
wanqing up. See if he walks straight to the front, reins 
barely stretched, and halts at the slightest -the lift- 
ing of the hand; changes direction, slightly slowing down, by 
pressure of the reins against the, neck; turns on the haunches 
by reining in and to the right or left and by holding his haun- 
ches in place with the outside leg. Do the same with him at a 
trot k d  then at a canter. Begin a change of direction or turn, 
parti+darly at speed, with a slight slowing down and closing 
the outside leg harder and further to the rear, which enables 
the pony to change his lead and to collect his haunches under 
him for the turn. A p y  that increases his speed at every slight 
change in direction, or that bears his weight on the forehand 
in a turn. gets out of hand in the former and is wgerous in 
the latter case. Change leads a few times 6rst slowly then at a 
speed and note any special indications tKe pony requires. 

Let him follow the ball a while on barely stretched 
reins encduraging him to go to the left of the ball when your 
stick is on the right andthe reverse. This appeals to his in- 
telligence which is so necessary and which is so often neglected. 
Make your back stroke quickly in order to discourage stopping. 
It is dangerous to stpp while striking, for an opponent is gener- 
ally close after you. 

Ride with barely stretched reins leaving all the freedom 
possible for the extension necessary for a quick move. The 
one worst thhg that can be done to a pony is to give him the 
signal with the whip or spur for a quick start or for a burst of 
speed and q u i r e  him to receive the effect of his whole effort plus 
the weight of your whole body on his tender mouth. A well 
trained pony can be ruined by one such experience. 

8. 

9. 
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10. The proper effect of the reins is obtained not by a 
continual pulling against the mouth or bearing against the neck 
but by altern+tely taking and giving-thus sending a succession 
of signals. A dead pull develops into a tug of war between pony 
and rider in which the pony in the long run always wins. Like- 
wise use the legs with a tapping &ect instead of with a dull, 
lifeless application. 

stopping or turning in order to help get the haunches under. 
This will also break the effect on you of a sudden stop by plant- 
ing the fore feet. Ponies wi l l  soon learn to stop from proper 
use of weight and legs and very little use of the hand. 

Be more than careful not to give a tug on the reins 
while you are striking the ball. Its a good plan to hold your 
bridle hand on the withers when striking. 

Don't stop your pony any more than you absolutely 
have to. When the ball has been 
knocked out or over let your pony gallop around to his place 
instead of stopping suddenly and tumjng. Even in fa s t  games 
moments occur when there is nothingsfor you to do and which 
should be utilized in giving the pony a rest for which he will 
immediately reward you by better service. At  best polo is 
rather hard on the pony. 

It is better to work the edge off a fresh pony than to 
use a more severe bit. A work-out before a p m e  is a wonderful 
help. 

In riding off, the pony should do the leaning-not 
the rider-othmise you push yourself away. Get a slight 
lead i f  possible. Don't drive your pony straight into a back 
hander. Pull out and crook or make a time stroke. 

16. It is better not to strike at all than to hit your pony. 
The stroke under the pony must be finished with a sharp up- 
ward pull or by striking the ground to keep the mallet from going 
under. The former stroke is less dangerous when at speed. 
Protect your pony by fending with the mallet. 

A properly trained pony will stay at the gait you 
set him-walk. trot, canter or run-on barely strecthed reins 

11. Close your legs and throw your weight back in' 

12. 

13. 
Save his mouth always. 

14. 

15. 

17. 
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18. Keep up with the p&y so your body wi l l  not in- 

stri$bg the bortl further to the front. Lean slightly back for 
back strokes so as to get the ball behind the w d  legs. 

Most ponies turn bet* to the left t&n to the right; 
I this is because the reins are held in the left hand which moves 
better to the left and because the right rein works looser than 
the left. Try to overcome both tendencies. 

20. A whip is necessary with most ponies but it should 
be used sparingly. The same applies to spurs. In.fact as with 
human beings so with ponies-ntinued hammering destroys 
the effect of the hammer while on the other hand an Occasional 
sharp reminder enamrages obedience to less active measures. 
Avoid a jerk on the reins when using the whip. Though the 
whip is used principally to get a quick start or greater speed a 
tap at the right time even on the shoulder will divert the pony 
from a fixed mtention of defeating your object. 

21. Infentionally striking the pony with a mallet to make 
him go is unpardonable; it is too much to expect of a pony 
to go straight and true while the ball is being struck if at the 
next moioll t& pony is struck. “Leave it” to the whip, spur 
and cluck. 

22. The pony being trained to do your bidding he de- 
pends on you to keep him out of trouble. By keeping an eye 
on the whole 5eld-and not solely on the ball-you will be able 
to ren- more intelligent assistance to yoUr side and save 
youftelf and pony from dangerous collisions. Better lose a 
slight advantage than injure anybody or a pony. 

23. If a pony falls g& away from him as quickly as pos- 
sible; the fall itself is not near so dangerous as getting caught 
under the pony. 

24. While making a stroke or when rid,ing off close the 
outside leg around the pony instead of sticking it out; this gives 
a surer seat aad holds the pony up to the ball or the other pony. 

t d & e  with the haunches. Being well forward also facilitates 
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G E N E U L  DE GALLIFFET. 
Grand Master of the French Caealrp. 

a 

B Y  M. F. DE BARNEVILLE. 

. FOREWORD. 

was at the close of the French Army maneuvers of 1894, in 1 the plains of Beauce, two Army Corps, fifty thousand men, 
were passing in review before the President of the Republic. 
The afternoon waS grw and chilly; low, heavy clouds rolled 
swiftly overhead like a flock of enormous sheep. During the 
morning a cold, drizzling rain had covered everythingwithmois- 
ture and left tom veils bf mist hanging in festoons to the few 
scattered trees that were now- fast losing their red and gold 
leaves swept away by a brisk September wind. 

Brigade after brigade of infantry had passed by to the 
stimng notes of the “Sambre et hleuse” march; then the ar- 
tillery came along at a fast trot, with the rumbling of distant 
thunder, horses straining at the collars, guns and caissons 
lined up in long, dark rows. And now, in the grand stands 
hastily erected by local carpenters, hundreds of people stood up, 
craning their necks and staring towards the westenh end of the 
vast rolling plain, from which, far off, in a long line, the cavalry 
was coming at a running gallop, two whole divisions, twelve 
regiments, dragoons, cuirassiers. hussars, and chasseurs. On 

. they came, in column of squadrons, wave after wave of men and 
horses, sixty to each rank. Fast they approached till now one 
could discern the blue dolmas of the hussars, the glittering 
helmets of the dragoons and the dull steel armor of the cuiras- 
siers. 

A hundred feet ahead of the’first regiment one man led the 
glorious cavalcade; erect in his saddle, tall, slim, perfectly at 
ease on his galloping thoroughbred, he compelled the admira- 
tion of the thousands of spectators. And, as he passed by the 

‘ 
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reviewingplatfcnmwheRthei*residentnowstoodup, thedashing 
cavalry leader saluted his chief with a superb gesture of the 
saber, and the spectacle was so inspiring that the crowd, elec- 
trified, shouted frantically : ’‘ Viae Galli$et.” 

The man whom they thus acclaimed was General marquis 
de Gallifiet, the hero of Sedan, the man of the hour. 

Fifteen years later, in 1909, through the streets of Paris, a 
small crowd of veterans Wd personal friends followed a hearse. 
There was no pomp, no military display, just a few flowers on a 
plain coftin. conSpicuous among all others was a beautiful 
wreath of orchids and roses with a broad, white s i l k  ribbon 
bearing the imperial arms of Germany and the monogram of the 
Kaiser. In the ranks of the mourners were the German Am- 
bassador, Prince Radolin, and the representatives of the Rus- 
sian, English and Spanish sovereigns. On the other hand, the 
President of the French Republic, not the one who had reviewed 
the troops in 1894, but an ex-farmer by the name of Fallieres, 
had chosen to stay away while the remains of General de Gal- 
liflEet wae being conducted to their last resting place. Neither 
had his socialist cabinet seen fit to honor the national hero. 

“Sic tratasit gloricr mwndi.” 

Now and then we hear of men who seem to have come into 
the world generations too earl%or too late to fullill the destiny 
to which they were born; they,are out of place, their rise is 
hampered by sociat, political, economical or scientific conditions; 
their genius is misunderstood and their ambition restricted. 
Such a man we find in the late General de Galmet, Grand Mas- 
ter of the French Cavalry, battle-scarred hem of thirteen cam- 
paigns, four times mentioned in army orders for bravery in 
action, and whose fearlessness and patriotism made him the 
idol of the officas and men serving in his command. 

combining the devil-may-care nxklessness of ad’Artag- 
naa, the spectacular dash of a Murat and the soldierly abrupt- 
ness of a Lade,  GeneraI de Galliflet was a man of &other age. 
As a‘ cavalry leader in war his p e d  magnetism electrified 
those who fought under him. As the reorganizer of the French 
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cavalry after the disaster of.the Franco-Gennan tragedy of 
187G71, he instilled into that branch of the service a much. 
needed stimulant, a @hit of daring aggressiveness combined 
with an admirable esprit-&-corps, which has transformed it 
into the best body of mounted t w p s  in the world. While 
President of the Cavalry Board, he prepared in 1882 the drill 
and field service regulations which, with a few minor changes, 
are still in force in the French cavalry, and portions of which 
have been adopted by the United States Cavalry Board, when, 
after returning from its investigation trip abroad, it recommend 
certain changes in our own drill regulations. 

The life of General de Galliffet reads like a romance of the 
Napoleonic era. It sparkles with acts of heroism as brilliant 
as the flash of a saber; it opens vistas upon the battlefields of 

his “Souvenirs,” one can almost follow him and his galloping 
squadrons through the smoke of battle, through the hail of ’ 

bullets and shells, into the jaws of death. 
Gaston-Alexandre-Augste de Galmet was born in Paris 

on January 23, 1830. His father, the fourth marquis de Gal- 
Met, was a retired cavalry colonel and the author of several 
literary works. The family was of very old nobility, its ancestry 
having been traced as far  back as 1329, when it already had a 
distinguished record in the annals of Province and Dauphine, 
those two provinces of France which have produced so many 
celebrities. The lineage of the Galliflet family insludes high 
officers of the anny and navy as well as several prominent mag- 
istrates and jurists. One ancestor in particular, of whom our 
General was especially proud, was Count Joseph de Galliffet, a 
soldier of fortune, who came to the island of San Doming0 in 
the latter part of the seventeenth century and established him- 
self there, acquiring a considerable amount of land which he 
developed, becoming one of the richest planters of the island, 
then a French colony. At his death, his immense fortune 
reverted to his elder brother, Alexander, and a portion of it 
descended through the family into the hands of the General, 
who, however, lost no time in spending it during the rather 
wild years of his youth, when, as a dashing lieutenant, he was 
a favorite at the court of Napoleon the Third. 

Cnmea, Italy, Mexlco, Algeria and France, and, while reading 1 
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Of the Genersrl‘s boyhood days we know but little, as he 
was himself-rather reticent on the subject. He was educated 
by his pl‘eceptor, a catholic priest; but study was not young 
GaIWet‘sstmng point, and at eighteen he made a banfire of 

and enlisted in the 1st Regiment of Hussars on 
hisschoo13 the 22d d A 1848, from this regiment he transferred in 1859 
to the loth Chasseurs where he soon became a non-commis- 

In 18.51, France was in a state of eflEervescence; the people 
had became dissatistied with the republican regime and the army 
was ready to stand back of the first man who would restore to 
it its former prestige and to France its military grandeur. 
The man who was plotting the downfall of the Republic was the 
President himself, Prince Louis Napoleon, nephew of the great 
=w=r- 

On. the plateau of Satory, a few miles from Paris, one 
hundred thousand soldiers were encamped and the secret 
emissaries of the Prince-President had won over to the pre- 
tender’s cause practically ev&y officer, from second lieutenants 
to major generals. With the army and part of the population 
of Paris behind him, President Louis Napoleon would have no 
trouble to proclaim himself Emperor Napoleon. During this 
period of unrest, in 1851, a new regiment was organized as his 
persod body-guard and was known as the “Regiment des 
Guides.” It was composed of those officers and men whose 
loyalty to the Prince was beyond doubt. Young de Ga,lliffet 
was transfend to it, and after the successful “ c w p  d’etcrt” 
the Emperor aqpointed him a second lieutenant in the regi- 
ment. 

In his resplendent unifom, red breeches, short, tight- 
fitting green jacket embellished with orange-colored braid, and, 
on his head the fur-lined “kolback” of the Hungarian hussars 
surmounted by a white aigret, Lieutenant de Gallitret became 
the most fascinating 4 well as the most popular officer at the 

At his fathets death, which~occurred about this time, he 
inherited a hundred thousand dollars and spent it generously 
right and left, betting on horse races, gambling at the fashion- 
able Club de 1’Union and giving champagne suppers in honor 

Sioned o$cer. 
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His boon’com- 
panions, who were mostly titled men of wealth, such as the 
Duke de Gramont-Caderousse, the Marquis d e  Massa, the 
Count de Mirabeau, liked him for his ready wit, his infectious 
gaiety, his independence of manner and the free and careless 
way in which he spent his money. The women adored him for 
his boyish enthusiasm, his gallantry and his daring. He had 
many affairs of the heart with ladies of the highest birth and 
one particular escapade gave rise to so much gossip that the 
Emperor himself heard about it. He immediately ordered the 
adventure-loving lieutenant to proceed to Crimea where France 
and England were en&ged in fighting Russia. This was in 1535. 
while the attacking armies were besieging Sebastopol and de 
Galliffet, who had been attached to the staff of 31ar:halBosquet, 
distinguished himself on June 15th by taking part in the assault 
upon the strong fortifications of the citadel, leading the way at 
the head of the infantry columns which captured the city. 

In this fight, Lieutenant de GallifTet received a cut from a 
bayonet on his right’wrist and a bullet grazed his left forearm. 
For his gallant conduct he was mentioned in army orders and 
received the cross of the Legion of Honor. 

The war in Crimea being over, the young officer returned 
to France to his old regiment of Guides which was then stationed 
at Pans and at Melun, a small gamson town near the capital. 
This was the wildest period ot his life; he delighted in making 
the most extravagFnt. bets, such as the one described by his G 

friend and brother-officer, the Marquis de M a s s  in his “Sou- 
venirs and Impressions.” On this occasion, Lieutenant de 
Galliffet bet five hundred cigars that he would dive in full-dress 
uniform and on horseback into the river Seine from a high 
platform erected on the bank. Needless to add that he won his 
wager. 

Another time, he bet that he would eat a small mine-glass 
after crushing it, stem, base and all, into small fragments. 
This folly almost cost him his life. His frightful repast lasted 
over two hours after which he went to bed and fell asleep, 
but in the early morning he awoke with temfic pains in his lower 
regions; these lasted for about an hour, then ceased: he again 

of the prettiest actresies < of the Parisian stage. 
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and to the gay social life of the capital. One evening, at a ball, 
his admiration for the pretty and youthful hostess emboldened 
him to press his lips to her beautiful bare shoulders; this 
audacity was punished by a light stroke of her fan on his cheek. 
With ready wit he bowed to the lady, saying: “Now that I 
know the price of that kiss, I can afford another one.” 

On another occasion, while walking in the park of the St. 
Cloud Chateau, the Empress admired thefresh beauty ol a 
water-lily growing in the middle of a pond. The Marquis 
de GalMet, overhearing the remark, jumped in full dress 
uniform in the water and brought back the flower to her gra- 
cious Majesty. 

In 1862, France sent an army to Mexico to uphold the 
candidacy of the ill-fated kchduke Maximilian. As de 
G W e t  could not rest easy while somebody was fighting some- 
where he managed to have himself attached to the stafZ of 
Marshal Forey, in command of the expeditionary m y .  He 
arrived in Mexico just before the attack on Puebla, and was 
assigned for duty in the trenches. One night under covet of 
darkness, Captain de Galliffet with a handful of infantrymen 
armed with picks and axes reached the wall of the citadel 
and soon a hole was made, large enough to permit the small 
detachment to crawl through and penetrate into the city. 
Having explored the narrow, deserted streets without meeting 
any resistance, Captain de G W e t  ordered his party back 
through the hole in the wall and reported to his superior officers 
how easy it ww to enter the town. Immediately two companies 
of infantry were placed at his disposal and he led them through 
the aperature in the wall into the heart of Puebla; having reached 
a plaza, they encountered a party of Mexicans; the alarm was 
given and‘the French detachment was attacked, but reinforce- 
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fell asleep after a Qeadful agony and the next day he was walking 
amand as good as new. 

One night, while stationed at Melun and on leave of ab- 
sence for the day in Paris, he missed the last t d n  going back to 
his- Not relishingthe idea of being reported absent 
from early morning drill, he induced the station-master to mn 
a special train which would get him in Melun, a distanceof 
forty miles. by 5m A. M.; the cost of this M a l  was to be 
$41.0. It was then only 11 90 o’clock at night, and, to kill a 
few hours, de W e t  went back to his club where belated 
members were still gambling for heavy stakes. The oficer took 
a hand in the game and at 3 N in the morning he left the club 
With $2,luwl.00 in his pockets. H e  reached his garrison in time 
far drill and related to the colonel how he had been forced to 
charter a special trajn to arrive before reveille. As the colonel 
jokingly remarked that he could liave saved himself this ex- 
pense by d v i n g  at the depot on time, de Galliffett reached in 
his pock- for his winnings and showed his commanding offi- 
cer a fat bundle of bank-notes, the fruit of his tardiness. 

In Navember, 1857. Lieutenant de G W e t  was trans- 
ferred to the 2d Regiment of Spahis, a native regiment of 
Algeria commanded by French 05cerS. He was assigned to 
the squadtan stationed at a small fortified post U e d  Sidi- 
Medjahed, on the Moroccan border, and while there took part 
in several expeditions against the Arab tribes which, now and 
then, proclaimed a “djehad” or holy war ggainst the French 
COnqaerorS. 

At the begimkg of the war of 1859 when France joined 
foroes with Italy in the fight for the emanaption of the Italian 
provinces of Lambardy and FSedxmmt from Austrian rule, 
Lierrtenaat de W e t  used the influence of his friends at the 
Impexial Court to have himself ordered to the front. The 
Empress, who liked his braveq and impetuoshy, had him as- 
signedasaide-de-camptoGeneral Douay. De Garnet d v e d  
in‘Italy in time to witness the battle of SoIfdo.  In later years 
he related with humor how, one evening, bearing a message from 
the French Empemr to the King of Italy, he found this monarch 
lying down, comp3etely nude, on a bed in a country inn. It 
was after a hard day’s fighting, and the King was relsring from 
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ments soon reached it and thea ty  .wascaptured after a hard 
fight. The nest day, the fortress of St. Xavier. on the edge of 
the tow. was taken by the French after a d*rate struggle, 

’ and here-again ‘we find the intrepid Galmet leading his troops 
to the assault and climbing the fampafts where, under a hail of 
bulletk, he planted the tricolor flag while the soldiers stormed 
the position. For this brilliant conduct undmfire, captainde 
W e t  was once more mentioned in army orders. 
a A few days later, in a fight against the =treating Mexican 
?troops of Juarez, a.fragment from an exploding shell struck de 
Gallitret in the abdomen, tearing him open. This dreadful 
wound a h a t  ended his life, but’his wonderful constitution 

e and the skill of an anny surgeon pulled him through after three 
months spent in the field hospital. Convalescent, he was sent 
back to France to recuperate; on the same ship went the flags 
and cannons captured fro4 the Mexicans. Having landed in 
France, the crippled officer,’together with the Mexican flags, 
was placed on board a special train and taken to Vichy, where 
the Emperor was staying. To his soveteign the young captain 
deliverd the keys of Mexico City and in return received a warm 
welcome and the cross of commander in the Legion of Honor. 
He then proceeded to Maisons-Mtte to enjoy a much needed 
rest; his Sister, the countess d‘lmecourt, and his old friends, 

- prince d ‘ k b e r g ,  duke de Grammi-Caderousse and marquis 
deMassa. oftencameover to see him and help to make less 

* tedious the long hours of his forced inactivity. 
For his services in Mexico, de Gallset m-as promoted to 

the rank of Major in the 1st regiment of Hussars, the same in 
which he had enlisted fifteen years before and which was now 
stationed in Ageria and engaged in fighting rebellious Arab 
tribes. Two years later, we find him Lieutenant Colonel of 
the 6th Hi~ssars in France. 

Still, in Mexico the French troops of occupation were being 
harased by guerillas and the country was seething with rebel- 
lion against the Austrian Archdrdre Maximilian who had been 
made Emperor of Mexico. In 1866, Lieutenant Colonel de 
GallitlEet was ordered back to Mexico to take charge of the 
tmxp detailed to locate, purrme and destroy the guerilla bands. 
Thiscummandexactly suited the adventurous disposition of our 
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hero; using his own initiative, independent of headquarters, he 
led the reprisals against the insumktos in a manner that pro- 
voked the admiration of his superiors and filled the Mexicans 

. with terror; hegave no quarter to the enemy and in every en- 
counter attacked the guerillas with such vigor that his cavalry- 
men received from the natives the nickname of “10s carniceros 
azules,” the “blue butchers,” owing to thelight blue color of 
their coats and the fierceness of their charge when they slashed 
right and left with their sharp sabers. For the masterful way 
in which lie repressed the guerillas, Lieutenant Colonel de 
Gallset was for the third time mentioned in orders to the 
army. 

He then returned to France where he received the co l~e lcy  
of the 8th Hussars, at Clermont-Ferrant. Here he fought 6 
duel with a second lieutenant of his regiment, prince Achille 
Murat, who had spoken lightly of the Colonel’s wife. For 
this affair, both officers were placed on the retired list by the 
Minister of War, Marshal Niel. But soon afterwards, Colonel 
de Gallset was reinstated and was given the command of the 
3d Chasseurs d’Afrique, at Constantine, in Algeria. He was 
then thirty-seven yeax‘s old,sand although still a young man, we 
find that, after sowing his wild oats, he had becomeastrict 
disciplinarian, a man of great force of character and, above all, 
a faithfyl and patriotic soldier for whom the love of country and 
the pride in his uniform took precedence over all other duties. 
The mold was then cast from which will emerge the great 
cavalry leader, the reorganizer of the mounted service and the 
drillmaster who could handle large bodies of men and make his 
authority felt from the last corporal to the division commander. 

On July lSth, 1870, war was declared between France and 
Germany; Colonel de‘ GalliiTet’s regiment, the 3d Chasseurs 
d’Afrique, arrived from Africa by August 10th and was at first 
attached to the independent cavalry division commanded by 
General baron du%arail. After the fight at Borny, the 1st and 
3d Chasseurs d’Afrique, forming a brigade under General 
Margueritte, were assigned as escort to the Emporer who was 
then retreating from Metz, pursued by the hctorious German 
army. On August 20th at Ste. Menehould, Brigadier General 
Margueritte took command of a cavalry division composed o f  

’ 
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I the French Empire 

surrounded on the 

I 

After the French troops begaa to lose ground, General 

retreat.. Achqewasordered against the advancing German 
odtrmns. General de Galliflet at the head of the 3d Chasseurs 
d'Afrique in the center, with the other two regiments of his 

cm eithes frank, starts & at a gallop downthe slope 
a€ the p)stegtl to meet the Germans; at the bottom of the 
indine a he-ft-deep roadway &em an impassable obstacle 
htowhich theleadingplatoorrs tumble and are crushed on top 
of eerEh oabec; the quadrms oblique to nghtand 
Wt-abezp! tee mdlbed is less deep,'but the hpe!tus of the 
dp%ekbaoagea sad d e  CB- are mcbd down by the 
volbysbftheenesay~isfisingfmmthchinbeyond. G e n d  
-aQdsrre bk tmm@tem to sound the assembly and 

' the:--WraUytotheitchiefunderahailof 

B b % r r p a i t t e ' S  cavalry division was d e d  uponto protect their 

. .  

The division retires behind a wooded knoll where, under 
cover, horses and men take a rest and have a bite to eat. While 
thw are thus partaking of what, for most of them, will be their 
last meal, statr oilicexs arrive at a gallop fram headquarters 
bearing orders from General Ducrot to General Marguentte. 
The German infantry of the %ce of -my was coming up 
toward Illy while the columns under the Pwsan * CroWnPrince 
had already occupied Floing, threatening a flank movement. 
All the surrounding heights were covered with German cannons. 
To stop the advance of this rising tide of Prussian and Saxon 
infantrymen, General Ducrot, commander-h-chief of .the French 
army of Sedan, sent word to General Margueritte to charge again 
with all his regiments. After d v  ng this order and while 
looking over the terrain ahead of Nm, before sending his men 
on this perilous mission, General Margueritte is struck in the 
face by Q bulla which breaks his jaw and severs his tongue. 
Notwithstanding the excruciating pain and still remaining in 
his saddle, he rides back to where his dividonis waiting and ex- 
tends his aam in the direction of the enemy.* 

General de GallitTet being the next ranking officer takes at 
once command of the division and orders the charge; this 
order is transrm 'tted by a stafE officer to Colonel prince de 
Bat&emont commanding the other brigade on the right, since 
the death, earlier in the day, of General Tilliard. AU five regi- 
ments start farward simultaneously, while on the left two more 
regiments under General de Salignac-Fenelon follow thelead. 
The whole lehgth of the plateau is swept by charging masses of 
cavalry, hundreds of wild horsemen, shouting frwitically, 
standing in their stirrups, brandishing their sabers and rushing 
to their doom as they face the murderous fire of thousands of 
d e s .  But the onslaught is too m t ,  even for these braves; 
mowed down like wheat in harvest time, dropping dead by the 
dozens with bullets in their breasts. they cannot reach the lines 
of the enemy. For half an hour they charge, they scatter, they 
rally, they charge again, like the ever-recurrent waves of the 
ocean and in that half hour thay have lived an eternity, until, 
almost snnihifated, they must retreat toward the edge of the 
plateau in a ravine which gives them tqnpmary shelter. They 

*Geueral Margueritte died two days later. . .  
.b 



haveleEthe)lidtbematraitof~eleasbodies; upon the battle- - in ali dinctioas, heaps of dead soldiers and horses can be 
swn, Ia thissubbe sac&ce the cavalry &vision had lost 

men, two-thirds.of 

GaMet who, impassible, 
s a t u p a t h k f o w n - m m e d ~ ,  menofhalfadozenreghents 
t o d o e d l l p t o t b e c h k f f a r ~ ~ ;  fqmemtsofsquadrans, 
remeissot platoaps, ked  q,p behind him as best they could; 

hcmres, some stregnnng with blood, came up from the 
6%ld d w  andtoatrtheirplace in the ranks. 

Bst still the tided Germaninfantry was closing upon the 
pl8teau md the order cathe for the remainsof the French cav- 
alry tu-agaia Gem& Ducrot himself rushes up to the 
sbatted division and calls out: “Now, my little GalMet, 
aremon&ortfortheh~ofourarmy!” AndGallifEet,with- 
oatlw&milm replies: “As many as you want, General, as 
lrmg-I haveaman Wtl” 

And then, bothhe and D u e  plizce themselves at thi head 
d tbahandfdd ca-, barely five hundred, andoncemore 
they rueh against the-wallsof death, panting, exhausted, mad, 
aU hope gam, but with. the tenacity of the A d  beast ‘which 
kaowsthpt thehaUali has sounded and the end is near and theri 
turns fieroely against the hounds which are holding it at bay. 
This SUMime folly. this complete entitle these heroes 
to the admiration of tbe whole world, for they lost all, except 
'their hcmor. . On a distant hill, surrounded by a brilliantly uniformed 
stag& priuces ando5cers, King William of Prussia was watch- 
hag through his field glasses the repeated chargesof theFrench 
zutmby against his own iafsntry, and, as wave after wave of 
gmybaaed a d  blue anlrlierrwas oeen to break u p  the deep, 

* iafantry,theI(ing,wan gat the  ~maB6esofpr trseyrn  
~ ~ ~ o f t h e ~ e x c  edinsincere 
admiration: “Oh, wbat brme people!” 

atmen&& at Sedan to the 
KhgdRrtrria.  Hfppnnllrwhatwasleftofit,andhimself 
p e ~ ~ i a t e c a & i t y m ~ e r m o p y .  -sixeermirrrcle, 
General de Galliffa had come out unscathed framthe field where 

.. 
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That night, Napukm 
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death had reaped such a plentiful harvest. He was sent with 
other French otficets to Ems. where, for several months, he 
remained a prisoner, although on parole. On March 17, 1871 
he returned to France. 

- The war against Prussia was over, but a worse peril was in 
store; a civil war, or rather a socialist revolution had spread its 
wings like a buzzard over the carcass of the dead Empire and 
the weak body of the new-bom Republic; the Commune, with 
its dark days of blqod, fire and murder hadbegun to terrorize 
the CouptLY which Was still bleeding from the loss of two pro- 
vinces and of thousands of its SODS, not to speak of the! war 
indemnity of me billion dollars. 

To subdue the revolutionists, President Thiers had but a 
small and demoralked army at his disposal. To General de 
GaUiffet he entrusted the command of a cavalry brigade 
stationed at St. Germain-en-Laye, near Paris. The capital 
was then in the hands of the ‘Coxnmunards.” On April 8, 
1871, th is  brigade had an encounter with 1,500 insurgents 
near Rueil and Chatou and after a short engagement the latter - 
were forced to &treat. Three of their men were captured and 
executed at once, without trial, by order of General de Galmet 
who then issued the following proclamation: 

“War has been declared by the revolutionary hordes which 
occupy Paris. Yesterday and today they have murdered some 
of my soldiers. I declare upon them a war which will be without 
mercy and without quarter; this morning I had to make an ex- 
ample; I trust it wi l l  bear fruit, as I do not wish to have to 
resort to such extremities. Remember that Law, Right and the 
Nation are represented by the National Assembly at Versailles 
and not by the so-called Commune in Paris.” 

5. 

April 3. 1871. 
The General commanding the brigade, 

(Sipled) GALUFFET. 

Four day9 later the insurgents turned out in force to defend 
the bridge over the Seine, at Neuilly; they had two pieces of 
artillery. GatlifIet, ‘besides his cavalry brigade of Chasseurs 
had that day a brigade of infantry. After a furious struggle 
the bridge was captured. Count Albert de Mun. who was 
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thm 0111 the Gemd Staff, relates how, before the fight, de 
GdWet stood 011 foot.fat\over an hour in the middle of the 
med, ~XPOB+ hhkelf to delireand watching 
thiortgh his field glasses the movements of the enemy, while 
bulletswereffyingallaro\mdbh~. HisbraverythminCited 
those who fought ander him to emulate his deeds of valor 
andbewodhyofsuchacbief. 

Fkdy, the Revolutionary Anny of the Commuae made its 
la& s&nd the well-disciplkd c~v-= of Gal- 
titlet who routed their adversaries in a sweeping victory, as 
they badin 1859 mated and wiped out the guerillas in Mexico. 
In the reprisals that followed a number of r e v o l u t i ~  leaders 
were captured, llaost of them being executed without trial, 
others sent to penal servitude for lite. This necesary severity 
subsequently caused General de w e t  to be made a target 
fop the calumnies of vituperathg sodatist newspaper writers 
and m t o r i e t y - m  politicians who accused him of being a 
wholes& d e a ’ e r .  But these attacks left him imperturbable ; 
the man who had held own life so cheap on the field of battle 
could a d y  dewi thumtempt  Whenhisenemiestried to insult 
and vitify him in the press and in Parliament. He cansidered 
that he had done his duty in having the revolutionary leaders 
summatily executed, and he was right. 

Howewr, his persecutors in the socialist press kept on 
buir;fing lie upon lie until they persuaded some of the most 
credulous among their readers that Gallitret was a sort of 
ferocious and d e s  butcher of idens ive  atizens. Thost 
who knew him better can only smile at such idiocies, especially 
when emitted by such natorious characters as the revolutionary 
Marquis M o r t .  better known as Henri Rochefort, 
editor of the “Intruusigeani,” and whose militant demagogy 
a M t p 8 A + m k l  in the Commune had caused himtospend 
several yearsin the Pepitentiary of New Caledcmia. 

In 1886, during the army maneuvers, a soldier, who in his 

cerrring GalWeVs har& reprisals against the “cammunards,” 
h d s b a l l  cartridgeat the Geaeral; luckily his aim was bad. 
Hewas arrest& a d  brought before the man he had sought to 

* 
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kill and who, after hearing his tale, forgave him with h e  magna- 
nimity of a noble soul. 

Later on, when as Minister of War, he made his debut be- 
fore Parliament, the socialist deputies rose to their feet and 
saluted his entrance in the Legislative Chamber with shouts 
of: “Assassin! Murderer!” Smiling, the General walked in, 
saying: “Here I am,” and calmly took his seat. 

To return to his military carrer, we find him in 1872 in 
Algeria, in command of the subdivision of Batna, in the pro- 
vince of Constantine. The great Arab insurrection was then 
sweepipg throughout the breadth and length of the colony, 
fomented and fanned into flames by the Mohamedan priests 
who had for years been preaching the “djzhad” or holy war 
against the French. Sedition was everywhere and a quick, 
energetic campaign was necessary. On January 25, 1873. 
General de Galliflet, leading a.column of seven hundred men 
mounted on camels, occupied the oasis of El Goleah, on the 
edge of the Sahara desert, without firing a shot. Several other 
expeditions in the Provinces of Algies and Oran (columns under 
Generals de Mairibel and de Colomb) soon reduced the insur- 
gents and peace reigned once mow in the colony. 

In 1875, General de Galliffet was ordered back to France 
to take command of the 15th Infantry Division at Dijon. From 
now on he is changed from a fighter into a reorganizer, the 
strictest disciplinarian in the French Army, who sees to it per- 
sonally that his orders are carried out by officers and soldiers 
alike. No matter how high the rank of an officer or what his 
family connections might be, there was no favoritism shown, 
no exception made by the stern, unflinching GallitTet when it 
came to the observan& cf orders. For instance he had decreed 
that his officers should wear no piform but that p&be by 
the regulations, and one day, meeting a major of cavalry whose 
neat. highly-polished boots bore every mark of having Been 
made to order, the General stopped him, exclidming: “What 
fine looking boots you are wearing, Major; who made +em for 
you?” “So-and-So,* General.” “Well give him my compli- 
ments on his skill and consider yourself under arrest for dght 
days for not wearing regulation boots.” I 

I 1 
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* Active, untiring, 8 e v e ~  but just, inquiring into the minutest 
detoJsofhisQosrtermasterandcoannissary Departments. 
tre ke@ always posted as tq what was going oninhis division. 
If he begird that a regheat stationed twenty d e s  from his 

was dae to make a practice marchran the next 
day, he would get 011 his h&se at four o’clock in the morning 
and ride oat until he met the marching troops, inspected them, 
then- back twenty or thirty miles the same day. 

often during the night he would appear, alone and un- 
apLLoppced at military bakery where he verified the compon- 
eats af ibur an 2 yeaTct used-by the bakers; or else he would, at 
tro in the mmning; sneak into some‘c8v8LTy stable to see 
whetber tbe sbabk guards were awake and the horses properly 
bedded During the maneuvers, if he should happen to notice 
affpe fat c d o d  or major blowing: and panting after a short 

‘tirb, Be would invite b h  to fall in behind him on the return 
trJp&ohplutnaartcl.?l and then, leading at a fast trot or canter 
WOQld bring in ttse turfootunate &cer almost on the verge of 
ggoplexy. oftan a request for the retirement of the willing 
bat sbrbwindedm&mel or major wouldgotheyar Department * 
in the next mail with, the motive: “Unfit for active service in 
the &id.’’ GdlifTqt knew know friendship, no sentimentality 
wben the et5aea.c~ of the army was concerned, and this seventy 
hes le4 many to belierre that he was hesttless, but his heart was 

- .His dtesm. until the last dayi of his career. was to win 
becgfromGannsny’the two provinceS lost in 1871, and, to make 
that end pc$sible, h&ievo;ed all bis energy and &his intelli- 
gent~ to his task. If his ambition was sometimes personal and 
made fiim aspire to the highest positions, it was because he 
Whimfinlf tobealegder af rnen and that when the time came 
bs be the right man in the right place, and thaeplace at 
theheeddtbesrmy. 

He dy&edcxm fear, aad that was to get stout; he had no 
-*$et cnvdrJlc&eas. He d to beimperviouS to cold, 
bqtesrdwd Steep; he 8te and seldouhhnk Wine 
~ 4 b e m W z r y e m s o f h l s l i f e .  Dutingthecoldestwinter 
he- -8p avercoatdf#bedshis afEicers to wear any. 
One day during some maneuvers, it began to rain quite hard 

andlast with Fnrwe and with the army. 
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and de G U e t  noticed one of his brigade commanders, Gened 
Duke de Reggio. who had stopped to throw a cape over his 
shoulders. Immediately he sends an aide-de-camp to the duke 
with this message: “General de Galliffet wishes me to inform 
you that he is not wearing any cape.” 

In 1879, de Gallset took command of the 9th Army Corps 
at Tours, and in 1882 was transferred at the head of the 12th 
Army Corps at Limoges. Here he risked his life to save a 
woman and child from being run over by a train. From 1882 
to 1886 he was first a member, then President, of the Cavalry 
Board, and it was during this period that he took up and com- 
pleted General du Barail’s work of revising the Cavalry Drill 
and Field Service Redations which are even today a model 
of the kind. It was General de Gallset’s firm belief that cav- 
alry, to be successful, bust be handled in masses. “To seek 
the enemy’s cavalry, then lick it; afterwards we shall see.” 

4 was his doctrine. 
During the last years of his army career, de Galliffet was a 

member of the Superior Council of War, composed of Generals 
to whom bas been assigned the command of field armies in time 
of war and at maneuvers. In this capacity he conducted the 
autumn maneuvers of two Army Corps in the Plains of Beauce. 
in 1891; this was his last service in the field as he retired on 
January 22, 1895, a t  the age of sixty-five. 

In his r61e as a militm educator, he had given the impulse 
which others were to follow; he had attained the highest rank 
in the French Army below that of “generalissimo” or commander 
in chief, to which he was efititled but which the jealousy and 
animosity of several Ministers of War and Cabinet officers 
prevented him from reaching. He had received the great cross 
of the Legion of Honor, the highest decoration of that order, 
also the military medal of honor. Still he never realized his 
dream to lead a victorious French Army across the Rhine, and 
ilow, retired from active service, living in his small, modestly 
furnished house off the Avenue des Champs Ely&es, he lived 
a bachelor’s life, having, years before, become separated from 
his wife. H e  rode horseback every morning in the Bois de 
Bdogne or took long walks in any kind of weather. fie spent 
much time at the Jockey Club or the Club de l’union, entet- 

The duke took his off. 

* 
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was a particular friend 

~ D x e y f u s c a s € ! w h j c h  
Rane, he emerged from his 

ab war, but resigned SOoIl after, ' 
,of his associates in the cabinet. 

1s dated Septekber 20,1899, after 
convicted of high tresson by a 

by the President. This 
adles~8%fonows:  

""l'haincidentisis. ' T h e d t k y  judgeshaverendered 
their vedct in all inqlepepkpx. We have acknowredged their 
decbiam We dm addnvledge the act which a feeling of . 
deep pity bas dictated to the Resident of the Republic. . There 
casa benopore retalk- Therefor, I 'repmt it: the incident 
iscbed I ask yoti, and if-, I command you to forget 
tbe past and tbinkdy'@f *future. With all my heart I join 
yon A in saying: 'Lcbg live p k a n ~ e ~  not the F ~ W  of a 
polit id p=ty, but the qme that belongs to us all." 

(Signed) GALLIFPBT. I .  

\ 
- ! \  

A€* his resigna4 fmm the cabinet, he went back to his 
qukt life, reading much, keepingup a voluminous conespaad- 
e w ~ t  d mxiving thefrieads with whomheloved t0chat;ammg 

dbeente?tptned his company in the small library of his 
'- asbecalledit, amidst his relics, his books and the 

tohhnby d x m h r 8 ,  from reigning sovereiglls to old companions 

He only had his m t i d  pay to live on and it isawell- 
known fact that be had to live with eamomy to keep up his 
Social- When he le& the active service he owned 

. $2,5UO. ~~~~hecaoldafIordtokeepoalyonehorseonhis  
mE8llkaz.m sohe shot the other two, remarking to afriend: 

thesehearcrntedfaumaqauthors, jarvnahsts * ofrepute,members 
d tbe RmUh Academy, diphxnats, as well as army o%kers, 

XImytdfEmsdfriezPdatn 'p andesteem which has beenpleaented 

. Oftlleblmmdd. 

i- 
kbam9 twk-didl3mnmghbred chargers, one of which was worth 
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"The horses of General de GallBet must not belong to anyone 
else." 

In 1909 he had two strokes of p&ysis; one June 27th, 
while he was w o r a  in his library, a third stroke left him with- 
out the use of his left arm, and then g r a d d y  the lower part of 
his body became dead. The end came on July 8th, at eleven 
o'clock at night; his son, Count Marquis de GallifIet, his daugh- 
ter and son-in-law, Baroness and Baron SeiEere, andbis faith- 

' ful  valet were at his bedside when the soul of this great soldier 
passed away. 

Death on a battlefield, charging at the head of his regi- 
ments, the kind of death he had wished for, was denied this 
gallant officer, but the lessons taught by the Grand Master o€ 
the French Cavalry have not'been forgotten; the inspiration of 
the victory to come as well as the sting of deleat to be avenged 
have borne their fruit, and today the French Cavalry is look- 
ing forward to the time when it may again cover itself &th glory 
as it did when its beloved chief led it to the charge on the battle- 
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TRAINING A CAVALRY LEADER.* 

BY VON BERNHARDI, GSNEEAL OF CAVALBY. 

I T gives me pleasure to comply with the request of the 

to discuss the above subject. For even though my views may 
meet with much opposition, I can hope to win more converts 
to my convictions. 

from the glorious traditions of the past, and to beat for itself 
aew paths. But the great weight of evidence must finally 
convince. And the. burning desire to accomplish great things 
in a futum war, a desire which animates the entire &, wi l l  
.finally cause us to adopt the new methods.necessitated by 
the conditions of @em d a r e ,  rathw than forego the laurels 
whicharewoncmiybydecisivedeeds. I 

b c e m i n g  certain things there is unanimity of 6pinion, 

the troops need the highest possible training in riding, and that 
the leadeft, from the lowest ranking to the highest, must be not . only good riding instmctors, but must themselves be able, and 
absolutely fearless riders; cspeciatly so since the object of train- 
ing is to train capable and obedient horses, and plucky cross- 
country riders. This forms the foundation of every activity 
on homeback. But the ca- must not be completely 

T&slsted from the K a d k W w h e  Monabkfie  for January, 1914, by 
Ideoteoant Otto E. Schultr, Seeoad Cavalry, for the War College Division, 
GeaemI std. 

J 

It is exceedingly ditficult for our cavalry to cut loose 

andI~lKDtpdeepiyintothose.  All are agreed that 

‘yx‘- ” . r 

engrossed in riding. He must not forget that riding is only a 
means to an end, and that in the final analysis it is his work as 
a soldier that is of supreme importance. Only he can become a 
superior cavalry leader who constantly keeps his eye on the goal 
of military training, for whom the horse is always but a means 
to an end, who attempts to recognize and accompfish his mili- 
tary tasks with due regard for the view point and traditions 
of the horseman, and with ful l  consideration for the conditions 
of modem warfare. 

In order to lay a foundation for the military training for 
superior cavalry leaders, one must, in my opinion, undelstand 
&-hat demands a present-day, central European war is going 
to make upon the cavalry. I have, heretofore, discussed this 
at length. But it may be worth while to review, firstly, be- 
cause it may bring out new Gew-points; and, secondly, in 
order to enable us to decide u p n  the necessary foundation 
for training one to solve military problems. 

information, to screen its own army, to penetrate the enemy’s 
lines of communication, and to take part in the battle and in 
the pursuit. Likewise, it is clear to every thinking person 
that these requirements can be fulfilled only by driving tke 
hostile cavalry from the field of operations. The only Merence 

. of opinion is as toyhe means to be employed in solving these 
problems. 

The idea still prevails in our cavalry that the hostile 
cavalry is to be disposed of by means of the charge; that 
in battle everything depends upon the manner of the execu- 
tion of the charge; that penetration of the enemy’s lines 
of communication is of minor importance, and difficult of 
accomplishment; and that dismounted fire action is to be re- 
garded only as supplementary, and as a sort of necesary evil. 
Accordingly, the tactical training of leaders and troops is de- 
voted principally to charging by complete cavalry divisions, 
and to reconnoitering by means of mounted reconnoitering 
squadrons and pattols. Dismounted action is ccnsidered a 
side issue, and great confusion prevails conceming the dispo- 
sition of the led horses. The fundamental requirement that 
in case of repulse one must be ’able to take cover and return 

.M1 are agreed that the cavalry will be required to obtain . 
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to tie attack is 8eldom m- . Generally the horses 
4 in tl$e imidiate ;ricinity~'the dismmnt&i men, ready 
to tk &iyd and-teplopnted, apd the fact thatinreatwarfare this 

' It eenw to me that too much stress is being laid upon 
qmdriug ability, as though that in itself d d  enable one 
t o ~ p l i s h m i r a c l e s .  

all these things I h61d an entirely Merent 
under the i m p d o n ,  that especially at thebe- 

ghDldns of a war, it is required that marches be greatly restricted. 
"hehoisds,abave~else,mustbek~tinfitcondition. What 
is gained if the patrols cover 120 to 150 km. the very-first day, 
and an unable to send back information? Or if the reconnoiter- 

is  g&g to be impo;ssl'ble, is calmly overlooked. 
4 

ing squadron rashes forward 100 km. the first day, and is then 
tbo cchnpletely exhausted to fulfill iti further mission? The 
result is ipora~ce Conceining the enemy, and defeat at the 
hands of a more sensible opponent. The greatest mistake of 
all is to advance &mediately too great a distance with the mFs 
*ut the cav&y, -by losing one's freedom of action because 
of factr of h w k d g e  umceming the enemy. On the contrary, 
at the begWpg one shoyld carefuuy feel one's way, until 
kqowledge a!nemhg the enemy is obtained, and then quickly 
amcentrate and enesgetidy rush to the attack. This makes 
it possible to attack with an unimpaired force, to win a victory, 
to obtain results. At fkst one shautd advance in separated 
ahmps, in order to leave the enemy in doubt as to where 'the 
mSip qttz4c is to take place. The concentration should be 
made by night marches, in order to conceal one's &If 

~ i r  Craft &ting ils a factor which must always be re&- 
oiled @th in @ future. Only by working inconjunction with 
ai;: cd'w'ill caw be able to acam~plish its full mission 
in tk-futuxe. The hostile cavalry wi l l  be much more quickly 
locatedby'means af a& d t  &outing than by the advance 

the reconnoitering squ+mp. TI+ w i ~  make tin- * too hurried advance of reconnoitering 
-ti&, and will fur& a reliable foundation for the- 
c a w s  +proper operations. ' Likewise w i ~  the strategicd 

fmp) the socipting air craft & theeaemy. 

F r ;  -<... . . 
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reconnaissance of the enemy's movements be substantially aided 
by air craft scouting. 

Because of the great extedon of modem armies, and 
their long, closely knit fronts, it will become more and more 
dSlcult for even victorious cavalry to obtain much knowledge 
c o n c e ~ g  the plans of the enemy. It will always, especially 
at the beginning of a war, be encountering the advance forcxs 
of the enemy, and will seldom be in position to break t h g h  
a flank in order to obtain information. Except when operating 
on the wings of an army, it will as a rule confine itself to locating 
the front of the enemy, and observing his daily advances. 
Just at this Critical period, before the first big blow is struck, 
the information brought in by cavalry will be comparatively 
meager. 

It can sail over 
the advance forces of the enemy even before they reach the 
field of battle, and obtain insight into his strategic grouping, 
thereby furnishing the foundation for the plans of its own com- 
mander, and indicating the direction for the advance of its 
own cavalry. 

Of course, the air craft wi l l  have to reckon with opposition 
from the hostile air fleet, and can maneuver freely and obtain 
its greatest results only after having defeated it. It therefore 
becomes of supreme importance to make this conquest of the 
air. An unlmked for assembb of a superior ab squadron in a 
predeterminec) direction, will do most toward assuring victory. 
But CavaH can do much toward assisting its air fleet by use of 
air craft guns of its own. Cavalry must work in harmony with 
its air fleet, and should be equip@ with light, easily carried 
air d t  guns. Even in the later development of the war, 
when the armies have been broken up, and distinct fields of 
operations have sprungup, the best results will be obtained by a 
harmonious working together'of the two arms. 

As for the cavalry contest, it is decidedly justifiable to en- 
deavor to conquer the hostile cavalry in one decisive charge. 
That will bring the quickest results. And'at the opening of 
hostilities time is of supreme importance. It is most essential 
that information c o n e  the enemy be obtained as soon as 
possible. The enemy may also endeavor to obtain the initial 

8 

This is the opportunity for the air fleet. 
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by means of the 6. Nevertheless, it rnay be 
ZLSRnmpA that he will try to supplement the charge wi th  fire 
action,especiallyifheshouldfeelhimselftobetheweaker, or 
if he has not annpleted his Caacentraton for battle, or if he has 
dkoverd by test his superiority of the enemy in the use of 
the 8 ~ p e  blanche. All these possibilities must be reckoned 
with, all.the more so because most modem armies have sup- 
plemented th&r cavalry not, only with artillery and machine 
guns, b& ais0 with *Akb, and even, with infantry. Even 
Germany has decided to organize bicycle troops, and I assume 
that they *.be added to cavalry, to strengthen its fire action. 

I would d d e r  it the greatest possible error, tactically, 
for the cavalry to engage the hostile cavalry immediately upon 
contact. To do so might cause it to run unawares into annihilat- 
ing infantry fire, as was the case with a cavalry division during 
the imperial maneuvers of 1912. In the advance to theattack, 
ane should carefully feel me's way, so as to define the position 
of the enemy. It is d y  after having done that that one can 
wisely dddej whether to use mounted action or dismounted 
fire d o n .  

"he contest will commence with the bicycb troops, dis- 
mouIlted c a h m ,  and artillery, and will be carried on by 
bringing rehforcements to the W g  line, until the arrival of the 
decisive moment, which, when it comes, must be taken advan- 
tage of with rapid decision. 

The immedta * te charge is mandatory only when the posi- 
tion of the m y  is dearly understood, and it is clear that the 
enemy is neither w i h g  nor able to resort to fire action. 
. I do not hold the view that one can force hostile cavalry 
to combat by going around its flank, even though it 6 dis- 
mounted. Flanking the enemy is not so easy as some, always 
eager to attack, would have us believe, especially when con- 
sidering the great range -# artillery fire. A flank attack tends 
to expose the front of one's own army, and to endanger the 
lines of communication. Besides, on account of the circui- 
tous route the c8vdry must take in order to avoid hostile artil- 

e enemy has time to make such dispositions as to 
avoid -a attacked in Ihnk. Of course, a flank attack is 
som&mes*successfd. BUT it cannot be regarded as an infal- 
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lible means of bringing on battle. And we must always count 
on the probability that the fight will have to be concluded with 
fire action, or a cdmbination of mounted action and fire action. 
Above all else, one must be d u l  not to make a frontal at- 
tack against machine guns or infantry in line of battle, or, 
while charging, to run into a flanking fire from the enemy. 
The effect of modem fire arms makes the risk too great. Re- 
member how the French cuirassiers were shot up by the Prussian 
infantry at W6rth and Mars-la-Tour, and the chasseurs d'Mnque 
at Sedan, though the Prussians had only the needle guns. 
One cajl imagine the probable effect of modem firearms. 
At maneuvers such things can be done, and the umpires decide 
light-heatedly in favor of the charging cavalry. But in actual 
confict it would be very different. The charge of the maneuver 
field would end in the utter annihilation of the charging cavahy. 
"he cavalry has something better to do thantoallowitself 
to be shot up to no purpose. 

Cavalry in battle must be considered a failure if, while 
the battle is in progress, it aiways waits for the opportunity to 
charge. Where such opportunities offer themselves, it must 
be promptly and decisively be taken advantage of. But a 
continuous waiting for it, results in the failure to make use ot 
powerful forces. Cavalry's place in battle is not behind the 
center. Nor may it remain glued to the wings. It must 
endeavor to reach the flanks and rear of the enemy, toknfuse 
and frighten him by means of fip action, and to charge when- 
ever the opportunity offers itself. Whenever this is impossible, 
it is best to hold the cavalry in reserve, rather than risk it in a 
charge, the r e d t  of which, because of the size of modem armies, 
cannot be worth while. Then it is best to reserve it for the 

The pursuit by the cavalry is more effective when made 
parallel to that of the infantry than when at the head of the 
pursuing infantry, unless the fleeing enemy has been completely 
demoralized. Otherwise the rear guard of the fleeing columns 
will soon bring it to a halt. 

The parallel pursuit will have to be made with the rifle, 
and the charge can be made uSe of only when the tactical and 
psychological circumstances wi l l  remder it fruitful of results. 

. 
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rib W&i it efi<ie8vors to ina.Ice a flanfrine 
inc&ibit on oak? of our iRings. 'her&&, the cominunications 
dhadkg- & d f i h d y  eddahgered, and if the ilank- 

td&s are ai.sd;edft& the re+rves of th& Wbmy, the entire 
& m e t  kah bk paraly&d by 8 resolutk cavalry. During the 
p&gie& d the war there wiIi ?x mrby q~@xtuhities where 
ca- can tuxoinplish very much against the lines of communi- 
atti& d isohited brmies, or agaiIist ldrcads that are heeded 
kor die transpottrtion of h d e  troops. 

I3 aU &- of this nature, a far-reaching recon- 
naissance d e  by air q t ,  wiil be of great importance. On 
the one hhd,  ikill be able to guard the cavalry against 
surprise, through'fumishing timely information concerning 
the -. On the other wd, they will make it possible for 
the cavalry to proceed with a less number of security patrols, 
and th;ereby cchseke its strength for possible conflict. 

11. 
In the foregoing the basic principles for the training of 

cavalry leaders, are indirectly giv.n. Uppermost stands the 
need for 6&class training Q equitation. Without that, a 

is unimapinable. Hunting and cross-country 
riding are the best means for promoting military horsemanship. 
Steeplechasiilg is aslo good. Modern instruction in riding 
gives-a splendid foundatim for this kind of work. 

But as concerns the military training, it is in many respects 
necessary to beat hew paths. First of all, the young officer 
m w  rid himself of *e ilXuSian that cavalry combat and the 
cavalry charge are always identical. To become eflicient. is 
tbe pang caw &cer's aim. How to become so, depends 
on- . pire action must not begome B farce, as it 
somethm Qes in engagements between hostile patrols. The 
latter shoald usually be attacked with the arme blanche. 
'ProopsshooMbetrarinedto this in times of peace. 
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! It should ever be borne in mind that in the practice of 
the combined arms, even at the largest maneuvers, su+ as 
the imperial maneuvers, the cavalry arm is always much too 
large in proportian to the other arms, but especially sd in pro- 
portiontotheinfantry. Theaccomplisbmentof cavalrycharges 
wi l l  always be overrated. In actual warfare-and this cannot 
be stated too imptessively-the result would most often be the 
annihilation of the charging cavalry, and an easy victory for the 
enemy. 

It must be finally under&& that. the speed of the,horse, 
formally of service principally in the charge, and, therefore, 
made use of prinapally in a tactical way, must today be made 
use of in the first line. The horse, however, unpoetical the 
remark may sound--is primarily a means of transportation, 
and only in combat'with opposing cavalry will it be used tacti- 
cally. Charging against fire anns, is only very exceptionally 
admissible, under unusually favorable circumstances. Always 
even in the minor maneuvers, cavalry should constantly endeavor 
to gain the flanks and rear of the opposing army, and in that 
manner to participate in the combat. Even the moral effect, 
particularly in actual warfare, would be considerable. Clinging 
to the side of, or behind, infantry is always wrong, and is in- 
compatible with the cavalry spirit of do and dare. 

The training of the cavalry leader, in the lower ratiks, 
up to the regimental commander, is almost wholly confined, 
to theoretical study, since it is impossible in garrison, or even at 
all ex8ept the largest maneuvers, to find situations even re- 
motely resembling those o€ actual warfare.. Of primary im- 
portance is the study of military history. The great Napole- 
onic wars in Germany, €he events of 1870 and 1871, as well as 
the Rus6Japanese War, are the most easily accesible, and, in 
many respects, instructive, even though largely in a negative 
sense. But the study of the 
American Civil War is und btedly of great value. 'Tis true 
that a modem middle Euro L war would be fought with ord- 
nance, and on a terrai,n, vastly different. Nevertheless, a study 
of that war is most instructive regarding the spirit and method 
of 'cavalry leading. There we see cavalry work, natural and .- 
unhampered by tradition, guided only by the idea of expedi- 

They must be studied critically. 
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eacy, and yet in a manner thomighly becoming a cavalryman. 
Every cavalry heart must beat faster when reading, for ex- 
ample, of the gaUant deeds of Stuart. 

The study of military history mast be supplemented by 
war games, practice rides, as well as by theoretical study. 
But these must be carried on systematically, and in the spirit 
of present ddy warfare. I do not thiak much of the unsyste- 
matic winter work and the d o n a €  lectures. 3 Very little is 
accompiished thereby. War must be eamestly a id  systemati- 

It is to be wished that the foundation for a thorough 
ntilitary training be laid men at the small riding schools, and 
ai the military riding school at Hanover. A beginning has 
M y  been made, in that hereafter an officer of the General 
Staff will always be ordered to Hanover to conduct the practice 
rides and the war games. But that isn’t half enough. Be- 
cause even the ycpmgest officers must often conduct patrols 
of great strategic importance, and must pass judgment concern- 
ir& circumstan- of great weight, does not imply that they are 
properly educated for the purpose, or that they have a clear 
grasp of important operative cirmtances. That which they 
learn in garrison, and in ordinary maneuvers, often misleads 
them, since it deals with tactical situations on a very snall scale, 
and which in mqdern warfare are of minor importance. The 
officer must learn the significance of isolated tactical facts, 
and plan his course, and send back his message, accordingly. 
Therefore, the training of a cavalry officer, from his youth on up, 
must be done witR a constant view on the larger things. Con- 
cerning the pqctical training of a cavalry leader, we can con- 

&der, besides the scientific studies, which must be incessantly 
pursued, only the larger cavalry exerases. But the full benetits 
thereof can be’attained only when the bighe7 leaders are thor- 
oughly grounded in the fundamentals, and when the exercises 
can take place annually for the entire cavalry. It is indeed 
a strange anomaly tbat the artillexy, which never fights alone, 
appuaUy engages in great field exercises by itself. But cavalry, 
which must always operate as though alone, and disunited 
from the ma& of the m y ,  is brought together but once every 
few years for exercises of importance. That does not seem 

cally ‘studied. 
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logicai to me. It would be advantageous if at the ordinary 
maneuvers of the combined arms each side were given only as 
much cavalry as it would have at its disposal in modem warfare. 
The leaders, especially those of the other arms, would learn 
to economize their force. 

The larger cavalry exercises serve the double purpose of 
training the troops for combat and for training them for their 
o m  problems of operation. Since victory in battle is decided 
by the last line, the greatest weight should be laid on tqaining for 
battle. Nevertheless, it must be recognized that cavalry act- 
ing alone, is beset by unusual difficulties, on the one hand be- 
cause of various rates of march being required of it ; and on the 
other, because of the great extent of temtory to be covered, 
the difficulty of conveying messages from the most advanced 
lines, and the difficulty of keeping itself supplied in hostile 
territory. It is too much to ask of cavalry leaders who have 
never led cavalry under such circumstances, and who have, 
therefore, had no practical experience along those lines, that they 
shall “make good” the first time they find themselves in the 
presence of the enemy. And we cannot rely on cavalry geniuses. 
Even though we have them, it is hardly possible that they wilP 
be found in the leading places at the very beginning of a war. 
The genius of Seidlitz was not recognized until after the battle 
of Koln. and a Frederick the Great was needed to dicsover it. 
As a rule, one must count on just average ability, and the aver- 
age leader needs the practice all the more, since the decisive 
cavalry actions will take place at the very beginning of a war. 

I t  is, therefore, most urgently necessary to have, as often as 
possible, great strategic exercises for the entire cavalry together 
-at any rate, much oftener than we now have them. At these 
exercises the principal aim should be to lead separated columns 
in unison, to concentrate or combine them rapidly for battle, 
even on broad fronts, and to make use of every possible nieans 
for conveying information. So f a r  as possible, the troops 
should be supplied and maintained as in actual warfare. In 
order to screen properly, and because it cannot be known in 
advance where the mass of the enemy is going to be located, 
it is usually necessary for cavalry to march in separated columns 
and to strike united. This method of advance should also be 

This they do not know how to do. 
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vem, beciuse it.present+ greater d'ifficulties 
cihcentded advance, and the diflhlt q u i r e s  

!3tde&c&xcisescmalarge scale a r e d d ,  because they 
@t p m b k  of d a r e  that those on a smaller scale never 
do. 
, B e c k  troops are to be added & the independent cavalry. 
I&+ise air craft in greater numbers. Under modem c i r m -  
stances*?Teindispensa ble for recxmnaissance. They spare 
the cabalry the d p  of&ssipating its strength in recon- 
ncitqing patrols, Io these we h v e  new weapons put into the 
hands of the ca-, that were nijt formerly at its disposal. 
It is &dutely xiecesary that it learn to use them. And that 

Since the bicycle troops are eonfined to the roads, and 
can go but short distances cross-country, their utility for re- 
cokksance is very limited, and, in general, they must be kept 
en mass8 for battle. At night they may be made use of in the 
service of security. 

Since the cavalry division will ordinarily have but one or 
two Companies of bicycle troops at its disposal, they will in 
general, accordkg to the presumed strength of the enemy, be 
used either in the advance guard, to open the battle, or in the 
reserves, to push the battle to its hal conclusion, whenever 
it is evident that this.must be done by dismounted action. 
These things must be kept in mind in training the cavalry leader. 
This ttaining can be had, especially as concerns the use of 
bicycle troops in the advance guard, as a screen, only in exer- 
cisesona large scale. 

hadehklly, &use of the lamentable smallness of our 
. cavalry divisions, it is desirable, or rather mandatory, that a 
battalion of bicycle troops be added to each division, not only 
to m- its combat strength (which is the important con- 
sideratioh), but also that single companies may be detached 
when c i + ~ ~ ~ t a a c e s  require it. 

Maneuvers on a large scale, over a great extent of country, 
are nkesary for the proger trahing of cavalry leaders, not only 
in theuse thejr are to make of cyclists, but also to work in har- 

-a* thab doeb 
illciik @wti& than &!e siinple. 

resluii.es practice. 

znony illiih the ai? fleet. 
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' h e  air fleet is charged not only with mammhauce, 

but also with screening, in that it must prevent fecop118imce 
by the hostile air craft. kow this can best be accomplished, 
has been discussed above. But it is evident that such a new 
auxhiag to warfare can be discussed only theoretically, and 
that practical exercises are needed to solve its problems, and to 
insure the harmonious working together of the two arms. 

A wide field is here opened up for the higher cavalry 
leader, and with it the number of problems presented for his 
proper training, is greatly increased. The problems are not 
easy to sobe. 

The training for combat, of the larger bodies of cavalry, 
has to be carried on on the drill grounds. Space being very 
limited, the leader's training in making separated columns work 
in harmony, can be carried on only to a limited degree. There- 
fore, the work with separated columns must be pushed into the 
foreground at the larger strategical exercises. But even the 
combat exercises on the drill grounds must be conducted so far 
as possible with the ideas of modem warfare in mind. 

It is absolutely necessary that the strength of the opposing 
parties be not always the same, and that the operations be not 
always conducted with massed cavalry divisions. Other-a 
harmful schematism will be the result, and neither party will 
feel it* the weaker, and, therefore, neither party will bave 
opportunity to resort to the carbine, as it will be sure to do at 
t imk in actud warfare. Furthermore, the instruction must 
be so conducted that neither party will be oriented concerning 
the strength and position of his opponent, and will, therefore, 
be compelled to exercise caution in going into battle. Only in 
this manner will it be possible to train real leaders of troops, 
who wil l  measure up to the needs of actual warfare, instead of 
training mere tacticians, who,3under the demands of modem 
warfare, are worthless, and under certain circumstances worse 
than worthless. 

The cyclists should be attacked to the cavalry dicisions, 
even at maneuvers, does not require discussion. it would also 
be advantageous if they were present with an indicated enemy. 

The cavalry's work in the battle can be properly p m i c e d  
only at the imperial maneuvers. Even there one must learn to 
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desist from charge action, and to employ the troops in the 
modem way. It cannot be demanded of even the divisional 

'cavalry that it work direct with the infantry. One must be 
amtent when it do that whikh would be possible, and which 
would be fruitful of results, in actual warfare. 

Everything considered, it is unusually hard to give a cavalry 
leader systematic training. That is true because it is practi- 
cally impo&%le in times of peace to set up conditions such as 
the ca- must face in time of war. And also because 
the leading of cavalry, more so than the leading of any other 
ann, is dependent upon imponderable moments, upon traits 
' of character. and upon instinds-things which develop within 

alder,  but which can never be imparted to him by education. 
It demands a sum of traits which are rarely found combined in 
one petson: daring, and restless enterprise; quick apprehen- 
sion, and rapid decision; but at the same time calmness and 
a &ful looking about, that never @Uows itself to be blindly 
guided by impulse, and never remains indebted to the demands 
of the hour. The leader must have a sure, instinctive judgment 
ccmceming the moral condition of his enemy; an enchanting 
a d  Spirited iduence over his subordinates; and with all this he 
must be complete master of the horse, be a bold and sure rider, 
and possess *e self-confidence that compels the confidence of 
his subordinates, and whihbars  out all faint-heartedness. If a 
man combines 4 these attributes within himself, is master of 
the tecanique of modem warfare, correctly guages the abilities 
of his own troops, is gifted with the faculty of giving short 
and clear orders, and understands to utilize properly the char- 
actkistics of his subordinate leaders, then he is a cavalry leader 
in the best sense of the word. 

I know of but two persons in the history of warfare who 
fit this ideal; namely, Seidlitz and Stuart. It will be given 
to but few to become their equals. But if everyone who has a 
cavalryman's heart in his breast ; whose pdse beats more rapidly 
when the horse under him speeds over the ground, apd he is 
reaching for the saber, when squadrons in solid ranks dash forth 
h ' a  rusE& gallop, or convert themselves with lightning 
rapidity int6 a dismounted iiring line; that one can at le-t 
come nearer such an ideal if he studies uuintermittently the 

: 
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attributes of such men, and endeavors to develop in himself. 
those attributes of his which resemble t h b .  The army heads 
must do everything in their power to make possible, and less 
diacult, the training of cavalry leaders. But each individual 
must himself do most, through earnest stydy, and continued 
self-education, borne by spirited enthusmsm. One cannot 
become a cavalryman, or more especially a cavalry leader, 
who does not give his whole heart to it ; who does not aim at the 
fixed goal with all the strength of his soul and spirit. He must 
be able, throughout his career, to maintain in himself the 
eagerness and perception of his younger days. 

He who would lead mounted..troops to Victory, needs, 
under all circumstances, the spirit of youth. 

It is something imponderable that stamps a soldier a true 
cavalryman. . 
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INSTRUCTION AND TRAINING.* 
I .  

1. An order mering the subject of training of the troops 
of this command as directed by General Orders No. 17, War 
Departpent, 1913, has been issued to the command. While 
no system oftraining and instruction could hope to meet with 

" the CoLPplete approval of all. orders should be given a fair trial, 
say for m e  year at least, after which we will be in a better posi- 
tion to rwx)LIlllllepd modifications which experience may demon- 
strate to be desirable. We should cheerfully comply with the 
spirit of all orders, and refrain from criticising them until able 
to recommend something &ter. In order intelligently to con- 
duct training and instruction as contempsted by the War De- 
parknent,itisnecessarythatallbefamiliar\KithGeneralOrde~ 
17 and I hope tbat all officers will make a thorough analytical 
study of this Order so as to insure a clear understanding of the 
prinaples enanciated therein. 

.Sununaryof remarks by Major oewrsl J. Franklin Bell to the 
amembled in tbe Y. M. C. A. building at Texas City, Texaa. July 
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In applying these prinaples it wi l l  be observed that 
certain duties and functions are assigned to the commander of 
each tactical unit from the company to the division. There is 
work enough for each commander in his own field without in- 
terferring unnecessarily with the legitimate functions of subosdi- 
nates. Higher commanders are required to allot the time and 
should prescribe the standard of efficiency deired, but should let 
subordinate commanders reach this standard in their own way. 
They should not undertake to prescribe'in detail methods of 
training subordinates must employ during the time allotted to 
them. They may not go about the work in the same way 
higher commandefs might prefer, but that is of little importance 
so long as they accomplish satisfacto,y results. The average 
man will get better results if told wh& is wanted and allcwed 
to do it in his own way than if required to follow a detailed 
method prescribed'by some one else. Company commanders 
should in like manner encourage initiative in their lieutenants 
and non-commissioned officers. Unless officers and non-:om- 
missioned officers are given an opportunity to cultivate initia- 
tive in their daily work they can not be expected to exercise 
it when thrown on their own resources. Brigade, regimental 
and battalion commanders can, by close observation, determine 
whether orpot subordinate commanders are making the prog- 
ress they should. If they are aot making proper progress, 
or are not complying with instructions relating to the subjects 
to be covered, it is the duty of higher commanders to bring 

2. 

about necessary correction. No initiative is taken away from 
bri@de, regimental OT battalion commanders by the War De- 
partment scheme, but the method of regulating training is 
reversed. In our service there prevails the custom of higher 
commanders directing the details of driUs and instruction for 
each day. The present War Department plan contemplates 
that these higher commanders shall set the standard or degree 
of proficiency desired and 4 o t  the time, leaving the means 
of attaining it to subordinate commanders of tactical units. 
But higher commanders are required to exercise constant 
supervision over the training and when at any time, from the 
preparation of the program to the end of the pxiocl, a com- 
mander of a tactical unit shows tha he does not understand 
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the system, or'is not able to &e the initiative given him, or is 
not mntcinp the progress he should, it becomes the duty of these 
bigher commanders to take such steps as may be necessary to 
correct deficiencies going so f a r  when necessary as to prescribe 

each day. In other words, commanders of tactical units are 

but if they fail to ttain sati&wtory results, higher commanders 
must step in and o it f o r  them. 

- 3. war A emt Orders cover in a general way all 
subjectsin which troops should be trained. Most organizations .- 
are farther advanced insome subjects than in others, and the 
organization commanders should, of course, devote most time 
to those subjects in which the o~anization is least effiaent. 
If an organization is reasanably proficient in any subject, 
further training therein should be limited to the minimum 
necessary to maintain proficiency. Organizations should, 
however, be tested in all subjects prescribed for a period. That 
is, during the time assigned for field training, for instance, to 
each tactical unit, the next higher commander should test the 
organizatioxi in all subjects &scribed in paragraph 5 ,  General 
Orders, No, 17. The test should be thorough and complete 
and should be of such character as to re& determine the effi- 
ciency of the command. In order that these tests may meet 

specisl cam and thought in their preparation. 
4. The preparation of programs and schedules providing 

for logid,  Systematic and progressive instruction, covering 
all subjectwin the time allotted, is no easy task, but the good 
d t s  of well prepsted schemes will justify the labor and 
thought required to prepare them. 

Merent tnanner are worse than none at all. 
5. Weekly schedules should conform to the general plan 

8ppoMced in the program and should be sufficiently in detail 
to indicate clearly to all concerned just what is to be done each 
day. As rain or other unforseen contingencies may interfere 
wi th  the schedule, alternative schedules for at least one day each 
week should be provided, such as the substitution in case of 

+ .  
I the character of training and the time io be devoted thereto 

given m opportuqity to train their commands in their own way. 
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I such requnments, officers conducting them should exercise 
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rain of indoor work for outdoor work. If proper thought be 
ehercised, it is not d i S d t  to make provision for a chang. of 
work, in case unforseen conditions make such a change necessary 
I a m  aware that some officers object to the use of programs and 
Ghedulek, but ample experience has convinced me that there is 
no other way in which training can be carried atit in asystematic, 
progressive and logical manner. Without them training is 
bound to be more or less uncertain, haphazard and illogical. 
Graduates of the Service Schools know the value of schedules. 
The courses at the Service Schools cover as great a variety of 
indoor and outdoor instructiq as the training of a command. 
Without schedules it is doubtful if more than half of the work 
that is now accomplished could be covered in the same time, and 
it is certain that the instruction would not be as systematic or 
accomplished with as little confusion. 

6. Each company commander should decide upon a stand-' 
ard of proficiency in each subject for company, squad andin- 
dividual training and aU should understand that when this 
standard is reached only such training will thereafter be r6quired 
in that subject as may be necessary to maintain the standard. 
In order to get enthusiastic work there must be an objective, 
*and an incentive to reach the objective. Nothing is more dis- 
couraging than working around a circle withoLt any hope of, 
ever really reaching the end of anything. ' 

Unless excused on account of proficiency every man, 
except those absblutety necessary to leave in camp and stables, 
should attend all instructions. Five hours' training a day with 
the whole command wi11 get much better results than ten hours' 
a day with half of it. 

While there are a good many subjects tobe coveredin 
the short period of time that can be assigned each tactical unit, 
it is believed that, by judicious and skillful use of the time so 
assigned, each unit can obtain a reaonrrble degree of efficiency 
in all of them by working an average of five hours a day. I am 
confident that if we devote five hour a day for five days each week 
for fifty-two weeks each year, less holidays, to training and in- 
struction, following a well-thoughtout, systematic, logical 
progressive program, the results will ex&d anything. we have 
accomplished heretofore. With the exception of days assigned 

* 
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to W exercsSea, all s h d d  pba fa terminate the day’s work, 
except demary48t@~?, by twelve- for enlisted men and 
notlptertbea aae o’dockin the dttmoanfos offices. From 
a h e d y W m t ~  y Wowing reveille, until the 

is ukr. errwy &ate of the time &odd be 
thatis,tbereshddbemlosttime. 

that tbe remsindsr of the day is theirs to do with as they please. 

- $ V b n  t 4  d a y ’ s d i o  over ail oi€~cers, and all men, except 
aaee cwsilled for disciplinsry p~poses, should understand 

mrk sb it d be w, save in exceptional 
‘m. to a4011 ofl6cers and men f? any work, even though it re- 
*but afewmoments, after tbe scheduled work is completed. 
No man  en make any headway with his work, accomplish much 
at study, or get any out of play, if he is subject to be 
called on to do sonmething at any hour during that portion of 
tb day which is sqposed to be his own Oi3icers’ call at 
stated hours eech day may be very convenient for the adju- 
tants’ e c e ,  but it d y  results in considerable loss of time 
andmudh~veniencefor&a3.rsofthere~ent as they must 
neces@ly work so as to be present at the call without regard 
to tbe deet it has on their allotted time. It is thought that the 

l d % g  o5cers respmsiik for getting them between stated 
hours, signing d p t s  in a book provided for the purpose, will 
befoundlmaae sa- to the majority of officers concerned, 
andluummm ‘ in greater degree with the requirements of other 
duties. I Should it become necesaq to confer with certain 
&CESS or deal with them verbally in administrative work, 
8s required by War t Orders, let them be notified 
to attend at such an h s  least interfere with their pre- 
8 C r i i . l  duties. 

9. I am Mghted to learn that the c d z u t  classification 
af mea hss been adopted in some regispents in this 
ammaid. It is an e x e t  idea, aadk arp in hearty sympathy 
with it and hope that the regiments that have not adopted it 
wi l l  do so. So far as discipline and ttaining are concerned 
there is nothing to gain by req-g good men to attend retreat 
or to be present in their tents for check toll call. ’ Most good 
znem appreciate being excused from atteading unnecessary 

.plen ob p~ttipg dl arders d instructianS in PigeOII-hOleS a d  
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fonnetiaors and will show their *tion by haeased &ort 
at really imp0-t wor& Briefly, require ddkers aad men * 

all legitimate work necsemy to at- and maintain a high 
degree of &cieacy fot W d  sesvice, but nothing more. Ramve 
all testrictionsnot mcesmry to ob& results and grant all the 
privileges combteat t h d t h .  Never require work just for 
the Purposeaf la=Pk busy. 

10. A certain amount of diversion is necessary to content- 
ment, and contentment is necessay to etficiency. “All work 
and no play makes Jack a dull boy.” This is especially true 
in a camp located as is tbispne where opportunities for i n w -  
ingandhdthfulamusenmnt arenotgreat,espedaUyforenlisted 
men. ?‘herefom, all should do what is in their power to en- 
courage proper amusement and entertainment for enlisted men 
and &odd be d y  to assist in providing healthful recreation 
and diversion for brother o f f i h  and their families. 

Experience has demonstrated that anediflicultyin 
adhering to a prepared program is that highercommanders 
interfere with it by o r d w  other duties. . While unforeseen 
and unexpected coxitingenaes may arise, such as &ews for 
distinguished visitors, escorts for civil &cials and high-taak.ing 
military 06liCers, which make it necesaryforhighw commanders, 

to break programs and schedules, it &odd only be 
done when impracticable to avoid it. All a h d d  make a con- 
scientious &ort to adhe to the - program and weekly 
schedules. . 

12. Nomorememshoddbedetailedmguardthanare 
necessary to perform the duties expected of them. Some form 
ofprovoe;tguardormilitarypolicewillbearganizedtot&ethe 
place of all guards in this camp other than regimental, A guard 

of the watchman system, generally 
. decreases required for guard duty and gives 

just as well as elsewhere. Generally speaking, “No. 1,” does 
nothing more than walk in front of the guard tent and tum out 
the guard for those entitled to the complimat. H e  is (per- 
fectly useless, time-honored military w t u t i m  WE& should 
long ago have been placed in the same category as tattoo toll 

- 

11. 

* 

canbeworkedinregiments L 

. 
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call. The number of men necesky to protect property and 
maintain order in camp should be detailed, and no more. 

13. Reduce the number of men on special duty to the 
minimum (see par. 3, G. 0. 6, Hq. 2nd Div.). 

14. Likewise reduce the number of men detailed for police 
duties and fatigue to the minimum required to police the camp 
and do the necessary work. Don't detail ten men when five 
could do the work. i 

THE BASKETWORK BOAT. 

N foreign regiments of cavalry a canvas pontoon is part of I the equipment. No such provision having been made for 
our cavalry, it ~ v e s u s ~ d i s c o v e r  how we can improvise 
such a boat when it becomes; necessary to use one in crossing a 
river. The boat which I a#n about to describe can be con- 
structed by the use of a w 'on sheet, willows, rope, cord, and 
tent pins. It wil l  require q e  hour in the making and will hold 
over 1,Ooo pounds. 

Most .rivers of the southwest and in Mexico are bordered 
with willows and cottonwoods. For the ribs and keel of this 
boat cottonwood branches are better than willows, being heavier 

PrbGess: The boat is built upsidedown. Mark out on 
the ground the outline of a boat, sharp at both ends, eleven feet 
long and five or six feet  wide. At the bow and stem drive tent 
pins to which the keel is to be attached. At intervals along the 
sides drive tent pins to which the ribs are to be attached, as 
shown in the cut. Lash flexible sticks of cottonwood to the 
tent pins at the bow and stem; bend them together and lash 
them to each other & form the keel. To prevent them from 
straightening out, tie aropeasa hog chain from bow to keel 
and thence to the stern, as shown. Fasten the flexible sticks 
used for ribs to the tent pins on the sides; bend them together 
and lash them together and lash them to the keel. Form the 
gunwale of flexible sticks lashed along the ends of the ribs, in- 
side and out. . 

. 

P y y . , . - -  - . 
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Next take smaller willows and weave them in between the 
ribs, forming a basketwork. We now have a basket the shape 
of a boat. It is upsidedown. Cut it loose from the tent pins. 

Take a wagon sheet (see that there are no holes in it). 
place it over the bottom and tie the edges inside the boat. If 
the sides tend to spring out, fasten a rope from one side to the 
other. re 

I 

P 

Such a boat will carry a thousands pounds and st i l l  draw 
but a few inches of water. One was consePucted by the writer 
in 1880 and used on the Unconpahgre River with success. 
It is a rough and ready temporary expedient. 

JAMES PARKER, 6 .  

Brigadier General, U. S .  A.  
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. FIELD MESSAGES.; 
ENDURANCE RIDE. HE following d e s  in connection with instruction in field T messages have been found useful and ate printed f o r  the 

information of all concerned: 
A field message is a brief communication which passes 

from one person or part to anotherdf an army on service. 
A message may be transmitted verbally, in writing, by a 

messenger, or by wire, flag, etc. We are here chiefly concerned 
with the message transmitted by messenger. 

Verbal messages are to be habitually avoided whenever 
practicable to do so. When one must be sent, it should contain 
o y a single statement or instruction, as: “Go to UNION 
A I D G E  and there halt.” The messenger should be required 
to repeat the message before hrting. 

A messenger should be required to repeat instructions 
given him in order to determine that he understands what 
is required of him. A messenger on returnto the detachment 
from which dispatched should =port to the.petson who sent , 
him out and report concerning the delivery of the message. 

Messages should habitually be written. -Messages blank 
have been printed in various shapes and forms. The printed 
headings are all practically the same and indicate what is to be 
filled in under each. - 

The following form contains all the essential subheads for a 

’ 

T will perhaps interest those who have read the report by I Lieutenant R M. Parker in your issueof November, 1913. 
on the Endurance Ride in Vermont last fall, to hear of a later 
test of the threequarter bred Arab mare that won that contest. 

It Witl-be remembered the Halcycm, carrying 180 lbs., 
mered 154 d e s  d‘hilly road in Vermont in 30 hours and 41 
minutts. That time included all stops, one at 2 :30 A. M., when 
she had to be reshod while i$e other horses went forward, so 
1- 35 minutes, which she bras able to make up, and came in 
with the uthes, having caught them 17 miles before the end. 

At Madison Square Garden, she was the only horse ridden 
by an American afficer, that got in the ribbons in the broad 
jump, thirty-eight all the English, Canadian, 
and American her. Never before having 

covered 18 ft. 6 in. 
On Memorial Da , a y  30, 1914, sent over the road from 

for the broad jump a g a b q a  large field of the best jumpers, at 
the Invitation Show of -5unters at Mr. Harry Worcester 
Smith‘s estate, hd’vale. 

Though the class wa)i a very choice collection of cracks, 
including the hitherto 

without having to extenh herself. 

her home at Fall River ? o korth Grafton, Mass., she competed 

Natty Bumpo, Halcyon won 
twenty feet and five inches, 

Halcyon came from Lordvale to 
in ten hours, including the time of 

at Blackstone, and another of 
one hour at Pawtucket, the road being hard macadam all the 

the blue in great 

After a rest 

In practice the mare has 
c o v e t e d  thirty-two feet f h m  *OB to landing. 

two stops, one of 
h a  OW stall, sixty-five 

~ ~~~~ 

From. ............................................................. 

At. ................................................................... 
Location of sendAta6 debscbment. 

Date.. .................. .Hour.. .................. No. ....... 

Name Of Seading deCachmeat 

I To ........................................................................................................ -Y SPENCE R Bo RDEN . ................................................................................................. 
4 .................................................................................................. 

............................................................... ................................................................ I 
Racehad.. ................................ .p”. ................................................ I 

*From G. 0. No. 1, Headquarters Fifteknth Cavalry, June 1, 1914. 

Ai r r  - . . . . .  . .  
I * ,. .. .. . .  - 
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Each of the subheadings are essential : first, to the person 
receiving the message in order to give him complete infonna- 
tion; and m d .  for preservation in order to give a true history 
of the narrated events and to clear up mooted points. 

Use’the abbreviations and nomenclature as given in Field 
Service Regulations. 

The address should be simple, as: 

2d Sq. 15th Cav. 
Comdg. Officer, 

The name of the sending detachment is that of the body 
of troop with which the writer is on duty, as, “Post No. 1, 
Support Nd. 1, Tr. A, 15th Cav.,” “Patrol No. 1, Tr. L, 15th 
cav.,” etc. ’ 

The exact location from which sent should be stated, as: 
“At TOBIN,” “At SOCORRO.” ’ If the point indicated is not 
wellknown, then indicate by reference to some well known point, 
as: “At HITTS RANCH, 12 d e s  north of FORT BLISS.” 

In Writing the date, the day of the month is first expressed 
in figures, this is followed by the month and then by the year, 
thus: 12 June 1914. 

The hour is the exact time at which the message is dis- 
patched. The terms 
A. M: and P. M. and Noon and Midnight are used, thus: 
10:27 A. M., 12 W Mdgt. 

If several messages are sent the same day from the same 
source to the same person, each is numbered consecutively, in 
the heading “No.” 

The method of trmdiission on the printed form is under- 
scored. When the writer has no printed blank but has to write 
his form, the mkthod of ‘on is stated; as: “By hrt. 
Jones, Mtd.” 

The signature should be simply the writer’s surname and 
rank, as: “BROWN, Corpl.” 

The person receiving the message should fill in the hour 
and date of receipt and should add his initials. The messenger 
should be g i v a  a receipt for his message. 

when m e  is available. the message wil l  be piaced in an 
envelope, addressed to the person to whom to be delivered. 

L 

Hence, this is the last element filled in. 

I 

. 

I .. - -~.~... .__- 
’- ‘T a .  

- .  . .  
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The gait or speed at which the messenger is directed to travel 
should be indicated on the envelope. The person- whom ’ 

delivered should receipt for the message on the face of the envel- 
ope and give the envelope back to the messenger. Unless the 
message is confidential it will not ordinarily be sealed and mes- 
sages not confidential will ordinarily be shown to all friendly 
troops encountered by the messenger enroute to his destination. 

In the field the printed blank form will frequently not be 
available, but the general form should be followed and this may 
be done by using a pencil and any convenient piece of paper. 
With a little practice, it willbe easy toremember the things that 
the printed part of the blank calls for. 

The writing should be legible. Cultivate the upright 
style for writing messages. 

A message should be written in the telegraphic style, free 
of all formalities, brief and clear, but brevity must not sacrifice 
clearness. 

All proper names of places should be printed in full Roman 
capital letters, thus : ARLINGTON, LEAVENWORTH, EL 
PASO. 

Distinguish between that which you know of your own 
knowledge and that which has -been reported to you, stating 
in the latter case your source of information. 

Always state the exact time (hour and minute) when the 
referred to event took place. 

When the enemy is first discovered by a patrol or similar 
detachment a message should be sent. 

In reporting about the enemy, state the kind of troops 
or the arm to which they belong, whether they are mounted 
or dismounted, at a halt or in motion; if marching, the road 
they were on and the direction they were going, and, for mounted 
troops, the gait. Also state  the numbers seen, a?: so many 
individuals, or as so many trcops, batteries, or companies, etc. 

Messages sent by a leader of a patrol or Similar detachment 
should state what he intends to do next. 

The messenger should preferably be a man who personally 
saw the things recc@ed in the message. He should be told the 
route to take, the gait at which he should travel and in case 

a 

f 

.i 
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northern Mexico, where travel over the waterless desert is 
impossible for infantry and difficult and dangerous for cavalry.” 

Without depreciating the splendid @ties of our infantry 
and its inestimable value b an initial advance on the City of 
Mexico, it is just ?as well for our War bepartment to appreciate 
that after occapatim of the three or four leading Mexican cities, 

by cavalry. It was so in South Africa, it was so in the Philippine 
Insurrection, and it was even 90 in the later period of our Civil 
War. In fact, wherever a fozeign people resort to serious 
guemUa operations against an invader, history shows that large 
bodies of cavalry of superior quality are absolutely necessary 
to cope with the situation. 

If the Umted States decides on the invasion of Mexican 
territory our small cavalry force will undoubtedly have to he 
augmented either from volunteers at home, or by theultimate 
enlistment of mounted ruralcs in the United States service. 
The mounting of infantry, tried out from t h e  to time in our 
Indian Wars, and on a more extensive scale in the guerrilla 
operations of the Philippine Insurrection, has always proved a 
wasteful and *extravagant policy-to say nothing of the in- 
efficiency of such troops until constant training has practically 
converted them into cavalry. 0 

the bulk of the work of pscification wilt have to be performed . -  

- DRAGOOBJ. 
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he gets capWred ‘to destmy the message. For possible use 
sharMthemessagebe!comelostor~‘tmyed, he should commit 
to memay the facts stated in the message. 

The following is an example of a message as conforming 
with the foregohg instnlctjcms: 

, I  I I 

From: Petrd No. e. Tr. E, 15th Cav. 
At: HancoelrHUL 
Date: 1 June 1914,ll~ A. M. No. 1. 

b k o a n a d .  

To Comb -, 
Marching weet on MILLWOOD ROAD ae patrol approached 

SALT CaEEK BIUDGB w- 6red on by haetile dismounted con- 
cealed detachment probably ten men. Pvt. Jones waselightly wounded. } 
M y  patrol tell back hera No enemy viaible. Will move via FRENCH- I 

MAN toward CROOK POINT. 

Tr. E, 16th Cav. 

i SMITE, Sgt. 

I Received 11~16 A. M a ,  6-1-14. P. Q. R 
. 

0 CAVALRY FOR MEXICO. 

N the Olctlook for June 20, 1914, the magazine’s brilliant 1 correspondent, Gregory Masan, accompanying General 
Villa in the field, has this to say of the latter’s troops : 

“In Hipolito, Villa parked a dozen trains holding 8,OOO 
c a e  and 4,000 infantry, while the remainder of his army, all 
cavalry, went -.to the point Where the torn-up rails forced 
them to take out their horses for the march on Paredon, a 
Fderal-6Ue.d town. 8 .  Villa holds a slight opinion of 
id-, using it ody for garrisoning towns and protecting 
hisreat; a n d ~ ~ , a d i s m o u n t e d s d d i e r i s t h e M ~ ~ d e s e r t ,  
where water-holes are few and far between, is helpless. 

8 * * * 
“The railway is an impdant factor in all modern warfare; 

but nowhere is its possession so necessary to an army as in 
4 

t .  
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The increased vogue of night operations 
in the latest wars and the frequency with 
wbch they are now being used by the contend- 

ingMexican factions, makes the appearance of this volume 
timely. It was evidently written by a keen observer who had 
good opportunities to learn about such movements during ser- 
Vice in the Manchurian War, and who is writing for the instruc- 
tion of Japanese students and younger officers. 

The tactical principle enunciated seem to me to be sound 
and are elaborated in detail. 

The wbrk is a monograph or essay rather than a study. 
Anyone who carefully reads this book will not be misled 

by the easy success of the Constitutionalists in some of their 
recemt night attacks but will realize that they were won because 
the defend& were undisciplined and demoralized. 

Any officer who carefully studies this book will feel amply 
repaid by the knowledge gained. 

It is to be that the Jyanese author followed 
distinguished by wasting time and printer’s ink in 
numerous divisions in? &heads. 

Lieutenant Bum& is t0.b congratulated on having 
addedthiswbrkto.ow$&!mm available xnilitary translations. 

Baaed on Actual Experiences in 
War. Raaelated from the Japaneee by Firet Lieutenant C. Burnett, Fourth 
Cavalry. U. S. Cavalry deeodation, Fort Leavenworth, Kansae, 1914. 
Rice $1.00, postpaid. 

IYiabt 
Mevemeak.* 
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+“TRAINING IN Nmaf I~~OVRMENT~.” 
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Compiled and placed in shape for publi- 
cation by a colonel of the French Cavalry, 
translated into english by a Lieutenant of 

the Eleventh British. Hussars, introduced by a General of the 
English Service, and prefaced by some ten pages of remarks 
from the pen of a member of Parliament, this work enters the 
field well recommended. 

The problems given in the text presumably have been 
worked out by Colonel Monsenergue, as terrain exercises for 
the officers of his regiment, on the ground itself. 

The book possesses much merit. The reyiewer will call 
attention to defects and errors first. 

The sketches to illustrate the problems are. not always 
clear. Probably they were easily understood by the Colonel 
and his officers, because they were worked out on the ground 
itself. but for one who hSs the maps and the text to go by only, 
there are many points that are not as apparent to the student 
as they seem to be to the writer. 

In some cases, there is not enough given to show why a 
particular course recommended by the author, is the best one 
to follow or even a thoroughly practical one. Perhaps if the 
map furnished with the text had been enlarged by photography, 
the problems might have been more easily understhd. 

This difficulty of following details on military maps is one 
that nearly always confronts us in the study of French and Ger- 
man military works. It is a constant stumbling block to a 
thorough understanding of what is intended to be taught. In 
this connection, it is well to call the attention of the officers of 
our army to the advantages which our military students enjoy 
in the way of maps. The Department of Field Engineering 
at Fort hvenworth has given us not only the war-game map 
of the Gettysburg-Antietam terrain but also a photographic 
reduction of same on a scale of three-inch to a mile and an ac- 

* 6 ‘ C ~ ~ ~ ~  TACTICAL SCHEMES.” A Series of Practical Exercises for 
Cavalry. By Colonel Monsenergue, French Cavalry. Translated by E. Louis 
Spiers, Eleventh Hussars, British Army. With an Introduction by Briga- 
dier Geheral H. de la Poer Gough. C. B.. etc. and a Preface by F. Bennett- 
Coldney, F. S. A., M. P. Hugh R e s ,  Ltd, London. Price six shillings, 
net. 

Tactical 
Schemes.* 

’ ‘ 
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corate,lpapofFortkvenwdha$vicinityon thesamescale. 
Ala0 a w a r m  msp d the latter region. 

shoaMarrsdourcovalryofficers decide to pd’uce a work 
like Cdonel M-she could workup hisproblemsin 
tbe amntry qnwentd by either or both of these three-inch 
maps mentioxEd above. 

These maps are already in the possessian of many of our 
.oflfeers and the athexs,can get them at reasonable cost if they 
want them. Such a book could be sold with or without maps, 
as those officers already having maps would not want to pur- 
chase them egain. 

A few errors may be pointed out in Colonel Monsenergue’s 

is not properly indicated. 

amtenun Gate is not shown 

ossroads of iVaurepas.” 

Page 117. The e-guns are called artillery on the 
sketch. 

Page 132-133. Th$ Cksrwlier Woods are east not north of 
Daimy. 

Page 147, next to last line. “The Emperor is just about to 
debauch” (debouch). Napoleon’s worst enemies have never 
beforeaccusedhimof this. 

Page 150. “First wd, Crossroads.OfGivm~.” The 
&et& does not indicatepny CrOSSrOadS at point where the in- 
cident is supposed to take place. 

present the $ame mtr$. On one, the distance from ~ml.iers 
toMmsthoisisthirtenIhgmtem ; on the other is it nine and 
0lle-U ldcunem, only.‘7 

Page 215. Some heig are mentioned about the middle 
of the page. The sketch pn age 21 1 neither shows these heights 
tlIK theit relative poeiti+. 

It is not apparent how the com- 
, manger of the troops in i F wau could have made a mounted 

~ 

work, Some of these ‘are doubtless typographical: 

through Mawe+. 

168 and 175. I 29 and 30 ~upgosed to E- ‘ 

Page 228. Sketch and not drawn to scale. 
page 243, near bottom 

c 

e 
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charge in the dark against dismounted men and wiped them out 
of existence. Perhaps the author does not agree with the 
Director’s Criticism in this case. If not then he should have 
said so. 

Page 275, footnote. T r a u m ,  of 1866 fame, is r e f d  
to as Tianteman. 

A number of other errors might be sighted but these are 
enough to indicate cadessneSs in editing the work. As the 
review& has not access to the French edition of the work, he 
is unable to tell who is responsible for these ‘kors. 

The following Criticisms are believed to be appropriate : 
Appendices I and 111. These appendices 8 f e  of little 

value without maps to accompany them. It is prespmed that 
all French officers have these maps but American officers have 
not. These two appendices comprise less than twenty pages 
of the work, which has a total of 337 pages. 

In Colonel Monsenergue’s book, the problems of troop 
schemes- (one fourth of a squadron) are excellent. Those of a 
squadron are very good also. Those of the half regiment are 
harder to understand, while those of regiment and the mixed 
detachment are not so well explained nor so easily followed as 
those of the simpler organizations. The sketches are on such 
a small scale that they danot show the fine points of the pro- 
blems. 

The maps furnished with the book appear to be on a scale 
of 1:75OOo. 

The scales of the sketches arenot all the same but hardly 
any of them are on a large enough scale to show all of the to- 
pographical details mentioned in the text. 

Tohavemade the sketches to a larger scale andto have . 
shown more details would have added much to the expense of 
gettingout the work. The author could hardly have hoped 
under such circumstances to have the book clear expenses. 

Pages 278-280. According to our teachings at the Army 
Service Schools, the force of two battalions of infantry (2,000 
men), which takes part in this problem, extends itself over 
entirely too much ground. 

. 
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wo miles separate: the two 

and the e h r s  10 which. 

aninstIuctiveaneto 
On a l k t  ewery page, the Colonel emphasizes the value 

of &&ve rnamt.4 action fdr cavalry and he never fails to 
a charge if there seems to be the slightest chance 

of aeating a diversion or of winning the fight. 
The C o l d  also gives us some good pointers on the use 

of cydists and machine guns in strengthening cavalry. 
I beiim that the book would be a useful addition to any 

a c e r ’ s  militaiy library. 
N. F. &I. 

Sditor’8 Cable. . 

BI-MONTHLY OR QUARTERLY. 

Since the announcement was made in the last number of 
the CAVALRY JOURNAL that, commencing with the July, 1914, 
number the JOURNAL would be published quarterly, we have 
received several protests against making this change. The 
writers of these protests are among those who have a decided 
and peculiar right to be heard on this question as they are and 
have been for years consistent and energetic workers for the 
JOURNAL and not a few of the most valuable contributions for 
it are from their petis. That their voice in this matter should 
bear great weight goes without saying. 

One of these objectors writes as follows: 
“I am very Sorry that you have gone back to the publica- 

tion of the JOURNAL as a quarterly. In my opinion, your recent 
numbers of the JOURNAL have been quite as full in point of 
contents as any. 

In one of our cavalry regiments a vote was taken, or parti: 
ally taken as but fourteen votes were received, on thisproposi-’ 
tion and with the following result : For continuing the JOUFLNAL 
as a bi-monthly, 8 ;  for publishing it quarterly, 5 ; and one vote 
“immaterial.” One of those voting for the publication being 
bi-monthly, added: “And at Washington, D. C.” This last 
proposition would require a change in the Constitution of the 
Association, wheieas the frequency of publication is in the hands 
of the Executive cauncil. 

Inasmuch as the change from a bi-monthly to a quarterly 
was decided upon by the Council in April last and it has practi-1 

1 

I am hoping that you will reconsider.” 
i 
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e gone.into etTect; in &t the Post ~ ~ c e  Department has 
been so notided and a request e for a fresh permit for 
the JOURNAL to be entered as such under the Act of Congress of 
March 3,1897, it is believql that it is ndt practicable to recon- * &e gclebticar at this t h e .  Especially is this true as there 
ate b t  two members of the Executive councii now at Fort 
beamworth, whereas every member was present when the --- in April last. 

On the other hand, several of OUT members have written 
commending the change, two of whom have been regular con- 
tributors far mesal years. They stated, in effect, that few 
cavalry have the time, especially in these troublesome 
times of threatened.wat, to read aud study, much less to write 
€or publication. 

Futhennore, when this question was being discussed here at 
Fort L e a m w e  in April last, it was the almost unanimous 
Opiaian ofthose cavalry OfIiCers who were on duty at the Army 
Sedce Schools that it would be wise to return to the old time 
plan af publishing the JOURNAL as a quarterly. 

Hoore~er, 85 the deed has been done and it is not believed 
that it is practicable to reconsider the matter at present, it 
might be .well for our members to discuss the question and be 
]prepared to.vote for ;Or against the proposition in case it should 
come to the fmnt after the return of MIT cavalry troops to their 
home stations. In the meantime, we would be pleased to hear 
from others of our members as to their views on the question. 

Our thanks are due to the several contributors who, in 
response to therecent persanalappealmade to many of our cav- 
alry OfBCers have fished d e s  to us far publication. The 
result has been that we have had plenty of material for this 
number and a fair start for the next one, a status of &airs that 
Bas riot obtained for many moo11s. 

EDITOR’S TABLE. 

c 

CAVALRY INSTRUCTION. 

Not a few of our members have taken your EditoFto task 
for republishing Bulletin No. 18 so frequently in recent numbers 
of the CAVALRY JOURNAL, they claiming that all cavalry officers 
who were students of their profession knew all the principles 
contained therein by heart and that i t  was a waste of space 
and money to continue its republication. 

As the fbotnote under this article showed, this was repub- 
lished at the request of the then Chief of Staff of the Army. 
When such requests are received, they are invariably laid before 
the Executive b n c i l  of the Association for instructions. 
In this case, it was ordered that this request that this article be 
given a standing page in the JOURNAL be complied with “ joy 

the present.” 

Q 

As a fact, it was the intention to discontinue its republica- 
tion in the May number of the JOURNAL, but, through some 
misunderstanding, the instruction to “kill it” was not carried 
out. 

Under this head of Cavalry Instruction, there is much 
meat to be found in at least two articles in this number of the 
JOURNAL. The first is the one giving extracts from De Bract 
and the second is the translation by von Bernhardi. 

There is also much under the head of general instruction 
in the s w i u n a r y  of the remarks made by General Bell to the 
assembled officers at Texas City that should be taken to heart 
by all officers, especially by those in the higher grades. 

There has been so much in our *y, in the cavalry par- 
ticularly, of the half hearted, disconneceed, haphazard system, 
or lack of system, in instruction that the time was frittered 
away and each year’s work showed but little progress in prac- 
tical, useful cavalry instruction. 

Perhaps the above statement should be modified to a 
certain extent and make it apply to the time when the writer 
was a cavalry soldier, as i t  is believed that some advancement 
in this respect has been made in recent years. However, it 

, 
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w88 the writer's experience of many years service as a troop 
oScer, that there were but two periods when any sensible or 
practical scheme of instruction was followed in the command to 
which he behged. The first was a year's Sertrice under the 
late &jur Maylan, who, by the way, was one of the very best 
troop commanders our sexvjce has ever known, where the troop 
was the only one in a largehfantry garrison and its instruction 
was left entWy in the hands of its then captain, (Moylan). 
W& PractiCaJly every man present, except the tick and one 
man in quarters and onqat the stables, every forenoon, for five 
days of ea& w k ,  Was occupied with systematic rnouted 
instruction. It was not copfined to the usual garrison drill 
ground, as was usua&.tbe case, but frequently was extended 
to several miles from it khen engaged in outpost, or advance 
and rear-@ instructbn. It is true that this instruction 
was codned 'b t$at of the drill book, but in those days no one 
eilw heard of 'any other instruction. 

Tlae other period was one of s e v d  years at Fort Riley 
under General Forsyth, then colonel of the Seventh Cavalry, 
who was aided and abetted by his adjutant, the present Major 
General Bell. In this case the instruction was progressive 
and systematic each year from the winter drill in the riding 
hadl to the closing field excercises in the late fall. Here also 
were the troop commanders given much latitude, within limits, 
of anme, ip instructing their troops but they were expected to 
produce results and they did it. 

Barring these two above mentioned periods, the writer 
spent many of the years of his Senrice as a subaltern executing 
close order movements, such 8s "Cdumn of fours, break from tlte 
dgk, lo march to the rsf," or some such fool exercise, and as a 
d e ,  his field &cers played the part of troop commanders and 
eVar Rrst !%rgeants as well as commanders of a squadron. 

4 
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' The Capew ell " Na il 
Ie the moat perfect in form and finish. 
It ie. therefore. the easiest and safest nail 
to drive. 

Lediag horseshoere in all parte of the 
country testify to "Capewell" superiority. 
They say that it doee not split or crimp 
in driving. That the .set of head. neck 
and blade is f a u l t h .  

All Horses in 
Army Service 

Ought to be reliably shod. . It*s ody 
fair to the man who r i d e s  or drives and 
to the home. 

Loose. rattling shoes are a hindrance 
to efficient work and .more or leee don- 
gcroue. Speak for "The Capewell" nail, 
It haa bZf again tke teneile stre*th od 
any other b d .  

The Capewell Horse Nail Co, 
HARTFORD, CONN., U. S. A. 

u- MAKERS OF HORSE NAILS IN THE WORLD - 
I 
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BY MAJOB GIWKBAL WILLIAM HARDING CARTER, U. 8. Amy. 

WENTY years ago there were assembled at Fort Leaven- T worth a splendid group of young instructors and student 
officers endeavoriag to create professional standards of theo- 
retical and practical knowledge which would remove for all 
time the Infantry and Cavalry School beyond the border land of 
the kindergarten. The foundations then laid have been builded 
upon consistently and progressively with results that are credit- 
able alike to the army and the nation which has made possible 
such great opportunities for the acquisition and distributim 
of professianal knowiedge. The vast array of manuals on miii- 
fary and allied subjects which confmnt the student of today illy 
qualify him to comprehend the difficulties encountered by those 
who took up the maatle then falling from the shoulders of the 
courageous generation which had borne the brunt of the Civil 
and Indian Wars. A large part of the army had recently re- 
turned from the Pine Ridge campaign convinced that the end 
of the area of Indian Wars was at hand. The timeseemedpro- 
pitious for establishing the instruction df oiF~cets upon a more 
progiessive basis and at the'same t h e  to make provision in the 
way of practical application as a shbstitute for  that which was 
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“In-+ of the tesllLllptioll of the Aitillery School 
next summet aad.&e paobabilty.that the Infaatty and 

a year later, .I would recommend that the Semetury of 
War& a uzrefdly seleGted beard of o+s to oasit these 
400 ssrCrblishmetrkF tuitkmd Cdsky a d  mcrks’a thorough 
inwstigat- of tks two posts a & to rejwirs of ths 
old and c o w t n d o n  of the new buildings, in order io fwt 
these two s s t a b l i s ~  in fist chss shape fw hrgw c4sses 

proven at dl during the -t war, it has been the great 
value of havkig the young officers of the anny thoroughly 
instructed in their duties. There is no doubt in my mind 
that the success which has attended almost every move- 
ment of troops, has been largely due to the thorough 
instruction imparted to the young officers of the atmy 
during the past ten years, in which these schools‘ have 
played a most important part. They should be encour- 
aged in every manner possible. 

“So few of the young graduates were selected for 
’advancement that some little discouragement may attend 
the re-0pening.of these establishments, but it is believed 

. that the good sense of the army would enable the officfrs 
to stand firm in resuming the work which has counted 
so much for the bene& of the service as a whole. I 

-. “ M ~ a n d u t w  for G b w d  C o r k :  

. .  Cavahy School at Fort may be resumed I 
l I 

YES than hops hetetqfore a#snded them. If anythinghasbeen * .  

1 

earnestly recommend that you interest theSecretaty 
of War in increasing the value of these schools by 

with a view to having on file at the War Department 
a list of those whom thp school- stafE regard as available 
for appointment in time of waroranemergencyof any 
kind. 1 

“Nooneknowsbdter tha,n the Adjutant General the * I 

harassing conditions which have come to us through the \ 

promation and detail of officers away from the regular 1 4 

regiments. This is no new condition, for I have noticed 
in tbe fecords of our office continuous complaints by letter 
during the Civil War on this, subject of absenteeism from 

J YES addingtksreto a training c h s  for non-commissioned o j k e ~ s ,  a 1 
4 

i 
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80 fiqU!&&JT b€ me. 4 
"A vbry shnplb statute inthenewbillddprovide 

forthis. Aga;id, the organhation of the so-called im- 
m~regirraentsandmare~ythenatioaalvolunteer 
rkghwnb, which have gone to the Philippines, shows the 
great value of having n?gular officers at the heads of 
theaeoganieations and giving to each regiment an 
expedmced StatT. It should not be expected that the 
small regular army s h d d  pmvide lieutenants and statr 
ofllcers of volunteer regiments. The material which has 
come into the ranks of theregular army during the past 
ten years contains any number of young men capable 
of being develuped by the service schools, so that a very 
large percentage of them muld be fully competent to 
perform the duties of Adjutant, Quartermaster and 
commissary, OT in fact, any commissioned position in 
avohmteerregimeat. - '  

"The question of apprentice battalion has been before 
the Depsrtment frequently, but has always been dis- 
amraged. Theproposedclassesattheseschoolsarein 
no wise anmecf& with the apprentice project. 

"It w0uh.i be a simple matter to have a record card 
o h ,  cettified by the school far each 

staE qualified for such positions as previously men- 
tioned. By having the age k e d  upon the card it 
ooutdbede&emmmd in any year just what men on 
this list were fitted fW promolion, whether they still 

. .  

. .  

The memorandum was appmved by the SecreWy of War, 
Elihu Root, by indorsement. 

The italicizing and marginal notes indicate the parts espe- 
cially approved by the Secretary. 

A Board was conVened by Special Orders, No. 48, Adjutant 
General's Wce, February 27,1900, and their recommendations - that were approved with a few exceptioas. To make oxtam 
the reconstruction of Fort Leavenworth should proceed along 
lines of well defined policy, it was ordered that should any modi- 
fication of the approved scheme be deemed advisable in fljture 
a board should be convened and all previms records and pro- 
&ngs considered by it in order to have continuity of purpose 
and harmonious development. 

On the eve'of leaving Washington on an official journey, 
the Secretary of war being absent, the following memorandum 
was left by me : 

"Memurandwn for the Secretary of War: 
"I have been hoping to have an opportunity to get out the 

report of the board and the plans for  the officer's school at Fort 
Leavenworth, to show you what has been accomplished and 
what remains to be done under your authority given last year. 
From conversations with the Quartermasters who handle 
these matters, I a m  draid that our well planned scheme may not 
receive the .attention due it unless it is borne in mind by you. 
I feel justified in saying that the accomplishment of the full 
purpose as set for th  in the instructions to and proceeding; of 
the boards sent under orders to Fort Leavenworth, will together 
with the eventual establishmeat 'of the War College, be o& of 
the most lasting benefits to the Army as a whole that has been 
accomplished since the Civil War. Since the passage of the 

r 
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Act of February 2,1901, the edaqemeat and improvements 
&-Fort L e a v e n d  have become an absolute necessity to 
the new Army, which wil l  -fain 50 many young off~cers with- 
o u t ~ t ~  * training. 

“The appqniation for barracks and quirrters wil l  not be 
s d k i d y  k g e  to distribute very widely over the country, 
and I eamestly hope that when the necessities of the seacoast 
artillery garrisons have been duiy considered, that as much of 
this fund as possible *,be devoted to conthing the work 
at Fart Leaveqworth. By all means a barrack for four com- 
@es of infan& should be constructed out of this year’s 
appropaiatian. 

“I hope, if the Secretary can find time when the spring has 
fully opened ta make a trip west, that he wi l l  take in Fort 
Leavenwwth, when he will see for himself the great good that - 
this school has aqomplkhed and the greater good it will ac- 
cbmplish in the future, if the improvements are not allowed to 
go by default. 

* 

I 

I 

W. H. CARTER, 
Assistunt Adjutant General.” 

3- 18-01. 

Upon m y  return, the memorandum was handed me with 
instmctions, dated April 13, 1901, that: “The Secretary of 
War desires the attached brought to his attention upon Colonel 
carter’s return to Washington. (Sgd.) P. C. Squires, Con- 
fidential Clak.” 

This paper bears indorsements in m y  handwriting, dated 
M a y  28; 1901: “Secretary of War states today that Q. M. G. 
to be infonned the Secretary authorizes $SOO,OOO spent on ’ .  
Leavenworth if necessary and available. W. H. C.” 
As the matkr approached definite shape, Secretary Root 

directedmeto arrangkforapetsanaZinspectionbyhim of Forts 
Ikavenwhth-aud Riley More approving the large allotments 
o b f a p d s ~ t o i n i t i a t e t h e  greater establishments. on 
accoaptofamxnnmendation made by me that m e  company of 
engbeen with ptaon  train, and one battery of light, one of 

and one of mountain &Id artillery should be included in 
the new garrison, the Chief of Engineen, General George L. 

r 
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Gillespie, and the Chief of Artillery, General Wallace F. Ran- 
dolph, were directed to accompany the Secretary. The warm 
support given to the project at Fort Leavenworth by those 
two offidals resulted in arrangements being made fo r  four 
compadies of engineers and the three batteries of field artillery. 
Since subsequent policy amended the plan as to field artillery, 
I will explain that m y  arguments were all based on the great 
value of having assembled at the service college proposed at  
Fort Leavenworth, a war strengthorganization. of each branch 
of the army, so that our officers who go there in great n u -  
bers would be made familiar with linitsas they would appear 
in war and which could not be seen elsewhere in peace. 

Many years of experience since that periodhave made 
pIain to me that one of the serious needs of the service so difficult 
to provide forsnder the existing dispersion of the army, is a 
knowledge of modem field artillery, its fighting capacity and 
its relations to the infantry and cakalry in campaign and battle, 
and I have not lost any faith as to the correctness of the original 
recommendation made by me for the garrison of Fort Leaven- 
worth. A knowledge of modem field artillery, its methods and 
effectiveness of fie, is almost a sealed book to our infantry, and 
it would be the same with the cavalry if it were not for the 
opportunities af€orded through assoCiatiod with khe regiment 
of horse artillery at Fort Riley. 

Modifications of the plans recommended by the board were 
made by the Secretary of War. A memorandum of July 22, 
1901, addressed to the Quartermaster General, is of special 
interest because of the last paragraph : 

“WAR DEPARTMENT, ADJUTANT GENERAL’S OFFICE. . 
WASHINGTON, July 22, 1901. 

“iMemdranditm for the Q u u ~ w z s t e r  General: 
“In the reconstruction of Fort Leavenworth, the following 

modifications are ordered by the Secretary of War in the plan 
laid down by the Board of Officers and heretofore approved by 
him: 

“1st. The Administration building; will not be built in the 
small pa;k opposite the Post Chapel, near the Grant Monument. 



If * 4kQM3j=tim wdiw i;E.- amthy site will 
he-. 

‘.‘ad The CatrgfClJI barra&s, mxt to the guladh!3use, rec- 
- b y . t L e w  tobeakredto acmmodateaPICU1Pt8in 
bgm, d b e ’ r e p a b d  fozatroop of cavalry by adding a 
qriPg sbnilas to those a01lr behg placed upon the remaining three 

“3d. Barracks, stables and gun sheds for the siege, and 
mountain battdes, willbe constructed in the ‘west end’ near 
those already constructed for one battery. . 

‘%th. Theeight compasy barracks, heretofore used by the 
infantry and built to a c c o m w  6fty men each, will be altered 
and placed in repair for the occupancy of four companizs of 
engineers. 

”5th. The infantry bar for one regiment of infantry 

by the e d .  The work o the cavalry barracks extension 
should be pushed rapidly in der that the cavalry troops now 
occupying the infantry ba JL can vacate the same. As zom 
as vacated, the infantry bar& intended for four companies will 
be at once modified to accomc@ate two companies of engineers. 
The remaining infantry bar)acks will be occupied by two 
&panies of infaatry tempokrily, their presence being re- 
quired at that post to assist in guarding general prisoners. 

“As soon as possible one of the new bartscks for a battalion 
of infantry, should be completed. The Secretary of War de- 
sires that any funds available for barracks and quarters be used 
to complete, first, Fort Leavenworth, Id, Fort Riley, 3d, Fort 
Sheridan to carry out the instructious Antained in the various 
memoranda of this date. Spec& allotments will be author- 
ized immediately upon completion of the estimates and plans. 

Wx. H. CARTER, 
E. R. Assistant Adjutant General.” 

‘ CiWakYbarraclff. 
Q 

and band, will be built upon ”zfp th site heretofore recommended 

The initials “E. R..” were signed in approval of the memor- 
andum by the Secret& of War, Emu Root. 

The various memorandum mentioned referred to specific 
construction at the qeverpl poSts. The mention of Fort Shvi- 

-. . . .._:. . .  . ._ .  
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qo GWed qtrrs at tbat time apd that m,*. of qusstbw- 
dqniwolw.-W. I S W , b - t b a t t h m  .. 
usually && by swh a corps-entwstedh OUT semb 
to officers of the Adjutant General‘s Departmeat and Sometimes 
individual ofkers or boards detailed on approJal of the C Q ~  
manding General of the Army and the Sectetaty of Waz I 
lai&a map before the Secretary of War showing the grouping 
of military posts as appooved by Generals shaman aad S h e -  
dan in and near the great basin of the Mississippi. and explained 
the desirability of d n t a i n i n g  an infantry division, with a 
proper contingent of cavalry, field artillery, engineers, Signal 
and other troops in that area. The Secretary of War Visited 
Jefferson Barracks, Forts Riley, Leavenworth, Crook and 
Sheridan and decided that it was best to concentrate new 
construction, in the then immediate future, at the posts 
named in the memorandum, with intention to regard the group- 
ing of regimental posts in the area mzntioned as a fixed policy. 
The new post near ‘Indianapolis, Fort Benjamin Harrison, was 
established in harmony with that policy. 

In view of the recent creation of tactical divisions and 
brigades in the mobile army, it may not be amiss to insert here 
a memorandum prepared by General George Andrews, then 
serving in the War Department & one of the assistants to the 
Adjutant General : 

“For 
Colonel Carter: 

“WAR DEPARTMENT, ADJUTANTS GENERAL’S OFFICE. 
WASHINGTON. I 

“Memorandum for tlte Adjutant G h a l :  
“SUBJECT :-Selection of Military Posts and Camp Sites. 
“Our system of small military posts, which originated in the 

necessity of protecting the advance of settlements westward 
into the Indian country, has probably culminated; the number 
of garrisoned posts, exclusive of Alaska and sea-coast forts, 
being about fifty the largest of which accominodate one ten 
company regiment of about 700 men. 

G 
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methodofmaintainingtroops 
since 1898, when the bulk of 

other service, proves that but 
far of these posts are neoeasarp for keeping the peace in the 
Indian anantry, and that but few of these require garrisons of 
tihe strength of a W W m .  

“Due to this system, however, our army took the field in 
1898 with but little instru+on beyond the school of the bat- 
talion. 

‘”he post s& abt d y  limits training to the elementary 
schools, through forcing the army htm indefinite sub-divisions, 
but it substitutes the podas the administrative unit for the 
regimeat and the brigade and condemns all general officers and 
most staf~ to &*chairs, entailing almost permanent 
separation from the troqps. No system of service schools, or 
warcdleges, can make good this loss to general officers of the 
loss of habitual @erso@ command, or remove the baneful re- 
sults to officers of whatevkgrade or corps, which arises from the 
want of contact and se Under this system 

Prigaae commaader does in”0t exist, and the department am- 
-der cannot summon troops enough at one place to warrant 
him in exercising person+ commaad. 

‘This sytem also *u.ires the great amount of official cor- 
respondence and each post, being as completely equipped as a 
small town, the Quartermaster’s Department is required to 
furnish an infinite variety of tools, implements and materials. 

“To remedy the exki3ng conditions, troops should be or- 
ganized into divisions of from 10,OOO to 15,OOO men, and each 
division located in one Vicinity so that it could be assembled 
within an hour; the stations bf a division would naturally be 
near a strategic point and in selecting the precise location, there 
are two leziding considerati&; the availability of suitable sites 
for bamrcks, stables and o er necessary buildings for so large 
a command, within reach 2 conn&m with a city water, sewer, 
and lieti~ systems; the availability of a tract of land within 
an hour’s march of the station, suitable for the maneuvers bQ at 
least two divisions of troops, with target ranges for small a m  

I 

)with the troops. 
it is rare that even a z? &el commands his regiment, while a 

i -  I 
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1 
and field artillery and Sites for campg, or temporaty barracks, 
as contemplated m the Act of February 2,1901. 

“The proximity to the city would enable officers and others, 
not required to live in barracks, to rent houses in the City, and 
Ghe government would only mainfain the baracks and their 
adjuncts, repairs being done by contract. There would be 
merely a parade ground at the bamacks and the troops would 
march daily for their drills and maneuyers to the reservation, or 
encamp there by brigade at txrtain seasons for target practice, 

This, in 
short, is, I believe, the European System. 

and increase in efficiency would 
be enormous and tioops would always be avaiiable in complete 
m,its for service anywhere; the cUlhdty of finding suitable 
stations for troops would be solved until an increase in the army 
made the selection of another “dividd station” necessary. 
The Quartermaster’s Department would have to handle mili- 
tary stores only and administration and command would be, 
as nearly as practicable, on a war basis; generals wouldcommand 
their troops to their mutual benefit, and duty at such detached 
stations as it might be necessary to maintain would be performed 
in rotation by detachments from the nearest division head- 
quarters. 

“In view of the probable sel&im of camp sites unde~ the 
Act of February 2, 1901, and the recent increase in the army 
which makes.necessary increased accMnodatioIls for troops, it 
is believed the present is the time to inaugurate this system 
and that the permanent camp sites should be selected with this 
end in view. 

“As regards the political aspects, is it not probable that the 
interests of sections, which would derive benefit from the pro- 
posed system, might off-set those which would lose k e t h i n g ?  
Would not the sale of abandoned posts Contribute largely to 
the purchases and consttuctions d e  necessary? 

“It is believed that the continuance, or &on of the 
present post system has nothing to recommend it except the 
comparative ease with which apporoPriations are obtained, 
through the interest of localities to have public money dis- 

. etc. 
*“Recruits would be trained in the barrack yard. 

“The reduction in 
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It became apparent that owing to the wide disper$on of the 
atmy and the limited number ai reginaentS available, it would 
be impractkable to create tactical divisions except as papex 
organhtians. Mom than ten yearfg later the scheme was put 
.in &ect in orders. hut tbe same obstacles yet exist and will 
continue to exist until a sdiicient number of hifantry regiments 
are added to the army 6 complete the didons without de- 
pendence upon cdast artilEery aad marine eaips organizations 
tOserVeaS~tSyiIlthe6eld. 

- The mxgadzation of the a m y  under the Act of February 
2, 1901, was pooceeding as fast as the widely dispersed force 
permitted. About twelve hundred YacsLPcles had been created 

of war with Spain. It was clearly ~ e c e s w y  that immediaae 
provision should he made for filling the vacancis at the same 
time agd ahdidg  the new ofEcers fair opportunity to acquire 
a lrnawledge of their duti€s. I t s h o u l d b e r e m e m b t h t d &  
frvnn the d c e  schoolsthe army had bnly the very defective 
system of lyceum bstructioa at each post, which in general de- 
pended upon the m n a l  quantities of the OommandingofIiCer 
Bndwith but few exceptioas had fallenintodisrepte. Abolition 
d the-- recammended by me, and the preparation of a 
substitute system fell to my lot. It was decided to embrace 
.mtbescbemea- ‘ve system of service education 
which was pubkhed later as Gemeral orders, No. 155, Novem- 
ber27,1901, which stated that: 

“With a view to main- the high sqndard of instruc- 
tion &md of the u&cers of the 8rmyandfor the 
-t d a  cabaeat plan by which the work may be 

under the several statutes enacted subsequent to the outbreak 

I 
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‘‘%re shall be ‘besides the hfilitary Academy at %est 
Point the fofiowing schools for the instruction of offices of the 
army : 

1. At each military post an oEcer’s school far elementary 
0 

instmctioa in theary and practice. -. 
2. Special Service shook- 

(a) The Artillery School at Fort Monroe, Vu-. 
(b) The Engineer School of Application, Washington 

(c) The School of Submarine Defense, Fort Totten, ‘ 

(d) The School of Application for Cavalry and Field 

(e) The Army Medical School, Washingtoh, District 

3. A General Service and Staff College at Fort Leaven- 
worth, Kansas, 

4. A War College for the most advanced i&tmction at 
Washington Barracks, District of Columbia. 

“I took much pride in the preparation of this order and have 
always felt a distinct sense of loss that many of its provisions 
were ignored at the War Department as well as in the service. 
Former Secretary of War, Elihu Root, took a deep personal 
interest in the matter and I wish to record here that when I 
hand&d him the printed copy of the order in which I had 
written that the Infantry and Cavalry School at Fort Leaven- 
worth, Kansas, i s  hereby abolished and substituted for it the 
greater college, the Secretary remarked that when Hamilton 
College was created it was erected upon the godl foundation 
of the academy which preceded it. He thereupon modified the 
phraseology to read: “The Infantry and Cavalry School at 

Barracks, DistSct of Columbia. 

New Yak. 

*Artillery at Fort Riley, Kansas. 

of Columbia. 
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“In tbeprepcrrrrtiOn ob this &it was bomein mind that 
8CCOmOdBti0118 & the d c e  d m d s  would not permit of a 
rSrge mun@er-~#..~dent[a&ers and that it was neaessary ts 
pmvide imum&#dy fq iqstruction of all the jeer officers 
ia service masuals. This resulted in the provision fa t  garrison 
schoda Out ofthe system of insttuction has come iafinite 
good, but t h h  waa a period when, because of some young 
dlicexs withdiplomasfromthe~ college taking themselves 
seriously as -pared with theit comrades who had not yet had 
appoattmitp to prusue the oouf6e, a feeling of resentment wtw 
m. The language of the ariginSt order should be always 
bohllein lllind: “It should be ltept coL18t8ntly in mind that the 
ob- and Jtimate abn of all this preparatory workisto train 
0tEcers to nWnmanrl inextin TRIV. Theory must not, therefore, 
be allowed to displaoe Earctical applicatioa.” 

while this otder was undergoing final preparation it was 
decided to resume the L.rstruction at Fort Leavenworth, Kansas, 
aad the follawing commhdon was sent to the commanbg 
e, with a view to having inreadinessfor the 
-tion of the new General Senice and Staff College: 

’ 

* 

‘’The Acting &xe$ary of War directs that the following 
iPtoom&sopl - 
haveafull- ‘ng and appreCiaton of the work and COIL- 
ditkm which will W at the post of Fort Leaveawlorth 
daring ita Ambilitaticm for the purpose of accomodating its 

‘”heplanoriginaly appro- by the Seaetary of War for 
the-- of Fort L8avenworth xecommended by the 

be txmmdcated to you, in order that you may 

* - * w Y -  -- 
I 
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b o a r d O f w h i c h M a j o r g n i g b t w a s P r e s i d e n t c e n t e m p l a t e d ~ t O n e  

Men. 9 9  

company of Engineers. That number has been haeased to 
four companies, and the future garrisOn of the post will be as 
follows: 

4 con~panksof Engineers ................ .’...: ......... 416 Enlisted 9 9  

4 troops of cavalry .......................................... 400 
3 batteries of .................... 480 

12 companies of Infantry (130 men 9 9  SW 

9 9  , 9 9  

each) ..................................................................... 1560 

Hospital Corps, andncm-apis- 9 ,  

Signal Corps detachment, Band, 

sioned d, estimated ........................ 150 
’) 

- 
9 9  P S  

Making a total of 3006 / ............................................. 
-7 

“It is proposed to reopen the school in 1902, and an effort 
will be made to complete as much of the building as possible 
during the Coming year. . 

. “The four companies of Engin- will be quartered in the 
barracks No. 45, formerly accornodating six companies of.in- 
fantry. It wil l  be necesary to remodel the interior of these 
barracks, and construct wings for company kitchens and mess 
rooms, similar to those being added to the Cavalry barracks. 
As soon as plans can be prepared, con- will be)et and 
the work pushed with as much Vigor as d b l e .  One comp8ny 

I of engineers has been urd& to proceed from Willets Point, 
and three companies from’Manib, to Fort Leavenworth. 
Until such time as their quartexs can be made ready far occu- 
pancy the battalion will be placea iil camp. 

“A battery af Field ArWery ibas been ordered to take 
station at Fort evenworth,  and this battery will, upon its 
arrival, be divided, under orders m n t l y  issued, constituting 
two batteries of Field Artillery. The organization of the new 
battery wil l   qui^ some time, but it is probable that it will 
be completed before the new barracks can be built. The new 
battery can be quartered in barraclss No. 46 on the main 
parade, pending the completion of their own bafracks, the con- 
struction of which will be authorized i n  the near future. It is 



tt&--- 

infantry bamacks*'* 
eveutaally ut ibd  for the Signal 
seaeta;iv of W r  may hereafter 

be con- 
y the "Knight Board" under plans 
theapproval of the Secretary of 

mbrk on the Engineer barracks before . 
the CavaIry bamrcks 4 completed, the cavalry troops can be 

"There will bel a ccrdsi$erable period of disorder incident to 
these changes. Every cpt should be made to make the com- 
m d s  ordered th- co ortable, but at the same time the work 
as designed should not 

f 

Fd ior L infane regiment are 
Sttuctedonthesite 

in m d Y .  

unreasonably delayed. 
mpectfallv, 

WY. H. CARTER, 

3 7 Your obedient servant, 
I ,  

1 Assistant Adjutant General." 
I 

The title given the b t e r  school was adopted simply as 
an expression to show t wider scope of the new establishpent 
and it was with I learned from one of our senior 
general a c e p  of &ti* because the old title of !'Infantry 

Several gears later, 
school was restored and 

institution. This vio- 
d as the purpose of the greater es- 

has now beenrecog- 
nieed in Army Regulatiqas by the creation of a group com- 

Fort Leavenworth, Kansas. 
The Army Fort Leavenworth. Kansas. 

I 

f The Army StafI 
prising : 

' 

? 
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The Army Field Service and Correspondence &ml for 
Medical Fort Leavenworth, Kansas, with the Army 
Staff college as the crown to the educational arch erected 
there-the whole well deserving the title of university, but for 
the limited at- of students. 

Oppoitunity to make a deep, persod  impression upon the 
afLairs of his geaeration y not come to every officer, but it 
behooves each one to so 22, bis acquisition of h w l d g e  that 
he may not be found wanting when the opportunity does come. 
The purely practical soldier may erroneously deduce principles 
from isolatd examples. A study of history alone may be relied 
upon for the avoidance of the errors consequent upon such a 
anuse. Those who ha+y mmbine a thorough knowledge 
of theory and m i l h r y  history with practical application may 
be best counted u p  to render the state service of a high order. 
The scheme af instruction begirming with the garrison schools 
and continuing through the War College alTords opportunities 
for the present generation undreamed of by their forebears. 
, During the period when I was preparing the course in hip 
pology for the Infantry and Cavalry School and, subsequently, 
as Editor of the CAVALRY JOURNAL, I d v e d  so much kindly 
assistance and encouragement from comrades of all branches 
of the service that alastingimpmssion was made upon me as to 
the valuable 0pportUnitieS & d e d  at Leavenworth. ' I began 
collecting material concerning the history of the post d d  of 
the school. Among other things, I secured a practically com- 
plete set of printed essays and translations by student officers. 
These I laid before secretary Root and in the midst of world 
wide duties of a high order, he examined all and read some. 
Hisinterest in the Service Schoolswasimmedra ' te and continued 
throughout his Service in the War Depattment in the most 
practical and helpful &nu=. It was a source of &cere 
gratificatjon to me to be so situated and possesd of the in- 
farmatian necesary to f d  the arguments for and u p  
building of a Greater Lpvenworth. ' 

E 
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next few weeks, and the discopery was to be one of the first 
impcntonCe in the amduct of milhary operations ; it is probable 
that men like Buford and‘- saw with great clearness of 
vision wbat they were 9 undertake in the campaign which was 
about to begin but, being+ men, they kept their opinions to 
themselves until they d d  be subjected to the test of practical 
experience. Buford and Gregg continued in command of their 
divisions, strongly supported by able aad experienced brigade 
and regiaaental commaaders. A small division under General 
Du56, that geq?rally operated ad.= the supervision of General 
Gregg, was merged in his cormnand soon after the campaign 
was well under way. 

The initiative in the movementsthat resulted in the 
decisive pattile of Gettysburg was taken by General Lee who, 
on June jd, transferred Longstreet’s Corps and Stuart’s Cavalry 
to cutpep. E W ~  moved in the same him, leaving A. P. 
HiU to confront the main body of the Federal infantry in its 
old lines opposite Fredericksburg. That the movement was an 
important one became apparent to General Hooker early in 
June, and the appearance of some fractions of the Condfderate 
Army in the upper waters of the Rappahanock a few days €at- 
led him to suspect that it was General Lee’s purpose to make 
his annual movement in the direction of Pennsylvania. In this 
view Hooker was entirely correct. 

If such w& General Lee’s intention, two routes of invasion 
were possible; he might move to the west, by Culpeper and 
Front Royal, to the upper valley of the Shenandoah and follow 
that stream to its junction with the Potomac. While this 
route had the advantage of placing the Blue Ridge between 
himself and the enemy, it was possible for Hooker to break 
through the pe;sseS and cut his column in two somewhere in 
the Valley of V i .  As President Lincoln shrewdly said, 
a few days before, in advising Hooker to keep between Lee and 
Washington: “If the head of Lee’s anny is at Martinsburg 
and the tail of it on the Plank Road between Fredericksburg 
and Chancellorsvile, the animal must be very slim somewhere. 
Could you not break him?” 

. Another cotme, and the aae actually pursued by the Con- 
federate ccuuamnder, was to menace Hookereast of the Blue 

.I 
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match oftbe Army of Northern 

t direction, the troops en- 
passes of the Blue Ridge 
could be resuxned, with 

As stnm as the inwtiign of the enemy became apparent, by 
til4 withdrawal of the @onfederate infantry from FTedeliCks- 
burg toward the upper $each- of the Rappihnnock, General 

knowledge of conditions @ the v i d -  
ityd Cdpeper and tw& S nsburg was less tpll than was neces- 
HOOkeXdisccmered 

ssry to enabk him to co+€cxxn intelligently ‘to the movements of 
bis adversary in that re$ion. He therefore determined to send 
the entin cm& cor& to the south aide of the river in the 
direction d Culpeqer, Isupparted by two strong brigades of 
infantry. I 

General ’ headquarters were at Warrenton 
to mass the several divisions in the . Atsixo’clock 

Buford’s division 

gained on the farther shore as 
Davis’s brigade in which that 

mpanioas, quick to 
of cavalry employ- 

i 
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ment, equal to any situation that had ever confronted him, 
more than equal to any command with which he had ever been 
entrusted, he fell, as he would have liked to fall, while leading 
his brigade in a saber charge against the enemy. The loss to 
the cavalry and the army was a great one-to his comra&s of a 
lifetime in the regular cavalry, who loved him as a man and 
appreciated his rare qualities as a cavalry leader, it was well 
nigh heparable. 

Buford’s objective was Brandy Station, an Unimportant 
station on the Orange and Alexandria Railway, a short distance 
west of the Rappahannock Bridge. A short distance from the 
station is a small elevation known as Fleetwood Hill and, in 
another direction on the road to Beverly Ford, is Saint James 
Church-names that fim in the reports of the battle. As the 
greater’part of Stuart’s command was in the vicinity of Flee- 
wood, Buford found that the work cut out for him was rather 
more than he could handle unaided. Not deterred by the 
enemy’s superiority in numbers and position, Buford formed 
his brigades and charged with sabers-not once, but repeatedly, 
putting up a stubborn fight and striking hard blows with the 
excellent brigades that made up his &mmand. 

In his orders for the movement d e r a l  Gregg, with his 
own and General DutTi6’s divisions and Russel’s brigadeof in- 
fantry had been directed to cross at Kelly’s Ford. Approach- 
ing the ford on the evening of the 8th. Gregg arranged to cross 
at half past three on the following morning, as it was necessary 
that his attack should be as nearly as possible contempkneous 
with that of Buford’s, but Ddi6 encountered some obstacles 
which operated to prevent the crossing of the main command 
until six o’clock on the morning of the 9th. Gregg had been in- 
structed to establish his left at Stevensburg and, assumingathat 
point as his abjective, he ordered Duf66 to move there with 
his division; while Russell with his infantry brigade was to 
move in the direction of Brandy Station. Gregg himself set 
out for the ’same destination, taking a road considerably to‘the 
left of that used by General Russell. The sound of Buford‘s. 
guns was enough to furnish a line of direction to Gregg, and 
therepeated messages from Pleasanton kept him advised of 
the urgency of the situation at brandy. 
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him to follow on the 

cue modestly but clearly 

thus upon the enemy, and having 
at hap3 omly the Third ‘vision, (total strength 2,400), I either 
hadtodeClinet4efught’ T thefaceoftheenemy or throw upon 
bim at o p ~ e  the entire 1 divisim. Not doubting but that the 
secord Divisicm was +r, and delay not being admissible, I 
directd fhe command+ of my advance bri&a.de to charge 
the enemy formed /m columns about Brandy Hcuse. 
The whole brigade cbrirged with drawn sabers, feu upon the 

of the enemy md, after a brief but severe contest, 
dmvk tiym back, killing and woundkg many and taking a 
large number of prisonprs. Other columns of the enemy com- 
ing up, charged this br6igade befare it could reform, and it was 
driven back. Seeing this, I ordered the first brigade to charge 
theeaenipupon the right. This brigade came forward gaIIantIy 
through the open fields, dashed upon the enemy, drove him 
away, and oocupied +e w, (Fleetwood). Now that my en- 
tire -- was engaged the fight was everywhere most fierce. 
Fresh dumas of the dmmy arriving upon the ground d v e d  
the*vigOaMls chaqp kd my regiments and, under the heavy 
b h o f  our sabers, w b  in every instan- driven back. Mar- 
tiin’s batteryld H o d  Adllery, divided between the two bri- 

xmnts. Assaikd on sides, the men stood tothe gunsnobly. 
Tias far an hour 3 Q half was the -test continued, not in 
s b m n b g b a t . h d ~ ~  Thecontestwastoo 
m e q d  to be 10- +nthued. The second Division had not 

*=t3-t* 

gade& poured load *load d Qtpistef upon the rebel regi- 

. . .  
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oome up; h wat5m,suppott at bnii, and tbe enemy’s Ilum- 
bas were tbw times my owa. I ordered thewithdrawdd 
my brigauh; ia good order they left the field, the enemynot 
Choasing to fdlow.” 

But Gregg was not through yet. It would be reasowe 
to strppose that, after more t h a ~  an hour of obstinate fighting 
with sabers, it would have bees in order to’retire and to take 
some account of stock. By no means, for General Gregg goes 
on to say: “Retirhg about one mile south of the station, I 
again formed my brig*, and dkove.red the Second Divisicm 
some distance in tlp rear. Hearing that General Russell had 
gotten up to Buford’s left with his infantry, I moved my com- 
mand’in the direction of Rappehaahock Bridge, a n d m  
united with. -1 Buford’s left. On the hills near Brandy 
Station the enemy had artillery posted, the force of which they * 

directed’upon my tine in this new position. A few guns welf 
served were suflicient to prevent an advance in that direction. 
When engaged with the enemy at  randy Station, cars laaded 
with infatry wwe brought there from Culpeper. Before they 
could quite get to the staion, I sent a party to obstruct the rails. 
Finding a switch above the Station, they reversed it and thus 
prevenkd the car6 from running into my command. 

‘T3e field &a+ing been well contested and the enemy beipg 
reinford with infantry, which could be thrown in any fo- 
upon us from C u l m ,  I received orders from Brigadier General 
Pleasanton to recross my command at Rappahannock Ford. 
The k n d  Brigade, Second Division covered my crossing, 
I got my commandientirely over without being molested by the 
enemy. When the last man had crossed, the enemy displayed 
a regiment in front of the ford; I directed a regiment of the 
b n d  Brigade, Secosd Division to recross and offer them fight; 
this they declined, and the regiment *etly returned to this 
side.” 

General Stuart handled his command with all the skiu 
and alacrity which ever charafitefieed himasaleaderofa-. ’ 
The first acoounts of the approach of the enemy, appearing as 
they did from several different directions, must have been some- 
what discoslcerting and, at the beghhg of the day, there ww 
too great an dart to meet every movement that appeared to 
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extensive, and much of it 

I dkenmd it highly injudicious to separate my command into 
deh&mentstoguard~theapprosches,asin such case the 

, enemy could amkenirate upon any one and, overwhelming it, 
take the others in de l;especi& as I was aware that the 
entire cavalry force of 3 e enemy had crossed the river, with a 
large proportion of artillery, and supported by nine regiments 
d infm$ry tm the mu$ to Kelly’s and sevea on the road to 
Beverly Ford. I con&ed it to be my policy to keep my com- 
mand concentrated, exlcepting suffident to watch anddelay 
the enemy as to his red move, and then strike him With my 
whole for&:” 

is an interesthgandinstructive 
dooumeat and great fullness the several phases 

none of the obstacles that con- 
of the battle, some of which 
-test difficulty; he speaks 
handling of the enemy, and 

head of his brigade while forcing 
His illusions to his own subordi- 

/ 

=vi& who was killed 
a cro&ng.at Beverly 

I .  
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gini%ingmecbQg - itsright~onthemarchtopennsylvsllia 
doah Valley. Later his d e  to the Army Of NorthennVit- 

a r e t o o w e u L k n o w n t o b e ~  here._ That the cavalry of 
the Army of the Potamacprove&itself to be betteqskillea in the 
service of security and information in that medmrable march 

es the reputation for skill and ability which innowayrlrmrnlsh 
isnow cheerfully accorded to the great Confederate cavalry 
commander in those epoch making operations. 

In the operations which I have sttempted to describe the 
preponderance of force was with General Stuart, who had about 
10,OOO mounted men, cavalry and horse artillery, under his 
command. To get such a munber on the Federal side, 3,000 
infantry must be added,’who acted largely as supports in 
crossing the fords and who had no part in the peculiarly cavalry 
phases of the battle. Stuart was attacked in a position of his 
own Clioosing and, after a combat which lasted through the 
greater part of a day, remained in undisputed possesion ofL 
the field. It may be said, I think with great truth, that this was 
General Stuart’s greatest subess during his brilliant career as 
a commander of cavalry. As General Gregg well says, the 
fighting was largely with the saber’ in which the Union cav- 
alry, with better and heavikr horsts and more completeequip- 
ment, was generally the,*winner. Averetl’s battle at  Kelly’s 
Ford in March had been fought largely with carbines, and had 
some of the aspects of asaberless combat with pistols, of which 
some cavalry of€icers hope much; there was much noise and 
the “shouting of the the captains” must have been an impres- 
sive part of the encounter, but the casuality lists were compari- 
tively barren of testimony in support of that form of warlike 
endeavor. The fighting at Brandy Station wasasuccession 
of saber charges- form of combat in which both parties 
proved themselves to be apt and Willing pupils. The losses 
were unusually heavy, especially in killed and wounded, some 
of qhich were prbbably due to the fite of.the infantry which was 
actually engaged on both sides. Pleasanton’s losswas907, 
of which 47- little more than one half are reported as “miss- 
ing.,’ Stuart’s loss is given by him in his report as 480. It 
would be interest& to know how many of the wounds on both 
sides, were due to saber, or to the injuries which attend combat 
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THE QUESTION OF ORGANIZATION. 
--- 

BY A CAVALRY OFFICER ABROAO. -- 
HE subject of organization for our cavalry is now under T consideration by a c a v h  board. We dl have read 

published &inions on the subject but these opinions have.- 
often been based more on prejudice one way or the oth&, or 
a desire for promotion, or a fea r  of Congress and the other 
arms of the service than on thoughtful reasodng based upon 
purely military idormation. Nevertheless. we find many 
thoughtful and high-minded officers m l y  a p p d  in their 
views. The effect on promotion and politics must ultimately 
be considered, but we must first be able to understand amongst 
ourselves what the organization of a cavalry regiment should 
be, leaving promotion aut of the question. When we have 
determined this matter we shall have, to work out a system 
of promotion to fit it. Neither promotion nor politics can be 
considered in a purely technical discuMon of the subject hbm 
a purely military standpoint. 

Even after much thought there is room for Werence of 
opinion and the best we can do is to make our arguments 
logical, impassioned, a d  fair.-and to arrive at conclusions 
which at least have something to back them. It is perfectly 
useless to give an opinion on organization unless our reasons 
for such opinion are clearly stated and therefore clearly under- 
stood by ourselves. 

I think that many arguments on this subject start at the 
wrong end, at the top instead of at the bottom. We decide how 
large our regiment should be, usually by a merely capricious 
asswnptian and then reason down for the smaller units. We 
should, on the contrary, decide the strength of our smallest 
units and reason up. In reasoning down there is always some- 

( 
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tbing left over! soto speak. In reasoning up this is of course, 
not SQ. 

TgE PLATOON, 

We must $herefme start With tybe smallest unit and this 
is naturally the smaUest force led by an acer.  The officers 
m the leadem. In the cavalry the smallest fighting unit is 
the platoon. All hqer units are merely combinations of pla- 
toorrs for tactical and administrs tive putposes, 

In the infsntry most authorities consider the battalion 
asthetacticalunit. This+merelyforconv&ceofcornmand 
and discassian. Whatevq we consider as the cavalry tactical 
Unit, the fact remains that the pZukxm is the fighting unit. 
It is the unit amtaining tfbe -test number of men controlled 
bg one leader, subject to the influence of his voice and signals 
and who at all times arel under his very personat direction, 
b a y s  withimhis sight or hearing, and held as witbin his hand. 
The mem Look for sigaals Bnd commands to the platoon leads, 
not to the captain, nor tq the squad leader; that is, neither to 
thekqtder of the next h i g w  unit POT to the leader of the next 
lower unit. Our troops $ave always been so small that the 
cap&& is nothing but a platom leader, everybody watching 
bim, and opr platoons ape therefore seldom properly drilled. 
The squad leader is merely an ssistant to the platoon leader, 
part of the internal mac$hry. He leads, in cavalry work, 
d y  under exceptional dtcumstances or in cases of wide and 
most unusual dkpexsion. 1 In cavalry combat the fighting unit 
must be actually led,inq action. What we call following in 
trace is the d y  method of conducting these units efEciently 
and wemust havesuch a L 't of the size convenient for one offi- 
cer to lead in such a T. 

We must thedare decide first of all what the strength 
ofthisunitshouldbe. $xpedezmhasledmostof ustothe 

that from twentpfour fo thirty-two men is the largest 
number of mounted m that one oflicer can control in the 
intimate maDner de2& . Mare than this nurnber would 
noq dways be in CCmtrollOf the voice OT even signals. This 
is also .about the largest +mmber that can be launched rapidly 
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to  the right of left or reat. In 0th- .words, it is the most 
convenient size to maneuver in the combat eithez Singly or in 
groups of two or mote. In single rank, twenty-four men .in 
line, six sets of fours, is probably better than thirty-two men. 
In double rank we must admit that the platoon leader c8n 
coptrol a 'few more men. But even with double ranks attacks 
must be made sopetimes as foragers and wide dispersion may 
occur often in other ways. The platoon must still be, every 
man of it, under the control of the platoon leader. However, 
with double ranks it is undoubtedly admissible to have a few 
more men in the platoon and therefore in the troop. Before we 
can go on with our discussion, we must therefore consider this 
question of single or double rank. 

SQIGLB OR DOUBLE RANKS. 

The double rank has the advantage that in close order, 
k t  onZy in close order, the platoon leader and the captain can 
control more men. In Eutppe the double rank is universal. 
This seems to be on account of the belief that in the combat' 
against cavalry a rear tank is neessary to obtain weight aad 
mass for the shock. But persanally, I cannot help but believe 
that this is an errof and that the rear rank is a decided disad- 
vantage. 

In watching cavalry both in Germany.and in France the 
rear rank always appeared to me a constant menace to the front 
rank. In charging an enemy I felt that I should dislike yery 
much to be in the front rank to be crushed between the enemy 
and my own rear rank. The rear ranks werearmedwithlances 
as well as the front ranks. How \they could use them I wuld 
not see. I have heard suggestions that the rear ranks s h a d  
carry sabers and not lances. But by doing this we would Gfi 
a very M+ble organization in which we would have two kin 
of men, & t w s  and scrber m, and we would not be able to sub! 
stitute one for  the other Since all are not armed alike. In thb 
German cavalry the rear rank men t h e  lances at the 
charge in the same manner as do the front rank men. At the 
moment of shock the rear rank would certainly add to the 
confusion and w d d  be liable to spoil any success that the front 
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r e a h w b e m m  b8hd=kXid. &WlUtl& 
smxa parrcafor tim awld be if t k h t  tppkmBdeit 
mpamtdy asci the resr ra@t lyde another distiact attadt f d -  
~ U p t h d d t h e W r a r r t t a t ~ t d i s t a n c e t o g i V e t h e  
c a c t a c t a o ~ ~ .  bfotherwords,maynottwo 
pbesmsiq@ereakbe~tbrvlotwlipeindcnabled? The 
Bdibor’sTabkdtibCeddxyJaomdkdday, 1913,contains 
S m e O p h i O Q S ~ t b i e ~ W b i c h ~ ~ i n t e r e s t m g  * . The 
-d very pertlaent, very mng ly  

a d  tbbtrghtfulobserver must, however, enpaoeed, . .  
admit that in sviolent aback occwingfraan two masses of cav- 
aky coming into amtact at the gallop, the graup which has the 
&reatest mass will give the greatest blow and be the most solid 
and irresistible ob the two. The dd~fashioned wedge in foot- 
ball illastratd tl+ Also a stampeded herd of horses or 
aAttleinanlamqamd ‘ mass would probably by sheer weight 
cleave its way through any single line of animals moving to- 
wards them. But this implies that the single line has only 
abouthalfthenumberofthelargergroup. Ifweformthe 
same number of animaln m several successive lines, the effect of 

- tbe staupde wouldnot be so great. Still, I believe the. 
I heavy gmup closely packed together d d  go through all the ‘ k i n  s u m .  If this was all there was to a cavalry fight 

thea~ three or fom ranks would be better then two. But we 
nmst pot farget that a€& the football wedge struck the Single 
b of its oppme&sit forced its way through for a short dis- 
tapoe and then crumpled up, the players stumbling over each 
& and fallinP fnnn the mere impact and interference of 

footbsn, satiieient to warrant the wed&. But the individual 
+yeas wexe oft& tumbled in a heap rnerely by one tackler 
infronttbrowhgthehtman. Inallcasesacanfusionre- 
suited d i t  took same tinre before everybody had regained 
his 6eet aad the man with-tbe baU had emerged from the 
shpgslingbeap ’Inotherwds,aftertheshocktheheavy 
m p  faced its way tbmu@~ ‘for a ahort distanceby its very 
wight aad and then~eveaybody became helpless 

sllr- 

?Dhreeortoprdth€?iroppurenfa. Thisshortdistancewas,in 

s 
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inamostdiwmlered cunfusim. Theballhadbeencarrisd ~ 

perhape - . ly farcforwad to warrant such a formation. 
But this is not d e n t  far cavalry. Each cavalqmad 

carriesneepansd o&nse, and any shock which throws the maser 
intoahel&mcOcLfugiOapreve&stheuse dmms .  If front 
ranks fall, rear ranks will fan also and neither can use their 
weapons. By their weight and cohesion those who in either 
rankremainantheirfeetwillcbebeprrshedforwardclesv-, 
ing their way through the enemy’s thinner line (supposing the 
enemy to be in M e  rank.) But what then? Although our 
double r a d s  have farced us through the enemy’s single rank, 
we, like the faotball wedge, have nevertheless been thrown into 
confusion by this single line and a secondline of the enemy now 
attacking us with sword and pistol finds us in no condition to 
cope with it on equal terms. We have no second l€ne because 
we have put all into one mass. Of course I do not refer to the 
second’echelons, supports or reserves, which both sides will 
probably have. I refer to a line af men in double ranks against. 

d 

the sa& number of men in two single ranks, whether-these 
organizations be the attackinglines, the supports, OT the re- 

There is another very interestkg feature connected with 
shock t a c t i ~ .  I doubt if any student of military history can 
find an authentic account from a reliable soufce of any body of 
cavakyincompactmassesmeetinga.tfull speeds similar body 
of opponents so that the two group were brought into violent 
shock. We hear of plenty of cavalry charges against cavalry. 
But the testimony of actual participants is always to the &e& 
that the two masses did not rush into each other at full speed 
like two colliding locomotives, but instead that une side always 
loses its desire for such B shock, and probably both sides do. 
The result is a slackening of speed sufficient to prevent such a 
bnatal shook, each side prefeming to trust the issue of the com- 
bat to the coutage*ahd skill of their men in the use of their 
arms. A famous cavalry oflticer of Napoleon’s cavalry, who had 
participated in more cavalry actions than almost any other 
single otkes (“Etudes sur le combat” by cotonel Ardant du 
Picq. Atso, Mamont in his “Esprit des Institutions IWihires”) . 

serves. 

b -  

- ,._I. 
. .I :.. .... I .... . . , . . 
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them that beforehand. 
use our c a v h ?  Do we wish to train it almost exclusively 
in shock tactics,incharging formations with the “arm3 blrrmhd’ ? 
For that is the way European cavalry is trained, almost to the 
exclusion of fire action. They talk about fire action but they 
do not like it. The French do it badly-I mean dismounted 
action-the Germans perhaps better-but both spend most of 
their time and thought on mounted action withthe “amrs 
bbnche;” on maneuvering and charging with lance or saber 
in hand, (never with firearms) and therefore in leading their 
men in solid masses. Therefore they believe in the double rank. 
That it is just as handy for this kind of work as the single 
rank is admitted. It is silly of our people ever to have doubted 
it. But is this the real point in deciding our organization and 
O W  tZiCtiC3? ISay,NO. 

I have watched the Germans and I have watched still more 
the French. They are well trained for what they believe they 
are going to do in war. But I do not believe they will do it. 
They say y ~ u  must first best the enemy’s cavalry to clear the 
field for your further operations. Well, what then? Suppose 
one side has beaten the enemy’s cavalry, what then are they 
going to do? They are trained only for fighting against cavalry 
armed and traitzed and depending on shack tactusasthemselues. 
To defeat the enemy’s cavalry wi l l  not have one particle of 
effect on the final issue of the campaign unless yourcavalry 
is prepared by its training to assist the infmtry in its opera- 
tions, not only by reconnaissance but by taking its part in the 
actual fighting, perhps at the finish of the battle, perhaps at 
the beginning, as did Buford’s cavalry at  Gettysburg, perhaps 
during the battle. 

Is the Europea,n cavalry traiioed for this? I think not. 
They are trainedforthefmtstage-thatof defeatingthe enemy’s 
cavalry, armed and trained as themsevles-the second stage 
they are not prepared for, neither am they prepared tpmeet a 

However magnificent the cavalxy action might be in a war 
between Germany and France, they would have little efEect on 
the main issue because neither is prepared for the second stage, . 

The real point is, how do we expect to e 

. 

cavahy using harms in mounted action. 
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th stage dthe was after the enemy’s cavalry is defeated and 
its spirit bh. 

The object d cavaky is, or should be, not merely to fight 
cavalry, but to exert a powerfd influence on the issue of the 
a=P&P- - * caVdry is a useless waste of money and 
material. Only cavalrythatisproperly armed, prope~ly or- - and properly trained can do this. And the arming, 
ormnkation, and training of the European cavalry does not fit 
them forthis second and rnostiypmtan t step of the cavalry’s 
wark in war. However formidable against cavahy, a cavalry 
armed with the hce j  and a h a  exclusively trained in its use 
can never fill its file m this secozid stage. 

Furthennore, I feel certain that even in the first stage, 
that d the cavalry combats against cavalry, the European 
cavalry could be beaten by a cavalry which held fire a ion, 
both mounted ‘with pistol and %ismounted with carbg,  in 
greater respect. 

An organhation, armament and training, therefore, which 
WU enable us to fill our mission in the first stage, defeating the 
enemy’s cavalry, and which is also calculated to fill our most 
important d e  in the second stage, istheme most desirable for 

The kind of warfare in which we are likely to be engaged 
and the terrain upon which we are likely to operate, make fire 
action, both mounted with pistol and dismouoted with carbine, 
of the greatest importance to out a.iV*. 

H- ‘p is just as impartant in this kind of work as 
in the mere shock actionorwork with saber or lance. Perhaps 
more so, because n#nmted work with the pistol and rifle requires 
mofedispemi 

for  the most part despise dis- 
mounting to fight and d d e r  it only as an expedient. Their 
textbooksholditingreaterrespectthanformerly, but it is 
nottheSp3ritoftheircavaky. TheGermansareprettymuch , 
*same, Idonotb(elieveauylktrapeancavalrywouldhave 
donebetterthantheRussianahthe Japanese war, and the 
Rtrseians, they perfunned considerable d c e ,  were a 

e 

us. 

The Rwl %l cavalry 

-fsihrreonthewhole. ; 
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E- cavaIry believes that if you inculcate the Spirit 
and willingness to fight on foot you loose the spirit of dash and 
the willingness to fight on homeback. Our Civil War proved 
the contrary. 

European cavalry is on thewrong track. Suchastatement 
of opinion on the part of a mere captain of American Cavalry 
against the military opinion of the authorities & E- may 
seem presumptious. But when one considers the bhdness 
with which Europe clung to obsolete cavalry traditions during 
the Franco-prusSian war, five years after our war wasfhished, 
and the fact that it is only recently that the cavalry lassons of 
our Civil War have even begun to take- hold in Europe, the 
presumption does not seem so great. 

The question of armament has much to do with the ques- 
tion of organization. In fact it is one of the determining fac- 
tors. Therefore if we adopt European organization we should 
go the whole way and adopt their armament. In other words, 
we should have the lance. The fact that German cavalry is 
all armed with the lance has made tbe F‘rench cavalry follow suit. 
To meet compact cavalry which is armed with the lance is a 
serious propostition. For a cavalry armed with swords to fonn 
in compact mass and meet an enemy also in compact mass 
but armed with the lance is to my mind little less than suiude. 

Therefore, I repeat, we should adopt the European arma- 
ment also, that is the lance, if we adopt their organization 
which is based primarily on the idea of the charge in compact 

Now I do not believe in the lance for Americans. As long 
as we have the pistol, to go back to the lance is like, going back 
to the old days of tilting, of fighting with spears. And as I 
have indicated in an article on the question of the pistol, I be- 
lieve the pistor has many advantages. 

But in order to use the pist01 we must have a suitable or- 
ganization andourtacticsmust~~~tfromthoseofEurope. 
If we retain the pistol we cannot adopt Euro- organi- 
zation and tactics. If we adopt European organization snd 
tactics then we must discard thepistol. A trooper cannot carry a 
carbine, a lance, a sword, and a pistol. is obvims. 

mass. 
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I believe tl+ we d d  contrive tactics and organization 
dour own 80 asto use the pistol, and that with such a weapon 

, backbd up by sword and carbine we could defeat lancers or 
gwordslplELa 

Onourownterrainwemustmakeourtacticsdtable to 
the paeaence okolrire fences and other impassible obstacles. 
We should never lose sight of this. The pistol may be shown 
to be mvaluabk hem. The European orgasbation is unsuitable 
to such terrain. We should therefore make the presence of 
fences work to OUT adva~tage and not lose such advantage by 
adopting European Oaganization, arms and tactics, making 
terrain as dii3cult for usas foraurenemy. 

difficult terrain. If we met a European cavalry in these coun- 
tries I doubt if they CoUId use their compact masses in shock 
action. 

In fighting Mexicans, or Central or South Americans, ;he 
pistol would be induable and it is doubtful if we should find 

What should be the evident conclusion? It is that the 
double rank is useless.* Our organization should be based on 
single rank formation in which &reater use of the pistol and the 
rifle can be made. 

As I have shown in my article on “The question of the pis- 
tol,’’ the pistol is f a r  better than sword or lance in reconnaissanc 
work in small parties and also in the second stage of cavalry 
wmk in war, that of fighting infantry and ar t i l lq .  The double 
rank m this second stage is out of the question. 

W h y  then should we baseour Otganization on double 
ranks? 

On account of re850115 detailed above, the single is better 
for both the first stage and the second stage of cavalry work in 

As for being able to 4-t to fight on foot q d  take a 
position quicker from doubld ranks than from single, I cannot 

4t i~ advocated by tboee on& who, through sentiment and stubborn 
Earopul e0;artiOm. dl l  ‘ in hearts the “ a m  blosehe” an% 
&o& .cths, m&mgely a the wondedul opportunities which 
modern %re 

In fightins in Mexico or South America we would also find, 

use for shock d o n i n  compact masses. 

war. 

have @err )o cavalry both mounted and dismounted. 

; 
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regard the &erenp as of much importance even if I could be- 
lieve that a regiment in single rank formation, say in line of 
platoon columns, could not deploy a dismounted line on a given 
position as quickly as a regiment from double rank formation. 
It is true that more men can be placed on a given spot quicker 
from double ranks than from single ranks. But since this group 
of men must be deployed at seldom less than two years interval, 
I cannot see but that from single ranks they yould find them- 
selves already deployed more nearly opposite their positions 
on the line than from double ranks. In the varying conditions 
which obtain in war I doubt that the advantages either way are 
worth considering since the Mereaces are too small and might 
vary one way or the bther. 

All of the above goes, I think, to prove that the double 
rank for American cavalry is unwise. 

8 

THE PLATOON (CONTIh-D.) 

Therefore, in continuing our discussion on the organization 
of a regiment we should base our reasons with the sing& run& 
inmind. . 

We therefore conclude that twenty-four men is about the 
right number for the platoon. That’ is, twenty-four men 
actually in line so that this number does not include those who 
ride out of the tanks. 

I 

THE TROOP. 

For both tactical and administrative purposes it is essential 
to group several of these platoons, these little hammers, into a 
unit commanded by an officer of more experience and presum- 
ably of more knowledge than is expected of a lieutenant or pla- 
toon leader. This officer, the world over, is called a captain. 
H e  too, must control his command by his voice or by signals 
at close range, but it is essential only that his platoon com- 
manders hearhirnorobservehissignak. The trooperswill often 
hear his voice and may see his signals and will be influenced by 
his personal leadership. But it is to their platoon leader, al- 
ways pear them, and whom they always follow, that they must e 

look for guidance. They may often-be out of direct p e r s d  
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touch T h  the captain, but never far from the platoon leader. 
The plstoan is too small far adtl.inistrative and disciplinary 
pvposes and it is convenient to have a larger tactical unit 
commanded by a mom? experienced officer. 

'The next thing therefore for us to decide is the number of 
phtoOnS to be grouped to fcmn the command of a captain. 

when ye consider the necessary intimate relation of the 
captain to his command and the necessity that he should hold 
hirs platoons, his Units of action, in his hand ready to use them 
instantly in any desired manner, it becomes apparent that three 
or four platoons is the greatest n u m k  that we can consider. 
Any more than four becomes unwieldy and the leaders would 
not always be Within control of the captain's voice and signals. 
The captain's voice must play a great part, for signals are not 
always sufticient. Even where signals are appropriate it is not 

Now, with the limitations pointed out it is desirable to 
have as many platwns in the troops as possible or the principle 
of organization, that of giving each officer as many units to 
cormnand .as he can handle in order to give power to his opera-. 
ticm as well as for ecmyxnic advantages, is lost. It is obvious 
that from a tactical standpoint two platoons are not as good as 
three and we must decide therefore between three and four. 
Aside from the advantage of having as many platoons as 
possible I think four is be$* than.three fo r  tactical reasons. 
Three platoons tves  us e ready division for attacking line, 
supports, and reserves, or a three echelon attack, but four 
platoans gives us a more flexible command in which it is 
easier to change the relative strength of attacking line and 
~eserves. It has been pointed out why it is considered 
unwise to have mote than four platoons, and therefore, 
everyttdng d d d ,  four platoonsis believed to be the 
proper comp189d for a captain. 

The &tion which I would therefore propose for 
the troop would be 8s follows. I would not for the present 
propose haeasing the number of lieutenants to have one for 
.each of the four platoons because that would require legisla- 
tion and bpine up arguments about promotion. Two of our 
platoons would thedore be commanded by sergeants. 

. always @ble to make more than four leaders see them. 

* 
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The idea would be always to have twenty-four men id 
line in each platoon or ninety-six in the troop. Cansidering 
the number always absent both in peace and war and those 
who do not ride in the line this number must be materially 
increased aswill be indicated. 

OFFICERS: 

1 Captain, 
2 Lieutenants. 

ENLISTED MEN : 
1 First sergeant 
1 Quartermaster sergeant 
6 sergeants (1"as mess sgt. 1 as stabli and guidon sgt., -1 

12 Corporals (3 to each platoon, and ride in ranks.) 
2 Cooks (not considered in the ranks.) 
2 Horseshoers (ride in ranks.) 
1 Famer (rides in ranks.) 
1 Saddler (tides in ranks.) 
1 Wagoner (rides in ranks.) 
2 Trumpeters (do not ride in ranks.) 
79 Ptivates. 

permanently assigned to each platoon.) 

Total enlisted, 108. This quite accidentally agrees with the 
number prescribed in our Field Service Regulations for a com- 
pany of infantry. Thabest opinion indicates that it is much too 
small for the latter. 

But we can never get all of these men out either in peace or 
war. Therefore, as we should always be able to drill at war 
strength in peace and take the field also at war strength we must 
without doubt arbitrarily add a certain number of privates. 
I would add sixteen. Even if by an accident, which no one need 
ever apprehend, allof our men should turn out at any formation, 
this only adds four men to each platoon and indeed it is making 
a fine distinction to say that twenty-four men is better than 
twentyeight. 

So our total 108 plus 16, equals 124 men for the troops 
and this is the number that I %hi& should be prescribed in 
our Field Service Regulations. It goes without saying that we 
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should have the same nMlberirb peace as in war and no a m y  
of&* should ever peach 'any otha doctrine to our people. 
Two regiments trained at kar stragth are worth more than 
skskeleton regiments. 

I 

TEE SQUADRON AND REGIMENT. 

Calling the captain's comtnand a Troop we must now de- 
cide as to the next higher'unit. This is not so easy. In Ger- 
many and France they group five of these troops or escadrons, 
as they call the captdds command, and call this gmup aregi- 
ment. But of course one of their troops or escadrons is larger, 
on pnper, but rarely in practice, tW the troop I have 'pro- 
posed. ' And also they use the double rank. Oneof thesees- 
cadronsis a depot escadran and the other four form the colonel's 
command in the field, A similar reasoning to that I have used 

the number of platoons in the troops would indekmmmg 
lead us to believe at first glance in the European organization. 
But aside from the consideration that the escadron is larger 
than the troop I have proposed and that it uses double ranks, 
there' is another very important consideration, as follows : 

While bur cavalry must be organized for  mounted action, 
and it is this which leads us to consider the platoon as the 
fighting Unit and four platoons as the proper command of a 
captain, it m p t  atso be capable of a powerful dismounted fire 
action. It is believed that this is of growing importance. 
The organhtion of infantry regiments is based on just this 
idea and it will be of advantage to us when dismounted to 
approximate totheir organization. Considerations fo<mounted 
action forbid us having quite the same strength. But if & or- 

, ganize three squadrons of four  troops each, four being selected 
for  the same reasons as those given for four platoons in the troop 
we have a powerful organization for dismounted lire action. 
In addition this organhation gives our majors command of 
squadrons and is more lo@cal than the European custom of 
pretending that majorscommand d€?mi-regirnents, where as 
they really command nothing and are only assistants to the 
colanet. 

If we follow the principle of organizing four platoons 
into a troop and four t,roop into a squadron, so as to extend it 

. .  

I 
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to having four squadrons in the regiment we shall undoubtedly 
have too large a command for the colonel. AU higher units 
than the squadron are found to be more convenient and 
flexible when organized into three parts than they would be in 

With four troops our squadron corresponds to the European 
regiment except that it is slightly smaller. We thus would 
give our major a command similar to that of a European colonel 
and our colonel a command similar to that of a European 
general of brigade. The major's command is smaller in point 
of numbers than the European regiment but the regiment is 
about the same size as a Europan brigade of two regiments. 
Compared to a European brigade our regiment has three squad- 
rons as against two regiments. It would seem that our organi- 

Those of our officers who want to adopt theEuropean 
organization of the regiment argue that it is less economical 
and less compact to divide a regiment of 600 men, assumed as 
the greatest number one colonel can personally lead, into 12 
difEerent organizations than it is to divide it into 4 organizations. 
But this argument goes astray at  the outset ky assuming that 

. our American regimental organization is planned for the same 
number of men as the European regimental organization. 
But our regimental organization,p I have indicated would have 
at ful l  strength 1,488 men of which we might count on having 
present little more than 1,200. W h y  limit our regiment to 
600 ? W h y  cannot one colonel lead 1,200 or 1,400 men organized 
into three squadrons as well as a European brigadier can lead 
a brigade of about the &me number divided into two regiments? 
W h y  is a brigade of 1,200 men with a general and 2 colonels, 
and majors as assistants, more economical than a regiment of 
about the same number of men with no general, one colonel, 
with each major commanding an appropriate command? 
Why are 1,200 men organized into two semi-independent com- 
mands more flexible than 1,200 men organized into three semi- 
independent commands ? 

Objection is made to a r e b e n t  organized like a brigade. 
But what brigade? A European brigade. What ii in a name? 
If we choose to call 1,200 men a regiment, and have reason for 

four parts. 

; 

' zation is more flexible. 
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W i  so, wbat diEerence does it tnakethat E u r ~ c a l l 1 , 2 0 0  
menabrigade? Of dwrse the objection to ca3ling 600 men a 
brigade is obvious. But we do not do so. 

is as large a command as one col- 
me1 can personally l & d T h e  manner that European colonels 
led their regiments. But why require our colonel to lead the 
regiment in that manner when OUT younger majors can do such 
perSanat leading in conducting their squadrons and the colonel 
can lead as the European brigadier does his brigade, pro- 
vided our Fegiment is as large as such a brigade? 

is too srnall a co-d for an officer 
of %he rank of colonel, T d that a colonel should command as 
many men 8s the European cavdry brigadier. And this more 
especially since we believe that dismounted action will form a 
very serious part of cavalry work, and that, dismounted, 
the regiment of 600 men; yith horse halders deducted, is too 
small f a r  a colonel a n d ' d e r s  his command entirely too in- 
effective and trivial. 

From an administrative point 6f view we have proved that 
one colonel can handle a regiment of 1,200 to 1,500 cavalrymen. 
Why, therefme, is not me administra tive head for thus number 
of men better than two? The less administrative heads the 
better, provided wedo not exceed the limits of one man. 

For divisional cavalry OUT organhation of 3 squadrons of 
4 troops of more than 100 mea is especially good. A reegiment 
of this size is not one particle too much to assign to aninfantry 

enables the colonel to divide the 
work or place the three part to great advantage. Its strong 
offensive power in case 7 of action makes it patticularly 

division. Itsthreesq 

suitable and eflective fbr.  putposes which any one who has 
studied the very important work and possibilities of divisional 
cavalry will xeadily appreciate. 

The regiment I woulk propose therefore is similar to our 
preseat arganiZation. Itlwould slightly be mddified so as to 

instead of the 84 which the Field 
service Regulatiions p w  % 'bes, and this tmop should be 
have 124 men in the 

dipided~tofornplatoonsforbdhtrSi~gandtactiCalwarkin 
the field. Four tsoopg are to d t u t e ' a  sqaadroa and three 
sqaaQons the iegiment. The accesmk such as machine 

We admit that 600 

I believe that 600 

r 
C '  

4 
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guns, orderlies, band, and staf€ are not considered in this paper 
Since their proper numbers y d  organization should not pre- 
sent any aiffculty and are not causes fo r  wide discussion OT 

great Merence'of opinion. 

BRIGADES AND DIVISIONS. 

We must now briefly consider brigades and divisions. 
One of our brigades of three reg;ments is as large as a European 
division and it is doubtful if we ever would want a cavalry 
division of three of our brigades except in unusual and tem- 
porary circumstances such as leads the French or Germans to 
occasionally form cavalry corps. 

Any larger 
number is evidently too large. Four regiments would consist 
of from 4.800 to 6,000 men. The brigade, like the European 
division, is supposed to be very mobile, to constitute a handy, 
active cavalry force, under complete tactical control of one 
general, and not so large or unwieldy that any part of it could 
be attacked and defeated before the remaining part could come 
to its assistance. This must obtain whether on one road or in 
several columns on parallel roads: These conditions lead 
Europzans to limit the size of their cavalry division, which 
is a grand and permanent unit of combat, to about 3,600 men. 

Following the principle of organization, given before in 
this paper, that each officer must command as large a number 
as possible, under various limiting conditions, two regiments 
is t q  small a brigade. It is neither one thing nor another. 
I t  is undoubtedly handy because so small, but it lacks the 
flexibility of a three unit organization and it lacks the power 
of a larger brigade. Three regiments gives us 3,600 or more 
men. With the troops I have proposed of 124 men three regi- 
ments would come to nearly 4,500 men but we need never f a  
that, even if always kept at war strength', we should s u c d  in 
getting out many more than 1,200 men to the regiment. 

Three regime$s fulfills the conditions for our cavalry 
general's commapd and should therefore be adopted as o& 
standard of the brigade. 

As for the cavalry division, we should have none, except 

Our brigade shouldconsist of three regiments. 

I 
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for kmporary pmpoees. Because Europeans assemble six 
regiments and  all it a division is  no teason for our trying to 
have dipisions ah. Ora brigade carresp.onds to a European 
dikisioa and we can stop with brigades if we choose. Why 
blindly follow European terms when they do not suit our 
Orgsnisatioa? If we organize divisions, our division would 
;amespondtoa European corpe, andif weconkede, as we all 
probably do, that the European divisions of 3,600 to 4,500 
menisthelargest- t Orgsnization for tactical and ad- 
rmp~gkative plpdoses which it is wise to organize even in.time 
d war, thea we &auld stop with our brigade and organize 
divisioas only when in war the circumstances seem to jus* 
it. It could then be done by merely uniting two of three 
brigades just as the French do by temporarily uniting two or 
tbree divisianstoform a corps. 

Our Field service Regulations should therefore organize 
our brigade with all the M(xjcjQliBs just as it now does a division.* 
Oru division as now given in Field Service Regulations con- 
&ts of more than 10,500 horsemen with n s l y  an equal num- + of draft animals and as a permanent organization in time 
of war it is impossible and undesirable. 

. .  

I 

I CONCLUDING REMARKS. 

This paper was Written after I had spent a year with a 
French cavalry regiment and was intended as a kind of rep& 
on the subject of tion based on my observations abroad. 
It was h t e n d d r v t  it to our cavalry board for their 
use and consideration, but upon m y  return from France I found 
that this board had already formed their conclusions on this 
subject and had submitted their report. 

M y  report upon the French cavalry, a most efficient body 
of men, has therefore be+ delayed for this. 

’ 

.Enept that we h a l d  cut down the number of mounted auriliaries to 
t im bwemt mmible becausethey need h o w  and forage better utilized 
in thecnvalry itself. when we consider the tactical Mvantagee of OUT 
oreat 4 ep.ese and the ditticultiee of impply of an m, we ea.? or should 
-:tlmt, oPCBMe of the cavalry and Wd artillery, we should cut 
-,the mum- d honiai with the nrmy’to the lowest poeeible 5gwe. 

I 
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A short comparison between the organization I have pro- 
posed and the French organization may not be uninteresting 
here. Let us suppose without argument that we have to meet. 
the French cavalry on a terrain suitable to their organization 
and training for shock action. In order to take about the same 
number of men on each side we will imagine one of our regi- 
ments opposed to a French brigade. 

We wi l l  suppose each squadron of the French brigade com-’ 
posed of 1” men. Right here it is, necessary however, to make 
a very important observation. The strength of an escadron 
is on paper not quite 150. In the field at maneuvers or in war 
this strength will never be over about 120 and it is more likely 
to be nearer to ‘100. This for the reason that it is impossible 
in war for them to keep their ranks recruited to full strength 
either in men or horses. They have too many regiments to 
be able to do it. We should 
be able to do better in that respect as far as the men are con- 
cerned and some day, we hope, with the horses also. It is aot 
unreasonable to suppose that, with the 124 men I have pro- 
posed for the troop, we could put 100 men into line of battle. 
If therefore we met a foreign cavalry our troops would benearly 
equal in size to their escadron. 

Rut to compare the two systems wc shall suppose that the 
French have 150 men p s  escadron and that we have ,Un, 
men per troop. 

At the end of the march of approach each side will prob- 
ably hold something in reserve. For the. French the most 
convenient unit to hold in reserve vtiU be the demi-regiment 
of two escadrons, or 300 men. For us it would be one squad- 
ron, or.400 men. They would thus have 6 escadrons on the 
line or 900 men, and we would have 8 troops or 800 men on 
the line. Who can say which is the wisest division?. It 
depends on conditions, but if we choose to augment or ‘de- 
crease our reserves our organization makes it easier than the 
larger unit organization of the French. 

Now if we were so foolish as to wish to meet this body of 
French lancers in a shock action, we having sabers and pistols 
brtt no lances. and if, furt et, our commander desired us to 

. 

The same applies to Gamany. 

I 
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cfrargewithdout4eranks,weshopM haveto have had drill in 
But hiswotlldbetheeasiest thinginthe 

worM. Say from dplatoon columns, in each troop the 
second ptatoon could dose*on‘the first, thefourthonthethird, 
ana thelast two could oblique to arrive on the line with the 
Srst two, ’thus prltting the troop into double ra&s by the 
simplest of methods. Some such thing could be in our drill 
book, thus inawing sufhicexxt practice and familiarity with 
the farmatian. 

We should thus have eight troops in double rank in line 
oppoaed to six escadions in double rahk in l i e  or lime of 

echebns. Who tan say which is the best formation? Perhaps 
our line or lines of echelons is open to the miticism that ther, - are 
~ i n t e r v a l s ~ ~ t h a n ~ ~ a r e b e t w e e n e s c a d r o n s .  
That is, seven holes in our line to five holes in their lime. But 
with the idea which we can well borrow from the French of 
dightly echeloning our udts there is little reason for having 
m y  intervals, so that ~egarded from the front the number of 
Boles would depend on o& training and the cohesion of our 
ranks. Furthennore it would be perfectly simple, from line 
of platom columns, to form double ranks so that the troops 
could, in pairs, doe up the interval between their flanks, and 
thus the eight troops could move as four. And I repeat that 
by hav,ing these movements in ouf drill ,book no complication 

la& of simplicity auld  be claimed.’ 
Thus oar’~mmander could have a wide discretion as to 
formaflattack.desired. 

of our attack should follow the spirit of our 
takes its cue from the kind of arms we have 
which we intend to ye them. Certainly 

we a m  our men with lanais this spirit would not lead 
ch formation with their solid double 

mexy advantage, unless we also are 
as theyare wi th  lances. It would be madness on our 

furthermore we d d  not force soldiers to charge 
into such a m p s ~  of.hncers.. . The evident conclusion is that we 
should have the’lance or adopt some system of attack of our 
oabsuhbletomrarms Bat Ihavealready threshed that 
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matter aut in a paper on “The Question of the Pistol,” and 
conclude that we do not want the lance. 

V+ well then, how are we going to attack this rapidly 
advancing French brigade? The idea of dismounting to . 
fight on foot against cavalry is a good one only under certain 
rather thnited circumstances. You must have time, you must 
knowtheenemy’sintentim to attackyou, andeventhenit is onlp 
when on the defensive OT holding a short line, or outnumbered, 
or the very rare and unusual good luck of finding the enemy 
committed to the attack and yourself still with timeto dismount . 
and to form; or the enemy caught in some predicament from 
which he offers you opportunity for fire action. Otherwise 
the attempt to fight him dismounted will fail. He d l l  either 
avoid us and we shall have lost the advantage of our mobility, 
or he will inflict uponus a disastrous defeat. Nothing but big 
cavalry maneuvers will try out these things and teach our 
officers how to search for and find in each sparatk case that 
shadowy line between mounted and dismounted action. 
But in the imaginary c a e  in pobt we are searching for 
the enemy to whip him in  order-to get him out of our way. 
H e  is doing likewise. If we dismount he may leave a few 
scouts to watch us and go his way. We must meet him 
mounted. 

But how? Our drill regulations do not help us out here. 
We must invent something. That, something ought to have 
been in our d;iu book but it is not. It is then apparent that we 
ought to be prepared by our training for just this affair and it 
is simply one of the things which shows that our drill regulations 
should be rewritten. 

It is evident that we must attack with ;he pistol and cer- 
tainly a form of attack can be devised to meet the situation. 
There are several ways, none of which I am going to propose 
here. But somemethodsuch as sending out a line of foragers 
to swarm around the enemy’s masses, those just in front of 
him pulling up and t h g  so as to shoot to the rear at very 
close range, the more bold being the most s u c d u l ,  and after 
such attacks, in several fines if n 
close &der with sabers, the main= being held as long as 

. 

, perhaps a charge in *, 
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posdble out of the kction, the swarms of pistol men with draw- 
ingtrothe~whennecessarytonload, or drawingsaberand 

the flanksandrear, etc., etc.; some such methods, 
could and sbauld be suggested in our drill book and practiced 
on all possible! d o n s .  The saber is always there to back 
up the pistol or the pistol to back up the saber, and these two, 
or two pistols, are indispensable to the cavalryman. Horse- 
manship is a necessity and no one or two years enlistment will 
ac#mplishit. Threeyetusistheminimum. 

In the case we are imagining, how can anyone doubt the 
result? If we add our terrain to the situation, wire fences, etc., 
tben dhe case of the l a n v  is  still more precaricnas and a little 
judgment in the use of our fire action, perhaps mounted and 
BinmnurrtpA combined, 

The coassck lorwr idea is worthy of study. Like the 
Cossack-wst it is prolqably rnirre American then Russian. 
The Germans r e d  it seriously and I saw them practicing 
evdutions to meet it, still however with their platoons in close 
order. . But if the lava can be dective with lances and swords, 
how much more so it would be, or something sirnilin+ to it, with 
American ca- armed with pistols and rifles? 

as I have indicated, 
leads itself to the use of the pistol and rifle of the anne bhwke. 
Mod&d to include the four platoon system in the troop it 
leads itself to training and adminktm tion as could be shown 
were not this pppr already too long. This four platoon sys- 
tembalsovety kportant tactically as I have attempted to 

but with h*t modifications, and that 
our dtirl book should be rewritten to give us a form for attack 

: 

&ve us every advantage. 

Our Oaganization therefore, 

briefly point out.) 
are that ourarganizationshauld beretained 

matters Concerning training which this paper was not intended 
todiscuss. 

* 
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WAR AND EMOTIONALISM. 

BY CAPTAIN FRANK P. TEBBETTS, T-P "A" OUEQON, N. G. 

take it that a "soldier" is one who enlists to serve his country 1 under the leadership of his properly constituted and authm- 
ized superiors. 

There is a precision and definiteness about military work 
which distinguishes it from most other occupations and pursuits. 
The business of soldiering, like' any other business, has its dis- 
tinguishing marks and chatacten 'stics. The ever present in- 
fluence of authority and discipline with its fine reminder of that 
higher authority to which we are all subject, necessarily has its 
effect upon the outward machinery of the soldier's life. If 
the splendid example of the m i l i t a ~ ~  system has its Pull effect 
on a man, it st8ens his moral and mental fiber, it makes his 
life orderly and regular, it helps him to meet emergencies cooly, 
and it brings him to the crisis with that solid confidence which 
is born of prompt obedience and good leadership. 

But it is a mistake to think that military training, any 
more than any other sort of routine educatjon, can dispense with 
with consideration of the individual, or can fail  to reckon largely 
the emotions. To believe that it can do so is an error into which 
many military authorities have fallen. It does not require 
a military education for  one who understands human-nature to 
know that in dealing with men, the human equation can never 
be successfully submerged. Soldiering is a profession which 
deals with the most delicate, the most complex, and the most 
precious quantity known to science, human life and human un- 
derstanding. To deal with that quantity as a purely mechanical 
unit is to ignore its wonderful possibilities, to dissipate its noble 
inheritance and is to fail utterlyin the development of leader- 
ship. The successful leaderwill always be he who reckons 
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individually with every soldier in his w d ,  who studies 
his faults and virtues, who sympathizes with his misfdune, 
who rejoices with his successes, and who is ready to stand 
shoulder to shoulder with’ him in that higher comradeship, 
regardless of rank, which makes them soldiers together ina 
common cause. 

The tmdency in modern warfare to fight battles in ex- 
tended order and in smaq detachments, and to throw more 
responsibility upon the individual soldier, has brought a new 
influence to bear upon the profession of arms. Andin view of 
the fact that the world has so long looked upon the soldier as 
an unthinking automaton, there is still room for development 
along newer and more scientific channels. It is probably safe 
to say that the& is no longer a place in modem tactics for the 
soldier who cannot, under battle conditions, take care of him- 
setf if occasion arises. We are going back to the old theory 
of shock contact both m mounted and dismounted action, 
but at the same time we are training the individual man to 
think and act for  himself, and his value as a soldier is rising in 
proportion. I “hat training includes every element which pro- 
vides him with the highest possible compliment of efficiency 
for battle. 

Curiously enough, in the ages that have witnessed the 
evolution of the prof& of arms, we have almost lost sight 
of the emotional part f the soldier’s trainin’g. Theintel- 
lectual side of the work r as been highly developed. But the 
emotional side has been cwrespondingly neglected. We seem 
to have forgotten that the emotions have more to do with wars - 
and the conduct of wars than all the codes and systems which 
man has devised to regulate &em. Men fight much as they 

for the same reason. When the eyes flash, when the 
sword is drawn, when consequences are forgotten-the emotions 
are in the asadant. If we had not learned diiferently, we 
miS;nt betieve as some of the peace advocates would have us 
believe, that the emotions are dmgerous influences. But hav- 
ingleamed through experience that the emotions are more 
adten honorable, unselhh and --where reason is crafty, 
devious and ambitious, we are not disturbed by the knowledge 
that war is often the product of emotions. We can preach 
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until we are black in the face about “methods of advancing 
under fire,” and “the use of the bayonet in the charge,” but 
until we can appeal to the emotions of men, until we can stir 
their enthusiasm, until we can teach them to make unselfish 
sacrifices, reason will contribute to keep them out of the danger 
zone. Historical records seem at times to giveus the impression 
that wars are made and fought by diplomatic bureaus. But 
no really close observer of men and events believes this to be 
the case. No war that is unpopular can be s u c d u l .  After 
the learned doctors have argued and discussed, after the polite 
exchanges of protocols and messages is over, after the stage and 
the actors have presented their entertaining masque-the case 
promptly goes back to the people, and the people, usually 
without delay or dissimulation, proceedto take off their coats 
and settle the dispute io a manner as old as humanity itself. 

Every influence therefore which helps to develop in the 
soldier a r s t i 0 ~ 1  emotionalism is an impoitant partofhis 
training and should not be overlooked by a conscientious com- 
mander. I believe every captain should havein his squad 
mom reminders in the form of pictures, battle flags, relics, etc., 
of notable actions in which his organization has distinguished 
itself. It does not matter that in time the organization will 
be largely composed of new men, men wharemember nothing of 
the events to which the assembled relics relate. It will surprise 
one to observe the interest these new men will take in the his- 
tory of the organization. They may not say much about it 
but down under the surface they will be a little more proud 
to know that back in ‘98, “E” company tackled twelve times its 
numbers in a certain engagement, and got away with it. One 
organization that I ‘know has an annual dinner upon an an- 
niversary of a certain battle in the Philippines when the odds 
were heavy and the victory decisive. There is only one man 
besides the captain now in the company who was there, but the 
dinner is still a great event and every 
is a little better mqn because of his share in the 
1 have been greatly struck with the general 
of National Guard commanders totake advantage of this 
splendid oportunity which many of them have to perpetuate 
regimental and company histmy. Frequently a few dusty 
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reabnder,one h d s  ob canpaigns‘that m full of individual 
aadmgimeatalhemslm. Om organizstian has no history 
bat m am not neglecting an opportunity to perpetuate 
traditsozrs. W e  have collected pic+res, weapons andold battle 
flags from those d the men whq have had previous service 
with other argsni9atiools, and hung them in the @ad room. 
The a&cew~ have spent their money freely for  a fine collection 
d the best battle pictrues that d d  be obtained, illustrating 
d&rent anns d the service in difIerent wars. We have put 
up cards bearing patriotic senthepts, and quotations from the 
bestmilit+ leadera We havelmade astart upon a troop 
librsry, wbich I believe every organhation should 
have. Any bookstreaw of ac3venttue, ,whether by sea or 
by land, military camp@igns, W b l e  novelsdealing with 
military subjects, bipgraphies of famous generals, etc., should 
havea place there. Some of Kiplings stories and poems, 
Macryats’ sea tales, Roosevelt’s War of 1812, General Grant’s 
Memoirs, Mrs. Logans’ &d Mrs, Pickett’s Memoirs, General 
Gardon’s M d ,  Smi$’s novels, The Photographic History 
of the C&I War, The Fifteen Decisive Battles of the World, 
The Crisis, The Firing Line, The Long Roll, The Man Without’ 
a Couatry, and other books of a similiar type are good. 

Eeprit de Corps is olerely capitalized emotionalism. Get 
trained men to take pride in their organization, to trust their 
leac@s, to have faith i@themselves+md they will be invin- 
cible. In the supreme moment of battle men do impossible 
things, thiclgs that they never were taught or were expected to 
&in trainbg. It seems to me that we cannot do better than 
to prepare our men fa r  that test, just as we prepare boys for 
the d codicts of life in the idealism of the university. 
We cannot wideresthate the value of routine training becasue 
as nearly as every authority  ha^ pointed out, training forms 
habits which sustain us when we are surrounded by strange 
and trying yditims. But training can be profitably sup- 
plemented by Esprit & Carps. The Greeks at Marathon, 
h w e l l ‘ s  Ironrsides at Naseby, The Old Guard at Waterloo 
snd even the Roxnan Sentry Wapse skeleton was found at its 
post after the *on of Pfmpeii, lived up to a higher 
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!ideal of duty than that developed merely by habit. If thoughts 
‘are things, and we have come to believe that they are, then the ‘ 

Jcl- we can get to a man’s thoughts and the sentiments which 
sway them, the better soldier we shall be able to produce. I 
took considerable personal interest in a water color reproduc- 
tion of a painting representing the capture of Joan d’ 

‘ Arc by the English, which we recently purchased for the squad 
room. The picture is interesting a6 an illustration of the 
old equipment of Knights in armor. The heavy Norman horses - -  
are well painted. Joan d’ Arc’s charger is lead by a sturdy 
English yeoman. The English Knights are riding slowly 
and thoughtfully behind the captured leader, whose face is ’ 
lifted in prayer. Dark clouds are rising. A fading light strikes 
only the girl, whose hands are tied behind her, and her powerful 
white horse. In addition to its military significance, the picture 
is a good illustration of what I am trying to express. A fine 
atmosphere of idealism surrounds the scene. The picture 
suggests the courage, the self denia1,lthe patriotism, the pathos, 
the dignity, the solemn panoply, theexalted devotion-which 
makes the profession of arms distinctivein a solitary grandeur. 

The man who has not felt something of this inspiration 
has yet to complete his military education. 

W A R  AND EMOTIONALISM. 
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SERVICE WITH A FRENCH CAVALRY REGIMENT. 
i 

83 ONE OF OUR CAVALRY OFFICERS. 

N the appointed day for beginning m y  “stage” as they call 0 it, I drove thmugh the town in full  dnws for the head- 
~uarters of the regiment. Samed the gamins hailed me as the 
king of Spain, others said I was a Japanese, and none failed to 
leave what they were doing and follow the carriage. From 
one of the principal streets we turned into a sally port and were 
in the court of the regiment.. A number of officers were there, - 
among them the colonel. The little speech I had so carefully 
-,in my morn was unnecessary for  one of them came 
forward and introduced himself and qresented m, - to the others. 
I p then and there attached to a troop and the stage was 
r e a l t s w .  

The, general aspect of the quarters occupied by the dra- 
goons is ratherdismal. The buildings of the regimht are 
dody  grouped together abbut a chtral court and altogether 
cover a s p x  of about 250 by 200 yards. The convenience of 
this arrangement and the saving in police details is at once 
apparent. No quarters are furnished the officers and they live 
in townb houses that they own or lease. Depending on the 
town where they are in garriSan, officers are allowed commuta- 

The captain and four lieutenants of the troop to which I 
am attached have made my wofk most pleasant. They have a 
very natural and hospitable manner that makesmefeelasthough 
I actually belonged to the organization. I am given liberty 
to go to all instruction of the troop to study their administra- 
tion, take fencing lessons from the regimental fencing master, 
and to ride in $he lieutenants’ equitation class. I am not ex- 
pected to attend certain lectures that are given tothe officers 
from time to time. In addition to the mount provided me by 
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our government I have one from the dragoons. I also have a 
striker from the regiment who, like other stritcerS, has no duties 
with the organization except to attend two drills per week. 

I am told that this is one of the smartestregimentsof Freqch 
cavaly. Among its officers are representatives of some of the 
best families of France. Socially I have found them most 
hospitable and delightful. Their customs are very different 
from ours and their manner of living in town instead of in posts 
necessarily prevents much of the informal life that we enjoy 
in our gamsons. 

Many of these officers are quite independent of the small 
salaries paid them by their government. The highest pay of a 
captaifi is about one hundred and ten dollars per month ; that of 
a first lieutenant not over eighty dollars and a second lieutenant 
about fifty-four dollars. 

A second lieutenant is promoted after two years service 
as such. Generally speaking captains and first lieutenants are 
promoted after twelve yeat6 service in their respective grades 
if they have not been selected for promotion before this time. 
All promotions to the grade of lieutenant colonel and above are 
made by selection. There are no examinations for promotion. 

The senior noncommissioned officer of the troop is called 
an “adjufunt” and .has rank similar to a warrant officer in our 
navy. This is a very responsible and useful type of man. He 
fulfills the duties of first sergeant and to a certain extent those 
of an officer, but does not occuby himself with the paper work 
of the mop. Generally he looks after the feeding and grooming 
of the horses and supervises the work of the other noncom- 
missioned officers. 

The second ranking noncommissioned officer bf the 
troop has a special grade and is charged with keeping all the 
records of the organization. As the funds in the ration account 
and the mens’ pai a F  handled in the organization, this man’s 
position is an important one. 

Noncommissioned officers above the grade of corporal are 
saluted by the soldiers; if they live in the baracks they hHve 
separate r00ms and a separate mess. c a r p w a l s  live iq the 
rooms with the men and mey with them. Many of these ilon- 
‘C0mmiSSioded officers are married and live out in town. Some 
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of them are reenlisted men, bthers are simply doing their 

As is well known, every able bodied young Frenchman is 
pow requiredtoservethreeyearsintheactivearmy. Contrary 
to what might be expected they seem to take this as a matter 
of course and am a very cheerful, willhg lot of men. Gener- 
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ally they are very reqx&ve in disposition but do not give the 
Drunk- 

enness is e&mmely rare among them and there are very few 
cases of any kind for discipline. There has been an average of 
about five or six men at B time h m  the regiment in the guard 
house for the past six months. 

In order to save their uniforms the soldiers f seen aboot 
the batracks aild stables wear generally a sort of linen overaUs 
and wooden shoes. For ordinary drills they wear the jacket 
of t@ese overalls as an outer shirt, a long wide cloth belt of 
red or blue wound several times around the body, red breeches, 
black leatherleg&s shaped like boot tops, heavy brogan shoes 
and a small red cap or a metal helmet. The metal helmet and 
blue blouse are worn by dragoons for more formal drills and for 
M d  service. 

The captain of the troop gets a certain credit with the 
government against which he can draw clothing for his men. 
This credit is thirty one centimes (about six cents) per day per 
man actually present for duty with the troop. When a man 
Gllishes his service he leaves all the clothing that has been issued 
to him and it is re-issued. At the weekly inspection of the 
quarters any clothing that has become unserviceable is pre- 
sented to the captrlin who decides whether the article shall be 
thrown away or repaled. Generally it seems that he orders it 
repaired as the shops for doing $his work are run by the regi- 
ment and there is little cost for the labor. 

In the store room of the tmap is kept a new uniform and 
suit of under clothing for each man of the organization. These 
!have been fitted and each man's clothing is tied together and the 
package marked with his name. This uniform is ohly to be 
9 e d  in case of going bto the field for active service. In this 
event the old uniforms left by the active army would be worn 
by the reervie*army. 

impressian of being more intelligent than our soldiers. 
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Every tea days each man doing his compulsory service re- 

ceives as pay seven sous (seven cents) and a three sou package 
of tobacco, making his pay a cent a day. It should be added 
in this connection that the laundry is sent to a contractor who 
is paid by the government. A troop barber is detailed and 
there is no charge for his services; cleaning material and some 
toilet articles are furnished free of charge. There are some re- 
enlisted men in the regiment; their pay is about twenty-five 
cents per day. 

The horses of this regiment are, I am told, a little lighter 
than those of most dragoon, or medium'weight, regiments. 
In height these run from fifteen hands to fifteen two. They are 
mostly half-breeds of Anglo-Arab or thoroughbred origin, 
many of them are thoroughbreds and very few are of unknown 
breeding. Generally speaking they show more quality than oui- 
horses, jump and gallop better, and have more pleasant gaits. 
As yet I have seen no work that would give an idea as to their 
comparative powers of resistance. The men spend more time 
at stables than do ours but so far as I can observe their ho&s 
are no better groomed. Their manes and tails are well 
plucked and trimmed: this gives them a better general ap- 
pearance than ours usually predent. 

Each platoon 
is supposed to have and would have in war, thirty-two men in 
ranks. Particular parts of the barracks and stables are assigned 
to each platoon and its commander is responsible for their 
police and keeping. Each platoon i s  commanded, instructed a d  
disciplined by a liartenant or a? "adjutant" almost as though it 
were a separate organization. The captain gives general 
directions as to the results he wishes but rarely occupies him- 
self with details as to their accomplishment. A lieutenant 
therefore has a responsibility and a-command in which he takes 
great pride. At stated times there are inspections of the dif- 
ferent platoons by the colonel or brigade commander which 
is also an incentive to work on the part of the platoon com- 
mander. 

An idea of the instruction given the troop may be gotten 
from the schedule of work for the month of March which is 
reproduced herewith. 

The troop is c$ivided into four platoons. 
t 
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A brief explanation of some of the work indicated on this 
schedule might give a better idea of their system of instruction. 

As to the training of five k d  six year old horses they are 
very painstaking and patient. Generally speaking horses are 
bought and sent to the remount depots as four year olds. As 
five year olds they are sent to the troops where they are worked 
in the five year old breaking class. In this class no efforts 
are made further than to develop the colts and to teach them to 
go quietly under the saddle at all three gaits. As six years old 
they are put in the six year old t r a i h g  class. In this class they 
are taught all that it is considered necessary for 3 troop horse 
to know. No high degree of training is sought; it does not go 
so far as to require the change of lead at the gallop. As five and 
six year olds the horses are ridden each by a regularly assigiled 
rider. As seven year olds they are put in the ranks as regular 
troop horses. 

the soldiers brilliant horsemen are not produced but they ride 
unifonnly well according to one established sptem. I believe 
any one making the comparison would say that these men ride 
as a whole better than ours. The method of teaching recruits 
to ride is first to get thernto relax the body on horse 7 A, then 
to teach them to condud the horse. For the first seven or 

.eight weeks the recruits of this troop were exercised in seeking 
this suppleness of the body, principally the hpper part. For 
this work t h q  rode in the hall on very steady horses that would 
follow one behind the other, with an old solder as conductor 
of the column. They rode with saddles without stirrups and, 
with the reins on the horses necks; were put through a series 
of exerases, such as rotation of the a m ,  turning the body, 
etc., destined to take the contraction out of the body. As soon 
as practicable they did these exercises at a slow trot and at a 
gallop. They were occasionally given their stinups and taken 
for a long walk outside. Now, after three months and a half 
of riding, they divide the time about equally between suppling 
exercises and conducting the horse, with occcasionally a drill 
in the use of the saber or the lance mounted. Great value is 
attached to these suppling exercises and the old soldiers are 
frequently put through them. 

, 

The recruit riding furnishes an interesting study. Among. 

c 
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The instruction ob scouts is' given to about twenty men 
in each troop, chosen for their intdigence or natural aptitude. 
They are taught map reading'aad the theory generally.of a and pa-  his instr;lction is given in addition 
totheregfllardrillswhichthesemenattend. 

Vaulting appears on the schedule for old mea four times 
per week and for the recruits three times. This is done some 
times from a horsd standing still, at other times it is from a 
horse put on the longe and carrying a surcingle provided wi th  
hrnrrltea to which the man holds when making the vaults. 
There is a diversity of opinion among the 05cers as to the 
value oft his^. 

Mounted diills for the old men and horses takeplace 
every day of theweek except the day of inspections. The men 
cany a carbine slung over the back by a strapeand steadied by 
a hook in the back of the belt which catches in the small of the 
stock. This carwe weighs six pounds and about fifteen 
ounces, incl~ding the strap and a metal cleaning rod. Its sights 
are graduated up to two thousand meters. I have sezn it fired 
at no greater range than four hundred meters; i$ seems to be ac- 
curate at that range. The soldier carries a steel lance a little 
over three yards long. The base of the lance rests in a socket 
attached to the right stirmp like o y  guidon socket, and there 
is a leather loop attached about the middle of the lance through 
which the soldiet places bis arm when he wishes to have the use 
of his right hand. The lance is unwieldy and a nuisance to 
carry. There are various opinions among the officers here as 
to its value as an arm; generally they have faith in it. They 
have a straight saber that has a blade about three feet long. 
It haugs'back of the rider's thigh, and in the dragoons on the 
left side of the saddle. The drills are very s'mple; they have 
but few movements. They get from one formation to another 
silently and in most cases easily and quickly. I have seea 
one brigade drill, and a number of regimental, half regiment 
and koop drills. In the course of these drills they generaLly 
execute ime or mom chargesandinthem all I have seen onlyone 
runaway horse. .They rarely practice dismounting to fight 
on foot'and do not take v&y much interest in target practice; 

, 
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however, I am informed that there is a growing tendency to 
pay more attention to these matters. 

It will be noted that the lieutenants have equitation class 
bite a week. Graduates of Saumur attend as well as others. 
A captain of the regiment has charge of the equitation classes. 
Each lieutenant chooses from his troop a six year old horse to 
train. One of the weekly equitation hours is devoted to these 
horses, the instructor Seeing what progress has been made dth 
them during the week and giving instructions as to what shall 
be done during the coufse of the next week. These officers 
give about an hour's work daily to their training colts. The 
ather equitation hour of the week is devoted to riding the 
regular chargers. In this class they take cross country rides 
jump in the hall, execute the ordinary school movements and 
d o n a l l y  they have mounted fencing and tiltingat heads 
with the saber and the lance. Generally the officers ride well 
and takegreat interest in horses. 

Each troop has nine men and a nonco&sioned 05cer 
designated and instructed as pioneers. These men are selected 
from amonit those having had experience iq the use of explo- 
sives or with ordinary tools. They are given special instruction 
in the preparing of hasty intrenchments, the destruction or 
repairing of roads, railroads, bridges, etc. These men like the 
scouts attend all regular instruction$of the troop. In the 
field they carry special tools for accomplishing any work in 
their line that they may be called on to perform. 

The class of candidates for  the grade of corporal is con- 
ducted by a lieutenant of the troop. This work isboth theo- 
retical and practical. Any ?a, even a recruit, can with 
approval take this course. At stated times a board of officers is 
convened to examine the candidates. 

No mention is made of fencing in the schedule of work; 
this however takes place at odd times throughout the day. 
Th'ere is a fencing master with the regiment who is rated as a 
professional. He gives lessons to the officers in the use of the 
duelling sword and the saber. He has four or five assistants 
who give lessons to the noncommissioned of€icers and also 
instruction in mounted fencing to the men at certain drills. 

1 _. 
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A study of this schflt.de wi l l  show how completely the time 
is taken up and how well it is divided among the Merent kinds 
ofinstrrrction - that are to be given a troop.' A high degree of 
perfection is not mqUirea in the training of the men and the' 
horses but a known general proficiency is sought for and well 
attairued. Tkek orgauhtbns, theit formations 'and their 
equipmt furnish a~ interesting study. Whatever maybe 
a m  ideas on these subjects, there is a most valuable lesson to 
be gotten from their systematic procedure in training, their 
patience, and their simplicity of requirements. 

e ip 
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PERSONAL OBSERVATIONS ON THE FRENCH 
MANEUVERS OF 1912. 

-- 
BY CAPTAIN L. R. HOLBROOR, FOURTH CAVALRY. 

HE following remarks are extracted from copious notes T made while a€tached for instruction to the Sous-Intend- 
ant, 2 1st Division, 1 lth Army Corps, French Army at the Grand 
Maneuvers, 1912. Numerous officeis of the United States 
Army attended these maneuvers as observers and by means of 
automobiles and expert conductors were enabled to follow the 
difFerent phases of the combat and doubtless have fully re- 
ported upon the wonderful marching powers of the French in- 
fantry, the excellence of the artillery and the advmcernent made 
in aeronautics. Fortunately or o t h d s e  my field of view was 
more restricted. I was mounted upon an ordinary troop horse, 
rode in a trooper's packed saddle, was billeted with the troops 
or slept on the floors of school houses, or elsewhere in the straw 
as occasion demanded, and can report only the simple facts 
coming under my obesrvation while Living the life of a supply 
officer in close contact'with the priivate soldier, and daily 
associated with the common peasants whose life was as interest- 
ing as the maneuvers themselves. 

The troops consisted of four army corps of about 23,000 men 
each, one division of cavalry and certain special troops, bringing 
the grand total up to approximately 95,OOO men. The ma- 
neuvers were held at a period of the year when the soldiers were 
in their most advanced stage of training, just before returning 
to their homes of approximately one-half the active force com- 
pleting their two year's service and before the receipt of the 
new levies who (between the ages of 20 and 21 years) are re- 
ceived during the month of October. Moreover the work at 
certain Service Schools is completed just prior to this time, or 
as in 1'Ecole de 1'Intendance the coutse gradually leads up to 

- 
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the maneuvers as a climax. IncidentaUy it is also the time of 
the year when the crops have already been harvested andpla- 
narverscanbecarriedonwiththeleestrlamapepossiblewhile 
themSeFmt8 * as arde find this a time when their serviware - leest required at home. Moreover the weather is normally 
aettkd, cool and invigorating and the supplies of vegetables 

* p\nchased locally are cheapest d best while the cattle are in 

The Sectioa of the country &osen for the grand maneuvers 
this year was a large redangle south of the Loire between 
Tours and Saumur, rolling and not too sparsely wooded, cut 

prime coPditioB1. T 

- - -  
, / two - c& (R&) Army of the West skdarly concentrated 

with deaence to Saumur. The base of supply (Station Mag-. 

CYAVALBY MACEINE OWN DETACHMENT. 

by sever& rivers .(which in themselves constituted rather 
f d d a b l e  obstwk to the passage af troops), not over produc- 
tive and normally subject to as little damage by the passage of 
troops as any sectim that could be chosen. 

A few days preckkg Sep&ber 10th were consumed in 
the ctmcemtration of troops by xw?rchhg or by train, two army 
coma (Blues) Army of the East in the region south of Tours, 

1 
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azin) for the Blues waa at Orleans, for the Reds at St. Cyr, 
eighteen miles .west from Paris. 

September K)th was a day of rest for  the troops- day for 
cleaning equipments and clothing, greasing shoes and rearrang- 
ing packs for the days of activity to follow; for the supply 
department of assuring itself of the completeness and efiiciency 
of its equipment, purchase of beeves and other supplies and 
completion of details of movements of supply trains for this 
large farce. Thereaftet each three days of activity, & 
for solving a single problem with this lakge force, were followed 
by a day of rest. 

In a maneuv3 of this magnitude one can follow perhaps 
to better advantage the movements and supply of a single 
division than that of the army as a whole. Generally speak- 
ing the supply of traops in the field seemed remarkable for its 
efIiciency and simplicity, and for the almost entire absence of 
paper work in advance of the “gars regdartke,” and this 

of the fact that a large proportion of the supply 
oQ&s were .ofEcers of the reserves and infrequently called to 
b - c 6 1 ~  H a e t h e  sgune-as with the troops, the regffves (am apd mi. .we& absorbed by the- standing army and 
perf& t&e daties of re- throughout the maneuvers. 

-They w - m  absolu& the same d o r m - &  the active for& and 
close otssetvatipq,~u$ct sot dways r e w ~ ~ ~ . w h i c b  class any 
0 5 q x o r i n q b e l o n ~ .  Manyof$Rre&dntALsupplypplycers 
beloxtged to the reserve class and each dqf &pon the anid of 
the division trains, the division Sous-Intendant (performing 
the duties regulatly assigned to a chief commissary of our 
divisions as a part of his work) assembled all the regimental 
supply officers a d  h i s ~ ~ n  &tants and explained in detail 
the day’s problem of supply and that of tomorrow. 

The regular and well tbned movements of trains supply- 
ing an army on the march or in actual contact with opposing 
forces when the destinatiw of regiments, much less the halting 
place f o r  the night, was 4 matter of much uncertainty, could 
not fail to excite one’s admiration, The numerous excellent 
roads were not alone responsible far the’s-; we must at- 
kibuta part to the general abundance qf supplies in the theater 
of operations, the simple ration, the single control of transports- 

I 
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tion and supply, the gLnall b u n t  sf baggage, the automobile 
service of $he division trains and the simpliaty of a system 
that almp brought the regular daily supplies to the front 
without requisition unless it became necessary to change the 
numberofrationsrequired. 

GBNBRAL F O D  OF SUPPLY. 

To my great disappointment Field Bakeries* were not 
employed during these maneuvers, b% all bread was baked at 

OAXBBON TBANSFEBBpD INTO A POST OF OBSEBVATION. 

St. Cyr f a r  the Red Army and correspondingly near the base 
of the Blues. Beewes were purchased locally or supplied from 
the divisian herd, driven dong each day and slaughtered as 
required. Hay was purchased locally and the “swpply” con- 
sequently resolved itself into forwarding each day h S t .  
Cyr and orleans 45,OOO to 50,OOO rations of field bread, coffee. 
and sugar and the quantity of oats required for each army. 
The h e d  amount was fofwaded daily without requidtion, 
although the amount might have beenchanged from time to 

time by request from the “Cure Regdurtrice.’* Similarly 
from the Angers, the “Gore ReguZurtrice,” for  the Red Army 
the fixed supply was sent fonkard daily unlesschangedbyre- 
quest from the ‘%are de Rorrifadllement,” the next supply 
station for  the front. The supplies next reached the ‘%are de 
Rawatczi lht” designated for  each carps, and at that point 
were transferred to the auto trucks composing the sections ,of 
the division train. As a rule the transfer was etrectsd at an 
early hour in the morning and generally 2 or 3 P. Y. fo-d these 
trains at their destinations, perhaps 90 kilometers away, ready 
to transfer to the empty sections of the regimental trains held 
in waiting, generally &ear the town where the division had passed 
the preceding night. 

As a rule the regknentd trains did not go to the rear. 
Each morning the loaded sections followed the columns as 
closely as d e t y  permitted and then parka in a convenient 
place from which it moved from time to time according to dr- 
cumstances, but generally with a view to joining and supplying 
the traops as early in the evening as possible. The empty sec- 
tions were assembled and parked near the town the division riad 
just left and to which the automobile section of the division 
trains advanced duringthe day. The transfer acqhplished, 
perhaps by S a  P. M., these sections advanced during the 
evening to join the column, distribution being made the fol- 
lowing evening. 

Two days’ reserve rations (war bread, coffee, sugar, canned 
meat and bouillon) were at all times carriedby thetroops, gener-9 
ally one day in the pack and one day on the company wagon, 
though sometimes both rations were ordered carried on the back. 
The soldier also camed one days’ ordinary rations (excepting 
fresh meat) in a canvas sack slung by his side. The day’s 
ration consisted of field bread, coffee and sugar, to which cheese 
or cold meat were sometimes added for the lunch, and wine 
or sweetmeats if provided by the soldier himself. The soldier 
was permitted to add almost anything he desired tb be carried 
in his sack. 

. 
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. P a 8 g a  BEBE. 

. Beares were of exceUent qualiQ.and CoLICzition when put- 
chased an8 between four and ten- old. ' They were some- 

e d y  the &hion herd supplied theedemaud and the meat 
&dor&din propodan to the bsngth and numbesof marches 
aadtheshortinea dthe period that must iatervene between the 
the 'ob arrival at the and the kUhg. Although it was 
deshble tokiUduringtbevening and let the oamases cool dur- 
i n g t h e n i g h t , i t m V  evenmoreimportant to let the . 

-- Qe t h e ~ p b  d e ~ b d  f a t   laughter but g a -  
. 

. .  
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animals rbt &kill in the early morning. The meat was then 
distributed to the Rginaeneal supply 05cerS who carried the 
Same dway in specidly built meat wagons, so constructed as to 
dhm a good ChcuIpion 6f air 'and freg, out dust. Supply 
dicers told me that even in warm weather these wagons were 
m5Sently- am1 to! pr&erve the meat without refrigeration. 
The whgon'wirs thorou&y Sanitatp, E n g  zinc lined and al- 
Wags &. wa&xB'wlh 6lki joined the full sections 
d'the regi&htaI and remained with them during the 
day, didtdxation of beef being made during the evening for 

In the axnpdes the meat was canied in specially con- 
structed wicker baskets or chests transported hi the baggage 

i 

tlse -'next night. z 
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wagon, $nd was from thirty-& to fortyhght hours old when 
cooked. The meat is all cooked for supper and the allowance is 
sosmall that it is generally consumed at the one meal, though 
sometimes a portion is set aside for a part of the lunch the fol- 
lowing day. 

The purchase of beeves, driving of herds, sometimes 
thirty kilometers in a day, the provisions of abattoirs, etc.. 
seemed the most arduous and trying duty of the Soas-Intendant 
and the supply of dressed beef in the field is one of the problems , 
now being w&ked out fo r  the service. It is, however, a difficult 
problem in a country where refrigeration is used so little and 

I where refrigerator cars are unknown. 

FIELD BREAD. 

. The field bread supplied, as stated above, was baked at the 
base and forwarded hundrds of miles by railroads, auto-trucks 
and wagons to the troops. This bread was almost exactly 
of the same type as our own, though made in two ration loaves. 
It was more dense, and had large cavities, being made by the 
sour dough process, which, in theiropinion, givesit better keep 
ing qualities. No speaal protection was given to the bread in 
transit F d  each loaf was handled many times. The time for 
each transfer could have been cut down in the proportion of 
about one hour to ten minutes if the bread ha4 been sacked, and 
it would have been handled in a far more sanitary manner and 
with less chlance of loss or error in count. 

l 

TBE RATION 'SUPPLIED. 0 

The ration supplied consisted cf bread, fresh beef, coff& 
and sugar, and about fourland one-half, cents per day for each 
man. This is stronger than the garrison ration as the coffek 
and sugar are t h k  purchased out of the four. and one-half 
cents daily allowance. 

Upon arrival in the town wtere billeted for thesight, the 
company is divided into sections and the chiefs mar6h them to 
their respective lodgments, genehlly agroup of stone structures 
o n a  common court like a farm houseb th  its outbuildings. 
The Chief of Section spends his four and one-half sous per man 
for vegetables, fruit, cheese or wine and all hands get to work 

0 ? 
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PhX a larke soup kettle with stove is found. The kettle is 
deaned up for the stew, which invariably consists of the day’s 
-ce of beef to which such vegetables are added as can be 
purchased locally and some hours must elapse before the supper 
is ready to serve. 
,i Tbe is a good one when ready bread, meat and vege- 
tables and perhaps mffe and wine, but, during the maneuvers 
the froops atrived late at their lodgment and it was frequently 
ten or eleeen o’clock at night before the supper was ready, and 
this when the column must be‘formed again before break of 
day the followiag morning. The breakfast consistd of one- 
fourth litre of coffee (less than half a pint) and a small chunk 
of field bread from the sack slung from the shoulder. The lunch 
waa gmedly c o d  between 1030 and noon and consisted 
of bread to.which, as stat4 above, cheese or cold meat was 
mmekhes added.’ 

1 -  , to prepete the me w a m  meal of the day. In almost every such 

SOUP CART. 

The soup cart was not in common use, but one day when 
Rturaing f n q  the fmnt I ran acrossthe combat train of a divi- 
sim uther than that to which I vvas attached andwassur- 
p&edtofiadaoalumnof soup carts. Idismtnmtedandtalked 
at lemgth with the soldiers in charge who were enthusiastic over 
their part in the maneuvers. The cookers provided coffee and 
stew and a sergeant passed this remark: “You see the 167th 
regiment wil l  have a good supper as soon as it arrives at its 
lodgment because we have had plenty of time to buy vegetables 
and prepare a good stew. Now the 57th over there will have 
to get aplace to cook after arrival, things to cook with and wait 
at least two hours longer More it has its supper, perhaps until 
eleven o’clock tonight. My regiment wil l  have three hours 

I longer to sleep and you know we are on the march again before 
, dawn”+ strong argument in favor of the soup cart in cam- 
’ de. 

* 
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THE COMPANY WAGON. 

The only trans~rtation assigned for the exclusive use of the 
company was a two wheeled cart, presumably f& carrying one 
day’s reserve field ration, lightening the packs of the soldiers 
(which I was told they never did) and carrying the baggage of 
the company of6cers. I I 

- 
T ~ E  “cm-rrm voxmm.” I 

I 

I 
I 

The “cantine voiture” is a well built delivery type of wagon, 
generally hauled by one horse, for furnishing hot coffee at two 
sous a cup and light lunches to the soldiers in the field. A good 
copper urn is-attached to the side of this vehicle and a con- 
tinuous flame keeps the coffee hot. The wagon is-generally 
in charge of a retired sous-officer and his wife, though some- 
times handled by a noslcommissioned officer of the band. 
One is authorized for each battalion and follows the troops 
closely everywhere in the field except duringactualmobiliza- 
tion. 

1 
WATER CASK. 

A large cask of water mounted on a two-wheeled‘cart 
accompanied each battalion supplyipg an extra titre of good 
drinking water for each man- excellent idea considering 
that the single litre carried in the canteen is seldom suf€icient 
and good water is frequently diflidt to obtain ‘on thz march. 

I 
I 
I 

I 
1 

AUTO TRUCKS. 

The auto trucks were given their first thorough trial this 

trucks each, one of these trucks always going empty to meet 

year though they were used only with certain division trains. 
These trains were divided into sections of sevqp automobile 

emergencies. The trains always arrived within a few minutes 
of scheduled time and no accident occured which caused serious 
delay. The specifications called for auto trucks capable df I 

supplies, minitnum speed twelve to ateen kilometers per 
hour and maximum expenditure of gasoline one-half litre per 
kilometer. Only those trucks designed for special wotkasfor 

I 

carrying from 2,000 to 4,000 kilos accoTdipg to chatacter fif 
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cwrying signal appamtus wlere.owned by the government. 
AIl others wefe requi+titmed and the idea prevails that they al- 
%ys w i ~  be provided ti+ way evenin&. Itisstated that 
1,200 s m h  $rucks are a le ip Paris alone. A colonel of 
Intenaaace 
e & h t  for nianeuverS in fair weather, they were so hard on 
roads and uncertain in wet weather that their use was doubtful 
in war time. All others with whom I spoke from generals down 
eJtpresaed the idea that their necessity had been demonstrated 
beJrorrst question and that their use would be continuously ex- 

me that w r . e the autoxmbiles were exceedingly 

. .  

- .  - BIPLDADFOTBDOK. * -  

I 
tended. One general to mer “The automobiles brought 
my supplies from ninety kilometers away today. We can never 
again rely upon horse traqspartation.” 

B CYCLES. 

. BicyGes seeam$ to be i-1 wherever they could to save 
homeflesh. Not only were there several organized companies 
operating on bicycles, which could be folded and slung across the 
track when d t y  required, but bicyclists were frequently 
attached as ordesks tq mounted officers. Two cyclist orderlies 
always followed the ~ ~ 1 1 a t e a d q n t  of my d i d o n  and we& 
specially weful on account of their rapidity in Catrying orders. 

w 

uponapproachrng atawnwherewewemto stop far the night, 
a cyclist would speed ahead to carry out the orders of the Saus- 
Intendant and he would return far  enough to meet him with all 
information desired before entering the town and conduct him 
to the headquarters. Motmcycles were often seen speeding 
from one column to anothe-r and it could only be assumed that 
they were scient in camying orders and aiding the corps co&- 

A OOMPlYNY OF cpcLfBT8. 

REGIMENTAI, SUPPLY OFFICERS. 

These &cers were first lieutenants, regulars and reserves. 
It was their duty’* receive the meat for their regiments in the 
morning. the remainder d the rationsin the afternoon from the 
division train, and then hurry f m 9 d  to join their commander 
to make the evening distribution at the cantonment. They 
went, however, where their services seemed to be most required 
and frequently had to leave a part of this i m e n t  work to 
their noncommissioned officer assistants. On the march of con- 
centration, they purchased supplies for men and dnimals and 
for payment carried all funds 011 their person. Oneqgimental 
supply officer toid me he started out with 8,000 francs in his 

banking facilities throughout the country. He said he cam 3 pocket andlhat checks could not be used on account of the 

this money at petsansl risk and had no recourse in &e of loss. 
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He CIUried 4,000 francs thughoat  the maneuvers for use during 
thereturntrip. Intimeofpeaceasupplyofficercantakeany 
supplies reqrtited so as not leave a family without eight days 

. pmvi&ms for themaehre~ Or two weeks forage for  animals. 
Nor am beds be taken for the military that are habitually used 
by afamily. In case of dispute as to price to be paid for sup- 
plies, the supply o5cex simply gives a receipt and leaves the price 
to be settled by a commission which pays a price no higher than 
the highest that the supply &cer himself could have paid. 

At p~~pepvefs b e  regimental supply of5ce.r obtained sup- 
p b  fmm the dmision supply oi33cet upon the presentation of 
a rrbon”-a simple requistion si- only by himself, no approval 
or ref- to higher authority and no return rendered by him. 

. -  

DbmAGES. 

I Alkutman t colonel of intendance whose duty it was to -- . far‘damages done by the troops rode with us 

overthesametexxitoryasanmembet 
i d a  far time damages. This 05cer 

tow hat any destruction of propetty was 
CoSIpmitted by the solcliets cm the march or when billeted and 
that practically the only damage done was incident to the move- 
ment of troops during contact andcombat. Toward the close 
of the maneuvers this olKcer told me he had received no com- 
plaints for &pledations COmLaitted by the soldiers, and it was 
well understood that no canplaint would he entertained un- 
Less received within twenty-four hours of the passage of troops. 

esch day d colmred’the ground pmed aver by his divisioq. 

BILLETING. 

During the fitst days of the ‘maneuvers, while the troopers 
were widely scattered, the “biust de Logemat’’ was available 
and fudshed ample accamodation for the officers; and under 
thesamecircumstances the men were suppliedshelterand straw. 
Neither ofkers nor men were dowed blankets in the field and 
after amcentration it was seldom that a junior offieis at least 

. . found a bed, and s o m e w  the men had to sleep in the open. 
€banally I was furnished with a “W&bgmmt” but 

twik, but sometulles was able to secure a bed for a few francs 

I 

even though the inhabitants had declared 0 5 d l y  that they 
had none available. 

THE OFFICERS’ MESS. 

No mess furniture was Carried by the officers’ mess and for 
nourishment we had to depend upon arrangements made- at 
cafks, small hotels and farm houses. The government allows 
three francs per day to captains and lieutenants for  sub&tance 
in the field and five francs to field 05m, but even with a dozen 
officers in the me&, the average cost was not under seven francs 
per day. When the small towns -re crowded it was quite 

‘difficult to get a meal and sometimes my special comrade, a 
captain of the Greek army, and I sought food and shelter in a 
peasant’s home. 

SKETCH OF PEASANT LIFE. 

To the weary soldier, after a long day’s march, or desperate 
combat, the shelter of the peasant’s home was truly welcome and 
the warmth of the fireside most cheerful after the dust and 
fatigue of the day. To these Simple peasants the preparation 
of the meals is a simple incident of the day rather than the 
salient feature which governs all else. Inadentally before the 
serious work of the day be@, the little family gathers about the 
bare but clean table for the simple repast of bread and coffee or 
milk. Then the whole group betakes itself to the field where the 
able bodied men and women toil together throughout the long 
morning hours while the old and decrepit tend the herds of 
cattle and goats and the children watch over the flocks of 
geese. Just before the sun reaches its meridian height a light 
repast consisting of a loaf of bread and a bottle of wine (fol- 
lowed perhaps by a little MP) fills up the interval that divides 
the long day in two and it is not until the sun Sinks into the forest 
that the family gathers about the huge open fireplace to watch 
the sizzling roast or gurgling stew that really furnishes the sus- 
taining meal of the day. As we draw up before the cheerful 
chimney and listen to peasant Jean tell of the days when, he was 
called to the colors, the family cat and shepherddogg@elong- 
ingly at the singing kettle and watch with curiosity the peasant’s 
wife dig the baked potatoes from the bed of ashes. While 

‘ 
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we sit about tbe table mamnting the incidents of the day and 
plaaningthe~oftomorrow,peasaat Jeandrawsfmmhis 
deeppocketthetrusty all purpose jackknife, strops it acrosshis 
jesnSandtOeeing the yard lo& I d  up under @ left arm, cuts 
a h w  chapk of thb Feat staff of lile'for each to consume with 
the skaming (ooltp and saddy the demon hue-  that gnaws at 
the pit of each man's*stomaCh. It is this plain eamomical 
and Serioas life that makes the simple ration possible, that 
teaches the soldier to slip intoks pack the stray faggots he finds 
in his path, that fits *for eight to tea hours hatd military 
d c e  each day throughout the tmto years he serves his govern- 
ment gratuitously in w n g  hr the defense of his home. 

MISCBUANEOUS NOTES. 

For military purposes the d& is divided into twenty-four 
hours numbered from one to twenty-fotir beginning at 1:oO 
A. Y. The pradtice had also been &opted by the railroads and 
isotherwisebeddinid E! quit. - common: 

The ~ e s h i p  d i n g  between officers and men was 
&mywhere noti&able;'excelletlt dikdpline prevailed through- 
out, aIthough it is not uncoIIltnoll for the private soldier to en- 
gage gen6ral conversation Gtfi his officers, to sit at the same 
table in cafes ahd *wants or at any time to disphse with 
u s e l e s s ' d i ~ - ' f &  when workhg' Mgeth'er for the common 
g.roo& 

* m e  m&iaid mah never cIismounU to address an offiter, 
nor does fie hksitste td'ask f b r  idpondrition or directions from 
agenerd or'his staff when a &sage  from one part of 
a lhld to aaother. The soldier thoroughly respects an officer 
and his @tion ahd all grades work with intense interest in 
prepitation for the great struggle they believe is to come. 

' T6e aristodratc'spirit of former years has disappeared and 
the soldier h d s  in pis 05cer not only a commander but a com- 
mde'm arms. 

It is noted that otWers and mkn performed the duties they 
ex$ect to' perfarm A t  the outbreak of h r .  The possible hope 
d captains. and lihtenaats to command batWons,'or major's 
brigades; &d hbt Ihake'them I d  Merest in their proper com- 
mands. 
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Even in garrison one is impressed with the constant prep- 
aration for war. Little time is consumed in attaining mili- 
tary stiikess and useless uniformity. Their baracks am sani- 
tary as i mat ts  of fact, but the untidy appearance of the men's 
squad rooms their personal negligent dress about quarters and 
while exercisiog in the "cmr,~' the'srmple kitchen, labaratory and 
bathing facilities would make some of us seek an early grave. 

The "set-up" of the French soider would not be considered 
good in our service. The mounted man always crouches close 
to his hose and the foot soldier swings dong at a rapid p c e  
with a comfortable slouch; but the spirited chant when not in 
the vicinity of the enemy, the habitual good cheer during 
fatiguing.work, the absence of stragglers on the rnarch, of 
drunkenness, of personal altercations and combats, bespeak 
much for their esprit and discipline, I find in the French Army 
lessaristocracythaninourown, betterdiscipline,morecomrade- 
ship and more serious work. The dcers do not indulge in 
idle criticisms nor waste their hours at games of chance, but the 
probability of war makes the profession of a,rxns a serious oc- 
cupation. These q&cations combined with universal ser- 
vice, national military spirit and Unity, the self-sacrifice they 
are individually ready to make for the common good, the sim- 
ple and economical life, will count for much in war whenit 
comes. 

The men are constantly employed on nhilitary work and the 
hours spent with us on generat fatigue, kitchen police, unneces- 
sary guard, etc. more profitably employed in better care of 
horses and equipments, oiling of shoes and harness, and re- 
pairing and washing their dorms, preserving material and 
fleparing for war. 
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NOTES ON AUSTRIAN CAVALRY. 

BY AN OPFlCER ABROAD. 

The d c e  methods of all btanches of this army are & 
Similar to our own that a casual observer might think there 

Admitting that the e&ie~cy in all military establishments 
depends upon the amount of hard word done by officers and men 
their enthusiasm and thenationaltraits, I noted some minor 
details that struck me as being the result of much field and ma- 
neuver paactice; carried out intelligently and thoroughly, with a 
comcktious amtian to detail which we would do well to 
imitate. For instance: A cavalry officer gave an order to an 
orderiy on the field WhQ immedistely, almost before the officer- 
had ceased to speak, repeated in a loud voice, as if at drill, the 
osder ?e had feQeived and dasheddatfull speed on his mission. 
We too, havethetegulation that verbal orders shall be repeated 

‘but it is generally carried out in a halting, dilatory xnanner. 
As I have seen it done, the officer usually asks the man to re- 
peat the order, Be gives a garbled version, it is then corrected and 
possibly after farther amvematim and delay the man departs. 
The orderly who lmoruz that he must immediately turn over 
the d e r  xecehmd the miaUte the officer ceases speaking pays 
irrtsnss at&wttm * . I was quite thrilled by the &ciency dis- 
played by the enlisted men in this matter of carrying orders. 
How much wrong even in a placid maneuver because of 
the failure of orders to correctly reach their destination! No 
duty of anenlisted manismore important. Our field regulation 
obtained the paragraph m repeating orders from the German, 
bat for us it is stdl m g d y  the words of a printed book. 

The manner of preparing for a cavalry attack was shown 
me and it also had interesting points. A regiment was 
mpposed to be behind the raitoad embankment. A squadron 

was nothing ~ c u l a r l y  new tb learn. 
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was in front hidden by a fold in the ground. Scouts were sent 
out to look for sunken mads, wire, etc., and toreport onthe 
enemy. That of mume is the method of all troops but here is 
the point to which I want to call attention. As a returning 
scout, at full gallop, neared the point from which he had been 
sentout, he waved his saber over his head and shouted the 
name of the &cer who awaited his return. It was the duty of 
everyone whosaw him, officers and men, to point the direction 
in which the officer could be found. The scout did not have to 

instead he was practically blown ELC~OSS the face of the waiting 
troops to the captain. Suppose while the man had been out 
on his scouting mission more troops had been moved up, or his 
own troops had heen forced to give way to the right or left to 
make interval in the line for reinforceent, etc.; in such a 
case he would have found strange troops in the place of. his 
own and possibly would not have fouhd his captain until 
precious moments had beenlost. The waving of the saber over 
his head was the signal for everyone to point the whereabouts 
of the of€icer whose name he was calling and for whom he had 
important information. Upon viewing this strange spectacle 
for  the first time I asked: “What are sthey all yelling and 
pointing at?” And then I was told its meaning. 

Another point: I saw at Santiago officers of our army 
dancing up and down in front of theh troops waving their hats 
and yelliag “terne firing” With absolutely no effect. In an 
exercise here where troops were fighting on foot, the order to 
cease firing was yelled by every man in the firing line. How- 
ever dazed by the excitement of the fight it seemed that such 
a method, daily trained into a man would subconsciously cause 
him to obey. We have the piercing whistle signals which can 
be heard above the rattle of d e  fire, but it is used for so many 
signals that I doubt if the soldier wil l  pay as much attention 
to it as he would to his oqm voice saying, “cease firing.” 

The double line formation is used in the Austrian cavalry. 
I h o w  nothing of the merits of this question, over which our 
cavalry is using so much printers’ ink. However, I saw 
troop after tmop take low hurdles in double rank and the ranks 
were very close together, It looked like a dangerous line up for 

dismount and ask respectfully where Captain - a; 

b 
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a charge ar a maneuver at a gallop on anyotherfield than a well 
known drill mud. I feared far the men in the front rank 

,The Arartlu-- amy is supplied with xemounts 
frwnitam statiaas and I must say the horseslooked superb 
sllthoClghthey,aaplnea a tittle smalland not what Carter's 
book called "wh# carrim+", They all had a thoroughbred look 
and- of being o&ws' mounts and not those of 
edisted men. The horses an received from the remount station 
when they ate thffe parsalp, but ate pot put into the troop 
anW they have bem thoroughly trained in gaits and are leg 

ing. I saw the. young horses being &rained,, A sandy space 
ob about fo&acm is faced ofli and.theseerery day, with expert 
ndeq, wder the immediate iDspection of,= offioer, the horses 
am genw .$aught.. To anycme who loves a horse the sight of 

nrdmnl were a pet* without whip, spur, or initable jerking 
nder, waa worth 4%. At first they are ridden only with a 
snaI&, l a t e r t h e d  is used.. The homes when fully trained 
g t a ~ ~ ~ ~ a n d t h e s n a f a e i s u s e d f o r c e r r e c t i o n o r  
puthhent. The curb reias'andtheleftdereinareheld 
in the left hand; the right s&e rein is held in the right hand 
aPdwhenthe~~wishestoinformthehorsethatheisdoing 
wr~ng the.z@it handsjerks the snnfflt! up into the comer of 
the 4 n d s  mouth. ,I won'% presume to discuss the merits of 
this qstem, but d d  like to know what our mounted service 
&uol -inen think of it. Tb.position of the rider in the saddle 

with beel cerrie&Wor, 8 line with the spine and the calves 
dtlre legPwedto&apd -the horse: This Ipresume is 

AusMaps, accQrding to our standards, b o w  little of per- 
d- . fewhpuseeareequippedwithbaths. And 
we, (1ccordiqs tcr their ideas, know little about a clean stable. 

te stai#es than those 
lpeptbytbekltnaarn_ Themangers are sunkinto the wall and 
are &pert dit+hese,are no Poojectiops on whir31 ahorsecan 
hurkhimadf. Bsh&teris&tachectqpei$hrssidetotwo 
light.t.Fhninn whkharefsetened tothe wall in such a way as to 

wheatl.4?iycametotbhllrdb bat nothinghappened. 

and-*. Themthv *of their horses is astonish- 

t4eae 6re, yotmg+hOrseS being,ta@t th& 1- 8~ if ~ a c h  

t h e g B p D & ~ t a u g h t ' a t ~ ~ t h e m e n f n n n s a u m u r .  

. 4  I never w. to se$ more ,mmnnrln 

I 
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give him plenty of lateral room but not enough to nip his 
neighbor and plenty of mom to back and lie down. The horses 
are separated by a h g l e  bar covered with woven straw half it 
length to keep hocks from being injured. The floor is covered 
deep with straw and there is no sign of Urine or dung. I asked 
hqw this was accomplished and they pointed to a small wooden 
bucket attached to a pole which the men on duty day and night 
were supposed to quickly hold under a horse when ecessary. 

skeptical of any rnan being able to act quickly enough, but I 
was assured that it was a most eiiicacious method as the men 
were required to immediately clean up what they did not catch. 
This stable manageinent keeps the place free of steaming ma- 
nure and does away with the horses lying all night in dirt swait- 
ing the morning stable call. Two menareonduty ineachstable 
all night with about fifty horses to guard and watch. 

The Austro-Hungarian cavalry claim their saber to be the 
heaviest of any used in the European armies and I should judge 
they are correct. I t  is slightly curved with no point to speak of 
and looks like a medieval weapon. Some of the troopers went 
through the saber exercise for me. It was a strenuous &air 
of complete circles and each weapon had to "whistle" or the 
movement was not considered correct. It looked as though a 
blow given as practiced would break down any guard, but of 
course a sword thrust is always more deadly than a blow. 

I took advantage of an opportunity to inspect the store- 
rooms. Here are kept the supplies for the additicmal men neces- 
sary to bring the regiment up to full war strength. These 
men are not prsent With the trqops but their names and 
measarehents are on file and their full equipment in the store- 
room. An old German (Austrian) was in charge, a familiar 
figure, his duplicate can be foundinalmost any Quartermaster 
store room in our own country. 

The Austro-Hungarians are proud of their cavalry-and 
rightly so. 

Th- are four of these buckets at convenient interva 4 s. I was 

.. . 
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THE SOLDIER VERSUS ENERGY, AMBITION AND 

p I - 
1 ! I  BY Courrr S~BQEIANT R W. LEWIS, hera CAVALUY. 

T”k thuught that t8e enlisted man has no need of ambition, 
energy, and initiative is, sad to say, a very prevalent 

one, though none the less emmeous. Indeed, it is so prevalent 
that the mere fact alone has almost convinced the average 
enlisted man that these qualities are rtidesirable in a soldier. 
Could this thought’be banished from the mind of the enlisted 
man himself it whld operate to make of him a much better 
soldier. 

In the profession of arms, as in any other, a man possessing 
ambition, energy, and &tiathe is much more valuable than 
one not hawg-these qualities. Every opportunity should 
be seized to instil this into the mind of the enlisted man. 
When he bas cast out the old morbid thought and become 
receptive of the pew, then will he be able to do credit to his 
profession, and no sooner. Many who read this will say that 
the habits of life of the soldier are such as to kill any germs of 
ambition, energy, or initiative that may be latent in him. 
This is but too true! 

So to get at 
the pot of the evil, those who make his habits should change 
them. 

To get at the relat$m that a soldier’s habits of lifehave 
upon his ambition, enagy. and initiative, let us discuss a day of 
a soldier’s life. 

T o m  with, at ‘fjirst CUE’ he must jump aut of bed, 
dress hurriedly, and, if he is a hustler, will have his bunk 
made and wi l l  have swept up about it and just have time to 
ge&mtoiinefor “red& TOU d.” This rush is stimulating. 

After diamis#al frrnn’the reveille formation the men, under 
the supemision of one non-commhsioned officer, “in chorge of 

A soldier’s habits of life are made for him. 

The remainder walk about *a desultory way, picking up a 
match-stick here and leaving a piece of paperthere. Those 
who have observed the “beuts” will feel injured that they have 
to perform the duties of the “&uts.” So it is more than likely 
that on the morrow the observers will be among the “buts.” 
I n  this mannerthe habit of slighting+duty is developed in the 
soldier. You will say: “Why does not the non-commsisoned 
officer prevent all this.” The answer is that he cannot. He 
has too many men for the size of the‘ job. Give him a squad of 
eight men and let these! be changed each morning and then 
see the result. 

After policing about quarters there is an interval in which 
to wash up for breakfast. I am glad to say that few soldiers are 
negligent in this respect, mainly, perhaps, because their com- 
rades would make it hot for them. Then, of course, the lag- 
gards make up their bunks and sweep out, which generally 
operates to cause their being late at “mess cull.” A little 
energy might be developed for the next morning by making 
“MY.  Laggard” miss his breakfa@. 

There is then an interval of time until morning stables. 
The men are made to fall in at quarters and then b c h e d  

to the stables. Here is something which is detrimental, inas- 
much as it keeps a number of men away, who would otherwise 
have b% at the stable sooner looking after their mounts. 

At “stables” the horses are led out, tied on the picket line, 
and groomed from fifteen minutes to half an hour. That  is a 
very uninteresting performance and generally leaves the soldier 
disgruntled and disgusted. I have seen horses present as clean 
an appearance after ten minutes energetic grooming, and the 
man doing the grooming still be in a cheerful mood. Let the 
soldier see that his energy is looked upon as an asset, rather 
than a detriment. W h y  cannot a certain limit of time be 
set in which the soldier shall have his horse groomed and saddled 
and causing him to be responsible for the appearance of the 
animal at the end of that time? It seems to me that this would 
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be an emrgy qkdophg -hod, vhile the othex is setting a 

After & the tmpp is formed by the first sergeant, who 

Tbe oommapder mstches &troop out to the drill ground. 
Fba enample, sappose he has jumping drill. Let us say that 
hehesatroopobfirftymen. kthesendsonemanover the  
hide  at atime, each man starthgat a point, perhaps, forty 
yards from the hurdle, so that with balky horses and other 
mishapshe wi l l  average at the least one quarter of a minute per 
jump. The first man jumping, then, does not get to jump 
again for over ten minutes. By this time his attention has 
wandered to half a dozen subjects other than jumping and he 
loses interest. What can be expected of a rnan under such 
dallying amditions? The commander, of course, is very much 
occupied, as hewatches each jumpwith interest, but the interest 
of watching the jumps is from a Merent standpoint in the case 
of the entisted men, for they do not care whether anyone other 
tbsn themselves makes a good’jump or not. So to keep his 
interest at the bubbling point, he must have his jumps at shorter 
intervals. And it is only by keeping his interest that the de- 
sired results may be obtained. Who ever heard of a man be- 
coming proficient in anything in which he was not interested? 
It is evident then, to have better soldiers, soldiers who are ener- 
getic and ambitious to perfect thehelves in their profession, 
that the professionof armsmust betaught ina manner that wil l  
be both attractiveand interestin I. 

Didyoueverobgerveatmopwhilegroomingaftermounted 
drill? Fisk, the horses are tied on the picket line and unsad- 
<ued The picket line, being inthe open, is, of course, exposed 
to the sun This is a condition which many writers refer to as 

detrimental to the horse; I should think it would also be 
who must groom his horse on the picket 

le and has . .  and temper of the 

to, ,d their own individual judgments as to when their 
braes have had milkient grooming and the observer will no- 
tice thatthey take advantage of this and groom theis horses 

+~anslowness. 

* oatlstherollandpreaen~the troop to its commander. 

F ILL-ttooPs- 
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mergetically so as. to finish as quickly as possible. In troops 
where this is permitted I have never seen it fail that the non- 
commissioned officer did not fkish grooming and commence 
walking the picket line by several minutes before the command 
“cease grooming” had been given. 

Another persoa who is also allow& to use his own judg- 
ment in this respect is the commander’s striker. This man 
grooms both his own horse and that of the commander and 
invariably he will have finished with both ih less time than the 
troopers on the picket h e  will have finished with one. If 
thismancaabetrustedtousehisownjudgmentin gmaming 
a horse in which the captain is Certainty much more interested 
than those groomed by the men on the picket line why cannot 
these latter be allowed to use their own judgments, subject to 
any correction that may be needed. 

Speaking straight from the shoulder, the men on the 
picket line are made to groom by the numbers; arenot allowed 
to use their own judgments as to when their horses have been 
sufficiently groomed; and whatever energy and initiative they 
may have is smothered. The trooper’s relations with his 
moiint are such as to produce hatred rather than &ectim 
and interest in its well being. 

Striking an average, I wil l  say that “after drill grooming” 
will consume as much as three quarks of an hdur. Now say 
that the troopers are allowed to exercise their individual judg- 
ment, subject to the approval of an officer or a non-cads- 
sioned ofEicer, the time consumed would not aggregate more 
than one third of that. This would leave half an hour in which 
the t r v  could be taught hippology. Let the individual 

case of an accident to it, and I am surq that he w i l l  take a much 
more intelligent and afiectionate interest in it. 

After finishing grooming, the trooper generally is made to 
clean his equipments, and in th is  as nearly every other work, 
the energetic ones are made to bring their pace down to that of 
the lazier soldier. The idea of allowing the slowest horse to 
set the pace in a charge in which cohesion of movement is neces- 
sary is all very well, but suppose this idea was allowe$ to govern 
in a forced march or retreat, what would be thebsult? In this 

. trooper know his mount, let him learn what is best to do in 
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latter c88e, snpthing; which would tend to delay the march 
wodd  have to be e&mbated else the success of the enterprise 
wouldbejeopdhd Then there are cases in which the slow 
horse does not set the pace! A commanding ofEcer wto failed 
to mgnb such a fact would be lostinthislatter case. Then 

should energetic soldiers be made to bring their pace down 
to that of the lazier ones? W h y  not apply the spur in this in- 
Stance as in that of the forced march? 

the completion of cleaning equipments the men 
are marched frpm the saddle room to the quarters and there 

It b BOW approaching the hour for  dinner and at 
mess call the men repair to the the mess hall and are usually 
very prompt. I wonder why!. The answer is easy-because 
there is an incentive. After dinner the troop is again formed 
and matched to the stables and the horses are tied on the picket 
line. Upon completion of this duty the men are again marched 
to the quarters and, outside of fatigue and guard details, are 
Left very much to their own ~esou~ces until "water call" in the 
evening. At this time the troop is again formed and marched 
to the stables. The troopers then take their horses from the 
picket line and water them, after which the horses are led into 
the stables to feed. 

upm-completion of this duty the troop is again formed and 
marched back to the quarters. By this time the supper hour 
has arriveid and the men must hasten to make ready for it. By 
the time the men have finished with supper, it is time to fall 
in for retreat roll call. 

Retreat roll call is the only formation that I recall in 
which all of the men are not held until everyone has completed 
thedutiesin- 'on therewith. In this formation, after 
the first sergeant has called the roll he dismisses the troop and 
the reports to the ofticer of the day the result. Assuredly, 
it would be a brainless proceeding to retain the men in line, 
with no purpose whatever in view, until the first sergeant 
@ed out, in making his report, to the officer of the day and 
then back again. Nevertheless, it seems to me that it were as 
d b l e  as mn\rinp a man continue grooming his horse or clean- 
ing his equipment, even after well done, merely because a 
Wmanhadfailedto complete a similar task. The man who 

. 
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i should be encouraged and given every inducement to follow the 
path he is in is punished instead of the real culprit. After a 
time a man recognizes this fact and, becoming discouraged of 
any recognition of his mexits, adopts the lazier methods of the 
"pace setter." 

Retreat roll call completes the day work, after which the 
men are left much to thebown devices. 

It seems that the principle cause of dissatisfaction in dtil- 
ling is a too strict adherence to the letter of drill regulations. 
Instead of developing the initiative of the non-commissioned 
officer by allowing him to study his regulations and teach his 
squad in his own ind&idual Way, he is made to learn his - 
rations word for word and cause his squad to execute each T a, d 
every movement, step by step, whether the squad be week old 
recruits or m,n of several years service. After a soldier has 
been taught his drill, step by step, once he should be made to 
execute the movernsnts witliout having to listen to the long 
and tedious explanations laid down in the regulations. After 
a man haslearned his drill, step by step, then the commands 

Enter a little 
"ginger" into the drill, keep the soldier's interest at the bubbling 
point by keeping him in constant expectation of a command. 
Let a man be marched along for a considerable distance and 
he will more than likely have allowed his mind to wander and 
will be confused by a command suddenly given him. Take 
the same man, give him 2 series of snappy commands at short 
intervals and he will execute each with precision because his 
interest is not allowed to wander and he has been kept in con- 
stant readiness for any command. 

Saber drill, which is naturally a very attractive subject, is 
made so unjnteresting and unattractive that the average soldier 
is reluctqnt to enter upon it. A man is made to take up a 
position such as "guurd," in which the heavy saber is heldin 
prolongation of the forearm, and while in this position is made 
to listen to a long and unvarying explanation, day after day, 
until, becoming disgusted, he ceases to listen. In the first 
place these exetises, as laid down in the regulations, are only in- 
tended to strengthen and lend precision to the muscles required 
in handling the saber. . In the second place it was intend& 

. 

* should be given with snap for his execution. 
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that the lmg expbaticm be droppedaftera degree of pro- 
fkckncyhadbeeLLobtained . And thjrdly, the men should be 
ts&t to fence: as it is them only that the full value of the 

are obtained. By permitting the instructor to pre- 

tive is developed. By bringing this subject to its conclusive 
to ex&l is instilled into the men. fe=k, = - 

By giving quick, snappy commands, causing rapid thinking and 
=J-==%==gyisdeveloped. 

Another class of instruction in which any healthy miaded 
maa k intes&ed is.shooting. It allows of that spirit of com- 
@titian, whichisso&imdati~toambiticm, to enter more than 
in any other class of instruction. There are few drills con- - with target practjce m,which the men do not strive to 

that it is hsrd to 6nd fault with the manner of instruction. 
But t4xea-e is thisxme fault, the intervals of waiting are too long. 
It wodd seem after a target aeamn that 8 man would never 

~get.averthehabitofwaiting. 
I suppose you have heard it said that “the actwal fighting 

ir, a ba#le i s  not so trving as h wait under fire before engaging.” 
Tke-is  80 much “waiting” in the army that to be a good 
aoldkra man has to be8 good “umitSr.” No wonder a man who 
is on his job in civil life is referred to as “soldiering.” 

0 

sent in his c l w ~  W S ~ ,  Subject to SupenrisiOn, initia- 

e. . 

outdo one^. T~practiceisnaturally sointeresting 

, 
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MOBILIZATION OF THE FRENCH ARMY. * 

BY Fnm L ~ ~ N A I U T  CARL BOYD, Txixu~ CAVALUY. 

OBILIZATION for the active (or standing) army 
, M simply meam filling their ranks to war strength with 

the necessary number of reserves and preparing for concentra- 
tion. 

To 6ll the active regiments of cavalry very few reservists 
are necessary. Depending on the locality of the regiment, it 
might require from none to f& or five men per platoon. The 
infantry and artillery mobilize with a larger proportion of re- 
servists, ordinarily about fifty per cent. 

Depending upon what use is to be’made of them these 
troops are under mereat orders for concentratkm. Some 
know that they are to leave on the third, fourth, or a certain 
day of mobilization. Other troops are to get away with great 
urgency, a certain number of hours after orders for mobilization 
are received and are followed later by their reservists. These 
troops have sealed orders given them in time of peace which 
are to be opened only on receipt of instmctions. To be syste- 
matic and avoid confusion in getting. away each troop has‘a 
table of events drawn up telling all that must be done in prep- 
aration for ileaving. These details are atranged & logical 
sequence dividing the time for preparation into hours, aS 
“first hour,” “second hour,” etc., and stating what is to be d 7 e  
during each of these hours. The order for leaving gives the 
beginning of the first hour of preparation and to be ready$ 
time eachtroop has only to follow its schedule. The minutest 
details are covered in this plan. Each sergeant in charge of a 
platoon has a list posted up telling the successive steps he is 
to take with his platoon, what details he is to furnish, the 
number of men to mn errands, etc., and the time and place 
they are to report. For example he wi l l  have marked to send 
a man to the orderly room at the third hour to get an order on 
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Captain X for a home. (Probably a staii officer keeping a 
tmap horse at his house.) *This order is already written on a 
card and GiEed with Similar nates, the troop clerk has only to 
finin the datenand give it to the PUIP. 

In d e r  to be tlmr~ughly ready to leave in the designated 
time the troops have practice mobilization exercises. Twice 
during the year I saw the troop to which I was attached go 
thnru&h all the work of packing up, issuing new uniforms, 
tmndhg the old ones for turning over to the depot, closing ‘the 
troop acanmts, loading the wagons, saddling up and leaving 
t b  bamacks. Once they completed the exercise by going to 
the station aad loading horses, wagons and men on the cars. 

In leaving for the war they only had to repeat what 
they had done in practice. No one was excited or rushing 
about. Every thing was done in its regular ordzr, and the 
trains left at the hours first announced for their departure. 

The general &e& of mobilization is to place the entire 
country under military control. The civil authorities of the 
towns continue their functions under direction of the military. 
Tbfailmad , telegraph, MIX, and Certain othei designated 
emplopeesamtinue work under military control. Every- 
other able bodied man within the age limit goes to the army. 
Under the new law every man physically fit serves three years 
in the active army aad.elevea years in its reserve, seven years 
in the territorial*army and seven years in its reserve. This 
talres them up to the ag$ of fortyeight if they enter at  the 
regr3ar age of twenty. The old law under which these men come 
takes thein up to the age of forty-five. 

Every‘man at the completion of his service in the active 
army is given what we might call an individual descriptiv6 
book in the back of WE& is pasted a leaf of instructions. 
“his led tells him where he shall- in case of mobilization, 
what day of mobilization he shall be there, as first day, second 
day, etc, up to the sixteenth or last day of regular mobiliza, 
tion. Incaseheistojoinbyrailrroad , it 9 s  him what mute 
he shall take as the routing of trains is changed at such a time. 

Thefiist~cationwehadof general mobilization was a 
drum beating at a street comer in our quarter of the town 
about 4 . a  P. M., August lst, and a gendarme read the order 

, 
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for mobilization to the assembled people, announcing the next 
day, Aqgust 2d, as the first day of mobibtion. In a similar 
way, or by the ringing of church bells. etc., the news was an- 
nounced in every little town and spread like wild fire over the 
l&d. The civil functionaxies of every little precinct filled hi 
the date on the mobilizatiq orders that they had been,hold- 
ing, perhaps for years, and sent men out through the country to 
post them up and inform the inhabitants. 

Officers of the army belonging to a departm-t called 
.“Train S k e ”  took charge of the railroad stations and with 
the assistance of the regular civil officials directed the train 
service. The all important duty of the railroads for the first 
few days was to transport men to their places of mobilization 
and troops to their centers of concentration. Schedules with 
this end in view are prepared in time of peace and kept under 
seal at each railroad station only to be opened on receipt of 
orders fo r  mobilization. Train Service for the first few days was 
almost exclusively for soldiers; since that time it has gradually 
been becoming more nearly normal. 

During the first days of mobilization hundreds of men 
departed from this town and hundreds arrived. There was 
the greatest system and order at the railroad station. The 
hordes of men arriving were formed into groups according to 
regiments, etc., before they left the station. I t  took an 811182- 

ingly short time to rush these groups to their respective head- 
quarters, then to the large storehouses where they were uni- 
formed, armed andequipped. There seems to be an exhaustless 
supply of clothing, arms and equipments. No attempt is made 
to turn out s m a r t  looking soldiers but their clothing is comfort- 
able and substantial and their arms are good. 

The necessary horses, wagons and automobiles for the army 
are gotten by requisition. Every year a board of 05cers is 
convened in each little precinct to class and register the horses 
and rolling stock that might be needed in case of war. All 
proprietors are required to present their property to this board, 
The owner of a horse is told for example that he will in case of 
mobilization present him at that place, at such a time on, the 
third day, the horse is listed on the register as suitable for c8v- 
alry, artillery or draft as the case may be. In this way before 

, 
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~thclisoderedthemiiibryauthorititeshaveavery 

T b e f f c e n t o r d B r f o r ~  directed that all horses, etc., 
accept& at the lqst session of the commission be presented 
at the time dtectgd by +em, and that dl horses, etc., not ac- 

. .  oracqrtiredsinceitslastsessionbe 
pmmted at the public sq- at 9 a  A. Y., 011 the third day. 
oopmenlmg * their horses, wagons, QT automobiles the owners 
wexe given by the oommis8io9 an order for their estimated 
poioeof -e. Theaeorders were cash d o n  presentation to the 
pay departmeat of the government in town. The d u r n  
Priceallowed for a harse was about tbiee hundred and twenty 
d o k .  Very few brought this price. On the other hand num- 
bers were taken that cost their 0- many thesthis amount. 
Race harses, hunters, and all other kinds must! be presented. 
Automobites brought proportionate prices, a limousine went 
lilPeadeliverytruckforthepriceditsnraning gear and en- 
&e Without much considerationforthe superstructure. These 
prices however do not work the hardship on poor owners that 
might be imagined. The owners themselves are pqbably 
goingtothewaranditgivesthemready~toleavewith 
their families and, in the case of horses, savestheexpenseof 
feeding them during the war when-they would be little used. 
There are StiUenough stallions, old horses and ponies to do the 
mcessuy work. . 

During the days of m o b h t i m  the town was filled with 
soldiers and the benefits of martial law were inmany ways 
apparent. The b c h  soldiers are not addicted to drinkiig 
whiskey but th& were a few cases of taking too much absinthe, 
sccordingy its sale to sotdiem was forbidden under penalty 
uf having the dending cafe closed. This order I believe has 
become &ective throughout France. All cafb were ordersd 
c l o d  at 8 P. M. These orders have been very effectively 
c&ried out. Camcpeatly at about 9:OO P. M., the town is 
quiet, the soldiers asleep and ready to get up at five the next 

Othrfxbesdtsaf the martial law to every m e  were realized 
when mdarmes were stationed in the town market to prevent 
produce dealers from raising their prices on account of war 

goodkaperdideaastoahataretheRaourcesofeachregian. 
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conditions. These gendarmes also had instructions to prevent 
more than an ordinary amount of produce from W i g  sold to 
any  one person. Consequently during the days when the town 
was temporarily deprived of outside sources of supply every 
one had what he needed at the regular prims. 

A most impressive &e& of the military control is the 
self censorship they impose on the newspapers with reference 
to what they publish concerning movements, operations, etc., 
of troops. The governm-t issues a bulletin each day stating 
the official news that the papers may publish. This news is 
posted a little later on bulletin boards in the towns. Any 
paper publishing news of movements of troops, etc., not given 
in this official report and which might be of informationtothe 
enemy does so at the peril of being suspended from publica- 
tion. I notice that a paper in one a$ the provinces was sus- 
pended by the military authorities of that region for having 
published news of movements of troops in that vicinity. The 
government has arranged'to publish a 'daily statement of 
operations which is to be presented free of charge in newspapa 
form to the soldiers at  the front who have no means of know- 
ing what  is going on in other theaters of operations. 

The secrecy as to the positions of troops is so well guarded 
that letters addressd to soldiers are ordered addressed to their 
original place of mobilization where they arz taken up by the 
military who handle their mails. Soldiers writing letters are 
not to give their locality. No postage stamps are put on let- 
ters to or from soldiers. No post marks are put on letters 
from soldiers. 

The people would naturally like to know just whzre the& 
soldiers are and what they are doing, but realizing the danger 
of these matters beccming generally known they loyally 
forego the satisfaction of knowing. 

The French'have never had a mobilization under the pres- 
eat system and were not certain themselves as to how it would 
opemte. The unanimous opinion seems to be that its every 
detail has worked out as had been previously planned. Judg- 
ing by what could be seen here this opinion must be correct. 

, 
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It is true that the eastern fronties of France is ohly about. 
five handredrailesfromthefrtrtherestpoiatafthecountrywest, 
north a muth and that absolute mntd of the raikoads in 
such a tirne is a tremendous factor for success. Nevertheless 
it is an awe hsph'hglessoqto be here and seethedmnessand 
quidmess with which they can farm an army, ready to march 
opt, of men who tesS than two weeks before were followiag their 
Various prtrsUitS.with no thought of war. 

I '  
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THE ANCIENT COMBAT.* 

BY Cou)Nj&~ ARDANT Du PIC&. 

TRANSLATOR'S PREFACE. 

F the value of Colonel du Picq's work in the study of the 0 psychology of war and of the soldier, it is unnecesary'to 
speak. The aim of his writings may best be shown by an 

'extract from the "lettre questionnaire" which he sent to all 
officess of his acquaintance-supexi~~~, equals, or subardinates 
--who had seen serpice. 

1 

- 

* * * * * 
It seems as though no one was willing to understand that to 

know tommow, one must. know yesterday, andnowhere is 
yesterday sincerely described. It is found only in the memories 
of those who know how to -member because they have known 
how to observe, and they have never spoken. To one of them 
I now appeal. 

The least detail, observed in the act an the field of battle, 
is more instructive to me, a soldier, than all the Thierses aqd 
Jominis in the world. They write, doubtless, for the chiefs 
of States and of d e s ,  but they never explain what I warlt 
to understand--a battalion, a company, OT a squad in action. 

*Translated from the Freuchbv Captain J. W. Kilbreth, Jr., Sixth 
%Id Artillery, and reprinted by the kind permission of the Field AdiZ&q 
JOUFMZ. 

& 



, a battalion, a company, 

.- to tbia orderd match & the independent Simul- 
tampusjntluence ob accidenta of the tarain or the approach 

To ksmw whkhtir this order is changed or maintained on 

Whathappenswhenthezoneof artillery fire is reached; 

At what moment or at what range certain dispositions, 
sponiorrsorrs or ordered, are made before (or for the purpose of) 
opening fire, or charging, or doing both. 

Toknow haw theactionopens, what kind of fire is employed Lw the men aim. (This last is judged by the results when- 
ever possiblesd many rounds fired, so many men down.) 

How the charge is made; at what distance the enemy 
has fled before it; at what distance it is repulsed by the fire, 
the h n  stand, of sucq or such movement of the enemy. The 
cost of the charge. Whatever has been noticed of all these 
same things on the sided the enemy. 

To know the bearing, that is to say the order, disorder, 
Csies, a c e ,  neTPOUSDesS or coolness of leaders and of soldiers 
whdba on our side or the enemy’s More, during, and after the 
charge. 

Whether the soldier has been amenable to control through- 
out the actiun, and wkther he has been controlled, or at what 
moment he has showed a tendency to leave the ranks, either 
toremrrin behind or to dash to the front. 

If control has become impossible a h  lost to the leaders, 
t g , b a t w b a t m o m e n t  thh Cantror has become lost to the 
b&tabn commander; at w k t  moment to the cap-, to the 
Mdsecth,  tothe chief of squad; at what moment, in brief 
(ifsuchathing has happened) the chsge has become nothing 
but a blind- whether to the front or to the’rear, carrying 

- ddaager. 

drawing closer to the enemy. 

thexzuneof infsntrg fire. 
- 

I 
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’ l e a d 8 m d m p e l l d L  
To know wliera and when the halt is made. 
Where and when the leaders get the men inhand again. 

269 

At what perLods before, daring, OT af6er the day, the roll 
of the battalion or of the company has been ded-the re- 
sult of these dd. 

To know the number of dead and of wounded on both sides; 
the character of the wounds; the wounds of &cas, of non- 
commbioned officers, of privates, etc., etc. 

All details, in a word, which can throw light on either the 
material side or the moral side of the engagement and can give 
us the nearest possible view of it, are infinitely more instruc- 
tive to us soldiers, than all imaginable discussions about the 
plans and strategy of the greate& generals, or abbut their 
grand tactics on the field of battle. 

From colonel to r&xrkn, we are soldiers, not .generals, 
and we want to know our trade. 

Of course, one cannot obtain all d b l e  details of any given 
h ion .  But, from a series of honest reports, one should 
certainly be able to pick out a mass of characteristic details, 
well suited to show us in a striking and irrefutable manner 
what must, of necessity, happen at such or such moment in 
a ba t t l e to  show us the h i t s  of what we can require the soldier 
howarer good he m y  &to serve, consequently, as the basis 
for a rational method of fighting-and a piori to put us on 
guard against methods, the pedantic methods of the school. 

Every man who has seen mything of war has made for  
himself a method founded on his own knowledge and his per- 
sonal experience as a soldier. But experience is long and life 
-is short. The experience of one man can only be completed by 
that of others. 

And that is the reason, General, I dare address myself to 
yours. 

THE ‘AhVIENT COMBAT. 

* * * * * * 
The results of this “enque  sur le combat” ate a series of 

studies on infantry fire and other subjects, written in 1865; 
“Le combst antique,” published in 1868; and “Le combst 
moderne,” never compfeted. His death occured when the last 
was but a 1118s~ of manuscript notes, some developed into chsp 
ters, some Inere fragments. 

Colonel du Picq took part in the Crimean war, transferred 
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Battle is the final goalof armies and man is the chief 
instnunent of battle; nothing can be'ordered intelligently 
in an arm coastitutioa organization, discipline, tactics- 
all m u t d  f dependent like the fingers of a hand-without an 
esact knowledge of the cbid instrument, of man, and of his 
moral condition in this definitive moment of battle. 

It often happens that those who discuss the art of war, 
taking the weapon as their point of departure, take it for 
granted that the man called on to wield this weapon wil1 
&ways make of it' the use foreseen and ordered by their rules 
and precepts. But the fighting man cansidered as ,a reasoning 
being, given up his mobile and variable nature to mansform 
himself into a passive papvp and to play the padt of an ab- 
stract unit in the combinations of the battle field, is the man 
of *-not at a~ the man of reality. TRis latter is a 

of flesh and bone, of body and spirit, and, strong as this 
spirit often is, it cannot v) master the body that there wi l l  be 
no m o l t  of the flesh and disturbance of the mind in the face 

The human heart, to use the words of Marshal Saxe, is, 
therefore, the basis of all things in warp to understand these 
latter, the farmer must be studied. 

Let us undestalce this study, not dealing at first with the 
modem battle, too complexto be rmderstood at the first glance, 
but with the battle of ancient times, simpler and, above all, 
dearer, even though nowhem fully explahd. 

The mturiea have not changed human nature; its pas- 
&ms, its instincts, and, strongest of them all, the instinct of 
self-pie9errratian, have manifested themselves in various ways 
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according to the times, the localities, and to the charaders 
and temperaments of the various races. So in our times one 
can wonder at the coolness of the English, the dash of 9 
French, and thatzinertia, called tenacity, of the Russians, 
under 'pressure of the same danger, the same emotions. 
But at the bottom m e  always finds the same man; and it 
is with this man, always the same at bottom, that the experts, 
the masters, start when they organize and discipline, when 
they order in all its details a method of fighting, and when 
they make their general dispositions for battle. . This is 
shown clearly by a careful analysis of the ancient formations 
and battles. 

The purpose of this work leads us to make thishnalysis, 
and, by studying these battles, the study of the man wil l  be 
accomplished. 

We shall go back even farther than the battles af ancient 
history, back to the fights of primitive man. In studying from 
the days of the savage down to our own times, we shall obtain 
a better grasp of the subject. 

And shall we then know as much as the mastets of war? 
No more so than one knows how to paint after seeing how an 
artist does his work. But we shall have a better understanding 
of these experts and of the great examples they have left us. 

We shall learn, as they learned, to distrust mathematics 
and dynamics applied to war; to avoid the illusions of the 
target range and of thefnaneuver ground where our experiences 
are gained with the soldier calm, cool, unexhausted, well-fed, 
attentive and obdient-in a word, with an intelligent and 
docile humaninstrument, and not with that n m u s ,  impres- 
sionable, troubled, inattentive, over-excited, uncertain creature 
which, from general to private, is the man in the battle. There 
are exceptions, but they are rare. 

They are persistent and tenacious illusions nevertheless, 
which always reappear the very day after the reality has proved 
them false, of which the least serious r m l t  would be to lead 
one to order the impossible, were ordering the impossible 
not a direct blow at discipline, and did it not result in dis- 
cbncerting leaders and soldiers by dorseen events and by 
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governed the tdning of the combatant, and the wider they 
-.been spread through his rapks, the fewer mrpxks there 
p. I& usstudy, then, themanin battle, for  it is he that is .* n;an d reality. 

. .  CEAPTISR I. 
- Man does isat go to baMe for the sake of fighting, but to 

gainthevictay. Hedoes- * inhispowertomini- 
&dthefarmer and to assure the latter. 

War bet- savage tribes, amoe the Arabs even in 
oar times, is a war of ambuscades by smaU parties of men, 
each one of whom, at the marraent of surprise, chooses, not 
bis bdvexsary but his victim, and assassinates him. The 
wkapons am the same an both sides, and the only way to 
gain the advantage on one’s own side is to sutprise the other. 
’fse man surprised needs a moment to see clearly and to put 
kimsdf in positicm for ddense; before that moment has passed 
&‘is dead ar in Wt. 

- . An adversary surprised does not defend himself; he tries 
-escape. Canbats with primitive arms-hatchet or Me- - to face and body to body, so terrible between naked or 
onarmared d, are excBBdiil&y rare. They could only 
o c c u r ~ d e s m u t u a l l y  surprised, without any chance 
of safety for either side except in vim. And yet, in case of 
such a smprise, there is one 0th- chance of safety-that of 
&reat, of flight by both s i q d  this chance is often taken. 
Iftheactasarenut savages, but soldiersof ourownday, the fact 
3s mt less significant, as will be shown by the following account 
p€ an -witness, a thorough mting man, an dorced spec- 

Ihring the Crimean war on the day of a genedadion, 
at’a turn in one of the numerous ravines which covered the 
-, some “Red” soldiers and some “B&P soldiers came 

.. tstoa,heldtothegmundbpad. 
. ;. 

-~fg~~t~faceatadistanceobiopeces. . T ~ K Y  halt, 
thea--as th0Ug.h fo%etting their rifles, throw 

. -  
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stones at each other and fall back. Nekher of the two gtoups 
has a definite leader to carry it forward, andneither of the two 
d a m  fire h t  for fear the other may bring d e  to shoulder at 
the s u m  moment. They are too close together to hope to 
&cape, or at least they think so (for m u t d  fire at such short 
range is almost always too high) ;-but the man who fires first 
sees himself already killed by the return shot; he throwa 
stones-d that Ihot very hard-to di-t his own mind from 
his rifle, to distract the enemy, in a word, to occupy, thebtime 
until his withdrawal may give him some chance of escaping 
a point-blank fire. This agreeable situation does not last long 
-a minute, perhaps; the appearance of a Blue troop on me 
&k causes the Red to fly, and then the opposing group opens 
&e. \ 

Certainly, the affair seems ridiculous and laughable. 
Let us see, however. In the midst of their native forest, a 
lion and a tiger meet face to face at a turn in the trail; they 
halt instantly, crouched ready to spring. With their eyes they 
measure each other, growling. With claws bared, mane erect, 
tail thrashing the ground, neck stiffened, ears flattened, lips 
drawn back, they show their formidable fangs in that t d b l e  
grimance of m a c e  and of fearchrrracterietic of felines. I, 
an invisible spectator, tremble. For the lion as for the tiger, 
the situation is not a happy one. One movement in advance 
and a beast will die; which of them will it be?-both, possibly. 
Gently, very gently, one of those hind legs Cent for the spring, 
unbends again, and canids the foot a fraction of an inch to the 
rear; gently, very gently, a fore-paw follows the movement, 
after a wait, gently, very gently, the other legs do the same, 
and insensibly the two beasts, little by” little, and always 
facing each other, draw apart, until, when their mutual wia- 
drawal has put between them a space greatet than that of a 

watching each other, move more freely, taking up again without 
haste their natural gait. with that-soreign dignity which b&b 
such great lords. I have ceased ttembliag, but I do not laugb. 

man, €or the latter h 
in his hands a weapon more $rrible than the fangs and claws of 

THE ANCrENT W M B A T .  - 
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single leap, lion and tiger softly turn their Each and, sti l l  
2 

No more should we laugh at 

I 
7 
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I h or tikw -the a, which instantly, without possibility of 

daterrse, seeds one from life to death. One can understand 
then tbat 110 one at such short range is in haste, by cocking 
his OWP rifle, to cock that hostile rifle which wiU surely kill 
him. One hesitates to light the match which wi l l  blow up him 
a d  his a ~ m y  together. Who has not seen such cases between 
W, betweed dogs and cats, or between cats? 
* In the Polish War of 1831, two Russian cavalry regiments 
apd two POW regiments chapged each other. Both sides 
charged with the same dash until, at the distance when faces 
could be recognized, the horses slowed down and both parties 
tcinsed their backs. The Russians and Poles at this terrible 
moment m a i z e d  each ather as brothers and. rather than 
shed fraternal blood; fled fram the combat as from a crime. 
Thst i s t h e d o n  of an eye-Witness who tells the story, a 
polish officer. How many troops of cavalry have so recognized 
ee&,other as brothers! But l& us resume: 

When tribal groups became larger, and it was no loager pos- 
SiMe to surprise at the same instant the entire population of 
a large tamitmy, when a sort of public d a c e  grzw up with 
thc wwfh of Society, warning was @veri in advance; fonnal 
&claraticms of war were made. Surprise is no longer the whole 
rut of war, but it is to this day one of the means, the best, of 

Man can no longer m enemy while defenseless, 
for he has given the latter He must expect to find 
him prepared and in force. fight--gain the victory, 
with the least possible risk-nd so he Carries an iron-shod 
dab against the wooden stake, arrows against the iron-shod 
dub, a shield against the arrows, a shield and breast-plate 
against the shield alone, long lances against short lances, 

. tempered sworde a@mt untempered, chariots against men 
on fwt, etc. ? 

M8n taxes his wits t o / p  without danger of b e i i  wed. 
His blzwely is Onty his 'ousness of his own strength, and 
it is laDt an absalute &Twore one stmF than himself 
he flees without shame. natural instinct of self-preswva- 
tion is 90 thathe no shame in obeying it. How- 

nnkingwar. . _  

? 
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ever, thanks to defensive armor, there are fights that are hand- 
to-hand. How can he be sure otherwise? He must @- 
me t to fiad out which is the stronger, and when the latteris 4 In these primitive combats, individual strength and COUT- 
ag; play the leading part to such-an extent that when the cham- 
pion falls the nation is vanquished; that often by mutual and 
tacit agreement the combatants halt to watch in wonder and 
anxiety, that great sight, two champions at swords' pohts: ' 
often the moral level of man rises even to self-sacrifice and tribes 
put their fate in the hands of champions who accept the trust 
and who alone fight. It is a matter of self-interest, to be sure, 
since no one can stand against the champion. 

But intellect revolts against brute force. No one can 
stand against an Achilles, but no Achilles can stand agahst ten 
enemies who unite theirforces and act inconcert. Hence, 
are born tactics, which prescrii in advance methods of or- 
ganization and action to bring the efforts of the combatants 
into concert, and discipline, which seek to guarantee that con- 
cert against the weaknesses of the individual. 

So far we have seen man fighting man, like wild beasts, 
each man for himgelf, seeking the man whom he can kill, avoid- 
ing the man who can kill him. But now discipline and clearly 
formulated tactical rules compel soli&ty between leader and 
soldier and among the soldiers themselves. In addition to in- 
tellectual progress there has been a moral progress. TO com- 
pel solidarity in battle and to make tactical dispositions pos- 
sible, is to count on the devotion of all and to raise all the com- 
batants to the level of the champions of the primitive battles. 
The point of honor arises, and fight becomes shameful, f a t  
the soldier is no longer done h his fight against hostile 
strength, bub one of an organized band, and he who gives 
grouad abandons both his leaders and his comrades. In all 

the fighting man has improved. Thus, d n g  has 
taught the power of ef€orts intelligently combined, and dis- 
upline has remdered such 'combination poesible. 

Are we about to ,see terrible battles-battles of mutual 
extamhation? No. Men collected in a disciplined troop 

gnized, no one can stand before him. 
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emd gwerned by a regoar method of @hting, by their tactics 
beculw2imb&ble --- troop; but this 
~tmopqrposedtobnedisciprinedlikeitself  becomes 
again tihe primitive man *oiftiea wore a &*e force 
which he basdpwved or maspeps to be greater than his o m .  
T4m hesst d rdsn is not changed. Discipline holds the op- 
-faceto face a little e, but the instinct of self- 
pmenmtbdtainsitspower,anc¶withit the sense of fear. 

Fesrl T h m  ateleaders and soldiem who know it ndt- 
they are mend aram stamp. The mass tmnbles-for m e  
cennotsappssthe&eatt--andthistremblm ' g, under penalty 
dmckombgfddy,mustenterasqmeof the essential d a k a  
int;oallorgrrmta ' tians, descipline, dispositians, movements, 
msneoversd msthods d action, which all have for a definite 
object the d a g  of fear, its deception and side-tracking 
aumxigourown men, and its -tion among those of the 
-Y. 

If tbe d e  of this trembling in ancient battles is studied, 
one sees that, a€ the iaceb IllDgt expert in war, the strongest have 
tieen those which not only understood best the ge.nera.l Conduct 
offfat, but toakhto account the M t y  of man andtookthe 
best m t i o n s  against it. It will be noticed that the most 
wadike.raoe~ are not d ys those whose military institutions 
and methods d f i g h a  the best or basedon the soundest 
nadonhg. Indeed, the warlike races have a large share of 
vanity. They reckon only on cowage in their tactics; it seems 
as though they do wish to admit the possibility of weakness. 
The Garrl, padmately fond of war, hasa rude system of tac- 
tics, which, after the first surprise, atways causes him b be 
delated by,the Gmeks or the Romans. The Greek, warlike, 
bat also politic, bas a system of tactics far superior to that of 
the Gauls or Asiatics. Politic before all things, the Roman, 
to whom war is nothing but a means to an end, wishes that 
mems to be perfect. He has nolillusions, but takes account 
of .the wedmess ab man and evolves the legion. But this is 
merely to aSm; the facts m d i  be demomtmted. 

t 

- 

* I  * .. . .  
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The tactics of the Greeks culminated ih thephalanx, 
Roman tactics, in the legion; the tactics of the barbarians, 
in the phalanrt--square, wdge-shaped, lozenge-shaped f a -  
IXl€&tiOIlS. .. 

The me&amsm ' of these Merent battle-formations is 
explained in all elementary text-books; their mechanicsl 
power is discussed by Polybius, where he contrasts the phalanx 
and the legion. (Book XVIII.) 

The Greeks were superior to the Romans in intellectual 
kivilization; their tactics should, it would seem, be more skill- 
fully devised. Greek tactics are 
based on mathematical resoning; Roman tactics, on a profound 
knowledge of the human heart-not that the Greeks did not 
give great weight to motale and the Romans to mechanics, 
but their controllhg Considerations were Merent. 

By what dispositions may the most powerful q o r t  be ob- 
tained from a Grecian army? By what means may all the 
soldiers of a Roman army be made to fight effectively? The 
first question is st i l l  discussed. The latter has been solved 
in a manner which should satisfy those who asked them- 
selves the question. 

The Roman is not essentially a brave man. He presents 
no type of warrior as great as Alexander, and the impetuous 
valor of the barbarians, Gads, Cimbri, and Teutons, kept him, 
I need scarcely say, in terror for years. But to the glorious 
courage of the Greeks and the temperamental cotwade of the 
Gauls, he opposes a courage base'd on a far strhger senseof 
duty, imposed on the leaders by the most earn& patriotism 
and on the masses by a terrible discipline. 

The discipline of the Greeks depends on the penalites and 
remmpenses of public opinion; the discipline of the Romans 
does the like, but also depends on death. They flog to death, 
they decimate. 

A Roman general asks himself how to conquer these ene- 
mies who terrify his men. He does so by raisiiag their morale, 
not by enthusiamn, but by rage. He makes the lives of his 

This is not the case at all. 

L 
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lpep misersble by excessive labar and privaticms. Hebends 
the spring of disdpline until, at a given motnent, it must break 
or be releegedagaimt the enemy. A Greciangenerd makes his 
men sing the aonm of Tyrtaeus It would have heen interesting 

But discipline is not enough to make a perfect system of 
' 4  I tactics. Men in battle, we repeat, is a being w3-e instinct 

of self-prwervatiion, at a certain point, dominates all other 
feelings. The object of discipline is to overrule this instinct by c, ! 

; I  fear; bat discipline cannot accomplish this absolutely 
: i  
1 I )  q n o t  deny the strikillg examples where discipline 
t i  have raised man beyond himself; but, if these i 
t ; examples am striking, 'it is because they are rare; if they are 

! I  The detemma tioaof that moment when man loses his 
ieasOning powers and becomes a creature of instinct is the basis 

1: 4 ofthescienceof combat. Ini ts~~appl icat ion, i tmakesthe  
1 i  the stxw.~gth of the Roman tactics, and, in its particular appli- 
i l  cation, at a certain moment or to given troops, causes the 

superiority of Haanibal or of Caesar. 
At the period we have reached, a battle is fought between 

more or less deep, commanded and supervised by leaders 
with a clearly fomuhted *le. It consists in each mass of a 

plan fights, and if he falls wounded or exhausted, is re- 
p W  by the man in tbe seamd rank, who, in the meantime, 
guardsfi- and 80'011 bo the rear &IC. Man quickly 
% p ~ y s i d l y  and morally, in a hand-to-hand fight where 
hs uses ah his strength. These fights usually lasted but a 

those best able to -resist 

rank (of the first tworanks, 

I , toseethemfafii!toface. 
I 
I 

i t  

I reach a certaia point which cannot be passed. 
. .  

I sdmired, it is because they are regarded as exceptions, and the 
? exception proves the rule. . .  
1 

E l  ( I  

' , '  
, .  

I Series of individual fights, side by side, where anly the h n t -  
. t  

i :  
c i  F r  
f 1- 
f I  

I 
1 i/ i 

one mCry Ssy-one fighting, the other watching so close at hand,) 
the men of the ranks in rear, a couple of paces away, await in 
inafitioo their trPn t0-t which will not cometothemunless 
~ * h k ~ r ~ a I d l e d . p o M d e d o r e s h a u s t e d ;  Theyare t j  
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tossed about by the fluctuatimsof the struggle of the first ranks. 
They hear the crash of blows struck, and perhaps distinguish 
those which bite into the flesh. They see the wounded and 
exhausted drag thanselves to the rear t h g h  the intervals of 
their ranks. Passive and enforced spedatars of danger, they - 
calculate its a p p b c h  and measure with their eyes its chances, 
at each moment more to be dreadd. All these men, in a word, 
undergo all the emotions of combat in their keenest forms, and, 
not being sustained by the stim&lus of figting, they find them- 
selves weighed down by the moral pressure of the greatest 
anxiety. They qften are unable to hold their ground, but 
run before their turns come. 

The best tactics, the best dispositions, are those which 
facilitate the successiOn of efforts, by best assuring the relief 
of the various ranks of each unit engaged, and by making p- 
sible the relief and mutual support of the different units em- 
ployed; engaging at once no more than the number needed for 
thecombat and holding the rest as a support and reservebe- 
yond any immediate moral pressure. Therein lay all the tac- 
tical superiority of the Romans, and also in the terrible discipline 
which prepared for and enforced the execution of their tactics. 
They Held' out longer than others in battle, both on account of 
the endurance given them by their severe and continuous labor, 
and on account of their constant renewal of combatants. 

By an e f f o ~  of reasoning, the Gauls could see nothing but 
the inflexible rank, and they were even known to tie themselves 
together, thus rendering relief impossible. They believed, as 
did the Greeks, in the p o w  of masses and the driving force 
of deep formations. They would not understand that an 
accumulation of ranks is powerless to push forward the leading 
ranks, when these latter resist and balk before death. It is a 
strange error to believe that the rem ranks will advance against 
that which has made the front ranks give way. On the 'mn- 
trary, the contagion of retreat is so strong that a mere check at 
,the head of a file means-an acutal movement to the rear ab its 
tail! 

Undoubtedly, the Greeks looked on the second part of 
their accumulated ranks as supports and reserves; but, the 

, 

* 
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iderr d olssll beingpdocnhant they placed these resemes and 

TbprRnmruvrbelievedintbepoweroSmacfipn, but fr>m 
ttre point ob view ob xmmie. They did not multiply their 
ndcs toaddtotbe mass, but to give thecombatantsconfidence 
of beips mpptxtd emdreliened So they calculated the number 
a b n u r l o p ~ t o t h e  langth of time the rem ranks could 
 the^^ 

Beyond the t h e  during which man could, without being 
engaged, endure the anguish af watching the combat of the 
ranka in front d him, the Romans did not multiply their ranks. 

eever made this observation and calculation; and the rear 
ranks which, in their minds, were undoubtedly their reserves, 
foond themselves, instead, forcibly amied away by the actual 

In the onder'by manipks of the Roman legion, the best 
sddkm, those whose courage bad bees tempered by the habit 
d war, waited M y  posted b the second and third lines, far 
enough away to escape injury by weapons. Here they could 
keep COQl and not be carrid away by the first line falling back 
through tbe iatervals, bat were sti l l  close enough to support the 
first fine in the, or to complete its work by moving to the front. 

when the three separate &d successive maniples of the 
~cohoatwerel ln i tedtoformthecohortwhichwasthe  
tactid Uait OL Marias and Casar, the same intelligence placed 
infherearraaks,thestez&e& * soldiers, those of the longest 
em&%; - the youngest and most hnpetuous were assigned to the 
front ranks. There iS not a *le rnan 'm the legion aimply for 
the p~lrpose af inaessing its numbers or its mass. Each has 

cohort, en& e0hatt-h tlp line of battle. 
- We see what idea, with the Rx>mans, gaverns the density of 
t h e r a n k B . a r n d . t b e v t  and number of the successive 
head~cambatasts.~ %-genius And tact ofthegeneralmodi- 
fied these normal dispositions. E his mea were inured to war, 
WWdlbdi firm, b-, on the alert to relieve their file- 
h f k % f J 1 d d ~ c e k l f b e i r r ~ W & d  comrades, the 
gePaat decreased the density of his ranks, and even did away 

8t hapd, -g the weakness ofmatl. 

TheGre€b,whofMm&mes pild up their tasks t3 thirty-two, 

m a t e l i a l ~ o f * f i r s t r a n k s .  

his tarn of action, each man in his maniple, eachmaaiple in its d 

. i+.- . -F ,x - - . . - -&v 7 . '  - -- X .  ,- 
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with entire lines by extending his front, horder to increaSe the 
number of mea actually engaged. Since his men were of- - 
moral and sometam . esofaphysicaltenacitygieaterthanthat 
af the enemy, the general knew that the rear ranks of the latter 
would not stand the strain loag enough to relie& the front ranks 
nor to wear aut the relays of his own men. Thus H d b d ,  a 
part of whose infantry (the Africans) was armed and drilled 
in the Roman fashion, whose Spanish foot-sol&ers had the 
endurance of the Spaniard of today, whose Gallic soldiers wese 
picked men, survivors of many hardships-strong in the ab- 
solute confidence which he inspired in those about him, formed 
his men at Carinae in a single line of only half the depth of the 
Roman army, enveloped the latter (which hadtwicehisstrength) 
a d  extamhated it. Czesar at M u s ,  for similar reasons, 
did not hesitate to diminish his depth, opposed Pompey's anny 
of double his stpngth, a Roman army like his own, and crushed 
it. 

Since we have mentioned Carinae and Pharsalus, we shall, 
by studying them, inform oursteves conckrnbg the mechanism 
and the moral farces of the battle of ancient times-two things 
which cannot be separated. W e  could not have chanced on 
better examples, on battles more clearly and impartially 
d d b e d ;  the former by Polybius, who got his information 
jrom the few who escaped from F-, and even from some of 
the victors thqnselves; the latter by Caesat with that impassive 
clearness with which he writes on the subject of war. 

ANALYSIS OF THB BATTLEZOF CANNAS. 

The Account of Polybius. 

Van0 placed his cavahy on the right wing, resting on the 
river itself; the infantry was deployed near by and in the 
same line, the maniples closer to each other orwithintervals 
more decreased than usual, and the d p l e s  showing more 
depth than front. The allied cavalry on the left wing, closed 
*he line, in front of which were posted the light troops. Them 
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were 80,OOOfoot and mcue than 6,000 horse in this army, 
c o t m t i q ~ a t & ! a  

Hnmribd at the l ~ m e  time moved his slingers and light 
-acrose* AuMmandposted them in front of his army. 
When the re& a€ his Isoops had crossed the river by two fords, 
he pked 04 bie left-, atthe tiVer bank, the Spanish and 
Galtic cavalry to oppose the Roman cavalry, and then on the 
88me h e  half ths African heavy infantry, the Spanish and 
Gdkhfaptry, theotherhalfoftheAfricaninfantry, andfinally 
the NIlmidian cavalry, which formed the right wing. 

After he had so arranged his troops in a single line, he 
mwed Sgainst the enemy with the Spansih and Gallic infantry, 
which w6s detadd from the center of the line of battle, and, 
as it bad b- joined in a straight h e  w i t h  the rest, it formed, 

1 in the process of separation; the convex of a crescent which took 
fmm the center much of its depth, it being the plan of the 
p e d  to begin the battle with the Spaniards and Gauls and 
to support them with Africans. 

This latter infantry was armed in the Roman fashion, hav- 
h g  been equipped by Hapnibal with arms which he had taken 
in previous battles froq the Romaps. The Spaniards and 
Gapls ClLRied the shield, but their swords were very Merat. 
Those ab the fonner vkre equally adapted to cutting or thrust- 
kg, while those .of the Gauls could only be used for cutting, 

that at  a cextah distance. The Spaaiards, divided into shes by the Gauls, formedhhecenter, with the Africans 
on both flanks. The Gauls were baked, the Spaniards dressed . in shirts of p q l e  liaen, which, was an extraordinary and 
ten'ifying spectacle to the Romans. The Carthaginian army 

t was composed of 10,OOO horse and a little more than 40,ooO 
foat. 

. 

. 

. Aemilius commanded the Roman right, Varro the left; 
the two consuls of the preceding year, servilius and Attilius, 
were h the center. On the side of the Ckthagm ans, Has- 
h b s l  had the left under his command, Hanno the right, and 
Handbal. who had with him his brother Mago, reserved for him- 
self the commaad ofthe center. The two d e s  would be at no 
disadvantage from the sun when it rose, since one had wheeled 

. .  

, r. 

toward the south, as I have rexnarked, and the other toward 
the north. 

The action was begun by the light troops which, on either 
side, were in advance of the two armies. This h t  engagemebt 
gave no advantage to eithet side, but as soon as the Spanish and 
Gallic c a d r y  on the left approsched, the fight grew warmer 
and the Romans fought with fury, more like barbarians than 
Romans. They did not fight according to the d e s  of their 
tactics, now Withdrawing andnow returning again,to the charge, 
but, scarely had they come to blows, when they leaped from 
their horses and eac4 man engaged his adversary. Neverthe- 
less, the Carthaginians had the better of it. The greater part 
of the Romans, dtzr defending themselves with the @atest 
valor, remained dead on the field; the rest were driven along 
the bank of the river and cut to pieces without quarter. 

The heavy infantry finally took the place of the light troops 
and came to blows. The Spaniards and Gauls held their 
ground at ;first and vigorously resisted the shock of assault; 
but they soon gave way before the weight of the les$m and, 
opening the crescent, twed their backs and retired. The 
Romans followed them impetuously, and broke the Gallic line 
all the more easily, because they (the Romans) had drawn in 
their wings toward the center where the heaviest fighting was. 
Now all the line did not engage at the same time, but the action 
was begun by the center, because the Gauls, being arranged in 
the form of a crescent, left the wings f a r  behind them and 
presented to the R o d  the convex side of the crescent. 
These latter, following closely the Spaniards and Gauls, and 
crowding toward the center at the point where the enemy had 
given ground, pushed so far to the front that they touched on 
either flank the heavy armed Africans. These on the right 
of the Carthaginian line wheeling from right to left, found them- 
selves on the && of the enemy, as did those on the left who 
d e  the wheel from left to right. The very drcumstances 
showed them what they had to do. It was what H d b a l  
had forseen; the Romans, in pursuing the Gauls, could not fail  
to be enveloped by the Africans. The Rornans then, no longer 
able to preserve their ranks and their fdes, were forced to defend 

, 
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*hrmdep.-'tompn,cnbg~- t&agcrinsttJlose 

hs pusbed highoree through the d&, scattered or killed all 
WBO oppose$ Wn, and sought at the same'time to revive the 
ardac d.tb Ramanddiers.' Hannibal, who had remainedin 
i n t h e n d M e ~ t  thebattle, did the same on his side. 

The Nurnidian cavalry 001 the nght Wing, without either 

, &an, for, fa,Uing 001.its enemies from dl sides, it gave them so 
much to do that they had no time to think of helping their 
annrades. But whea the l& wing, which Hasdrubal com- 
manded, bprd put to rout all except a very few of the cavalry 
of the Ranan right, and had jebed the Numidians, the auxili- 
ary cavalry (an the Roman left) did not wait to be attacked, 
but fled. r 

They say- Hasdrubal then did a thing which proves his 
prudence and skill, and which contributed to the success of the 
battle, As the M d i a n s  were numerous, and as these troops 
are- mare ttseful thanin pursuit, he gave them the fugitives 

. to pursue, and led the Spanish and Gallic cavalry at the charge 
to aasist the African infantry. He fell on the Romans in rear 
anrl, chargjngwithhiscavalry h a  body into the ma& at several 
point%gavenewstrengthtotheAfricansandmadethe weapons 
fallfromthehandsoftheenemy. ItwasherethatLucius 
Aaplilias, a uthen, who, through all his life as in this last battle, 
had nobly fuElled bis duty toward the country, finally fell, 
c # € x e d w i t h ~ ' w o m a d s .  

The Rmmm still fought, and, facing those by whom they 
werewaroanded,reeisbedtotheead. Butasthetroopsonthe 
c k t d e m m  -fewer and fewer, they were snslly drawa 
infoavery narrow cirde and ware all put to *e sword. Attilius 
a3dSemihs, twomeadhigh character whohad distinguished 
~intbebattleastmedomarrs,were~killedonthis 
ocmdon. 2 

d d n g ~ d ~ m u c h , d i d n o t ~ t o b e c l s e f u l ~  this 0 0 ~ 8 -  
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During the carnage at the center, the Numidians pursued 
the fugutives on the left wing. Most of the latter were cut to 
pieces, and others were thrown from their horses. A'few 
escaped to Venusia, among whom was Varro, the Roman 
general, that wretched man whose consulship cost his country 
so dear. Thus ended. the battle of Carinae, a battle where 
prodigies of valor are seen on either side, as may easily be 
proved. 

Of the 6,000 Roman cavalry, only 70 escaped to Venusia 
with Varro, and, of the awiliary cavalry, there were only abwt 
300 who fled to merent towns; 10,000 of the foot, indeed, were 
captured, but they had not taken part in the battle. Only 
about 3,000 men escaped from the m@lk to take refuge in the 
neighboring cities; all the rest, to the number of 70,000 died on 
the field of honor. Hannibal lost in this action about 4,000 
Gauls, 1,500 Spaniards and Africans, and 200 horses. 

Let us analyze: The light infantry scattered in front of 
the armies skirmishes without result. The real battle begins 
with the attack by Hannibal's cavalry on the legionary cavalry 
of the Roman left wing. 

There, says Polybius, the fight became warmer and the 
Romans fought with fury, and more like barbarians than Ro- 
mans, for they did not keep withdrawing and coming again to 
the charge according to their tactical d e s ;  scarcely had they 
come to blows when they leaped from their horses and each man 
engaged his adversary, etc. 

This means that the Roman cavalry was not in the habit of 
fighting hand-to-hand like the infantry. It dashed at $he gallop 
on the opposing cavalry; then, at theextreme range of its 
weapons, if the lpstile cavalry had not turned to the rear on 
seeing its approach, slackened its pace, threw a few javelins, 
and, making a half-wheel by platoons, proceeded to take ground 
to begin all over again. The opposing cavalry did the like, and 
this, or a similat maneuver might be repeated several times until 
one side succeeded in convincing the other by the impetuosity 
of its advance, that it intended to charge home, when the latter 
fled before the charge and was pursued to the death. 

At Cannre, as the fight became warmer, they really fought 
hand-to-hand-that is to say, the cavalry of both sides closed in 
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earnest and engaged man-to-man. Beside, it was a matter'of e. Far fromfallingback on each side, they were 
cumpeWd anthat day to close; there wasno space far skitmish- 
ing. Shut, in between the Addus and the legions, the Roman 
cavalry could not maneaves;* the Spanish and Gallic cavalry 
wasequaUy restricted, and, being twice as strong as the Roman 
cavahy, and 190 forced to form in two lines, was even less able 
to maneuver. This limited front was of great advantage to the 
Romans, inferior in numbers, since they could only be attacked 
in fnmt-that is to say, by ad qua3 number-and it rendered, 
aswe! have said, close fighting inevitable. These two bodies 
of cavalry, halted head to breast, were compelled to fight at short 
range, to engage man-t+man, and, for horsemen with a piece 
of cloth for a saddle and without stirrups, encumbered with a 
shield, a lance, and a saber, or sword, to engage hand-to-hand 
is for both to grasp each other, for both to fall to the ground, 
and to fight on foot. That is just what happened, as Livy's 
story ( w ~ c h  campkes that of Potybius) explains, and it is just 
what happened every time two bodies of cavalry of that period 
really wanted to fight, as the battle of the Ticinus bows. This 

well armed and were trained to it. An evidence of this also is 
that same battle of Ticinus, where the Roman light infantry 
was cut to pieces, but where the best of the Roman cavalry 
although surrounded and, aftm the first moment of surprise, 
fighting partly on foot and partly mount&. inflicted more 
damage on Hanruibal's cavalry than they received, and brought 
their wounded gened (Scipio) dely back to camp. The 
Romans were, moreover,'well commanded by a man of sense 
and courage, the consul Aemilius, who, insteadof escaping 
when his cavalry was defeated, went to meet his death in the 
rapks of the infantry. 

And yet we see 3,OOOto 3,400 RQ- cavalry almost exter- 
minated by 6,000or 7,000 Gauls and Spaaiards, at a cost of iess 
than men (for all Hanoibal's cavalry lost only 200 men 

method of Qghting was to the advantage of the Ro uti ns who were 

throughout the day). 
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How can this be expUed? It was because most of them 
died without even thinking of selling their lives dearly ; because 
they took to flight during the fight of the fkst rank and were 
cut down from the rear with impunity. These words of 
Polybius: "The greater part remained dead on the field after 
defending themselves with the greatest valor," are a' co~~se- 
crated formula; they date from long before the time of Polybius; 
the conquered consoled themselves with the thought of their 
bravery, and the conquerors never contradicted them. Un- 
fortunately, the figures are there. In whatever way we try to 
view this battle, one is compelled to picture it as of short dura- 
tion, which means that it was not desperately-fought. The 
horsemen of both sides, Gauls and Romans, had already made 
a great effort of courage in closing with each other. This effort 
was followed by the terrible strain of hand-to-hand combat. 
The Romans, who could see the second line of Gauls mounted 
begind those fighting on foot, were the drst to give ground. 
Fear soon impelled the ranks not actually engaged, to mount 
and turn to the rear, delivering their comrades and themselves, 
like a flock of flying sheep, to the swords of the conquerors. 
And yet these cavalrymen were brave men, the pick of the army 
equilies, ertraordinurii (or consular body-guard taken from the 
allied legions) and volunteers of noble families. 

When the Roman cavalry was defeated, Hasdrubal led his 
Gallic and Spanish horse, passing in rear of Haanibal's army, to 
attack the allied cavalry, which the Nuxnidians had been keep- 
ing in play. The cavalry of the allies did not wait for theattack. 
It fled at once, pursued to the death by the Numidiam, of whom 
there were- about 3,000, and who excelled in pursuit. All but 
about 300 mzn were exterminated, and that without a fight.' 

After the skirmishing and withdrawal of the light infantry, 
the infantry of the line of both armies approached each other. 
Polybius has explained to us how the Roman infantry came to 
be crowded between the two wings of the Carthaginian army, 
and was taken in rear by Hasdribal's cavalry. It is pr0bab.e 
also that the Gauls and Spaniards, repulsed in the first part of 
the action aad forced to retreat, retuned and aided by a part of 
of the light infantry, charged the head of the angle formed by 
the Romans, and completed the work of anrounding them 
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But we know, as will be seen again a little later in examples 
taDen fmm-, that the horsemenof this period waspower- 
rs~e against unbrokk infantry, or even against a single foot- 
ddier with the least presence of mind, and the Spanish and 
Gallic cavalry must. have found behind the Roman a m y  the 
-4 @awn up, very steady soldiers, armed with pikes. The 
cavalry must have kept a part of these in play and forced them 
to face about, but it could have done them little or no harm 

We know that Hannibal's infantry, equipped with Roman 
+ms, was composed of not more than 12,000 men; we know 
t)hat his Gallic and Spanish infantry, with only the shield for 
M d v e  armor, had beeil forced to retreat and turn their 
backs, and had probably already lost nearly all of the 4,000 men 
*ch the battle cost the Gauls. Let us deduct the 10,OOO men 
who went to attack Hannibal's camp and the 5,000 which the 
4- must have left to defend it. There remains a mass of 

.7O,OOO men wGch is surrounded and slaughtered by 28,000 
foot soldiers, or, counting Hasdrubal's cavahy, by 36,000 men, 
by half its own number. 

One may ask how 90,000 men let themselves be slaughtered 
in this way, practically without defending themselves, by 36,000 
men with inferior 8fms when each combatant had but a single 
man facing him; for in a hand-to-hand fight (and especially 
on so large a scale) the combatants actually engaged are equal 
in number in the force which surrounds and in that which is 
surrounded: There were no cannon or d e s  there which could 
, dig into the mass with Converging fire and destroy it by the 
supicnity of convergent over divergent fire. All the missile 
weapons were expended in the 6rst Mod of the action. It 
seems as though, by their very mass, the Romans should have 
ui5ed a iesistanCe impossible to overcame, and that, aftes 
atlowing the enemy to eshaust himself agahst it, this mass had 
only to let itself go tro drive its asailants like straw. But is was 

, - ted. 
When, following the Gauls and Spaniards who certainly 

d d  not hold their own against the superior arms of the legion- 
irdes. the center pushed Vigorously to the front-when the 
wings, in arder to support the center and not lose their intervals, 

wllile their ranks were kept intact. 
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followed its movement, closing in by an oblique march to d e  
front and forming the sides of the salient-the entire Roman 
army in a wedge formation was marching to victory. Sud- 
dsdy the wings were attacked by the African battalions. The 
retreating Gauls and Spaniards turn on the point of the wedge. 
Hasdrubal's cavalry in rear a t e  the reservzs-(the trkii). 
Everywhere fighting, without expectation or warning, at the 
moment when they believed themselves victors-from all 
directions,'front, ,right, left and rear, the Roman soldiers hear 
the furious cries of the combatants. 

The physical pressure was a small matter; the ranksthey 
were fighting w e e  not half as deep as their own. The m o d  
pressure was enormous. Uneasiness and then terror take pos- 
session of them. The front ranks, tired or wounded, wish to 
retire; but the bewildered ranks in rear fall back, give way 
entirely, and come whirling into the interior of the triangle. 
The ranks actually engaged, demoralized add feeling that they 
are no longer supported, follow them, and the disorganized 
mass allows itself to be slaughtered. "-The weapons fell from 
their hands," says Polybiw. 

The analysis of Canme is ended. Before passing to the 
story of Pharsalus, I cannot resist the temptation, although it is 
rather outside my subject, to say more words on Hannibal's 
battles. 

These battles have a character of peculiar ferocity,whi&is 
explained by the necessity of overcoming the tenacity of the 
Romans. One would say that victory was not enough for 
Hannibat. He seeks for the destruction of his enemies, and his 
methods always tend to accomplish it by cutting off all their 
lines of retreat. He knows well that, with Rome, destruction 
is the only way to settle the matter. He does not believe in 
the courage of despair among masses of men; he believes in 
terror and, to inspire it, he has at his command all the mu~ces 
of the unexpected. 

But the losses of the Romans in these battles are not so 
surprising as Hamibal's losses. No one, before him or after 
him, has lost so many men in battle against the Romans, and 
yet gained the v i c to~ .  To hold to their work until victory 
ensues, men who have suffered such losses, requires a strong 
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hand. He hphd 811 absolute coddace  in those about him. 
Ahmet h p  his center, whexe he placed his Gauls-his food 
for -+-was routed; but that did not seem to w o w  or 
trouble eitber him or his soldiers. 

one may say, on the other hand that this center was pierced 
by troops who were escaping from the crushing of the Roman 
atmy between the 'Carthagidan wings; that these troops were 

for  they had fought and driven back the'Gauls, 
WfiQPl "% 'bal knew how to make fight with remarkable 
fmacity; that they felt, fro& what Mas going on behind them 
as t h g h . t h e y  had escaped from under a press, and,-only 
too happy to be out of it-thought of nothing but getting away, 
from the battle, and not at all of turning on the flanks or rear 
of the memy; and,'fidly, that Hannibal had doubtless, though 
nothing is said about it, taken precautions agahst any idea on 
their part of coming back into the fight. 

All tbis is true, or, at least., prpbable, but the confidence of 
tmops with their center so pierced is not the less astonishing. 
Hannibal, to imphe such confidence in his troops, must have 
explained his plans to them before the battle, as far as he could 
without fear oq injury from any treachery. He must have 
wamed them that the line would be pierced, 6ut that it was 
nothing to worry about, because it was an event fareseen and 
prepmed for. His troops, as a matter of fact, did not worry 
about it. 

Leaving d e  the strategy of his campaigns, his greatest 
glory in the eyes of the world, Hannibal is certainly the greatest 
general of antiquity in his wonderful knowledge of the moral 
side of battle and the m d e  of the soldier-his own or the 
eaemy's- a knowledge as deep as anyone's can be in the various 
sudden changes of a war, a campaign, of a battle. His soldiers 
[are no better than the Roman soidiers; they are not as well 
i d  and only half as numerous. Yet he is always the victor 
because hismethods, are, above all, mental rather than physical 
methods, and because, without speaking of the 
dence of his mien, he always has the faculty, when co 
cne of his own armies, of putting, by some device, the moral 
ascendency on his own side. 

- 

.I 

He had, in l'taly, a cavalry superior to the Roman cavalry. 
But the Romans had a far superior infantry. Suppose the 
files cha.nged; he w0uld:very certainly have found a way to 
beat the Romans sti l l  more thoroughly. The means are not so 
important as the use one knows how tomakeof them. Pompey, 
as we shall see, was beaten at Phassalus for the very reason 
that his cavalry was superior to W ' s .  

If Hannibal was conquered at Zama, it was because the 
power of genius is always limited by the impossible. &ma 
proves again what a perfect knowledge of ma.n Hannibal' pos- 
sessed, and what control he had over his troops. His third line, 
the only one where he had soldiers worthy of the name, was the 
only one which fought; and, surrounded on all sides, it ac-- 
counted for 2,000 Romans before it was conquered. 

desperate fighting that means. 
We shall understand later what high morale and what 
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CHAPTER IV. 

ANALYSIS OF THE BATTLE OF PEIARSALUS. 

Here now is the account of Pharsalus accofding to C e d :  
When Caesar had approached the camp of Pompey, he 

observed that the latter's army was drawn up in the following 
O d e :  

On the left wing were the two legions called the 1st and 3d, 
which Cesar had sent to Pompey at the beginning of the 
troubles, in accordance with a decree of the Senate; and there 
was Pompey himself. Scipio occupid the center with the 4 

Syrian legions. The Cilician legion, with the Spanish cohorts 
which Afranius had had brought with him, were placed on the 
right wing. Pompey cobidered these troops the steadiest of 
his army. Between them, that is, between the center and the 
wings, he had distributed the rest. of his troops, and counted 
altogether 110 full cohorts in his line of battle. They were 
45,000 strong. Two thousand veterans, previously rewarded 
for their services, had come to rejoin him, and these he had 
scattered along the line of battle. The other cohorts, to the 
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.numberobseven,hadbeenleftt~guardhiscampandthe 
wighborinsforts His right wing rested on a brook with 
impFursable b d ~ ~ ,  and, for this II?(LSOP, he had put all his C ~ V -  
slip (7,000 men) and his archersandslingers (4,200men) on 
theleftwing. 

Caesar, keephghisoldorderofbattle ( 4 ~ 0 h m o f  each 
legion in the 6rst h e ,  3 in the second, and 3 in the third), had 
placed the loth and 9th legions on the right and left wing, 
respectively. To the latter, which had been very much 
wakened by the fighting at Dynachium, he joined the 8th, in 
order to make about one full legion of the two, and ordered 

- them to support each other. He had in line 80 nominal cohorts 
(wsy incomplete), amounting to 22,000 men. Two cohorts 
.had been left to guard the camp. C h a r  had given the com- 
mand of the left wing to Antonius, that of the right to Sylla, 
and of the ceater to Domitius. C h a r ,  himself; took post op- 
posite Pompey. Af&r he had reconnoitered the formation of 
the hostile army, he feared that his right wing might be en- 
volved by the numerous cavalry of Pompey, and, at the Iast  
moment, took from his 3d line one cohort of each legion (6 
cohorts) and formed of them a 4th line, posted it to receive 
the charge of this cavalry, and showed it what it had to do. 
He then warned these cohorts that the success of the day 
depended on their valor. At the same time he ordered all the 
amy, particularly the 3d line, not to advance without orders 
from him, keeping in his own hands the power of giving the 
signal by means of the standard, when the time had come. 

Caesar then rode his lines to exhort his troops to do their 
best, and, seeing them full  of ardor, had the signal given. 

Between the two armies there was just the space necessary 
for each side to charge. But Pompey had ordered his troops to 
await the charge without moving, and to let Caesar’s army 
break its own ranks. He did so, it is said, on the advice of 
TtiruiuS, in order that the force of the first-dash of Caesar’s 
soldiers might be exhausted and their battle-formation broken, 
and that his o m  men, well posted in their ranks, might, sword 
in hand, have nothing to receive but men in disorder. He also 
thought that, if his troops held their ground insteadof running 
to the front, they would lessen by just that much the force of the 
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pita thrown against them, and he hoped, at the same time, that 
Caesar’s soldiers, by this charge of double the usual length, 
would be out of breath and overwhelmed with fatigue. This 
order to stand fast wauld seem to us to be anerror an-the part 
of Pompey, because there is in all men an animation, a natural 
ardor, which is inflamed by the charge. Generals should not 
repress, but rather increase th is  ardor, and it is not in vain that 
the rule was established in ancient times for the troops to cheer 
and all the trumpets sound in advancing to the attack, in -der 
to tenify the enemy and inspire our own men. 

Meanwhile, our soldiers, at the given signal, rush forward, 
pilum in hand, but, when they w that Pompey’s men do not 
run to meet them, they slacken their pace of their own accord, 
taught by experience and by former battles, and halt in the 
middle of their cha~ge in order not to arrive but of breath and at 
the end of their strength. After several moments they take up 
the charge agaih, throw their javelins, and then immediately, 
in accordance with Cesar’s orders, draw sword. 

Pompey’s men bear themselves perfectly. They do not 
flinch fr2m the javelins or give before the charge of the legions. 
They keep their formation and, after casting their pila, draw 
their swords. 

At the same time all Pompey’s cavalry dashes forward from 
the left wing, as it had been ordered to do, and the swann of 
archers spreads in all directions Our cavalry does not await 
the charge, but gives ground and falls back a little. Pompey’s 
cavalry becomes only the more eager an this account, and begins 
to deploy its squadrons and to turn our exposed bght flank. 
As soon as Caesar sees its intentiqm, he gives the signal to his 
4th line, composed of six cohorts. These move at once and 
(with ensigns lowered) charge Pompey’s horse with such spirit 
and resolution that not one holds his ground, but all not only 
twin and leave the field, but, carried away by their flight 
escape to the mountains. When the cavalry have gone, the 
archers and sliingers, left without support, are all killed. By 
the same movement, these cohorts move in rzar of Pompey’s 
left wing, whose army is still fighting and resisting, and take it 
in rear. B 
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AtthesametimeCaesaradvanceshis3dhewhich,until 
thisinament,hasremslned ‘ quietly in positi<w. These fresh 
troops having relieved thoee who wefe e9haUsted. Pampey’s 
soldiers, taken in rear, can no longer hold their ground and all 
take to flight. 

Caesar was not mistaken when he told these cohorts, which 
he posted as a 4th line to oppose the cavalry andexhorted them 
to do their best, that $he vi- would come fromthem. By 
h, as it turned out, the cavalry was repulsed; by them the 
throng of Stingas and archers was cut to pieces, and by them 
Pompey’s left wing was turned and the rout of his a m y  deter- 
mined. 

As som as Pompey saw his cavalry =pulsed and that part 
of the army on which hemast relied struck with terror. having 
little apfldence in the rest, fled on horse back to his camp, 
where, addre&g the centurions who were guarding the prae- 
toaian gate, he said m a loud tone in order to be heard by the 
soldiers: “Guard well the camp and defend it vigorously in 
case of misfortune; as for me, I am going to make the rounds 
ofthe other gates and see to the defense of the post.” This 
Said,.& retked to the praetorium. despairing of success, yet 
awaiting the outcome. 

After having farced his routed enemies to take refuge in 
their entrenchaxmts, C h a r ,  collvIzlced that he should not give 
them thk leest respite from their terror, exhorted his soldiers 
to p d t  by their advantage and to attack the camp; and the 
m, thortgh overcome, wid we heat, for the fight had 
phlamgzd until midday, did not balk at any fatigue but obeyed. 
Tbe camp was well defended at first by the cohorts which were 
gmading it, and particularly by the Thraaans andbar-. 

anlrliffs whdhadfledfromthe battte, terrifiedandexhausted 
had alabolrt all thrown away th& arms and their ensigns and 
thought far more of escaping than of defending the camp. Soon, 
eveathose who were holding their g m b d  on the parapets could 
‘‘a resist the cloud of mbsiles. Covered with wounds, they 

abadmed their post and, led by their centurions and tribunes 
fled tothe high mountains which were ness the camp. 

lost d y  200 soldiers in this battle, but about 30 of 
the bravest centurions were killed. About 15,OOO mea of 
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Pompey’s army peri&ed, and more than’24,000, who had 
taken refuge in the mountains and whom C h a r  had mqrounded 
with entrenchments, came in and surrendered the foUowing 
day. 

Such is Caesar’s account. The points of this stoty stand 
out so clearly that comment is .scarcely necessary. 

Caesar employed the habitual order of battle of three lines, 
consecrated by custom in Raman armies, yet not absolutely 
prescribed, for Marius is seen to fight with only two lines. But 
the genius of the leader, as we have already said, on occasion 
modified the rules. Thm is no reason to suppose that the artny 
of Pompey was not in the same formation. 

To oppose this anny, twice the strengthaf his own, Caesar 
had he kept the regular formation of 10 ranks t9 the cohort, 
could have formed only a first line, and a second of half its 
strength, as a reserve. But he knew the worth of his ttoops and 
he knew, we have also said, what weight to give to the app&t 
strength of deep ranks. Accordingly, he did not hesitate to 
diminish the depth of his ranks in order to prekrve intact up to 
the moment of their engagement the good order and morale of 
three-fifths of his troops. Again, in order to be m ~ f e  certain 
of his third b e ,  his reserve, and to prevent its yeilding to the 
temptation to forget its anxiety in action, hegaveit very particu- 
lar orders, and, possibly, for the text lends itself to that inter- 
pretation, held it at double the usual distance in P Z  of. t+e 
combatants. 

And then, for the purpose of parrying the turning move- 
ment of Pompey’s 7,000 horse and 4,200 slingers and archers-a 
movement on which Pompey rested his hope of victory-he 
set aside six cohorts, scarcely 2,000 strong. He had perfect 
confidence that these 2,000 men would repulse the cavalry, 
and that his own 1,OOO horsemen would then know how to 
push them so sharply that they would never-even think of 
rallying. It happened as he had planned, and the 4,200 archers 
and slingem were slaughtered like sheep by these cohorts 
aided, doubtless, by the 400 young and agile foot-soldiers 
Caesar had joined to his 1,OOO horsemen, and who remained be- 
hind for this work, leaving the horsemen, whom they would 
have delayed, to pursue the terrSed fugitives. Here we see 
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7,000 horse swept aside, and 4,200 foot slaughtered without a 
6ght, all demoralized by a mem vigorous demonstartion. 

Pompey’s mder to his infaatry to await the charge is judged 
too severely by Caesar. Undoubtedly his general proposition 
is correct. One shouldnot chill the ardor of his troops, and 
the initiative of attack give the assai&nt a certain moral 

. superhity. But, with stesdy and duly wamed*soldiers one 
may attempt a trap, ahd Pompey’s men proved their steadiness 
by-awaiting, without .flinching, the charge of an esemy in good 
oader and full of vigor, when they had counted on receiving 
thean in disorder and out of breath. Although it did not suc- 
ceed, the advice of Triarius was not bad; the very conduct of 

1 C h a r ’ s  soldiers proves it. This advice and conduct show the 

, 

I importance af the material rank in ancient battles. In its 
assafance of support and mutual aid, it was the basis of the 
soldiers‘ confidence. 

In spite of the fact  that caesar’s men had the initiative of 
attack, the first shock was not decisive. There was a fight on 
the spot- fight of sevkal howl  duration-and here are 45,000 
good soldiers, who, after a fight where they lose scaracely 200 
zxwn (far, equal in weapons, courage and swordmanship, Pom- 
pey’s infantry should not lose more than C-’s in hand-to- 
hand 6ghting). are stampeded, and, in the flight from the battle- 
field to their camp, are slaughtered to the number of 12,000. 

The ranks of Pompey we& twice as deep as those of Cesar. 
The charge of the latter could not drive them back a single step. 
On the other hand, their 1118s~ was powerless to repulse the 
charge, i d  they fought at the point of meeting. Pompey had 
announced to his men, Ca?sar tells us, that the hostile army ’ 
would be t d  by his cavalry, and suddenly, while they are 
wting bravely, foot-to-foot, they hear behind them the uproar 
of the attack of caesar’s six cohorts-2,000 men. 

Does it seem that for such a mass of men to ward off this 
danger was an easy matter? It was not. The wing thus taken 
in rear gives ground. Little by kittle, the contagion of fear 
carrie;S away the rest; and their terror is so great that they do 
not think d reforming in their camp, defended for a moment 
bythemhmtsohguard. Asat Canme, the weapons f a l l  
from the& hands. aWithout the firm stand of the camp guards 
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which made it possible for the fugitives to reachthemountains, 
the 24,000 prisoners of tomomow would have been the corpses 
of today. 

Carinae and M u s  have sufiiced at least to give us 
some understanding of the battles of ancient times. Let me 
add, however, several other characteristic quotations, which I 
shall quote briefly and in chronological order. The lessons 
will be more complete. 

Livy tells how in some battle against the tribes near Rome 
(I do not know which) the Romans did not dare pursue for fear 
of breaking their ranks. In a battle against the Her&, he 
shows us the Raman horsemen, unable, mounted, to do any- 
thing toward breaking the enemy, begging the consu~ for per- 
mission to dismount and fight as infantry. And the Roman 
horsemen are not peculiar in this; in later times, the best 
horsemen, the Gauls, the Germans, and even the Parthiam, are 
seen to dismount in order to fight in earnest. 

The Volscii, the Latins, the Hernici, and others are united 
in a multitude to fight the Romans ; the battle is nearing its end ‘ 
and, Livy tells us: “Then, when the first rank h fallm, each 
man sees that the sluughter has finally reached him and takes to 
flight; then, hard pressed, they throw aside th& urns and &s- 
perse in flight. Now the cavalry dashes forward, with ordm 
not to kill individuals but t6 annoy the crowd with its missiles, 
to harass it without ceasing, in a word, to check its fight and 
prevent its scattering until the  infant^ can come d up and mas- 
sacre it.” 

In Hamilcar’s battle against the rebel mercenaries, who had 
up to that time always defeated the Carthaginians, the mer- 
s e s  thought to envelop him. Hamilk-, by a maneuver 
new to them, surprised and beat them. He marched in three 
kes-elephants, cavalry and light infantry, and then the heavy- 
armed phalanxes. On the approach of the mercenaries, who 
advanced boldly to meet him, the two lines formed by elephants, 
and the cavalq and light infantry, turned their backsand 
hastened at full speed to the ilanks of the third l i e .  The third 
line, thus uamasked, met 811 enemy who thought he had noth- 
ing to do but pursue, surprised and put him to flight, and so 
delivmd him to the action of the elephants, the horse, and the 

I 
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ligatinfan&,bywhomthefugutiveswaemassaaed. Hamil- 
c81rtrrlkrl6.000 men, took 2,000 pdscmem, and lost so few that 
a0 m x d ~ a i s  made af them. Probably he did not lose a man, 

At Traskeaus, the csrthaginians lost 1,500 men (almost 

Thhwasahotly cont.estedbattle,lastingthreehouts. 
At - ' had 20,OOO killed and 20,000 captured, 

A' the Rcxnaas,W=W. This was a hard-fought battle 
with Hannibal's third b e ,  which alone fought and did not give 
way until attacked in rear and flank by Massinissa's cavalry. 

At the battle of cylmoscepaalae between Philip and Flam- 
ipiwS, Philip p d e d  Flamininus with his Phalanx, 32 deep. 
Twemty mdples  took the phalsnxin rear. Philip lost the 
battle. "heI Romans counted 700 killed, the Macedonians, 
80,ooO killed and 5,OOO captured. 

At PYQla - Aemilius Paul4against Perseus - the phal- 
. BPX advances wd cannot be stopped, but it breaks up naturally 

hacandance with  the greater- less resistan ce it encounters. 
The centuries force their way into the openings in the mass and 
kill the sokliers, h a m v d  by t4eir pikes and only formidable 
when united and attacked from the front at spear's length. 
T-e disorder and slaughk results; 20,000 are killed and 
5,000 are captured out of 44,OOO engaged. The historian does 
nof;d&gntomq&on the Romanlosses. 

In the battle of Aix, Marius caused the Teutones to be 
surprised in rear. Fearful camage ensued-100,OOO Teutones 
aad3ooRamanswerekiued. 
' 

The battle of Chaeronea, Sulla against Archelaus, the lieu- 
tenant of Mithridates-SuUa had 30,OOO men, Archelaus 
110,OOO. Archela& wawdefeated by a surprise from the rear. 
The €tomaas lost 14 men and killed until exhausted by the 
puns&. The battle of Orchomenus against the same leader 
wseafepetitiond Chaemlea. 

C h a r  *Us how his ca~alry could not fight the Britons 
aithorrt great disadvantage because these latter feigned flight 
to $et amy from the infantry and theq jumping out of their 

8iQce tbare wee 110 flght. 

I a w j ,  tbe ~omaas lost is,ooo killed and is,ooo prisaners. 

watchsriots, f* on foot rvirk succ8ss. - 

. . >  
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Less than 200 vekraas embarked on a ship and ran ashore 
at night to avdd b e i i  captured by superior naval farces. They 
gained a strong position and passsed the night there. At day- 
break, Otadlius sent against them about 400 cavalry.and some 
infantry of the ganison of Lissus. They defended themselves 
bravely and after killing s e d  of their oponents, johed caesar's 

I troops wihout having lost a single man. 
caesar's rear guard is stmck by Pompey's cavalry at the 

crossing of the river Genusus in Macedonia- river w i t h  very 
steep banks. Caesar opposes Pompey's cavalry, 5,000 to 7,000 
strong, with his cavalry of 600 to 1,000 men, with whom he 

. has taken care to mix 400 picked infantrymen. These do their 
&ork so well that in the fight which follows they repulse the 
ensny, kill a nwnber of them, and fall back on the main body 
without the loss of a single man. 

At the battle of Thapsus, in Africa, against Sdpio, Caesar 
,kills 1O.OOO men, and loses only 50 killxl and a few wounded. 

At the battle under the walls of Munda (in Spain) against 
one of the sons of Pompey, Caesar has 80 cohorts and 8,000 horse, 
about 48,000 men in all. Pompey has 13 legions-60,OOO in- 
fantry of the  line, 6,000 horse, 6,000 light infantry, and 6,000 
auxiliaries, in all, nearly 80,000 men. The battle, says the 
narrator, was brawly fought, 'foot-to-foot and sword-to-sword. 
It was one of exceptional fury, where fortune, for a long time 
uncertain, was on the point of turning against Casar. Caesar 
lost LOO0 killed and 500 wounded. Pompey lost 33,000 killed, 
and if Munda had not been so near (scarcely two miles away); 
his losses would have be- doubled. The contravallations of 
Munda were built of corpses and arms. 

In studying the battles of ancient times, it is evident that 
they are nearly always won by an attack in flank or rear, or 
some foxm of surprise, especially when won against the Romans. 
It was in this way that their excellent system of tactics ,some- 
times miscami4-a system so excellent that a Roman general, 
who was only harf ai good amas ashis adversary, was sureto 
beat him. I have never seep them conquered in any other 
way. XantMppus-Hannibal-the unexpected methods of 
fighting and strange appearance of the Gauls, etc., bear witness 
to the truth of this statement. 

I."- 
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lf, ~emphan some~here says: ‘whatever it may be, agtee- 
&le or terrible, the less it bas been foreseen, the more pleasure 
or terror it ~ 1 ~ 8 8 8  This is seen nowhere mcme than in war, 
where any auprise strikes with terror even those who are much 
the braver. 

combatants ;umed with-breast plate and shield lost very 
few in fighting face to face. In his victories, Hannibal lost 
ptacticaly no man except among the Gauls, his food for powder, 
fi&ting with in$e&r shields and without arpor. Almost 
always driven back, they nevertheless fight with a tenadty 
which they have never shown More or since his time. 

Thucydidzs dmm3ems the fighting of the light-armed 
troops when he sap, in one account: “As usual, the light-armed 
troops put each other mutually to Sght.” In fightingwith 
d d  ranks, there was a mutual shoving, but little loss, for the 
-men had no room to strike:freely and with their full strength. 

Caesar, in hi3 campaign:against the Nervii, k g  his men in 
the midst of an action instiQctively closing in to resist the mass 
of the barbarians and yet yeilding to the pressure, ordered tlze 
rmks d $ k s  eztemfed, so that the legionaries, who had been 
d e d  together and an8equently paralyzed and obligedto 

fo- could kill and so demoralize the 
as men in the first rak of the Nervii 

t6 fall under the blcbvs of the legionaries, there was a 
Check, a recoil, and then, &der an attack in rear, this whole 
&ass fell into confusion and defeat. 

L 
t CHAPTBR v. 

We are now enlibteaed on the moral aspect and the 
mpl?hnniffm the bat* of ancient times. The expression 
“d&,” employed by the ancients, was a thousands times 
stmnges than the thing it was intended to express. By “melb” 
a- . of swords was meant, not an actual inter- 

Tbs d t s  of the battles and the losses of both sides are 
epiughto show uslibis, and a moments reflection makes us see 
what a mistake the m@l& would have been. In the pursuit 

miD*gY- 
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one might throw oneself among the flying sheep, but during the 
fight each man had too much need of those behind and beside 
him, who were guasdidghis f h h ~ d r e a r .  to go gaily to c e d  
death on the enemy’s ranks. 

With the d 6 e ,  moreover, where would the victors have 
been? Wit+ the ma&, Ctessr at Pharsalus and Hannibal at 
Cannse would have been conquered; their shallower ranks, 
penetrated by the enemy, would have been forced to fight two 
to one, and would even have been taken in rear by the enemy 
breaking completely through. 

Have we not also seen with troops equally firm and deter- 
mined, a common exhaustion cause both sides, by tacit agree-’ 
ment, to withdraw for a breathing spell before beghdng again? 
How would this be possible w i t h  the mblb? And I rzpeat, with 
the melb, the intermingling of combatants, there would have 
been a mutual extermination, but no victors. How would they 
have been recognized? 

Can one conceive two crowds mingling by individuals or by 
groups, where each man, engaged with the enemy in his front, 
can be struck with impunity from the side or the rear? It 
means a mutual extermiaation where the victory rests with the 
last survivor, for in this intermingling, this m@l&, no one can 
fly, no one knows whither t9 fly. %ides, are not the com- 
mon losses a s&cient proof? 

The word is then too strong a one’; it is in the imagination 
of painters .and poets that the m@l& has been seen. This is 
what really used to happen: 

At charging distance, they advanced on the enemy with all 
the speed compatible with the good order necessary for free use 
of the sword and mutual support of,the combatants. Very 
often the moral impulse, that resolution to charge home shown 
by good order and unhesitating gait, alone put to flight a less 
resolute enemy. otdinarily, with good troops, there was a 
shock, but not a blind meeting of the masses with lowed  heads; 
Their care for the pieservation of their formation was too great 
for this, as is show by the conduct of Czesar’s soldiers at Phar- 
salus, or the slow march to the sound of flutes of the Lacdae- 
monian battalions. At the moment of meeting, the speed 
slackened naturally, for the man in the first rank involuntarily 
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trcejrppper places, and g a t h e d h i d  in arder to have more 
a m t d o f h i e m o v e a w n t s f o ~ a a d p a s l y .  Therewasa 
rdeetkg man--; each one took the adversary before him 
aadattacksdhiminfmnt, for, by breakkg through the ranks be- 
fijredefeatinghim, he lost his supports and risked wounds from 
tik side. Each one, there€- struck his man yith his shield, 

to make him lose his Wane and to stqike him while 
f&kgtoreawler&. The mend  the second rank, in rear op- 

firsteecessaryfarafreeuseofthe 
f4WOdWo( le=dYtO m% his flanlrr from anyme breaking 
po6itetbe'intervcrls 

thnagh and to r e E m  $he exhausted. The third rank and 
it did the same. Since, therefore, both sides were ""T btaaed f the shock, *was rarely decisive and the fezicing, the 

If the.men in this first rank on one of the sides were quickly 
wound&, the other ranks were in no hurry to relieve or replace 
them, a d  them was hestiation and then defeat. Thus it was 
with the Romans in their k s t  meetings with the Gauls. The 
Gad, with his shield, parried the first thrust and, st*g clown 
frriiotmly with his great innr saber onothe top of the Roman 
shield, split it and reached the man beneath. The Romans, 
already wave- before the moral impulse of the Ga s, their 

wounds), at this moment fell in greater numbers than their 
adversaries, and demodna tion ensued. Soon they became 
acw&oud to their enemy's impetuosity, brave but without 
tenacity, &ad when they had trimmed the tp of their shields 
with a stzip ob iron which turned and bent the Gallic sword, 
they no lorigerfa, and the! d e s  were r e v d .  

, . The Gbuls, . iaM,  could not hold their gpund against the 
better atma and the thndng sword of the Romans, whose 
mpexior ieditridtlel tenacity was mulitplied almost tenfold 
by the pod& relays of the eight ranks of the maniple. And 
evem the maniplm retierred one another. With the Gauls 
thedarstkmofthe fight was limited by the strength ofa single 
msn. Their too crowded and disorderly ranks rendered 

*zzz2knk endhis d e s  in the second-- in 

d hhd-*haIId fighting, begaa. 

k c e  cries and their nakedness (asignof their cOnte t pt for 
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relief diificult, or impossible, as, for example, when they tied 
themselves together, as has been d d b e d .  

If we arms were n d y  equal, to keep one's own ranks, and 
to break, drive back and confuse, those of the enemy was to 
conquer. Themanindisordered and broken ranks feels that 
he is no longer supported but exposed on dl sides, and he runs. 
It is true that one c8d scarcely break the enmy's ranks without 
breaking one's own; but in the latter instance the man is ad- 
vanchg. He has only been able to advance because he is 
driving back the enemy before his blows, killing or vpunding 
him; he is doing a thing which he has expeckd and intended, 
which raises his coutage and that of his neighbors; he knows 
and sees where he is going; while the enemy, left behind by 
the withdrawal, or by the fall of the men on either Side, is sur- , 
prised, and sees himself exposed on the flanks; to get support, 
he falls back himself, in line with the rank in the rear of him. 
But l%s adversary also pushes farward, and the rank in rear is 
no longer to be found, The ranks in rear yield to the mil of 
the leading ranks, and if this recoil continues far any length of 
time or is violent, a'fear of the blows which are thus pushing 
back and perhaps striking down the first rank arises. If, in 
order to make.way more quickly and easily for the pressure, 
and in order not to fall and be piled onem another, tQe rear 
ranks turn their backs for several steps, there is very little 
chance that they will again turn their faces to the front. Space 
has tempted them-they will  turn back no more. 

Then, by that n a t d  instinct of the soldier to worry about 
and to assure himself of his supports, this fear  passes from the 
last ranks to the first, which, so closely engaged, has, in the 
meantime, been compelled to keep faced to the front under 
pain of h & t e  death; and what follows need no longer be 
explaiied-it is massacre. 

Let us retum to the combat. It is evident that the exact 
line formation of trpaps which are engaged hand-to-hand lasts 
scarcely a moment. But each group of files f&ed by the 
action is bound none the less to the neighboring group; gn>ups, 
like individuals, am always careful about their support. The 
battle is fought along the line of contact of the 68t rank of 
the two k e s ,  alia@ straight, broken, croolted, bent forward or 
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aeamhg to the vargidg fortunes of the fight at 
vatioua but always tirrritiag and clearly separating 
tbe c o a b t d s  d the two Sides. In this line, ma? willingly 
orunwilhglyensased, onehas to keep faced to the h t  under 
paindimmarkate rbath.andeachmaninthesefust ranks 
natudly andnecmsdy exerts all his energy to defend his 
life. No part of fild linebeasnes entanglsdaslongas the mal 
fightingtrrst%,fortheobje&tdeachman,fmmgeneraltoprivate 
is to preaenm the caatinuity of supoort alongthisline, and to 
break 00 cut that a4 the en-my, for then comes victory. 

We see, tkn, tbst between men a,rmed with the sword 
there QLD bb-and there is, if the fighting is serious-a pene- 
tration of OLY mass into the other, but never a codusion, an 
-, a d 6 e  of ranks ar of the men who fom these 
masees. The fight of sword against sword was the most deadly 
and could show the I& sudden changes of fortune, for it is the 
dase of 6ghting'in which the valor of the individual combatant, 
his murage, dexterity, coolness and swcdmamhip, has the 
greateStandnrostimrrvaln ' te result. After studying this, the 
otberforms of OOBLLbat are easy to m-d. 

Let us amsi@er pikes and swords. The lance thrusts of 
mem in cloectordes, a forest of pikes holding one at a distance 
(the pikes we!re fitteen to eighteen feet long) were irresistible. 
But one had lesiure to kill everything--cavalry and light in- 
fan- the ph+mx, a mass powerless to destroy, 
moving with measuted steps, which a mobile body of troops 
could always avoid., Opdngs in the phalanx might be made 
by the march, by the by the thousand accidents of the 
Wt, by brave 113~p, or by the wounded on the ground who 
crawled under the -high bees to hamstring the men in 

latter scarcely saw them, since the men tbsdifttrank. 
hthe6rst two ranks y had room to seeand to direct their 

-mlv when the least opening had been made, 
these mem wi th  long lances who were useless at close quarters, 
andnere~tofightonlyatthefulllengthof theirlames,* 

struck awn almrrat with impuniw by the  TOU UPS which 
Then. with the 

. .  

Tbesqhsrdl 

hab thrown themtdves into the mterv&. 
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enemy in its vitals, the phahx, through fear, became a dis- 
orderly mass- sheep fnllinp over and musling one another 
under presmue of fear. 

In a crowd, indeed, men pushedon too hardfromthe rear, 
prick with their knives those who are pushing them, and the 
contagion of fear changes the direction of the human mve, 
which recoils on itself and crushes itself into amass in order to 
leave a v&ant spmx around the point of danger. If the enemy 
then flies More the phalanx, there is no m@lcSe. If he only 
falls back for tactical reasons and takes advantage of the o m -  
ings to penetrate the phalanx by groups, there is still no ma&, 
no mingling of the ra,nks. The wedge entering a block of wood 
does not mingle with it. 

In the case of a phalanx armed with long pikes against a 
similar phalanx, there was s t i l l  less chance of a m@lQ; but 
there was a mutual shoving which might last a long time, unless 
one side succeeded in taking the other in hnk or rear with 
some detached body of troops. We see, moreover, that in 
almost all the battles of ancient times the victory is won by 
such means-means etemally good, since their actim is moral, 
and the nature of man does not change. It is useless to ex- 
plain again how and why, in all battles, demoraha * tionandthen 
fight wan with the rear ranks. 

I have tried to analyze the fighting of the u$antry of the 
line, forjt was the only Seriaus fighting in the battle of angent 
times; the light infantry put each othk reciprocally to fight 
as Thucydides proves. They came back to pursue and mas- 
sacre the conquered. 

On cavalry (in the case of cavalry against cavalry), the 
moral impulse, represeated by the speed and good order of the 
mass, had a very great &e&, and we see that only infinitely 
rarely were two bodies of cavalry able to resist this efftect. 
They did do so at the Ticinusandat caanae--battlesmen- 
timed because they are m exceptions. And even in 
those battles there was no shock at full speed, but a halt face to 
face and a fight. 

in poetry, never in reality. In the shock at full speed, mep 

' 

t 
-Indeed, the meeting of whirlwinds of cavalry occurs only 
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Ciaci htmam d be abated, d neither men nor horsee 
Tbehuvkr ob the ridgm ate there, their instinct and 

' lem hememy himpptf halts, sad to make au aboutTface if the 
W&es -to warn on. And if ever they do meet, the 
8bdc k SO lnraRlpA by the hanrln of the men, the rearing of 
tbe homes, and the drawing back of heads, that it is merely a 
hattftws-bbce; theyexchangleafewbbwsofsaberoroflance, 
bat their €+libxi- is too PLlStBble, thek point of support 

mowe far d - p l a y  and for mutual support; each Inan 

the k t h t d  the IkSe8, to the p a ~ e  md to hslt, ULI- 

feels binanH too isdated. the mead preswre is too strong, 
and, though little blood ip shed, the fight only b t s  a second, 
justbecause it cannot last without a mWe and in the m@lQ 
each lapgfds a d  8 e e ~  himself alone and surrounded by the 
-. Tba leadhg men, wlrro tv themselves no longer 
mpportdaad~nolongesstandtheunCertainty,wheelto 
the reer; the rest follow; and the enemy. unless he has also 
T&&M bo the mar, pur&lles as he pleases, or until he meets 
8 b l 1 l ~  hi& CBVlolrJr wbich makes him e in his turn. With 
cavalrytagdn&h€antxy,therewasneverashock. Thecavalry 
annayedtb infantry with its misdes, and possibly with lance 
ahnlstsfwivemd - OD the ru~, but it newer closed. 

To tell the truth, such a thhg as close fighting on horse- 
backdidwltertist. Indeed, if the horse, by adding so much to 
m ' s  mobility, eaable8 him to mmace the enemy and to charge 
upam him at higb speed, it @so permitshimto escape with like 

wbnthismexmtx! does not stagges the enemy, and man 
usee the horse, folloffing the tendency of his nature and sound 
muonhg, todo themostposeible damage with the least possible 
lisk. 
601r whom throwing the javelin was a difficult thing,* battle 
uras uwzely a mccassb of mutual hsrrassln ' gs, of demonstra- 

with missiles, where each Side seeks tiOaro,-,- 
an appbrtrrnity taSmgaiee, intimidate, pm6t by disorder, and to 
plfilrae . .  ita ~ ~ ~ ~ l ~ ~ a b  or infantry; and then, 
clrsacks--ebe 

greatest fear of being trampled 
.b-aod, uradoubtedly, tf4hfeaxhasoverthFowna hundred 

, 
To 8Lrm tlp, $pith ca* w i t k t l t  stimlps or saddles, 

. . .  

Man d dl perioda bes 

exenopba.  
- 
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thousandtimes mare men than the real shock (always more or 
less avoided by the harse) would have or has knocked down. 
When two bodies of cavalry of ancient times wished or were 
compelfed to fight in earnest, the fought on foot.* I scarcely 
see in all adqui ty  any case of fighting on horseback except 
Alexander's passage of the GraaicuS. And what happened 
there? His cavalry crosses a river with steep banks defendd 
by the enemy and loses 85 men-the Persian cavalry loses 
l,oOO--and both sides we equally well armed! 

The battle of the Middle Ages was a repetition (less the 
science) of the battles of ancient times. The knights came to 
close quarks perhaps oftener than the ancient cavalry because 
they are invulnerable; it was not enough to ovathrow them- 
their throats must be cut when they were on the ground. They 
knew, momover, that their fights on horseback were not serious 
in their results, and, when they wanted to fight in earnest, 
they fought 09 foot. t The conquerors, clad from head to foot 
in iron, lost no one (the villeins did not count) ; and if the con- 
quered and unhorsed knight was wounded he was not killed, 
for chivalry had come to establish a fraternity of atms amcmg 
the noblesse, the mounted warriors of the different nations, 
and the ransom had taken the place of death. 

If we have dealt principally with the fighting of idantry, 
it is because it is the most serious fighting, and because, whether 
on foot, on horseback, or on the deck of a ship, one always finds, 
at the moment of danger, the same man, and he who knows this 
man well can, from his actions here, infer hidactions every- 
where. 

CHAPTER VI. 
Let me repeat what I said at the beginning of this study: 

Man does not fight for the sake of fighting, but to gain the 
victory; he does everything in his power to mioh& the former 
and to assure the latter.' The constant improvement of en- 
gines of war is due to this cause done-to destroy the enemy 
and to remain uaharmed. Absolute &very, which does not 

The Ticin- CanMuD & w e  exampl& 
tBattle of tbe Thbky, Beyard, etc. 
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reham to at sdisschranfr$6, committing itself to ~ o d  or 
a y .  is qt mtud to man; it is the result of moral culti- 
W$ioman&LMn€tedyrare. Inthefaceofdanger,theanimal 
i r p s t t r c t o c e - ~  - a!waysgainstheupperhand. Man 
cakq?&mfidruu#r. 8adhow~ydoeshecatcutatethem? 
We-ham jutat aem. 

&ha has, tbn,  8 barroa ob death. With certain chosen 
bods, a gfeat dw which they atone can understand and ac- 
amqdhh, &mtitms m&hs ,them move-to the h n t ;  but the 
$ua#r h y a  mail at sight ob the phantom. The object 
ofdidplimttoothishurrorbyastillgreaterh- 
thatdFmrbrhm#r t, or shame. But the moment always comes 
when h naturbl horn is too,strong for discipline, and the 
rran)ul+nnt flies. "stup, stop! pait a few minutes-asingle 
m t  -d you are the -! You are not yet even 
w w d e d 4 f  you turn your barck it means certain death." 
He &es not bear--he can no longer understand. He is Wed 
arithf4htotheexctnnnn ufemryotherfeeling. Howmany 
armhi have swarn to aoaqaer or perish? How many have kept 
theiroath? The'oath of sheep to stand fas t  against the wolf. 
Histawy rwords, not armies, but individual souls who have 
known how to fight to the death, add the devotion of the men 
of "i'hennawlae is itlstly immortal. 
- Here we are, back again at the elementary truths, by so 
many forgottep or'unknown, which I have stated in my pre- 
face. Sixmereal, serfow is the serious ordeal we know 
it -be: in order to imposeit op a crowd of human beings it 
is not enoaghfor this uowd to be composed of brave men, like 
the Gatah or the Germans. We must, and do, give them leadexs 
*have h n m s a  arad decisian d command arising from habit 
cmd a faith m their impRscriptible right to command, 

by tradition, law, and the social constittation. 
we add e weapons, a manner of 6ghtkg suitable to these 
- ! U d m a b b m y ,  and to what we know of the 
phyricsrlaadowvalfarcesofman; and,further, a rational sub- 
&v&m a4 troop6 which makes possible the direction and sm- 
plogrnedab~eSorkdawnto,thatCbthelastman. We 
njrimnk them with padcms-the fierce desire for independence, 

of dghm, n a t i d  pride, love of glory, desire thefauatdh 
i 
I 1  
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for g a i n 4  a law of iron discipline, forbidding anyke to 
withdraw from the action, imposes solidarity from the highest 
to the lowest, among the yarious units, among the leaders, 
between leadess and soldiers, and among the soldiers. 

And have we, then, a strong a m y ?  Not yet. Solidarity, 
that first and supreme force of armies, is, it is true, prescribed 
by the severe laws a€ discipline backed by strong passions; but 
to presuibe is nat enough. A s u n d l a n  ' cewhichnothingcan 
escape durbg the action must, by insuring the execution of 
discipline, guarantee this solidarity against -in the 

and to be felt  and (what is most important) to ex- a strong 
moral pressure aad, make everyone advance through fear or 
shame, this surveilhe, this eye of all watching each one, re- 
quires in each group men who am sttre of themselves and who 
understand it as a right and a duty for the common safety. 

A wisely planned organization (and with that we must 
start) must, therefore, place permanently the same leaders 
and the same soldiers in the same groups of combatants, in 

, such a way that the leaders and comrades of peace anfl the 
maneuver camp may be the leaders and comrades of war; in 
order that from the habit of living together, of obeying the 
same leaders, commanding the same men, of sharing fatigues 
and recreations, and of assodating with men quick to under- 
stand the execution of military movements and evolutions, 
may come fraternity, union, the sense of calling-in a word, 
the clear feeling and understanding of solidarity-the duty 
to submit to it, the right to impose it, the impossibility of 
escaping from it. 

Not that enthusiastic and 
thoughtless copfidezlce of disorderly or improvised armies. 
which lasts until danger appears and then fades so rapidly to 
d e  mom far the opposite feeling, that confidence which sees 
tieason everywhere, but that deep-seated, firm, and conscious 
confidence which does not forget itself in the moment of battle 
and which alone makes true combatants. 

We have now an army; and it is no longer difficult to under- 
stand how mea actuated by the strongest passions, even men 
who know how to die without 0inching, without paling, really 
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face Of danpthm e m  which know SO w&- I 
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And now confidence appears. 
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bnrveintbe d ckh, bp1witboQt a strong Organization,' 
smoaclq9eedbyotbereindividually lese brave, but- 
aithmlidityandrolidarity. 

One likes to pictme a~ d mob overthrowing all 
otk~clurisdanbyabxeafid'passion. *ismore 
plictmq- than truth in this imagination. 

If battle wem aa individual work, the braye, passionate 
rrreacomposingtjhb mob wouldhave more chance. of victory; 
but in atroopdfanyHd,oacebeforetheenemy,eachman 
ralisesthat the taskbehe him is not the work ab an individual 
but O-cQkctwe snd simurtaneous work and, surrounded by 
csmpanio~ assembled a* r a n h  the day before under un- 
known leadexs, he feels by instinct the lack d union, and asks 
him& whether he can CoMt on the others, a distrust which 
dill lead him f a r  at thew hesitation, thefirst serious danger 
which checks for a v e n t  the enthusiasm of passion. 

Solidwiv bad d d e a c e  cannot be impmvised; they 
'cane only frm that mutual acquaintance which is the basis 
of anddthe point d honor. Fromthese ame, in turn, 
that feling ab strength which gives the courage to attack 
through the coniideinceiof succeeding, the triumph of the will 
over instinct, the greater or less duration of which means 
victory OT defeat. Soliddty, then, can alone give us combat- 
ants. But there are degrees ia all thhgs-let us see if the battle 
&today is less exac@g in this respect than the battle of an- 
C!kl t  times. 

In the battle of ancient times them was no danger except 
at cldse qaartmst If a body ab troops had enough morale 
(ad the Asiatic mobs odten did not) to advance. within sword's 
length of the enemy, there was a Wt. Whoever came to 
that &ce knew that to turn the back meant death; for, 
as we have seen, the victors lose very few men and the van- 
Cltt isaede- . ted. This simple reasming held the 
men in place and was able to make them fight, were it but for 
ailK#nent. 

sta& bring two troaps tllbexpectecug. face to face) the battle 
be& and is fought at long range. The danger begins at a 
egat distance, a d  one (Ilttbt march for along time in the face 

I 

Today (egcept when V- and exceptional c i rc~m-  
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of projecth bectpming thicker at each step he advances. The 
. vqquished loser, prisoners, but often, in killed 'and wounded, 

loses no more than the victor. 
The battle of ancient times was fought by groups crowded 

together in a small space, in opem country, in full view of each 
other, and without the deafening naise of the weapop1s of toda'y. 
The supervision of the leaders was easy, and iadividual weak=- 
ings were immediately suppressed. Only a general fright 
caused flight. 

Today the battle is fought over immense areas, along long, 
thin lhp, broken every instant by the &dents and obstacles 
of the terrain. From the time the action begins and the first 
shots are heard, men, scatteredasskirmish~ or lost in the 
inevitable confusion of a rapid qarch, escape from the surveil- 
lance of the leadm; a greater or less number conceal themselves 
and withdraw from the advance, and, d i d s h i n g  by just that 
much the material and moral effect and the confidence of the 
brave men who are left alone, may cause defeat. 

But let us get a closer view of the man in the ancient battle 
and in the modem. I am strong, qdck, Vigorous, skilled in 
arms, -1, and clear-headed; I have good offensive and defen- 
sive arms and reliable comrades who have been with me for a 
long time and wil l  not let me be overcome without suppoifing 
me; I, with them, they with me-we are invincible, even in- 
vulnerable. We have fought twenty battles and not one of us 
has fallen.' We need only support each other in  time and keep 
mol. We are on the alert to relieve each other and to put a fresh 
combatant in front of a wearied enemy. We are of the legions 
of Marius, of the 50,ooO who held their ground against the 
raging tide of the Cimbn, killed 140,OOO and captured 60,OOO 
of them, losing only 200 or 300 awkward men of our own. 

Today, however, strong, determined, skillful, and brave 
I maybe, I cannever say to myself: "I shall come backalive." 
I am no longer dealing with men-I fear them not-but with 
the fatality of gun-metal and lead. Death is in, the air, in- 
Visible and blind, with terrifykg whispers which make me bend 
my head. Howeves good, howevex brave, however firm, 
howeves devoted my commies may be, they do not guarantee 
my d e t y .  Only-and what an abstract thing this is and how 

. 
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much h intelBgiWto Bu than the material support of the 
sbcientbattlef-only Iimagirrethst themore of us there are to 
r~~aSdangemwrielr,thegRater be the chance for each 
cme bo eaarpe; sad tben,'too, I know that, if we are d d e n t  
tbst not aaeabtia will be found waatingin the battle, we shall 
feetomaehrestobestroagerandsballbestronp. Weshall 
begin the fight and dmy it an more resolutely, and we shall 
gettm*itaociner. 

Git throtrgh with i t1  But to end it, we must advance and 
seek the enemy, and, iTh&qma orcadryman, we are naked 
agsinst the iron andagainst the led, which cannot miss its 
e a t  sdortpfe dpeces. Even so, let us advance freely and 
d u t d y .  Omadplersarywillmtstandbeforethesightof. 
ourrifle at point-blank raage, far the charge is never mutual, 
weare 8- have been told so a thousand times- we have - it dcneelves . Bat suppose t h i n g s  should be Mereat tu- 
day! What if 3x? also should aim point-blank at us! What a 
difkence between such codW.me and the d d e n c e  of the 

I have shqwn &where what a diiIicut and dangerws 
thing it was for the soldier in ancient ti- to withdraw from 
tbe action. Today the temptation is far stronger, the op- 
p u t d t y  greater, and the danger less. Today, battle requires 
a  mora^ oohesion, a miidadty much Closer than evet befure. 
Onedast iematk OQ the diffiarlcy of diiecting the battle w i ~  
oampdefe my demmstmtion. 

Since the hemtion of firearma-the musket, the rifle, the 
d m n c e s  of aid and mutual suppbrt among the 
-t rums have amtinua~y i n a e k i .  The fa&ty of 
vdota kinds d ammdcation makes it possible toassemble 
an a' givem tarain forces which are numeridy enormws. 
Fa these 88 I have Said, ba-ds are becoming 
innmnse. To take in the en* field becomes more aad more 
-. caatrol, evtninaeasing in difficulty, because more 
distspt, teads mom aften than not to escape from the com- 

to tb sabordinate leadas. Thst inevitsbls 
dhmrderwhich abodydtmopinaction always shows, because 

t0 arch an ertedtthat. in the midst of the tumult and buctua- 

Rgmrm! 

a€themooal~elct dour engines of destrllctim, keeps increasing 

v 
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tiom of the sghting lines, the soldiers of- lose thdr leaders- 
the leaderstheirsol&em. Amongthetroops cldyandstrongly 
engaged, small p u p s  only, squads or compauies, if thsy ase 
well otganized, keep themselves in hand and serve as support- 
ing or rallying points for men who have lost thek waif. Thus, 
by force of circumstances, battles tend today, more than ever 
behe, to become soldiem' battles. This should not be SO. 

That is should not be so we do not dispute, but it i s  so. 
Perhaps one derdes this, and makes the o b j d 9  that the 

troops taking part in battles are not all either closely or strongly 
engaged; that the leaders always try to keep in hand as long 
as possible troops in condition to march and to move at a given 
moment in a determined direction; that today, like yesterday, 
and like t o m m w ,  the a v e  action is woa by these troops 
in good order, appearing in such or such formation, at such or 
such a point, and, consequently, the battle is won by the lead= 
who knowshow to keep them in hand and direct them. That is 
undeniable. 

compelled to put into the line to oppose the troops dosely en- 
gaged, the more chance there is for us to keep a m e  of ttoops 
in hand. The objection made, stating a general principle, 
true at all periods of histary, is in o way opposed tr, the follow- 
ing truth: Among the troops 'ch are doing the fighting, 
for the reasons I have stated (and they are true ones), the 
soldiers and the leaders nearest them, from oarporal to battalion 
commander, have more freedom of action tbaa ever before; 
and as it is the Vigor alone of @s action, independent more 
than ever of the direction of the bigher leaders, which leaves in 
the hands of the latter forces which they can direct at the 
decisive moment. So this action becomes of greater import- 
ance than, ever, and one may say, more truly today than ever 
before that battles are thecbattles of soldiers and of captains. 
They are always so actuey, Sinbe., in the last analysis, the 
soldier does the work, but his idhence on the 6nal result 
varies. Thence, the true saying of t~&i :  Soldisr's e s .  

Aside from the rules of tactics aild discipline, commop 
sense shows the m t y  for a reaction against this dangerous' 
p r e d o b c e  of the soldier's action over the leader's-for 

I 
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But no less undeniable is it that the more men the enemy 
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postpaaing, by ewery m#rm, to the last possible moment, that 
in&mt dmtb anMinr -pea from the control of the I d e e  

i n g t o b t b  Bat the fact is *, and this fact and the un- 
emhess it afoums, to@m cdmplete the demonstartion of 
thEs‘trdh. Battls, toreturn us the full value of our work, re- 
qdrestodayamatrrlaksian and a solidarity closer than ever 
Wm. SO clear, that it is almost Sxiomatic, is the truth that 
t#ie naore bands have to be stretd&, the stronger they must be, 
if one doesaotnish themtobreak. A 

&sp~powerfu l ,  are tend- 

CHAPT?B VII. 

If there are other things to be learned from this work, they 
aze le4t td the meditation of +e reader. Their reduction to 
actuaf examples +d treatinent with the undeniable authority 
d fact must bssed on a sincere study of modern battle, and 
this study cannot be made with nothing but the accounts of 
lnsbmms. These describe we& in a general way, the action 
ob large bodies d troops. But this action in its detail and the 
indix&adacticm of the soldier, in their accounts, as in thereality 
temain enveloped in a cloud @ haze. And yet they must both 

, for their mutual accord is the justification and the 
spstemsaffighting,’past, present,andfuture. Where 

are they to be found? 
We have ipfipitely few acpunts giving. as near a view of 

battle as Colonel Bugeaud‘s story of the fiat at the Hospital 
Wge.  It is such v t i v e s ,  dven’ m e  detailed-for the least 
det@ is of h n w  actors or of witnesses who knew 
how to aee and who h o w  how to remember, which are needed 

The number af kitled, the character and IOCation of wounds. 
will very &n ten mori than the longest m t i v e s ,  even when 
the latter happen not to be lies. One must learn how man 
(and d tbe genb man, the Frenchman in partic*) fought 
yesterday; how and to what extent, udder p d e  of danger 
and d the instin& Cjb ielf-pmervation, involuntarily and in- 
mritahy, t~ f% despim~ or forgot the methods ortiered 
01 -‘‘in order to Gght in such or such manner, forced 

. .  

for 8 study d the bsttle of today. 
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on him or indicatzd to him by instinct or by his knowledge of 

When we know that, truly and without illusions, we shall 
be very near lonowing how’he will bear himself tomorrow, 
wielding or opposed to the weapons of today, so quch more 
rapidly destructive than those of yesterday. Even inow, from 
what we know of the p t ,  knowing that man is capable of 
but a given d e w  of terror, and knowing that the moral effect 
of destructiOa incseases in the same ratio as its po*er and its 
rapidity, we can foresse that toinomow, the formal methods 
to which the illusions of the target range and our neglect of 
ouro~experienceseemtobringusback,willbeless~~ble 
than ever before; that tomorrow, more than ever before, we 
shall find predcnhant the individual worth of the soldier and 
of the small group and, consequently, of the stapirity of 
discipline. 

The study of the past alone can give us a sense of what is 
practicable, and a n  make us see how the soldier, necessady 
and inevitably, will fight tomorroqr. Then, instrdcted and 
forewarned, we shall not bz disconcerted; for we shall be able 

zation, such piellrmnary 
necessary and inevitable manner of fighting, which will have 
the ef€ect of regulating it as far as possible and, consequently, 
of doing away with chance to the greatest possible degree, by 
keeping longer in the hands of the leader the power of directing 
the combatant- power which is lost in an instant, when 
the instinct of the combatant is absolutely incompatible with 
the method ordered. That is the only way to preserve dis- 
ciplinewhkh is weakened by tactical disobsdiences at the 
moment when it is most needed. 

But we must remember that we are dealing here with dis- 
positions befare action and with methods of fighting, and not 
~ t h  maneuvers. Maneuvers are the marchings of troops to- 
ward the scene of actic!n and the movements necessary to dis- 
pose an this terrain the largest as well asthesu4Uedtuaits, 
with every guarantee of order and of the greatest possible speed. 
They are not the action itself. The action follows them. 

, 

war. 

I to prescribe in advance such methods d fighting, such ofgani- 
formations, as may be suited to this . .  

.... 
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It is the amfusion btweea maneuver and action which 
p i n  many minds to a doubt and distrust ofour regulation 

Since they give us the’m#wraof executing all movements and 
of taking 8U possiWe f o d o m  with the greatest rapidity and 
good order practically pogsible. To change or to critiche 
tbezn does llat advance us a single step. The problem of the 
lariat action always xemahs. Its solution lies in the sincere 
study d what has happened in the past, from which alone one 
can draw conclushs 88 to what wi l l  happentornorrow--and 
the&alltherestfollows. 

This study has yet to be mad-, rather, to be written- 
for it has been made by all those leaders to whom experience of 

out aa army, those leaders of whom it is said : “He understands 
the soldier andknows how to make use of him.” 

What more‘did the Romans know when they invented the 
legion? Butohow well they h e w  it, those masters of war! 
Only their hcessaat experkme and profound thought could 
fead them to such a compkte knodge .  

The experience of today has hiatuses; it must thm be cob 
lected mddly,andthisstudy whichmust be made will be good 
f a  that parpose, and also to stimulate thought, even among 
t h o s e w h o ~ ~  * y among those who know. And, 
h estresnee SO thhg~ -t-WhO knows--wh&her, 
just as in the ancient days of battle with spear and sword 

-- These, considered altogettaer, +re very good, 

war has given aworth and moral authority mxgmzed * through- 

~ w l e r e s € ! e n t o ~ u e r o t h ~ g o o d a r m i e s o f t w i c e t h e i r  
knows WhetJEr the excessive improvemalt of 

weapms of long nurge destruction may not bring back again 
thoseheroic dctmks, With egual arms, ofthe few over the many 
bysor&ecopnbination of intelligienceor genius withmarale aad 
mtitke. 

Eventhoughthe words be Napoleods, it is hard to accept 
the stetenaent that victory will always rest on the side of the’ 
heavier battalioga. 
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THE MODE- P&NTATHLOh.* .. 

O N  the proposal of its W d e n t ,  the Interhatianal O l h p i c  
Committee decided that, in.the. program of theFifth 

Olympiad which was to be held in &ockholm in 1912, there 
should be placed a new competitim-the Modern Pentathlon 
-compaising the following events: athletics, fencing, riding, 
switqming and shooting. 

This decisioa was received with the greatest interest by 
the Swedish Olympic committee which took its first steps for 
the organization of the competition, as early as the autumn of 
1910. This was no easy matter, however, for there was nothing 
to go by as regards the new event as there was in the case of 
other competitions. In determining the five branhes of sport 
that were to make up the Modem Pentathlon, the Swedish 
Olympic committee h ~ d  the following points in view: The 
five events ought to be such as would test the endurance, resolu- 
tion, presence of mind, intrepidity, agility and strength of 
those taking part in the competition, while, in drawing up the 
detailed progam, it was necessary to have all the events of 
equivalent value, in order to make the Mod= Pentathlon a 
ccrnptition of redly all-round importance. As regards the 
shooting, which, of course, was not any test of physical strength, 

*From the mid Report of the Swedinh Olympic Committee, Olympic 
Ciama at Stockholm, 1912. 

The International Olympic Committee, whiah controb all modem 
Olympiade. haa awarded to the Panama-Pad5c Exposition aa event kaown 
as the Modern Pentathlon, which co118istB of Shooting, Swimming, Fencing, 

Thh competition was held for the &st time during the Olympic Camsrr 
at Stockholm in 1912. It ie purely a military event, but one with which 
Amdcann are not thoroughly familiar. 

The United States wm repmented at Stockholm, but tiret,eecond, 
third and fourth placen w m  captured by Sweden. Liedtenant Patten, U. S. 
Army Bmiehing Uth. 

phrthes idonnation r e g d i n g  this competition wil l  befumishedby 
Mr. Jamerr E. Spllivan, Director of Department of Athletics, Panama-Pad&e 

d I 1 J  

Croseeountry R i u ,  and C-UUW RUprri~. 

E.positioo.--&dilor. 
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- ptecad, thte being & Olympic fzomp&i-, although the real 
ydue.e the Modenr btathlon ought, of course, to consist 
in bct, that a maa who is really in perfect physical and 
~ ~ c o n d i ~  bdwhois expea% in the branches of sport 
in qOeeticr0, psitf dways be able to satisfy these tests, irre- 
spective at the order ih which they come, 80 that, for example, 
he will be able to pass th shooting test perfectly well,eveaif 
be haa pxeviod9 been swhning, riding across very rough 
'cauntiy, taking part in a cros-country run, or, for a longer 
o r ~ l e n g t h a b t i n m e , b e e n W P @ i n ~ a n o p p o n e n t  
witbthe* 

dt ooc'ase,.tb Miculty in executhg the tests would be 
t b  same for all the competitors, so that, in this respect, the 
emnts amld be placed in any order, but, on theother hand, 

' t k e  was the desire to obtain the best possible results that 
copld be gainedin each atthe five events, so it was considered 
that the most. suitable, rnethod to be adopted for the Olympic 
Games would be to place the events in a certain order'inac- 
d c e  with tbe claim each made on the skill and endurance, 
etc., d the conqetitor. 

In amsequence d the chat8cter ob the Modern Pentathlon, 
the qllestion may be asked whether, eventually, the competi- 
&on sboold not be so -+that the Oompetitorisleftin ig- 
muance ab tha order in whjch the five m n t s  aretobetaken, 
and that the order is determined by drawhg lots. This arrange- 
 eat,^ howeves, might have the result of uasteadyiag the corn- 
petitas to wme degree, and ob making it a matterofexceeding 
ditbdty f o r  the Olympic C~mxnim to organize the com- 
petitian. 

The following briefanaaMt d the arrapgemezltsma& for  
I ,  

Bgch d t b  v(liiollsl#ancsles d the Modem Pentathlon at the 
Fifth olpmpiad, in Stockholnl, is given gs some aid for future 
Olympic Gamecc: 

- THE ndbDERN PENTATHLON. am 
8HooTMo. 

proposed that tbe shooting should be canisd out with pistoh 
(so-cstled "Duel-Wag") at a distance d tweuty meters, 
at a dhppearingtarget consisthg of a.whole @me, which wss 
to be visible for thee seconds. Later on, however, the thougta 
-that it woaldbe better tohaerase t k  perhaps, too Shaat, 
distance try fipe meters, so astomake the eveht moreinaceor& 
aace with the value of the campetition, and so the distanoe of 
tweaty-five meters was gdopted. - 

The target - to CQIlSist of standing whole--, 1.70 
meters high, i. e., corresponding in length to a man of DQtmal 
height; the -test breadth ,was 0.50 meter. In order to 
d d e  the respective value of the hits, the figure was tobe 
divided into ten zones, the bull's-eye to count tea. The figwe 
was to bs visible three seconds, with an interval of ten secoot18 

time for reloading, for  such competitors as did not use auto- 
matically l-*ls. 

As regards the weapon, it was not considered suitable to 
require the use of any fixed model, othgW;se than that it had to 
be one intended to be held in one hand only, and any revolver 
3r pistol could be used provided that it had open fore and back 
sight. 

Rqarding the number of shots, these were fixed at twenty, 
which were to be 6red in four series of five shots each. With 
respect to the trial of the weapon it was detennrned * that, 
before the shooting for the event began, two sighters should 
be allowed at the ranges, under similar conditions to those 
obtsiaing during the competition. 

In the autumn of 1911, the.Swedish Olympic 

betweell each shot, this perid being fixed so as to allow ampte 

SWlMMPJG. 

The first thing that had to be done in rxard to thisevent 
was to determine the distance that would give a suitable test 
of strength and endurance. In general, it was consid- that 
a length of 300 
adopted, the distance mentioned being. probably, the d 
suitable me. 

would be enough, and the proposal 

4 
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The fk?e awhming style mtst also be coasidered as the 
~arrethatamldbeadoptd T h s e v e n t w m a g e d i n  
Wwithaut my- the timebeing the only decisive factor. 
... &G. 

A &a stPseastowheiherafreechoiceofweapons 
&&e, saber ot bayonet) should be allowed, or if the obfigatory 
employmeat of o m  d these arms should be enfked, the 
bayonet being, most dertainly, the weapon which would be 
l k t  d. Both plans have their advantages and incon- 
,&ems, of course, but it will certainly be acknowledged that 
$ o . a w  a h  choice ob weapon would lead to many grave 
;dimctllties--whzn judging results in an Olympic competitioa 

'' Judging fmm every plausible reason, the choice of one, 
f&d ann WotJd be the right method, as the judging, in the 
'& at such a dpe t i t i oa  as this, must be based on a compari- 
& between twg opponents of supposed equa~ capacity. It 
w'as a mattex of exceeding dSculty, on the other hand, to 

whether tbe 6pb or saber should be used, though it must 
be ack~~wiedged that, h such an eveat as this, there is much 
that speaks for the adoptioa of the former weapon--even if, in 
dyinstapces, a sympathy for the saber was very noticeable 
- a n d  it'was fouad that the proposal of the Swedish Cornmittee 
in fa- of the Gtst-named arm was the fittest. 

1 . ' -  r tmdeterrmn ed that the fencing shduld be determined 
1 by three hits of five+ and that the encounters should, preferably, 
take place in the open air, or some fairly level ground, rather 
than indoors on a wood floor, or on a platform covered with a - carpet. 

. 

*l&St. 

. 

t I RIDING. 
f 

The dekmht ioa of the d e s  for the riding was, probably 
%h& question mvolvhg the greatest ~UEculties. From the 
very first, however, it was determrned that the event should be 
eo individual competition from point to point, over a fixed 

- cmssunmtry co~vse withobstaclm, as the d e r  as well as the 
~ t a l d k e b y  bebest tested. The distance, itwascon- 

sidezed should lie within the limits of ~,ooCrS,OOO meters. 

I 
1 - .  

I 

THE MODERN PENTATHWN. m, 
In such a compe&ion from point to point, with anumber 

ob obstacles at varying distances, too s h e  a distance, howewer, 
would not be enough to fully test the skill 04 the rider, as, 
in  such a case, it would not be necessary for him to pay attenticm' 
in so high degree to the endurance aqd p o w  of his horse and, 
consequently, to haband these resources to the utmost. 

Another great mason for the non-adoptionof the s h e  
distance was that'arising from the uI18LLimous opinion, that a 

.! 
. .  

maximum time ought to 6 fixed which was not to be exceeded. 

taken far the competition, but the event should be decided bx 
the points given for form in the execution of the ride, the way ia 
which the obtsacles were taken, etc. In the event, however, 
of two or more cOmpetitOfs having the same numberof points, 
the result was to be decided by the time taken. In order not to 
be bound to a distance deternun ' ed to the very meter- 
there would then exist gieater freedom to pay regard the 
character of the country when choosing the courseit  was 
decided that the distance should not exceed 5,OOO meters,, Q 

solution of the question which must be considered as the mas$ 
successful one. 

I n  order to give the riding event a fally field-service 
character, the leaders of the riding Competition were empow- 
to so arrange the course which was not to exceed 5,OOO meters 
(for which a maximum time of 15 minutes was fixed,) that the 

correspond to the demands such service would make. Ac- 
cording to this p h ,  the course would remain unknown to the 
competitors, who would not gain any knowledge of it from the 
program and the rules they received, while they were not 

of the event on the day of the competition, although the course, 

day OT two before the competition, none of the obstacles theq 

The most difficult point in'this event was as regards the 
procural of the harses. Here there were three points of view, 
Vie.: 1. that each competitor should have his o m  horse; 

In other respects, no attention was to be paid to the time I 

I 

I 

' ,  

I 

height, breadth, character and number of obtsacles would I 

I 

allowed to ride over the ground before the actual performance I 
I 

' i  as regards its chief features, was to be shown to the riders a 

being pointed aut, however. I I t  

- 

2. that the S-h Olympic Committee should have saddled I 

I 
I 
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r: 
atthestartingpojntd 

*iaoe,-ch- h w h g  lots fa the horse he was to 

I 
1 W & t b e b O b t b e -  

r ride,ar,aaa- - ; 3. t h 8 % i f t h e ~ ~ s o w i s h e d  
be OOQld r h  his own horse, but that the Committee would 

z 

I 

' ' 'm fioo those riders who could not bring their own. 
Tbese-advan*anddisadvan tag"ea attached egch Of 

s* tbTe%ai tema~ wrth the abmative, it would be a matter of the 
gmate8t -ty to hold the competition for, by the 

adoptb of auch a regulation, it would become impossible 
q a l l  ofth axupetitom to take part in the event; on the other 
hadtbsndewbtltd give the greatest advaatage to the com- 
petitcm th#nrr?tves, althcnq& in such a case, the fundamental 
idea of tbe Modem h n b t h h - t h t  an athlete qhould be 

at any timerto ride across uaknown CoUptfJI on astrange 
-be, ina great measrae, lost. 

the position of the above 
-d- -7 this case, the idea of the 
Modem htathlon is givem its right value, but the advantages 

be gained by the individual Competitot are considerably 
rkrmmnhed, in additicmto which, there is the disadvantage that 

~ it would be a =cult matter to distribute the horses among 
tbe competitors qmte justly, epep if done by meaw of drawing 
bda, for 6 would of course, be -1y difiicut to provide 
a certain number a4 horses all as good as each othpr even if, 
dadngacertahpaiodtheyhadgone through a thorough 
QOQW~ d traiaing ia steeplecbase-riding. By such aa 
-t tbre.would be a diminution in the valu.? of the 
holse riding event in the &tion. 

But to eliminnte the riding frc& the Pentathlon on account 
a€ the weakmss attending these alternatives, and to replace 
it by another brarach of athletics, would d d e r a b l y  detract 
fmar the chsmter of the competition. The question 

at the LaBernburg Congress, and it was not be- 
fae the adoption, as a matter of principle, of the view that 
haraesshoclld be placed at the disposal of the campetitom on 
tzre course, that the riding event was included in the program. 
The Qtrestion was ope lpore debated at the congress of Buda- 
d a compsolnise was adopted-* third dtemative 

i 
I 
I 
I 
I 

I .  
I 
1 
I 

Tba8e4amdldtemati~ 

. . .  
j 

* I  
I 
I 
I 
I 
i 
1 

11 
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I 
I 

naentionedabove--wbetetrycompetitarsh€ldtherightofpro- , 
viding theh own htxses, bu$ that thow who were unable to 
doso,sharldhaveamountplacedattheirdhmdoa&cwrse 
by the S s  Olympic Committee. The Said Committee 

ed that these competitors should draw afterwards detenmn 
lots,for their horses on the occasion when the course was. 
shown them, as in this yay  horses and riders would not be 
altogether strangers to each other. 

1 

I 

t ATHLBTICS. 
Finally, it was n v  to choose a branch of athletics 

from amongst its many farms, which would best beinagreement 
with the special character of the Modern Pentathlon. The 
choice fell on cross-country running and the distance was bed 
at 4,000 meterl;. 

In order to thoroughty carry out the idea of the Pentathlon 
as an individual competitian, it was determined that the com- 
petitors should start one at a time, at  intervals of one minute, 
instead of allowing them to start together, as in the case'of 
ordinary cross-country running. 

I 

. 

The event was to be decided by time done. 

As the fundamental principle for judging the cOLTLpetitioP 
as a whole, it was determined to adopt a method of calculating 

' 

&ts based on the pbnumbers  in the various suhevents, 
with the greater number of victories (or the best relative places) 

obtaining an equal number of points. In the case of two or 
more competitors obtaining an equal number of pokts and an 
equal number of best relative plaoes, the result would thus 
be decided by the competition held last. 

In order to obtain a ptiZe, the competitors had to take 
part in, and complete, all the five tests. 

It was determined, with respect to the caldulation of points, 
that the first man in each event should receive one point, the 
second maa two points and so oil, and that the competitor 
with the lowest number of points should be declared the w h e t .  

If any competitor omitted to take part in any of thefive 
events, he was to be considered as having withdrawn from the 

JUDGING TFlE COMPETITION. 

as the decisive factor in the event of two or more competitors I 

I 
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competition as a whole but the calculation ob points for the other 
cOQIpetibOts would not be altered. 

If two c# Llbore tzmqetitQr6 obtained similar results in 
roDlllj98, ~-2 and riding, the events wem nnt to be 
tshea over again. If, thus twpcompet i~  tied for first place, 
each dthsee llrould be awarded one point, and the next man 
-points,dc. 

Equal points in fe.nang un the other hand, would have to 
be decided by Blroyter pool (1 hit), while in the shooting, the 
cantat was to cantinue (the entire series to be iired) until one 
m ~ p  proved hinmklf the best. 

The rules for the competitors for the five sections were: 
sbdng: 

The number obhitsweretobeC0unted;intheeventofan 
eqd numberat hits, the points were to be ca~culated sccarding 
to the sones. edge of the shot-hole was to determine the 
value of the shot. 
p: 

The t h e  alone was to decide $he placing. 
Femijrg: 

The number of hits (3). was to be decided. 
Riding: 
' 

Each rider was to receive 100 points to statt.with, from 
wllikhweretobe dedllcted:. 
FW d d n g  and bolting the first time .......................................... 2 points 
Foo refusing .or bolting again, each time .................................. 5 points 
Far the horse falling ....................................................................................... 5 points 
For falling a@ (the rider being unseated), either at the 

obstacles OF between them ........................................................... 10 paints 
Far epery periodof five sectmds or fraction thereof, in 

excess of the maximum time ............................................... 2 points 
1 '  These deductions of points were to be made on each occasion 
and for each obstacle. 

i ,_ . If two or more competitors hadthe same number of points, 
was to decide thz d e r  in which they were to 

running, the time alone was to be decisive 

. 

, .  

.beptSced. ' 

PRACTICAL HO*E BREEDING. 

PRACTICAL HORSE BREEDING.. 

BY L ~ I ~ ~ N A N T  N. C. SHIVERpX, LATI# U. S. ARMY. 

ORSE bredrig is practical when it becomes profitable, H andasanindustry which might be commontoaeatly 
@cultural sections of New Yark Sfate, heme breeding be- 
comes practical in direct proportion to the number of persons 
who may profitably engage in it. Having thus expressed my 
views on the subject, it is manifest that this paper concerns it- 
self primarily with'the problem of making it practical, hence 
necessdy profitable for the persons who have one, two or any 
small number. of mares, to breed them, to raise colts and to dis- 

gintelligently pose of them advantageously. By thus becormn 
interested in horse breeding, they would realize the real econom- 
ical value of their horses, and dispose of geldings, keeping 
only mares for  their work dmals and breeding them to the 
best advantagethat is, breeding them to produce the most 
valuable colt practicable, and at such a time as to least interfere 
with the business of the farm. The breeder who is extensively 
committed to the industry is usually independent of outside 
assistance; he provides his own stallions, develops his own 
markets, and creates a sphere of sacient influence to proted 
his interests by legislation when necessary. 

The farmer, on the contrary, to whom- the breeding of 
his few mares is merely incidental to his real Business, does not 
keep a stallion. Indeed he would be foolish to think of doing so. 
Neither has he time to devote to developing a market for his 
spare colts to the number of from one to five a year; and being 
interested in a small way only, and that merely as an incident, 
he does not concern himself with the business of seeking pm- 
tective or othm legislation with regard to horse bredng. In 
this he is wrong, because until such legislation is enacted as 
to permit only sound stallions to be used for public service, 

*From the pmmedbgs of the New York State Breedere' A6nodation- 
Bulletin 6 9 , l S l l .  

I 
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~awneratan imnrnmastknow, i samost se&~~menace ,  

., sorurdsireeaaddamsanbtheirf~. Iconsiderthepassage 
d a w k  &&on law the most step in the industry of 

to mabe it canmonknowledge that unsound stallions can not 
stand in New Y& State; to give assurance to every farmer 
that ifthere is a stallion stadding in the vicinity of his farm, 
said &allion must be sound-nay even more, he must be free 
fromatendencyw tendenchto unsoundne~~,and this howl- 
edge shoaldbepossegsedbyhoreebuyersasweltasbyhorse 
breedem. Smelybuyexswoddbe more apt to turn tolocalities 
wbre they would be guaranteed,agaiast buyLig the get of 
unsound sires, than-to Looatities where they could obtain such 
knowfsdge only by pemmal investigation. The law shodd 
also provide far a j&t and sane but rigid annual examination 
a4 all stdliom within the stat&, and dcak d registration 
sbocrldbefmnislredtheownersofsouadanimaln. The un- 
mmd one should be condeamed and destroyed forthebenetit 
a€ the horse industry, just as a horse with glanders is destroyed 
to prevent tb spread of abadinfluence, 80 that the mere Iiviog 
pmseace d a ststliam in this state would be pimufacisevidence 

’ I  ob hia d u m .  
As to breeding, I see no reasou why state registration 

ShaUM be permitted to any but pure-bred stallions, and all 
crossbaeds should, in my opinion, be either d t e d  or share 
the fate + the stallioa dondemned far unsoundness. It costs 
no rimae to feed and axe for well-bred stock thanit daesfor 
poorly bred stbck, and the chances for getting mediocrity are 
s*tly great in the mating of pure breQ stock without 
incmakgkhe possr’biliy by using sires of uncertain lineage, 
when it is so well known that prepotency is generaUy the re- 

theneedofpure bred sultafpmebreeding. . .  
shtliws lies in the fact  that probably the majorityof maresto 
be serped wouid be of unknown an-, although heke too 
pare blood lines would lead to the mare rapid development 
of ahi@ &dad &roughout the horsebreeding in the state. 

S i a o e t b e ~ . d ~ b -  * *lefromun- 

heme baesding in the state ofNewYork--alawso exlecutedas 

Another ressop for 

-.( .- 
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There  sees^^^ to be an almost fatal desire on the part of most 
persons, who do not tkmyghly understand geneti&, to cross- 
breed in the Wed that by mating this with that a fine foal wil l  
result, resembling both parents in the best points; but it so 
happens that the processes of nature do not conform to the wish 
of breeders, but aeem to delight in queer antics by producing 
&spring intendying bad t*ts and modifyipg good traits, 
and it is dnly when the wise bxeeder ma t s  pure breds that he 
coplpetes wi th  nature% subtldes. Even here, however, the 
stud books show how completely nature dominates the situa- 
tion. Hence to avoid, so far as practicable, themismatingof 
crossbred individuals, horse breeding should be made as fool- 
proof,as possiie, by state ,legislation, by not Pennittine; cross- 
bred stqUicms to esist within the state. Of course there have 

ces where breeders seemed almost cognizant of 
nature’ r intentions with respect to produchg’certain kinds 
of hers@. 

I have in mind the late Major Dangerfield, who superin- 
tended ,the breeding of the late Mr. James R. Keene’s race 
horses’at Lexington, Kentucky. Major Dangerfield after 
nearly thirty years of deep study, of sagacious observation 
and stupendous patience, backed by e~lotmous wealth, w a ~  
able to make Mr. Keene’s stables the world‘s greatest winning 
stables for three consecutive years. 

How did he practically produce Winners? Fkst he bred 
his own stdions,  and then he mated wisely, and it seems his 
instirkt for this was almost secopd sight. Here is the pe8sop for 
my referring to Major Dangerfield: He was successful, hence 
his methods were practical; the breed of horses was uplifted 
by his work, in that he bred to produce equine perfection as 
well as great race horses, perfection not alone in conformation 
but likewise in disposition. He would not breed unsound ani- 
&; nomareorstallioncouldhavebeenfastenoughtotempt 
Major Danger6eld to breed them if they had unwundness of 
body or mind or temper of a tendency t d t t h g  nature. 
He would not mate animals unless they were in perfect physical 
condition, and his sucix8s vitiates the possibility of anyone 
&d&g his methods overdone or crank-like. And it is 
only this same patient and careful study of individuals, ‘and the 

c 
I 

, 
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of- thrrt WiU ~ U C X  fmthe f- h w  of eJIcB.l- 
~ b e t t r e g o f - b r e e d  othertypes. 

' d btiainess hrra neitheJ. time WB mclinaticm for exhaustive 
study of beding, it becanes @plain duty d such oagani- 

of New Ywk State to do eartioas a~ the Biaedas' Asmm&on 
a5cient d u l  shrdying for the smaU breed- the result of 
m- - in hws,will make it practicable to 
raise the ~staada+dof lmrsesbredm the state and make 
it parcticaMe ,ab, far the small brkderto raise on an averge 
good, sound, horses,forwhi&thereexistsaready 
markrd. T h e f  who does this inadentd breeding must 
do his put if he ie to share in the beneiitsofhorsebreeding, but 
his part is aimpl-y the application of his common sense 
in keq6ng bis best mares and in giving the young things the 
pooper start in good growth by judiaous feeding. He should 
not be tempted td dl &.best y p ~ n g  but should always 
look ahead and hama good young! mare or two coming along 
to relieve his dder ones;'and here again I suggest that the 
- m a -  wing, by offering handsome premiums 
to ownemofthe hest b 
thee  premiums to be gi as a d  at the State Fair, not 

premiums of $300 each far the best 25 brood mares and the same 

astobewelldistributed; that is, regulate against anyone owner 
gettingmorethaatwopremiums. Ribbansandasmallprizeof 
$25 possibly could be awarded other mares h t  might b v e  worthy 
d notice. If New York State made an annual expenditure of 
$l,OOO,ooO far each of the next ten years to develop the horse 
breeding industry in this state as it should exist here, it would 
not be extravvce,  it would be genuine economy. It issafe 

Mew York State far the purchsse of horse flesh. Recently I 
was i n f d  that less than 10 per cent. of the hoses sold in 
-the BtrfEak market are New Yak bred nnimats. 

B y &  IegUation some states, mostly in the West, have 
seen fit to protect their  hoke breeding industries, with results 
iRhich plogt &ratifyipg. With the Chicagomarketselling 

* U. S. CAVALRY JOURNAL. 

The pemvn.Wfa0 keds F ut a few mazes incidental to his 

. .  

1118tes and owners of the best , 

w y  a 10- first, 8ec09 7= end third prize, but Saytwenty-fim 

n u m b e r f o r t h e b e s t 2 5 ~ ~ p r e m i u m s  to be givens0 

to estimate that not less than $2,500,000 annually goes out of 

I 
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40,OOO h- in 1912, YOU may be s ~ r e  that w d ,  for eX- 
by th3 laws which. have given that state 

asoaein which good horses are raisedin numbers 
large total. In 1913, the United States exp01-W 

28,707 horses, valued at approximately $4,OOO,oao--tO be exact 
$3,96O,l&-and youmay be certain that foreign horse buyers 
know the states where legislation assists in raising the 
probability .of the horse of these states being sound. It is 
absurd that New York State should be dependent on other 
sources for its horse supply. Does it not strike you as pathetic 
that New York State farmers have to go West for their work 

state annually; that hunters are brought from V i g h h ,  Canada, 
Kentucky and elsewhere; that saddle horses are brought from 
Kentucky, V i  ana Missaurr ', and elsewhere?-not a lone 
horse here or EL pair or so there, but the great majority. New 
York has as good pasture land, as good limestone, water and 
other advantages for horse raking 8s other states, and this 
assoCiation should assist in bringing this industry to such a 
wholesome condition that the idea of taking horses into New 
York State would be as ludicrous as carrying coals to New- 
castle. 

In the matter of the state subsidizing the horse breedhg 
industry by premiums, and an effort to have the statee f a i r  
show of breeding stock the greatest in the world, let me call 
your attention to the following, namely: 

In England there are three societies, the Hunters Improve- 
ment Society, founded 1885; the Royal Commission on Horse 
Breeding, 1888, and the Brood Mare Society, 1913-all acting 
in concert with the object of improving the standard of light 
horse breeding. The first efforts made in connection with the 
Hunters Improvement Society were to secure the services of 
thorougl$.ned skes for spec$ed districts, and in order to secure 
first class stallions a limifed number of "Queen's Premiums'* 
of $l,W each were offered. Since the formation of the Brood 
Mare Society in 1913, inducements in the way of premiums 
are offered to breeders to encourage them to retain their young 
mares at home. In 1904 the Dutch $3overnmeht took 350 of 
the  best Irish l~ltves out of the m t r y  at a time when England 

teams; tbat ~ar-loads Of western h- ate brought into this 

I r-l 
I I I 



was kending $lO,OOO,ooO a year in hying horses abroad; 
h e u c e w e g e e t h e ~ f o i t h e  Brood Mere society, and arenot 

& leerniagthat its work hae met with very real and 

asit may 886111, tbe i matordrivea v e ~  has eot 
l ? p i f Y b &  

M d o w n t & e p h d W ; ' t o d a y  drafthorses,huntersand 
d d b ' h e s  are bripginghigherpricesthaneveibefore. But 

y f&mngec than ever before, and seems 
growing stmnger, for well bred hcrrses of all types. 

JI 

aven  laws, wwth-while pl7?mim for  mares 
and figies of*- and the natural marltets of the state e well -_the outdtkbuyera who would be attractd by such 
-'to devab~p t 6  breediq indastry, *e farmer, oi 
course, ainhispsrt, ~exerc imcoas tan t  -in a practical, 

&-s€!8lm way, in the gemFd care af his brood- 
mases, their foals, colts and fillfea. The eeceafitg dfeed and 

is & knowledge, and ILO animal owner would ex- 
mamare nmturhg afoal, or expect a growing foal to M e r  
df8h their vitality by seeking food and shelter under difficult 

and a weadng must be well sheltered, but never 
d8prhd of ecamise and fresh air. These last two elements 

88 8898ptiEu in tbedeveloptnent and health ofhorsesofall 
&8nd ages 88 abebrandfeed, andthe.weanlingmustbefed, 
8bdfed,andfed,thathemayearlyacquirethehabitof growiag 
a ~ ~ y t h e m a r b t d e m a n d s b ~ o f  physical development 

c i s e a r e l l h o s t ~ i n t h e ~ ~ ~ w e a n l i n g s , s t i l l t h e s e  
elememts are of panuMHlntimportance in all StageB of equine 

.. 

dlbinrln 06- While f d  and*shelter, fresh air and 

life. 
U& such conditions of protectionandunderstanding, 

with fanners entering into the breeding of horses with the zest 
d real interest, it d d  only be a few years beforeNewYork 
State would heconw, as it should, a truly great horse state. 

0 1 
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EFFECT OF ARTILLERY FIRE. 

( A CORRECTION. 

HE JOURNAL for January, 1914, page 559, is likely to mis- T lead  reader^ ty the two estimates them gives of the 
dect  of artillery fire. The author states that although they 
ate givenwithout good facilities for extension or verificatian 
they are correct enough to stbalish the indictment of &ld 
Qun inaccutacy. ' . 

But the fim given are wrong. 
The Japanese war ministry has stated that about sixteen 

per cent. of all Japanese woullcls received in their war with 
Russia were due to artillery 6re. 

Dr. Scha€er (a German st& physiciaS, I think) who was 
present from the beginning of December, 1914, studying 
Russian Sanitary measures, and two Russian physichs pres- 
ent during the war, state that at least twenty-two per cent. 
of all Russian wounds for the whole was and for all troops 
Werecadbyatt i l leryh.  
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ThesamemedicelmenmportthatJapaneseattilleryfire 
caused thidy-five and oame-half per cent. of the fatal wounds 

the o f ! b ? ! z - o f ~ e - ~ - ~ f o r  theen-ecampaign. 
and tbage e in and thirty-two per Cent. ofthekilled 

, ~ o i m v e r ,  aroumis not fatal mu& longer 
abeesoes fr~~Cdt%Wt$ao~~~y inau+ .  
; .:--priWctd mi3asared e&& d artillery &e w&, tben, much 

@War tbaa ia~ih$icated by + i l S e ~ ~ .  For example, if 
~~ d ammunition were expended at Mukden, if 

wasme kiUedtofaurwouaded, if one-third of the killing 
end if each round weighed twenty- 

5,oOo) pounds of ammunitian to 
killaman. ,<Sl -_  - .  

.WBO am eetknate &**J& savedmimstile small 
-bY*F-t-- . of~art3kyfireortheRussianlosses 
due to Japanese charges mbde posbible only by artillery fire? ‘ But even th ie  figures are misleading-not correct eaough 
to prove the iqaccaracY of artillery fire. The Russians lost 
ez1ormoc18 quantities d ammunib by abandonmat and cap- 
ture. But it was “wpmdd.’* The evidence is furnished by 
their own reporb, by the Japanese and by neutral observers. 

stanced as were the RusSiaaa in respect of artillwy service. 
.Anewanduntamrlrnt ’ *  axmwasfurnishedalethargicpersannel 
almost on the field of battle. The leaders held their pieces 

probably willmmsetm enemy SO poorly cimrm- 

back lest they might lose them. Their ammunition was very 
sinperfect. sheil was lacking. Thebatteryorganizatian was 
pool. Their &e dhipliae was Grferior. Thdr continuous 
retreat led to the othedse uncalled for firing of ammunition 
that they could not cany back. 

Oar cavslry has a right to demand from our artillery, 
aedressantofearfmmhostile artillery, an enonnouslym- 
e&& than might be coacluded.from the imperfect data given 
ebave. I 

E. F. MCGLACRLIN, 
LisutsMnt Colonel, Third Fkld Artillery. 

... 
_,. , .  . .- e . . .  . _. 
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MILITARY NOTES. 

CAVALRY REMOUNTS. 

NE of the most pressing needs of our cavalry service at 0 present is a sensible and adequate system of issuing and 
trainingremounts toreplace the *t lack of system and 
hekmgermw callection of ideas and methods of training 
now in vogue. 

We have an excellent system of procdng remounts for 
the Service in tW present remount depots of the Quartamaster 
Department. While perhaps not all that could be desired, 
they are Certainty a tremendous advance over former methods, 
and the officers who have b h h t  them to their present state 
of efficiency deserve the gratest credit. They have not’had 
time as yet to do more than get a good start and it is very 
much to be hoped that Congress wi l l  not neglect their needs 
and thus allow the good work so well begun to be wholly.- 
even partially lost. With our appropriation methods and eva’ 
changing cabinqt members, who barsly have time to learn the 
needs and requirements of their respective Departments before 
giving way to SUCC~SSO~S who have it to learn again, there is 
a deplorable lack of permanent policy or what may be termed 
“continuity of ideas.“ 

But what is the present system of ismhi th remounts 

no “system** worthy of the name. The method, as evefybody 
is aware, is for the organizations to requisition for  hoses from 

to the troaps from the remount depots? Appanp t y there is 

. !I I .  
‘ t  ?J 

d 

time to time as needed. After approval these requisitioaS are 
filled by the remount depots. This is all very well except for 
one most important providon which is wholly neglected at 
present in our service, though scrupulously’provided for and 
carried out in the European mounted services. 

course to the need for having all remounts received 
at the same time each year by the organizations reqdrhg them, 
instead of getting them in driblets as at present. As an illustra- 
tion, the case of a certain squadron may be mentioned whkh 

I refer 

i 
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has d v e d  thae separate sbipmimts of remounts at various 
interpals during tb'pericrd from, March 1st to June 10th 
this year. The-eresult b+ng that it is now necesary 

traiaing and coditkming, with the certain prospect of having 

ness, lack of aptitude or athex reayms. 
for receiving remounts should be 

moeit c a d d y  umsidered k d  decided upon. To m y  mind 
the spring is the worst possible seasop as the remounts wil l  
& t f k  have to be left back in the post when the outdoor work 
d the open seaaim commences, or, as is generally the case, 
they will be on pra&ce marches and maneuvers before 
their oqmdition warrants it, thus breaking down prematurely a 

paecentage of perfectly good horses which could have been 
s a v e d 4  their training is never completed. 

For puny and obviouS reasons the fall season is the proper 
timed yeartoissueandreceive remounts. Their breaking 
traiPing, and ccmditi- can then be CLVried on gmdually 
through the winter or c l o d  season when under normal con&- - these istheleast chance of field service. By the time. 
the paactice d e s  and ather W d  service take place the fol- 
lowing year the rem0)tntS wi l l  have had at least Six months 
axmMhmg and training. While this is far from sufEcient, 
it is much better than nothing. I do not pretend to be an 
authority oh the development and training of young horses; 
ather have I space here to discuss the matter, but in this 
connection the following quotation from the Manual of Equita- 
tion of the Frescb Army for 1912 is most apropos: "The 
education ab the young horses lasts two years. The absolute 
necedty of this rule has been shown by experience under 
present conditions of raising horses, and no one has the right 
to disregardit, ex- in case of mobilization." (p. 45.) It 
~OES cm to say that the temoupts are d v e d  when either four 
orfive peazs old, the fust year is devoted to breaking with 
tbs object of physical ddopment  and the seccvrd year to 

with the object of getting cpplete submission to 
theaida 

. since the Freach seem to be at present OUT mentors in 

to workthegehors€!sin three septkate squads L regards their 

toestel>brsh a farvth @for those that held back by sick- 

AIBO the t h e  of 

.. . 
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matters of equitation and trabring, and justissbly so, it wodd 
seem that we might profit by their experience and wordsof 

4 It is such a simple matter to m n g e  that it seems a great 
pity t o n e w i t  longer. A War Department order providing 
that requisitions for remounts necessary to 6U.l up each regi- 
ment or squadron wil l  be made on the 1st of September of each 
year, and tilled by shipment from the nearest depot befm the 
31st of October (the total number required for each post to go 
forward in one shipment) would be all that is necessLLfy. An 
officer at present in charge of one of the remount depots, and 

also simplify the work of the depots to some extent, enab 
them to concentrate all work connected with filling requisitions 
during a definite and limited period of the yeat. 

In regard to the other phase of the matter, the training of 
remounts, I have some very definite ideas and views of what we 
need to correct the faulty methods in use at present. There 
are so many others in the service better qualified to speak with 
authority on this subject that I shall refrain from expressing 
my views. I understood some time ago, while at  the Mounted 
Service School, that an American manual of equitation was in 
course of preparation, and have been looking forward to its 
publicatibn with eagerness and even impatience. I trust the 
plan has not been abandoned. An authoritative manual oh 
this subject is as much needed as a Small Anns Firing Reguli- 
tion or Saber Manual, if not more so. If, as we are taught, 
the horse is the cavalryman's mostimportant weapon, weshould 
certainly have a deatiled method of preparing such an expensive 
and valuable weapon to give the best service, and of teaching OUT 

men how best to use it. No one I think will dispute the state-  
ment that "The of the rider presumes a trained horse; 
the trahhg of the horse presumes a trained rider,"* yet how 
often we 'see the two confused and attempts made to train 
remounts with untrained riders, or conversely, to teach recruits 
to ride on untrained or partly trained horses, often,resulting 
in the practical ruination of several thousand dollats.dpdh of 

wisdomin this respect also. 2 

therefore in a positiOn to know, states that 

. 

: 

'Franch Manual of Equitation, p. ll'and 12. . .  
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g a i ~ a n d t h e ~ m . d t h e r e c n r i t t o e v e r t e x m e  
IUxethrraaPeap-horaearan. 

at aU, itiswdy 
worthy d the best e&xfs of our best horse-. Why & it 
n a t ~ l e  to have 8 repmsenktiv€? board of our recognized 
eqe!rta detded at cam to prepare a manual of equitation 
and limw t d h g ,  tb be j#omulgated as soon as possible, 
8x4 then all charged with the responsibility 
abtrstdagremountsto d o r m t o  such standard and uniform 
r n e t h o d s a s m a y b e ~  

B the matter is d any 

C.  W. STEWART, 
First Lieutsruznt, Fifth Cavalry. 

I ,  

SHIPMENTS OF REMOUNTS. 

- 
XPERIENCE seems to show that too littleattention E is paid to our remounts when they ate shipped to regi- 

ments. Two batches of new horses have been sent to the 
Ninth Cavalry within the last month. The first consisted 
d forty-t horses sest to headquarters at Douglas, Arizona, 

: twenty-four more were sent to the first Squadron Headquarters 
at Hachita, N. M., but.no data is at hand concerning these 
and the $ecood.consisted of Sixtyeight horses. Of the first 
tot of forty-t, thirty-one were sick when they arrived and 

eight were sick when they e v e d  but so far none have died. 
From the writers’ experience this same condition has 

in our service fa r  the last twenty-f)ve years. The 
qystianmay then,well be asked why am not steps taken to 
umect.such an evil? The only thing that is done now that 
was not done twenty-five years ago is to inocculate the horses 
against dippingfever before they are shipped from the depots 
oaplldwmg * points 4 T h i s  is unquestionably a wise measure 
and it may be due to this inoccula tion that only thirty-one 

two have since died; of the secoad lot of sixtyeight, thirty- 

I .  

P 
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out of fortyeight and thirtyhght out of --eight horses 
were sick upon d v a l  at the regiment. It must b$ Safe to 
say that inocculation kept some fmm being sick and some sick 
ones from being sicker or dying. Nevertheless a deplorable 
condition exists and furthe and more rigorous steps should 
be taken to oorrect it. 

We make much of our present day knowledge and practice 
of san i ta t i~  and we are justly entitled to do so. Many +diem 
are spared from sickness and death due to this knowledge and 
present regulations, but we do not yet seem to have awakeqed 
to the necessity for protecting our horses in like manner. When 
they arrive all must be isolated for two or three weeks and the 
tick ones probably much longer. If at a p k t  there may be 
a veterinary hospital where this can be properly done, but in 
the field as we m now, the facilities are nothing. They may 
be ti& away the other horses but they get loose and run 
among the old horses and soon we have the same disease appear- 

We have at present six old horses in one troop sick with 
this fever due to its spread from the new ones. Extra details 
of men are required to care for these tick horses; it is several 
weeks before their training can be commenced; there is always 
the danger and in our case the existence of the spread of the 
disease to the old horses; add to this, the death of such numbers 
as may succumb and we have a picture of this evil which we are 
too placidly tolerating. 

or pink eye but some have shippipg’fever or strangles. Or 
the sixty-nine cases that have arrived here sick, sixty-six had 
influenza and only three strangle~temperatures ranging from 
looo to 106’. They have been given every care possible With 
the facilities at hand; they have been further inocculated and 
with the sicker ones this is repeated from day to day until 
they ahow marked signs of hnprovement. 

The horses of the first lot were in very poor co&tacm 
when they rUrived, having been eight days on the road from 
Kansas Cie. .Whether this delay was due to d & g  or 
to side-tracbg I know not, I can onlysay that their condition 
wouldindicatethatitwasduetothelatter. Inthefirstship- 

ing among them. 

Most of the horses referred to above have the Muellz8b 

. .  

1 
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pat a larger per cent. were si& and the sicknesswasmexe 
d4Scult to umtrol, hence the deaths of two. 
. IbekvethatanArmyVeterinatySurgeonshouldbesent 
aiith em3k sh@xnent of a car or more of newhorses. Heshould 
kkw the laws as to the care of stock en-route and should see 
thatthraitpads conform to them. I doubt if the usual 

'Upilian Qtlartamaster employee sent with these shipments 
iScoaDpetenttoseethattheygetpropercare. The horses 
k t  hhe died fxwn the first shipment arriving here, cost - the w t  $326.00; add to tbis the loss due to deteriora- 
tigll in all of the Borrses and their enforced rest for probably 
six weeks axid it appears that it would be ecollomy to spend 
considerable to stop this evil . I believe that experieae shows that the horses that come 
frclan'the horse markets of chicag0,Kansas City, St. Louis, &., are m much worse condition than those that come from 
the remount depots. The first soufce of trouble tken is the 
horse market or stock yards where officers of the Qutwter- 
master's Department, are buying. How these are to be purified 
is than I can say but surely if the Federal Government 
would take hold of them through its agents in the Agridtural 
-t a way would be found to solve the question. 

I tlndeRtand that Texas M ti& fever is pursued by these 
agents and when- cattle are found a c t e d  with the disease, 
atl burces of infection are destrayedwith most satisfactory 
restrlts. 

Unquestionably the second source of infection for our new 
horsesis the stock cars in which they m $ipped. Again I 
am mabk to say what precautiohs are taken br; the railroads 
or the Quartermaster's D - m n t  to prevmt infection from 
this source. I never heard of a railroad disinfecting its cars 
betore or after - of the Quartermaster's Department 
disinfecting the cars before shipping horses. 

Another phase of the question is that in time ofwar, ifa 
regitnent in the field was to be supplied with such a lot of in- 
fected - they might betts tum them over to theenemy 
to ipreCt their horses rather thanbe tied down-to qch alot of 

I 
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I invalids with the pmbability of infecting what good horses they I had. Againintimeofpeaceletusprepare. 
MALVBRN HILL BARNUM, 

Major N i d a  Caqnalry. 
1 .  

BORAX FOR CAVALRY STABLES. 

ECENT experiments by the U. S. Agricultural Depart- R ment show that a spls~u amount of ordinary  bora^, 
sprinkled daily on manure, wi l l  effectually prevent the b d -  
ing of the typhoid or house fly. will not kill the adult 
fly, but will sterilize the fly eggs, whether found in manure, 
garbage, refuse, toilets, or crevices in floors. The moderate 
useof boraxonmanure has be= found to have no injurious 
action on the subsequent use of the manure for agricultural 
purposes; the results of a more extensive use of borax in this 
connection has not yet been determined, but is being studied. 
This phase of the question is however cmparatively unim- 
portant to the cavalry oficer. The main issue is whetherit 
will decrease the number of disease bearing flies about a cavalry 
camp, and this seems to have been proven. beyond a doubt. 

The experiments of the Agricultural Department were 
carried oa at Atlington, Va., and New Orleans, La., and 
proved that 0.62 of a pound of borax or 0.75 of a pound of 
calcined colemanite (crude calcium borate), would kill fly- 
maggots in eight bushels of horse manure. In garbage cans 
and refuse piles, two ounces of either of the above substanch 
prevented flies. from breeding. 

The method of using the borax or colemanite is as foliows: 
It should be sprinkled in tha quantities given above around the 
outer edges of the pile of manure, through the use of a flour or 
other he-meshed sieve. Immediately after, the manure 
*e should be sprinkled w i t h  water, in the proportion of two 
or three gallons to eight bushels of m u r e .  It is very desirable 

I 

I 
I 
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thatalittieburax be splinkled'ddy, asrrwnure is added to 
the pile, instead of w d h g  until alar- pilehasaccumulated, 

t i d y  on h m laid 0y eggs. Asfiy magggots amgregate 
at the outer edges of manure piles, most of the borax should 

aeintheEattercasethe:wiumtactsojnwnptlyoref€ec- 

This use af W ur'oolemnnite should be a very etTective 
* tesgKadedthere. 

, 
aid to cavahyoflkexs as we9 as all sanitary officers in fighting 
the disease carryhgiiy, for at acost of five or six cents a pound 
in loo lb. lats, it has been estimated by the Department of 
Agrhhre  that the cost in city stables should not exceed one 
cent per horse per day. H i t h e  the use of iron sulphate and 
patsssimn cyanide has been too expensive to allow of extensive 

The discovery is so new that reports of the use of borax 
or dcimed c~lemanite in private,stables have not yet become 
avaihble, but thk exhaustive tests of the Department of Agri- 
d h f e  to be absolutely fidal. It wadd be interesthg 
if troop 00- would experiment with this chemical in 

summer camps, particUtatly in those along the Mexicaa 
border where &s are very nuprous, and report@eresultsof 
thet tests through the columns of the CAVALRY JOURNAL. 

UBe. 

C. D. RHODES, , Major, Fifteenth Cavalry. 

ARE ARMY .BANDS NECESSARY? - z 

economy can be practiced, and mething saved, W=?d means let us do it, and d e s  this head would 
m: 

BANDS. 

If there is a m  e l m t  in the cavalry in which the Govern- 
xmnt fail8 to get its money's worth it is the mounted band. 
The rendith of high class music and the perfarmanoe of 

- ,.. . 'pi."-,..- 
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kitchen and stable @ce do not go well together, and the 
proper mahtainane of the band is the source of more petty 
squabbles in a regiment than almost any other administra- 
tive feature, and places the Regimental Adjutant between two 
fires. 

Tomaintainagoodbandhemustmakemndnsto 
musicians, sad men must be detailed away from thek lmops 
and prisaneff employed to relieve baadsmen of dhe drudgery 
of the duties above referred to. This the troop ammadas, 
whose troops are already too small, resent q e r  covertly 
or openly. Should the Adjutant take the other horn of the 
dilemma and insist that every bandsman groom the horse that 
he rides and take his regular turn at cook's and stable police, 
his most accomplished musicians will decline to reenlist and 
will go to bands where their duties are entirey musical. 

The music of the band not being up to the mark, %e 
Adjutant is critiased on all sides, particularly by the non- 
combatants of the gadsun The result is that he usually 
determines to have a good band, makbg the bands'en perform 
the duties for which enlisted if possible-but, by whatever 
means, have a good band. 

Now as a matter of fact the need of a mounted band is by 
no meam one of daily ocamence-indeed, were tab kept on all 
cavalry bands for a year, it is doubtful whether their turning 
out mounted would average more than once a week. 

The writer begs to observe, therefore, that the original 
cost and expense of the upkeep of the mounts of the band is 
too much considering the real military use that is made of it. 

When the Ninth Cavalry was at the Division Maneuver 
Camp at Fort Sam Houston last summer it had a tnunpet 
carps which was a delight to hear, and it is understood that 
years ago the Seventh Cavalry had a fiimilar one. 

This seems to point a way to the solution of the vexed 
question. Let us drop our expensive cavalry bands except the 
Chid Trumpeter and possibly the Drum Major, a bass drummer 
and a sxme drummer and a mple  of cornetists. The Chief 
Trumpeter should be a warrant officer with initial pay of 
$65.00 per month. Let the Chief Trumpeter devote his time 
exclusively to the tmining of the tntmpeters, especially in 

J 
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wmbg as a trampet thus forming within the 

. ~ ~ t , p t ~ ~ t r W n g e x p e n s e , f i e l d m u S i c w h i c h n o  
regiment need bk anhampA of, and which will 8nswer all the 

~pradicdpaqoeesofamoantdband. Thiswouldnotmean 
t.hatarnmeawouldnemrhearadtafybandbyanymean, 
for the hfa&ay d ' f i e l d  srtillery, with which cavalry is 

- e -timed, have bands whose music is ample for am- 
certe asld - a&d the &tion of high class music 
which all dd@t to hear. U-we eyer haveapostgarrisoned 
'e=lebyawofcavalry,lettherebeeshbWd&e 
8 post-. Even underthese conditiansitisdoubtful whethep 
it would pay to have it mounted. 

To get a rough estimate of what our mttsic costs, I asked 
this rrrrrrningtosee thelast pay-rollof the - CavalryBand. 
-ding the pay * chiet h nunp peter, thi pay-my foots 
'PQ Wl8.00. During the past threemcmthsIhavegivenrather 
more attention than formerly to the duty performed by the 
€&id, and far about m e  and one-half months (November 2d 
to December 14th) it -with us in camp at - ,where we 
want fot target practice, and, therefore, under close observa- 
tion. February 2d will make three months and from now 

. till then I asstme that the band will playlabout as often per 
.week as it has since November 2d. 

Roughly speakiag, I should say that during the three 
months under .amsideration the band has or will haye played, 
mirrmted, about tave!lve times. Disnounted about thirty-& 
times. I fqcy our band works about as much as thecrvsrcrge 
band- more or no less. 

Now let us see what it has cost: 
pay far 3 months at $718.00 per moath ._ ............................. $2154 00 
Forake far 28 horses--hay at 1 cent per lb., grain 

at 2 cents, and feeding 10% Ibs. grain and 14 
lbs. hay (eo bedding) .................... I ................................... 901 00 

Rations for 28 men for 92 days at 22c per ration ........... 
.ClOtbhg 

566 00 
190 00 

Tot+.... ....-............. I .......................... $381 1 00 
l+hw let us 888tlme that dtaing this period of three mdnths 

has playsd faatyeight hours, i. e., every time it has 

-..--I I.... .-- ....... I .............................................. - 
the 
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- 'oas. I turned out it has played an hour, including in- 

This is not excessiVe work. Where the band has turned out 
for say one half hour at guard mount, two of these will count 
an hour. 
troops get no benefit from it. 

Band p a d u e  not to m t ,  for that is indoors and 

$3,81L"79.00 48 
I 4 

Or in other words, even if we neglect all such items as 
cost of horses, basrrrcks, fuel, light, medicines and numerous 
incidental expenses, our band has cost us about $80.00 for  
every time it has turned out. 

Are we not paying too much for our wh&tle? 
W. C. B. 

CAVALRY RECRUITS. 

How can bsust and quuker results be obtained? 
FTEN has the inadequacy of the training of recruits been 0 forced on me, and I presume on many others. 
To all, has the poor horsemanship in our army been 

apparent; glaringly so of the troopers out of ranks; when at- 
tempting the simple school movement; or trying to control 
their horses, when running or cutting at heads etc. Why? 

Now many wi l l  immediately answer that the horses were 
impmperly trained when they were remounts. The poor 
training is freely granted. But should there not be a few, 
sufficiently w d  trained men in each organization, fit to turn 
out well trained hoses, from the few remounts received during 
the c o r n  of each year? Some sixty or seventy men in each 
troop, many re-eqbted cavalrymen, yet hardly none found 
fitted for turning out a really first c w s  horse. Why? 

Ofcousesomewillsay: "Lookatthe horsestheyhaveto 
, train: common, cold blooded fellows, with their light draft- 

likeappearance; withheavy,coarsenecks;headsbadlyseton; 
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arndfhewhdemAdrnnrrnl coplfbmationwronEfor 
True, the horses are not ideal.. But are the &resul~ob&ned 
from the nmttxhl onhand? Decidedly no. Why? 

They, are m y  imptovinS the horsemanship of the 
a&cem, thanks to the “hfmntd Sefiics S c h l , ~ ’  but are these 
f€stlhs fay ,  and th-lagldy, - ‘tted by them to the 
enlistedmen? Atleastatthatperiodoftbeirinstruction 
when the gie8test benefit would bp derived, viz., when 
lecr&a I f r r o t , ~ y t w t ?  

Now I think all these questions can be answered by the 
omefact’th& neQuite are not proper@ trained in tbe first place. 

The remwnts are assembled in the regiment, when 

ButtfroDnwheredoeegethishis’horsemen? Fromtheonetime 
recrui* badly tdxmd. We wi l l  begin with the horses now 
beingfurnishad. They are, to repeat, put under a Riley 

selected men. Theremuits, 
under whom? Probably some 

knownas a gooddrill master, because 
he crawls the poor recruits, and has the ability to get them con- 

and has 8 few old serviceexphtions and methods at 
his finger tips. In d t y  he is probably gruff, harsh, cursing, 
intohaat a4 mktakes witbin his vision, not knowing the mean- 
ing d good hnnrln, a well balanced seat, and strong leg control. 

Nowthetrainem d the remounts of few years hence, 
where do they come from? From the recruits just spokenof, 

and chucked so f d  of equestrirra imperfections that 
they would have to be taken apart, sorted, sifted, and put 

6 togetkr again before they could ever be taught properly. 
So the poor officers, training rzmounts, have a monumental 

atonetime,ands poor lot of assistaOt trainers. How 
CBLL yotl expect good results? Yetit is because the poor re- 
cruits tue put, not uncles the very best and most skillful instruc- 
tors bat are put under a junior officer, or an oid, “inculcated- 
fall”d wroq  ideas N. C. 0. 

Of the two, the b k b g  of the remounts &odd be the 

* 

pnrcticable, aOa p t  the c81’e of a ~i ley  8;rsd-a. ~ 0 0 d i  

. .  

whom, from the very beginning were misnanaged, Wmlgly 

taot~t+eirhands; h- than they ~anpro~erly SUF- 

easier, yet they Eve pat tincher mea espedallytrainedinthat 

*..:- 
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line of work, and-the recfltits undes the least trained, or nearly 

I would not attempt to say just how recruits ’should be 
trained, this is only to call attention to the fact  that, at present, 
it is totally wrong. It is for the regimental commanders to 
work out a system of perfect instnrction, fitting not only the 

rately and distinctly. One thing is sure, and that is that one 
officer can not supervise the instruction of over fifteen or 

(once recruits,) for each teQuit must be individually cor- 
rected; when a seat becomes dearranged, the whole squad 
must be stopped, and the seat rearranged; the natural mental 

* 

and physical adaptability of each recruit must be Cansidered. 
When I say the regimental commanders are the ones to 

devise the scheme of instruction, it is understood that he 
petsonally can not do the instructing, but he can watch their 
progress, observe the short comings of the instmctors, make 
necessary changes, and do much generally fa r  thek advance- 
ment, 

At present the results, especially inhorsemanskup ‘ ,and 
riding, are very meager for the time and energy spent. It is 
a big problem, lying at the root of our cavalry fitness in its 
ranks, and well worthy of the most minute and painstaking study 
and observation. 

Personally I would l i e  to hear of methods and means for 
obtaining better and quicker results. 

And now, with the recruits coming only two or three times * 
a year, and being in bunches, is a golden opportunity to get them 
properly started in their training; with a solid, well founded 
nuclerls of ideas, as to how their parts should be performed: 
a right and intelligent idea of the n&ty of the Little things, 
apparently trivial, yet so necessary to be correctly executed, 
if they are to build on a solid fouadation; a foundation allowing 
them to be developed into bettgr and more efficieat cavalry- 
men., But if started out badly, given wrong ideas, and im- 
pressions, their very root of instruction twisted, how can they 
p r o m  beyond the mediocre? 

Remember that their first impressions are the “stickers.” 

. so. 

.. 
‘ 

general  ma^^ of recruits d ~ 4 ,  but fitting each c 8 ~ e  s*- 

twenty reuuits, unless aided by thoroughly capable assistants, 

. 
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T68ii whole future horiurn is shadowed, or lightened by these 
&st impneseioras. They must,be started rightly, or else their 
a € t e r , ~ w i l l b e c r t r t a j l e d .  

It is only fifteen years since I saw my reauit days 
‘but how Suamythe hpredomstillstick. H o w w i t  is 
for all d usto thiow away the old ddl’ideas, and.to accept the 
llsw cmea without ‘&dowing them with impressions of the old 
ones, tbuugb peshaps at -ce with the new. So, howhard 
itmust befarrre!cNit sta.rW wrongly by a man whose ideas 
hsh taught to respect, to change his views and manner of doing 
thing8 later on. It is hard to teach an  old dog new tricks, 
adharderstill totrreak him of well grounded ones. 

Our cavalry should beas finely trained= any in the world. 

granted, but how about the “followship?” Whom does he 
lead? Who are to make or mar his leadership? The poor 
lodde ob a year orb0 past, taught wrong methods, given wrong 
hpxedms, wrongly developed, wrongly incapable of the 
develdpmmt that might have been. 

W h y  not properly start at the bottom and build up? W h y  
cro-the best and only materid we have, into a distorted, 

It is time, that we change it,a bit. The results are around 
us. W e  can see them every minutk of the day. If our brains 
are so omSed that we are unable to see the mistakes made in 
recruit L . g ;  if our energy and capacity are so small. that 
we cail not get out of the old rut, then lets get out and make 
room for somebody else. That at least would be patriotic. 

Came on with your ideas as to how recruits should be 
tr&& Let us be especially favored by those who were sent, 
at goverpmeat expense to foreign countries, and can and 
should tell us in detail of recruit training in Europe. 

They speak d the importance of “leadership” incavalry, 

-‘ca-? # a  
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A translation into English, by First Lieuten- 
ant Walter Krueger, Third Infantry, U. S. 
Army, of the fourth revised and enlarged 

edition of Volume I1 of ‘‘ Tactus” by Back, Colonel German 
Army, has just come from the press of’the U. S. Cava!ry 
Association. 

The original woilr, as is well known, is published in six 
volumes: I. Infantry. 11. Cavalry and Field Artillery. 
111. War Organization; Reports; orders; The Service on. the 
March. IV. Railroads; &Transports; Outposts; Shelter; 
Reconnaissance; Subsistence. V. The Science of Tactics; 
Tacticsin General; The Battle; Retreat and Pursuit. VI. 
The Science of Tactics; Night Combats; Wood and Village 
Combats; Combat for Defiles and River Lines; Mountain 
Warfare; Minor Warfare; The Service of the Line of Com- 
munications. (Inprevious additions Vols. I1 and I11 were 
entitled “Applied Tactics”). 

The part of Vol. 11, relahg to CavaZry, is presented in six 
sections: I. General. 11. The Formations. 111. The 

B*ick’s 

“TACTICS.” 3y Colonel Balck, German Army. Volume 11. Caoalry, 
meld and Heavy Artillery in Field Warfare. Authoriaed Ranelation from 

brmy. Fourth enlarged and c o m p l ~  mvised edition. With numeraos 
platea in the &xt. U. S. Cavalry besoeiation, Fart U V ~ W ~  Kanraa. 

th8 0- by F h t  Weutenant Walter K?Um, Third IntmW, U. 8- 
9 

1914. 6SS+rPi Price $8.00, pOetpeid- 

ut . _  I .  



dombrt'0pe-m nr. cavalryversuscavalry. 
V. csoalrp. - . VI. ca*versasArtillerg. 

T'heperfrelatingto t h e m  ispresentedinnine sec- 
t h s :  L Anaamsst,hdobility,and~thn. 11. The 
Fqmdons. III. EmpioymentabAdl~inAction. N. 

~ Tbe A& V. The defense. VI. The Retreat. VII. 
nUpl0-t d Artillery t&mrdhg to VIviOlls Regula- . VIIL MaCmtainAitilterp. QC. HomeArtillery. 
Regarding the present rt3leiof Cavalry, the author 

statesin the Preface to VOl. 11: "In gmpmoxl as the cavaky 

c9wia, was unable to reap successes with the 'atme blanche,' 
it is the mtnellecessarythat the science of war, as such, should 
point out that cavalry need by no means abandon shock 

fire arms, saber pd lance hay not yet ceased to play their 
r6le. As highly as I value the importance of fire arms, I am 
nevertheless M y  convipoed that the days of the charge are 
not yet passed." To this principle considerable prominence 
is Jgivexl m the book. 

. Ref- to the Field Artillery he makes the following 
remarks: "The employment of heavy artill-. has, of course, 

'received thorough treatmeat in these pages. The events of 
,$he -Japanese War give but a faint  idea of the power 
ab the modem rapid fite gun although the latter's shrapnel 
was 80 effective as to force the srtiliery on both sides into covered 
posihandtoverymateriaUypmtractthecombats. * * * 
The lessas of the RusSo-Japese War, however, are ap- 
plicableonlytogunswithoutshields. * * Gunshields 
wil l  impart an entidy new chatacter to the artillery combat 
d the fi~ture * NewWea@ms, New Tactics; Tactics 
csp not wait for the events of the next great war, but, lookir ; 
alhd, must endearn to d i e 5  these changes. Neve heless 
we will not be spared Surprises. These wil l  be thegreat-+" 
leas we have studied, in time of -,.the c W - F - O P -  J 
d e s  of modern weapons, apd the less we have appreciated 
these weapons at theis true value." 

intbe~perationSinthe Bnillrans, in SOath-Afrh and in Maa- 

a c t i a n ; t h a t i n $ p i t e o f a l l t l l e ~  '4 improvements in 

D 

L 
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Especiauy intexeshg and instructive are the Sections on 
H ~ ~ A r t i l l e r y , ~ i m p c # t a n c e o f ~ ~ ~ a r m i s f u l l y ~  
by the author. 

The same treatment and arrangemeat of the subject 
matter i s  retained in Vol. I1 as in Vol. I, of the 4th and of pre- 
vious editions. The treatment represents the principle that 
tact i4  lessons must be deduced from human nature, from 
the &ect of weapons, and from experience in war, proper re- 
gard being had for national characterls * tics and historid 
traasrmssran. .Tactus i s  psychology. The m e m e n t  is 
based on a comp8fisop with other armies, and is ampli&d by 
nunemus examples from d i a r y  history. 

The volume contains a v e  detailed table of contents 
and a most complete iqdex, the historical examples cited in 
the text being separately indexed. These features enhance 
its value to the military student. 

The paper, typography, illustrations and binding are very 
good. 

The translation of Vol. I appeared in the spring of 1911. 
Due to the importance of the subject, its masterly treatment 
by the author and the excellence of the translation, it soap 
became extensively and most favoaably known by the milita,ry 
profession here and abroad. 

The equally excellent translation of Vol. 11, eagerly looked 
forward to by dl arms, but especially by the cavalry and field 
artillery, now makes its appearance at a most opportune time 
in view of the gigantic armed c o d c t  raging in Europe. 

Much credit is due the able translator for this ma& ex- 
cellent volume. 

, .  

* 

I 

CIURL~S MILLER, 
Major, Seventh Infantry. 

y1. - 
l* 
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solutions as given out by coloeel Morrisoa 
to tbe vLvious danr#n at the Army service Schools while he was 
head d the -t of Militmy Art at that Institution. 

OcI-Cofanel Maisan’s own problems with his 
abledllthssndchatactens * tic comments. They COT a wide 
range d subjects, from patmls to a division of all arms. To- 
gether with them are bound Wes of three of Colcpel Morrison’s 
lectures: “Patrol&ngDs8 “Inf4lchy Tactics” and “ S d l  Arms 
Amwtunition Supply.” 

The problems are typically American, use American units 
and American terrain and w by the recognized American 
authority 012 the military art. They need no further recom- 
mendation. 

Nearly every officer of the army has at one time or another 
solved some of these p b l 6 .  The value of the present book 
is t&at it puts into convenient for& a variety of excellent prob- 
lems. covering the widest extent of tactical subjects and so 
arranged that a prdblem of any de&A nature can be readily 
dected for‘study whenever wanted. They wi l l  be found most 
valuable for officers preparing for a detail at the Army Service 
Schools, for study in officer’s Garrison Schools and for the in- 
structioa of the Natiod Guard. Colonel Morrison’s many 
admkrs will want a copy for their own satisfaction. 

The test is sold either with or without maps, thus enabling 
those who are already provided with the 2-inch and Cinch 
maps of Learnworth and the 1-inch and 3-inch maps of Gettys- 
burg to buy the text sepa.rak. Those who own part of the 

These 

I ‘”Y F’E!oBI~~(~.” Infantry Tactia. Battalion, Brigade and 
D~vMoB. Colonel J o b  F. Morrison, U. S. Infantry. U. S. Cavalry 
Amddqbb Port Leavenworth, Kannan. 1914. Price for text only-$2.00, 
Paecege paid. Map. llpmoollted in case, bound to match the taa-$l.25 
per a&. Yaw, mounted on cloth in a roll. the roll case being bound in same 
stsle ea tert. $2.10 DCS E&. bll or any of the mapa wil l  be supplied with- 
oat the ee~e or rdl, at actual coet, including paetaee. Considering the 
6Qie af bjlldino, printins aad paper and the numbes of pages. thie Is the 
Ebrunaa bouk mer pahlfshed in thie coolltrp. The object of the author haa 
been to g& tbe boo0 intothebandsdarPoUic&a at the lowest poeaibieprice 
andgeJtOateven. 
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mops can also purchue separstay the a d d i t i d  maps Irt- 
quired. 

Great pains has been taken to reader the workmanshipd 
the book perfect. The printing is clear, easily read and of 
good size; the paper used is so thin that the volume is not the 
least bulky, +nd the neat olive green cover makes a very at- 
tractive appearance. 

ELTINGB. 
I 

. As the author says the work is not a Japanese 
in Manchuria.* history of the great war in Manchuria but a 

Nevertheless the two volumes give a very good historical 
sketch of the war from its commencement to the close of the 
battle of Liao Yang. The work is an excellent strategical 
and tactical study and a fair and impartial critique of the work 
of both sides. Where the reader is aot willing to accept the 
author’s opinion he h d s  a subject for thought and study 
although he wil l  as a rule agree with the author. The author’s 
opinion of the two commanders, Oyama and Kuropatkin, I 
think most students of the war will accept as fair and just. 
Kuropatkin as he says would have made a fine chief of staf€ 
for a daring general. To bring the comparison home to us 
Kuropatkin was a second McC1ellan.b 

The author emphasizes the fact that professional learning 
may make a chief of staff but character makes the general. 

Oyama had the character, Kuropatkin the learning. 1 
The author’s comparison of the troops of the two countries 

is correct and just: 
“The RIISSO- Japanese War is of very special interest in this 

connection, because of the splendid infantry on each side. If 
we w,re required to be comparative in our admiration we might 
be inclined to rank the Russian infantry the higher of the two, 
for the confidence in success which makes men brave, was all 

*“THE JAPA- IN MANCHUBU, 19W.ss By Colonel E. L V. Cor- 
donnier., Translated by Captain C. F. Atkinaon, Unattached List. (In- 
fantry University of London, 0. T. C.) Volume I!, Part 11-TheMareh 
to the Battle. Pert 111-The Battle Hwh Raea, Ltd., London, 1914. 
Price nine shillings, net. 

military “5tUdy.” 

. .  - 
I 

-, -.-.. 
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~ a - r i d e e f t b s  Jm wbo had = -y wins to-their 
asditatready,wlmre€stheRusrj.arras * had d e r e d  defeat after 
-de&&## (P. 252). * 

Both these amties w&e campod of @hting men; he 
doeepdtBBi3sp808pieof~h€lsa~,p.  150: "Inourdays 

. . 

of battle fronts- 

The author differs horn the majority of writers, apparently 
on the used dismounted jire action for cavalry. 

"Ore consequence of the Russo-Jspsnese War has been 
that we in Europe have donceived an unhappy passion for dis- 

, 

thz author treats of organization and 

from great mis- 

"It is the peace-time organization of the masses, the peace- 

"If the ante-bellum atizen &ad made a greater &ort he 
WOJd have saved his blood and money. The total dart would 

' The work is especially a study in strategy and higher troop 

time fdning," &. 

I I lllavebeender." 

Thie book, like all td Hugh Rees books, is well madz. 

J. F. M. 

8 
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Cojonel de Cissey published this study 
in the J o u d  of Milikrry Sckues fram July, 
1913, to January, 1914. Ware the pubs- 

cation was completed the dispositions which he advocates 
were formally adopted by the French Army by the decrees. 
of October 28th and December 2, 1913. 

B d y ,  the author advocates a more complef~ tacti$ 
tion of the mass of the cavalry, in me theater of opera- 7 one, into a large body under a single head for the purpose of 

obtaining a co6rdhtion between all parts of the cavalry am- 
mand and for 8 complete separation of cavalry for local protec- 
tion from cavalry for the securing of information about the 
memy. 

He would reduce the CaVaty asigned to Army Carps 
(The French have Corps Cavalry and not Divisional Cavalry), 
for local protection to a minimum and localizeits employment, 
utilizing the regiments thus saved to increase the force'or- 
ga&zed under the Cavalry commander and used by him under 
the djrect orders of the COmmandet-in-Chief. 

In arguing this point, he takes up a critical study of the 
use of cavalry by the German armies around Metz, early in 
August, 1870, going over much of.the ground covered by Pdet- 
Narbonne in "Cavalry on Service," but with less historical 
detail and more discussion and analysis of the lessons tobe 
learned. He follows the German Army historically from b y  
to day and points out the many times when the Getman lwm 
were obliged to make momentous decisions on a mere 

able information had been obtained. 

to use his cavalry in a far Merent ma,nner. 

for the time spent on it. 

I4 
Cavalrle.* 

because the service of their cavalry .was,so poor that 

He also shows that von Moltke had Originally inmdd 

The study is strongly written and will well repay any offiw 

It is accompanied by sketches and maps, the latter being 
, photographic reproductions and rather hard to read. 

*"La CAV- d m  le lDoope d ' m a ,  1'- et le corps d'm-" 
By Colonel de Cieses, French Army. &ibMe Miiitaire de Chapdot, lsic 
One volume, with taro mape and seven sketch in the text pricefam 
franoe. 
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. 
Volume I of this work constitutes the text 
volume 11 the maps, of whichthereare 

fi&, all relating to the RwJapaxlese War. of War.* 

Volume I has, including the index and an introduction by 
M S i r H o r a c e L . S d t h , G . C . B . ,  D . S . O . ,  A. D .C .  
General, 940 pages, clearly printed in large type on unglazed 
pgmr rhich makes it unusually easy on the eyes and especi- 
auJr adapted foi  mading at night. 

The book seems to be mainly an elaboration of the prin- 
ciples of the British Field SgVice Regulations and other manuals 
and, M sa& will be very useful to those int=lested in follow- 
iag the tread of thought and teachings in the various foreign 
afwies. 

The work commences with a very readable chapter on 
“ F w  d Success in War,” of which the author recognizes 
three -ti&: (a) Certainmoral qualitiesascoutage. energy 
a d  determma tion; (b) War Preparations; (c)  Skill in apply- 
ing the power pmduced by the combination of (a) and (b) ,  
tbe author’s conclusions being supported by references to the 

Civil War, the Franco-Gennan War of 1870, and thz 
R\tsso-Japanese War. 

This is followed by chapters on the &acteristics of 
troops, each arm being ’sepatately considered. 

Then follows two chapters on means ofcommunication 
a l B d 7  ‘cation and orders, ending with some remarks 

At this time, when the vast schemes of mobitizirtion and 
-tim &y completed in Europe, and Great Britian 

Pmqcmm ob Wm.” Bs GenezalE. A. Altham, C. B.. C. 

ori-r 

-’ 

mvementsbylrndmd and mbilleting. 
. 
- 
M. 0. Tbe M- -WW, New YO** Price W.W. 
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participating therein, the chapter on movement by land and 
of the mobiliz8tion md strategicalcan~en- 

g. tratim and deplqment, will be particularly in- 
whatever may be the outcome of the ‘great struggle now going 
on abroad, this book will be most valuable in showing the 
direction of English teachhg along these lines, before the war 
and will thus give amitable background for the study of the 
works that will surely follow the close of the present military 
activity in Europe. 

To the critical reader, the historid allusions are not 
always convinw, but this could scarcely have been remedied 
in a single volume. The sathat gives references which will 
pave the way for such readers so that, if they have access to 
a suitable library, they may test the accur~lcy of the author’s 
statements and the justness of his conctusions for themselves. 

It is believed that this book is well worth careful study, 
especially at this time, as a preparatory step to the study of the 
prsent war, which study, of course, cannot be pursued at the 
present time. 

~e8 ,  which 

W. G. S. 
I .  

.”‘T . -  ..Tap 

Campaign 
Of ‘ * ’ 4’* 

This work appears to be a translation of 
Houssaye’s Compaign of 1814, sixty-sixth 
edition, published in Paris in 191 1. 

In rendering the volume into English, Major McClintock 
has, unfortunately, left out all footnotes and references. In 
these days of improvemen in wtorical research, this would be 
considered by mfrny as a nous defect but, notwithstanding 
this omission, the work is a readable one. Houssaye never 
fails to’be inkresting. He is also accurate. 

It is easy to see that the author has endeavored to truly 
record all that occuted, but it has evidently been impossible 
for him to conceal his partiality for Napoleon. Few, indeed, 

3 e  

*“N~LBK)N M THE CAMPAWN OB 1814.” By Henry Houasage. 
Translated from the o~iginal h c h ,  by permhi04 by Brevet Major R. S. 
McClintock Roy4 Engineere. Hugh Reeg. Ltd., London, 1914. Price 
eight n)tillinw. ai. pemce, net. 

I 
I r I . .  . . .  
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2I8mbubk?teeiresirittbe- ofhismighty 
* e m a X i n ~ g o f h i s  deedlsyears after his death. 

The etory ob tbs CIMPaigp of 1814 is one of absorbing 
ktetesk Noone can zed it and doubt for an instant that the 
Bmpema pwmsed militmy ability of the highest order. But, 
I m & k d h g ,  the wonderful etTorts which his intellect put 
fehewaobeaten.  

~ h r e ~ e  WeLe a numb of causes that contributed to this. 
YouthtutaessandlackoftraiPingof alatgepartofthehch 
Army; frequent failures of the marshals and other leaders of 
the la€ge!r units to arise to the occasion in critical SituatiOIls; 
-ofa umber of these leaders; and faulty tactics on 

Time after time we find the h c h  arriving at the critical 
point of combat by detachments. Each is crushed in succes- 
sion Mote the next& arrivesand hdly  the contest ends in a 
defeat m i n a  banenvictory. The allies committedthesame 
mistat~es but as their forces were numericatly supezior to those 
of Napoleon, they gehedly had a detachment or two left 

We must d e s ,  though the Emperor’s strategic con- 
ceptirrns were brilliant, the execution of his projects was 
,aften execrable. Nor, is he himself entirely blameless. He 
often risked battle when his military mind must have known 
that there was no hope of victory. .His impatience led him 
into grave errors in this respect. He could not well contime 
himself in a defensive campaign. His nature and genius were 

The *is well printed on good paper and has excellent 
maps. 

If ope wkhes a readable book this is 8 good one to get and 
Housssge’s well known ability as a histotian will make the 
bookanetobeteliedupon. 

, , 

the field of bat$, were some oftbese causes. 

a+r his were used up. 

essentially of the caensive tppe. 

/ 

N. F. M. \ 
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This is a work by Captain Jas. A. Moss, 
29th Infantry, of 651 pages-5% by 7% 

index-which gives in a single volume a compilation of all 
War Department general orders, circulars and bulletins that 
have beenissued during the last twenty years and that are s t i l l  
in faroe’. 

The dead matter from all thG mass of orders,etc., hasbeen 
eliminated so that the book gives a residuum of the living or 
useful information unda these heads. 

A new edition of this work will be issued every year, 
soon after January lst, so that the officer having a copy of the 
latest edition wi l l  have at h y d  a ready reference book which 
will prove a time saver and *hi& may frequently prevent his 
having some ancient order sprung on him, the of 
which otherwise may have been unknown to him. 

It is printed on thin paper of medium quapty and in very 
small type. While this saves space and weight in the make-up 
of the book, yet it will require young eyes to read it. 

By Captain James A. Moss, 29th Infantry. Geo. 
Banta Publishing Co., Menasha, Wie. Price $8.00. A special offer ie 
made o l  the book for two yeara fcr the price of P, single copy to thorn who 
order the same at once. 

i 
2 

i n c h e s 4 5  pages of text and 86 pagesof . 9  
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GENERAL CAMILLO C. C. CARR. 
I -- 

While it was occasionally done in the earlier days of the 
Cavalry Association, it has not been customary to notice in 
the CAVALRY JOURNAL the death of any of its members however 
dWn@hed they:have been as cavalry soldiers. Yet it is 
deemedeminently proper to take such action in the case of 
the late Brigadier General Camill0 C. C. Carr, who died at 
Chicago & July 24th last. 

For the nearly thirty years of the life d the U. S. Cavalry 
Association, General Carr was one of its staunchest sup- 
porters, in additioa to having been me of its original organizers 
and for &y years an officer of tbe Assocition. He was 
the chairman of the Commitee that drafted the first Consti- 
W o n  and 8lso of the one that, a few years later, revised the 
same, which revised Constitution is practically t h e e m e  as 
the ope uow in force. He was for several years the Vice- 
president of. the Association, whik General Merritt was its 
President,andhewasamemberoftheExemtiveCouncilduring 
the entire time that he served at Fort Leaven-, after the 
Association was organized. He saved as Editor of the CAV- 
ALRY JOURNAL fmm June 1890 to &@ember, 1892. 

I c;eneral Carr was a soldier hthf? Army of the United’ 
Stat- for nearly fifty-two years, during which time he served 
in every grade of the cavalry service from private to general 
OtTiCer with honor and distinctha 

He was three times bievetted for gallantry in action, the 
first being for his savice in the battle of Todd‘s Tavern, Va., 

a 
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the next for that at the battle of Wmchester and the last for that I 
against the Nez Pace Indiaas at Camas Meadows, Idaho, in 
1877. 

Brack‘s work on “Cavalry Outpost Duties,” which book has 
been the Sandard authority on that subject in this country 
for many years. 

He was the translator from the French of General F. De- . .  

-- 
A CHANGE OF HEADQUA,RTERS. 

Three or four times in recent years the suggestion has been 
made by several members of the Cavalry Association that the 
headquarters of the Association should be located in W*g- 
ton as being nearer the Headquarters of the Army, and, there- 
fore, in closer touch with the workings of the General Staff as 
regards the welfare of the Cavalry s-OrVice. However, no formal 
proposition has ever been made to cany this idea into effect 
and these sporadic suggestions have come to naught. 

Very recently. a new proposition as to the location of the 
headquarters of the Association has been advanced and in such 
a shape that,,under the Constitution of the Association, it must 
be Considered. Some time since, a communication was re- 
ceived from Major Rhodes, Commandant of the Mounted 
Senrice School at Fort Riley, advancing the idea that Fort 
Riley was the proper place for the headquarters of the U. S. 
Cavalry Association and requesting that the matter be con- 
sidered by the Executive C o d .  

Inasmuch as one of the later suggestions as to Washington 
being the proper place for our headquarters was received by 
me of the members of the Executive Council at about the same 
time as was the letter from Major Rhodes, the council directed 
that both parties be notified as to the proper mannm in which 
the question could be brought before the Association. 

Later, the following letter; acmmPanieq by proposed 
amendmats to the Constitution of the Associadon, duly simed 
by-the required number of members of the Association, has been 
received: 

- 
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2. It babwmb- to atatethat I have drawn up theee pro- 
pami dttm@hn in the Comtitutbn, onlo after mu& d d  considera- * 
ts00. and QOOWrBPIIO1LB covezing a n a m k  of years, with membem of the 
m; and that bwt intcaeete of the Cavalry deeodation have 
abne beep tbe detmnining faetem in fddng that the matter be submitted 
toourarm. 

8. It 111 believed that a 8tmag feeling eriSte in the d c e  towarda 
rumovbg the beedqtlarten, of the desodatkn from Fort Leavanworth, for 
tbe reslloll tbt,+& an admirable spirit edete at that etation to- - tbemebdleurpgr..itiein pose- a cavalry poet or a center of cavalry 
il&imutondeQth* 

4. I am mart willing that the queution of whether the headquartere 
ofthe ohall bellenmored to Fort Riley or to Washington. shall 
be by the dreodatron ita&; in eitber case a serious error sill 
not be made. But in favor of Port Riley ia the fac t  that formany yearsit 
b been the focrrr of interest to the mounted service, and with the develop- 
meat a4 the luopnted Service School and the probable stationing of a brigade 
ardivkkm deavabr at Fort Riley, ita impatsnce 8s a center of cavalry io- 
teae&am&ermwfrom geer to year. 

6. At the sama time, -ne of tactid and strategic questions 
perLaininOt0 the cavalry BIB 80 intimatdy eoppBeted with the Army Service 
8eboob end the Brml War College, that the mefdnem and value of cavalry 
O & W I B ~  at tboee educational institutbun, ahould be uti&ed to the 
meit exte!nt in -the &Iolich d the Aaaociation. 

6. Taese anwadzktb have therefore been drawn up with the idea in 
view that the in- of the dhoeiation and of the J O W ~ N A L  may be safely 
intawed to ea- 05aers, on duty at  the Atnu War C&w, the A m v  
W & k o o b ,  and the lKosatadStsw&a School, with headquart- at  Fort 

7. I emmot briag thme remarks to a dose without expressing myper- 
for ~oor  work of the pget few years in promoting aa 
the htere6ts of the Cavalry beeodation and of the 

be moved to h r t  Baeg, aacbing would give me greuter ea& 

-s- I 

a V m  J0-t arrd tbat tdwuld the headquartem of the . 
faat&mfkntohava~bepe~ourSem&wyandEditor. 

C. D. RHoma; - Mdor,FubaJnCueaZrv. 

I 

PROPOSED AMENDMBNTS TO THE CONSTITUTION OF THE U. 8. . s 
CAVALRY ASSOCIAT'XON. q 

The constitution of the united states'cavslry As3;ods- 
tion sbaU bs amended as follows: 

j ARTICLE 11. 
OLD. NEW. 

Fort Wey, Kanaaa. 

.f 

The headquartere shall be at  The heqdquartem shall be at 
Fort Leavenworth, Kansas. 

ARTICLE VI, Sacrlo~ 1. 
The regular meetinge of the As- 

sodation shall be held once each 
year at Fort Leavenworth, Kauae, 
on the third Monday in January. 

The regular meetinm of the Be- 
eodation shall be held once each 
year at Fort @ley, -8s. on the 
third Monday in January. 

ARTICLE VII, SECTION 1. 
The elective oficem of the Be- 

sociation ehall be: A Reaidant, a 
Vi-President. and five members 
of the Executive Council. Their 
terms of sfice shall pe one year, or 
until their suee~s8ors ate elected. 
and all except the Resident shall 
be residents of Fort Leavenworth. 

The elective OB- of th4 AB- 
sodation shall be: A M d e n t ,  a 
Vice-President. and eleven mem- 
bers of the Executive Council. 
Their tenns of ofice shall be one 
year, or until their succ~88ot~  are 
elected. The Vice-president and 
five membem of the Executive 
Council shall be residents of Fort 
Riley, --three of them be 
ing &- on duty at the Mounted 
Service School; three members of. 
the Executive Council shall be 
ofacere on duty at  the &my Ser- 
vice Schools, Fort Isgvenwortb; 
and three members of the Executive 
Council shall be ofecere on duty at 
the Army War College, Washington. 

I 

ARTICLE VIII, SECTION 1. 
The Executive Council shall 

consist of the Repident. the Vice- 
Preaidept, the five elected members, 
the Editor and the Secretary and 
Treasurer. But when the Presi- 
dent is not a resident of Fort 
Leavenworth, he shall for all pur- 
posee be coneidexed as qot belong- 
ing to the Executive Council, un- 
lesa aetaally preeent. 

The Executive Counc sban 
consist of the Preuident, the Vice 
Reddent, the eleven elected mem- 
bere, the Editor. and the ,seeretSrp 
and Treasurer. But when the 
-dent is not a d d e n t  of Fort 
Riley, Fort Leavenworth or of 
Washington, D. C., he shall for all 
pur- be considered aa not be- 
lo&ing to the Executive Coundl. 
unlees aetpally presen+ 

' .  
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, The Executive Coondl shalt 
meet from time to time at the call 
o f t h e ~ , w h o e h a n b e t . h e  
mdue member of the Coundl pmza- 
&at at the headquartem of the Aa- 
sodation; provided, that members 
of the Council at statiom other 
than the headquarters of the Ae- 
eodation shall be given ample op- 

-pertpnitU to vote by mail on all 
mattere of policy and other im- 
portant questions. 

b ARTICLE VIII,'S~C~ION 8. 
Five membere shall constitute 

a quorum for the transaction of 
busineee. But if through the re- 
moval of o6iCere from Fort Riley 
or other cause, the Council be re- 
d u d  below five members such 
number PB remain shall constitute 
a quorum for the purpaee cf Wing 
vacandea. hut for thie purpose 
only. 

. 

It shall require a majority vote 
of all members of the Council to 
carry any propoeition dealing with 
mattere of policy, all rther proposi- 
tiom may be Cyried by a majority 
vote of those present. 

(Signed) C. D. RHODEB, Major 1Sth Cavalry. 
(S ig~d) .  H. R. RICHMOND, Captain 13th Cavalry. 
(Signed) JOHN ALDEN DE<;EN, 1st Lieut. 12th Cavalry. 
(Sign ) E. E. McGm, 2d Lieut. 2d Cavalry. 

.(Signed) J. IC. BBOWN, 2d Lieut. 2d Cavalry. 
(Signed) INNIB P. S W Z ~ ,  let Lieut. 2d Cavalry. 

. (Skn 3 W. J. Scan. 1st Lieut. 6th Cavalry. 

The following proposition to amend Section 3, Article V, 
d tba CanstitUtion has atso been regularly proposed by the 

* membess of the Executiv& coundl and will be submitted for 
the vote of the re&, &ios members: 

Amend Section 3, Article V, by striking out all of 'the 
section and substituting therefor the following: '"he subscrip- 
tion price for the JOURNAL of the Association shall be fixed 

This chajge is suggest& and &Inmended for th reason 
by the Enecutive 

that the offiaals of the Post Wce Department have claimed 
that the old requirement did not make the subscr¶ption to the 
JOURNAL a free and voluntary one and that, therefore, it did 
not come witbin the terms of the law in order to be transmitted 
through the mail as Second Class matter. They have 
threatened to cancel our entry of the JOURNAL as W d  Class 
mail unless o w  Constitution was changed in this respect. 

Furthermore, the old section did not allow, strictly speak- 
ing, the giving of discounts to subscription agencies, nor did it 
allow the clubbing rates that have been given to members of 
theother Service Associations, although both practices have 
prevailed for several years. 

The following are the provisions of the Constitution of 
the Association relating to proposed amendments of the same, 
and the method which shall prevail in publishing them to the 
Assodation: 

"The Constitution may be amended by a two-thirds vote 
of the regulrzr. actiwe members present or properly represkted 
by proxy, at an annual mesting of thz Association. Proposed 
amendments shall be furnished the Secretary in writing, signed 
by five or more members, not less than four months prior to 
the meeting at which they are to be acted u r n .  The Sec- 
retary, under the direction of the Executive council, shall 
publish such proposed alterations to the Association not less 

"Due noti? of any =gular or s k i d  meeting, or of any 
proposed action to be taken at such meetings shall be deemed 
to have been given when such notice shall have been published 
in the JOURNAL of the Association and a copy of the same mailed 
to each member at the last address furnished the Secretary, or, 
in case of officers of the regular army, the address given in the 
last Army List and I)'rrectory, at least three months in advance 
of such meeting." 

.i 
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. than three months prior to said meeting." 
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mith t&?iiii.ve quoted propisians of the 
C&&htimndceis~y@venthattheaextregularmesting 
b f f b  U. S. Cavalry Aseociation will be had itl Grant Hall, 
at Part Leavenworth, Ibnsas, on the third Monday in January, 
1915, Mdthst at that mseting action will betakes on theabove 
lmppoeed 8113~~drnmts to the Constitution of the Association. 

fmnisbed all rsgnliw, actioe members of the Association, those 
d y b e i n g d  edtovoteonproposka.mendmeatstothe 
( l M t s t i t u ~  L, active members am those reguh mem- 

Blanksfor voting 011 the praposed amendments wi l l  be 

L berswhoare0ntheaCtipelistoftheRegularArmy. 

I, 

' CAVALRY DRILL REGULATIONS. 

It is trnderstood that orders have been issued by the War 
Depertment that, after November 1, 1914, the use of the Ten- 
tative Cavalry Drill Regulations wi l l  be suspended and that 
ths old.Drill Regulations will be again in force. Also that 
~~~Oflticen,~ffcavatrywillsubmitarepart,onorbefote 
the same date, on the Tentative Drill Regulations &t have 
been tried out during the last few months. 

Such being the case, now is an excellent time tp revise the 
, 016 Drill Regulations and it is hoped that our Field officers 

will'take advantsge of &his opportunity to make their iecom- 
menilations aawrdul - glr. 

Several suggestions dong this line have been d v e d  froin 
ogt members and it is believed that there never will be Dffered 
a better charm to ask for and obtain the much to be desired 
revhion. At the! sank the,  those who have experimented 
with the Tentative DrillRegUlatiansshouldcarefully Consider 

. the mpointsd the same and emphasize them in the reports 
abopttobemndefed. 

be tharouphlv considered,' it has been suggested that each 
-tal CoPLmapdet obtain the. commsus of opinion, if 

Inorderthatthis~timportantquestionforourarmmay , 

* 
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practicable., of his regiment, not only for the compiltrtion of 
his repart, but also that asynopsisof thesamemaybesubrnitted 
twtbe CAVALRY JOURNAL. This, it is hoped, will a b l e  dpr 

as regards up-to-date Cavalry Drill Regulations. 
Every one agrees that the Drill Regulations need revision - along many lines and now is the time to make an unitedmove 

to secure the very best that can be obtained. 

&cers to come to some general understadxig as to our needs i 

. 

THE DEMAND FOR HORSES. 

i 
JMidt as it has been to procure suitabL horses for. UT 

mounted services, the indications are that it will be impossi t le 
to obtain enough to supply our actual needs in the very ~near 
future. , 

The agents of England and France are now buying horses 
by the thousands for the armies in France where the losses 
in horses have been wholly unprecedented in warfare. The 

'cago, St. Louis, and Kdsas  City are now horse markets 
doing a thriving b siness in supplying these agents-with horses 
and every horse that is at all suitable for military purposes is 

I t  is reported by one of the daily papers that the British 
War Office has ordered their agents in Canada and the United 
States to secure one hundred thousand head of horses and that 
France wil l  take an equally large number out of the United 
States if they can be found. 

It is fortunate fo r  our mounted services, that our country 
has established remount depots and that they purchase young 
horses that are not now suitable for service in war. But even 
with this source of supply of young horses that wil l  require a 
couple of years for training and developing into suitable mounts, 
and draft horses, the outlook for the future supply is far from 
being favorable. 

. 

T 
being purchased and at good prices. I .  
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nia&~ in this Umntty, although 8[pz1L31 and inadequate one,to 
thebaeedingofhorees that are suitable Em the needs 

Ip this connection, the following extract from the New 

An tbiri g?e8 to ahon thewikiomob the atart that hasbeen 

oporuarmy’dthepeoessityatenteringint0thisbusinesson 
a much sade. 

Ywk Her&, of September 20, 1914, will prove interesting: 

#Though the -in hag betan in only about dx weeks 
it now all but eprcJll that the home b just sa important as ever he wpe 
in the equipmeaht of a BuccBBgfpl army no-mug the invention of 
aIltomhileB, and -le bdloom since the lmt great war waa 
bught out i n ~ I n r w b w b g t h e f a t h l  campaign in North- France 
the X d q  militmy critic haa repeatedly drawn attantion to the vital part 
plapea by the eavdry of the A I l h  in constantly hareeeing the exposed right 

oftha Qermnn army cmd -ita retreat by threatening to get in 
Imtwemn General VOII Kluck’e command and the main army. 

“Tbeu6e of mwntedtroopcl in heavy maeeee ie declared to be every 
wbit M & d v e  m it v88 in OUT Civil War. when the brilliant and tell- 
ing explorte of 8beridan. Stoart and other ear- leadem made them 
popuI8r heraee of the day. Aemplsnse and aatomobila now eupplement 
-the wtuk of tbe hoqe by locating the toma of the enemy and by trsneportine 
troope and 8upplhn from point to point, but neither of t h w  mechanical 
i n v e n h  meaea to take the place of the horae in anything y v e  the minor 
fmetium oi the eavaky. 

“Thm f p  tbe d e r y  haa plepd a more important part than ever 
bdure in both the French and the German army. and here & ev-hing 
depenae on the adequ&e supply of suitable horse6 to move the gun6 and am- 
munition in dvanee and retreat. , Reports from the theater ’of war last week 
stated that the invading G e r m a ~ ~  were in a bad way for fmh artillery and 
cavalry e after their wonddd mccedoa of forced marches from the 
fronties towbd Parle and back again. That such work would exhaust the 
bsllrbmaeain thewadd am bamdily believed when it ie remembered that 
on- W areatber marked the period of advance and that heavy rains 

the heat. The wastwpof horeee by gun-* and overwork must 
have beep te r r i k  in both d e u ,  under thex conatiom, but the Germans 
doabti- suffered moet beddea having to bring fresh drnsle from a long 
rlirtu# to take tbe place of tbolle killed or disabled. 

“It &a been said that nearly oue-haU of all the homes in the invading 
de&royed or worn out when the German advance reached high 

water mark. on September 6th. Making due allowance for the -tian 
*-m v r e w f r ~ m  the mat of war. it ie reason& to 
b$ievetBe- hare- V e e r i o p e  to a vpet army so activdy en&eti 

, snny had 

AIRCRAFT IN WAR. 
-- 

While the news being received from the great war now 

yet enough is known to lead to the conviction that the ex- 
pectations as to the usefulness in & of the aeroplane and diri- 
gible, particularly the latter, have not been furtilled. It is 
true, however, that certain reports from the seat of war wodd 
lead to the conclusion that aeroplanes have proved useful as 
scouts in detecting and reparting‘the movements of large 
bodis of troops, but sti l l  not to the extent that was predicted 
would be the case. 

It’is possible that the later and complete reports of ‘this 
war, to be brought out long after the war is over, w i l l  show that 
the aeroplane q d  dirigible have pkved themselves to be of 
more value than present indications would seem. to m a t .  

In this connecti& the following extracts from a report by 
Mr. Herbert Corey, a London war correspondmt, may be of in- 
terest :* 

1 

going on in Europe is unreliable, contradictory and garbled, 

*From the Kansas CUT-. 

1 
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& O h  8-@ 8t WfrOlll- 8h 'PSL) thpt w,k'ot  
which M. Pesoud mthe bera wfthoaeuwnwmbabe f I t 3 ~  0- 811erk8 
o f O e r m r r n ~ ~ t 4 l e e e r G r r o e r u n r r c h e r , h ~  Eblna&ia& 
a r e e t h e ~ t u d ~ P o = - ~ i n t b s h & l l w r a  Mmt 
war aero- are (LIIIIQeBd beneath to pmtect the O l m t a t o n  horn bunet8. 
Because of the t?emenduoue load of "incendkf' sbelhb hand gmnadeo and 
explosive h b a ,  Peeoud auried, the armor was stripped from be mtache 
beforethestart. otaerariaeitaoulpnothaveiiftedfnnnthegnmrrd. bit 
wae, Pemad m unable at the ootsettolift themaelbe m a ~ g  than 600 feet 

made hie phneanexcdbt target. be a-of self-protection be flew 
a t  night. In laclrdexactknowledge, masip b i t  that Msload of bo& 
weighedBOOpopnda H e ~ e v e r p o l r e b d o r e  

intheair. ThatiactaidsdhhaimintheJdhreharpdoftbsboglba bnt ab0 ) *  

The netr€aalt 8Ofar asit  can be -ed, was 

an smmunition caiaeon were etsllclr by an explosive projectile it would be 
destroyed. I ~ d o e e n o t n ~ f d l o a r t h a t t h e n e x t ~ n o f a m m p n i t l b m  
would 8uiTer. The "incendiary" bomb he carried would unquestionably 
cause a conhgration if they fell among city haueea They are almost hpnn- 

campment. 

when dropped from a plane, one haa still to hit the mark" Said the British 
ofacer heretotore quoted. "At 8 height cf one thouesnd feet the lwneerp 
of Aldershot seemed about tlie she of one'e ilnger nail. At two tho-d feet 
it ia quitaimpoeeible to distinguish a body of khald elad troops agpinst- 
ordinary earth background. Only by the mereat chance could a bomb hit 
the target aimed at." 

The French are believed to have eomething like seven hundred 8 8 0 ~ ~  
planes and the Germane about 5ve hundred-or 80 the n u m b  w e  at the 
outset of the war. Thb an Betimate only, for neither aide has made public 
any pertinent fact. It ia etinitely known that each side has been continually 
engaged in experiments upon the other b, meane of bombs, The French, at  
least, have indicated they wil l  give thb up as a bad job. Even the moral 
effect has worn off. In the daytime marching troops have had no diteculty 
in avoiding the dropped bombs. Bomb throwing at night ie highly haraesing 
to thoee thrown at. but the animated targets have the Coneolation that, like/ 
lightning, an aeroplane never strikes twice in the same plaee. 

l-ae harm ia eountsdin th i~ -if they faU 

"Granted a new high explwive which would 

'd 

STILL NBaD CAVALBY SCOWS. 

'"Our reporta from Belgium are that in broken, wooded, hilly country 
an airman is quite unable to dbthgubh with any certainty tbe nuqbem or 
disposition of tge troops beneath him," said the British 05- quoted. "He 
might make a fairly accurate estimate of what 7988 going on upon a plain 
beneath him. Even 80, in the prosent state of development he would only be 
able to report that 8 certain number of 'small' 01 lage' W e e  of troops were 
under way in a given diredon. Such reporta have been of great d u e  to 0% 
but they muat be supplemented by feeling out the country by camthy scouts,** 




